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Preface

As part of an effort to improve and enhance the performance and capabilities 
of its product line, EMC from time to time releases revisions of its hardware 
and software. Therefore, some functions described in this document may not 
be supported by all revisions of the software or hardware currently in use. 
For the most up-to-date information on product features, refer to your 
product release notes.

If a product does not function properly or does not function as described in 
this document, please contact your EMC representative.

This manual contains checklists of the tasks required to install an 
EMC® CX4 series, CX3 UltraScale™ series, CX300 series, CX500 
series, CX700, or AX series storage system with Navisphere® 
Manager in a configuration with a server running the AIX, HP-UX, 
Linux, Novell NetWare, Solaris, VMware ESX Server, Windows 
Server 2008, Windows Server 2003, or Windows 2000 operating 
system. 

Note: Navisphere host software support for Windows 2000 servers is limited 
to version 6.26 or earlier. Scripts that run from Windows 2000 servers will not 
support the complete set of CX4 features. Refer to the ESM for more detailed 
information.

CX4 series and CX3 series storage systems are not supported with NetWare 
servers. 

For instructions on installing an AX4-5 series storage system in a 
configuration with an AIX, Linux, HP-UX, Solaris, or Windows 
server running PowerPath failover software or a VMware ESX Server 
running native multipath failover software, go to the Install page of 
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Preface

the AX4-5 support website (http://emc.com/ax4-5support), click 
Install, and answer the questions about your configuration.

Audience This roadmap is intended for use by system administrators and/or 
service personnel during installation of CLARiiON® Fibre Channel 
and Internet SCSI (iSCSI) storage systems.

Readers of this roadmap should be familiar with the following topics:
◆ The operating system running on the server that you are 

installing.
◆ How the operating system handles the device names of physical 

disks (LUNs).

Changes with this
revision

To include references to the CLARiiON installation and maintenance 
support documentation website (www.emc.com/clariionsupport) for 
the latest information on performing the tasks described in this 
document and for new configuration support options, such as 
operating systems or failover software. This document will no longer 
be updated.

Storage systems no
longer covered in this

document

The table below lists the storage systems that are not covered for any 
configuration in this document and the last revision of this document 
that included the storage systems.

Storage system removed Last revision including the storage system

CX200LC, CX200, CX400, 
CX600

Revision 33

FC4700 series, FC4500 Revision 33

http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://www.emc.com/clariionsupport
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Organization

Related
documentation

Each chapter has its own related documentation section.

Conventions used in
this guide

EMC uses the following conventions for notes and cautions.

Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.

CAUTION!
A caution contains information essential to avoid damage to the 
system or equipment. The caution may apply to hardware or 
software.

Chapter 1 Contains installation checklists for an AIX server with 
EMC PowerPath® or VERITAS DMP.

Chapter 2 Contains installation checklists for a VMware ESX 
Server server.

Chapter 3 Contains installation checklists for an HP-UX server 
with EMC PowerPath, native multipath failover, 
PVLinks failover, or VERITAS DMP.

Chapter 4 Contains installation checklists for a Linux server with 
and without EMC PowerPath, native multipath 
failover, or VERITAS DMP.

Chapter 5 Contains installation checklists for a NetWare server 
with EMC PowerPath.

Chapter 6 Contains installation checklists for a Solaris server 
with EMC PowerPath, Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager, 
or VERITAS DMP.

Chapter 7 Contains installation checklists for a Microsoft 
Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2003, or 
Windows 2000 server with EMC PowerPath and for a 
Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server with 
VERITAS DMP.
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Preface

Typographical Conventions
This manual uses the following format conventions

This 
typeface

◆ Specific filenames or complete paths. 
◆ Dialog box names and menu items in text.
◆ Selections you can make from the user interface, 

including buttons, icons, options, and field 
names.

◆ Emphasis in cautions and warnings.

This typeface ◆ New terms or unique word usage in text. 
◆ Command line arguments when used in text.

This 
typeface

◆ Represents a system response (such as a 
message or prompt), a file or program listing.

x > y Represents a menu path. For example, Operations 
> Poll All Storage Systems tells you to select Poll 
All Storage Systems on the Operations menu.
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Where to get help EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as 
follows:

CX4 series, CX3 series, and CX series product information — For 
documentation, release notes, software updates, or for information 
about EMC products, licensing, and service, go to the EMC 
Powerlink® website (registration required) at:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

AX4-5 series and AX series product information — For 
documentation, release notes, software updates, or for information 
about EMC products, licensing, and service, go to the AX100 support 
website, the AX150 support website, or the AX4-5 support website on 
the EMC.com website.

Technical support — For technical support, go to EMC WebSupport 
on Powerlink. To open a case on EMC WebSupport, you must be a 
WebSupport customer. Information about your site configuration and 
the circumstances under which the problem occurred is required.

Your comments Your suggestions will help us continue to improve the accuracy, 
organization, and overall quality of the user publications. Please send 
your opinion of this guide to:

techpubcomments@EMC.com 

http://powerlink.emc.com
mailto:techpubcomments@EMC.com
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1Invisible Body Tag     

This chapter contains checklists of the tasks required to install an 
EMC® CLARiiON® CX4 series, CX3 UltraScale™ series, or CX series 
storage system in a configuration with an IBM AIX server running 
PowerPath® software or DMP failover. CX series refers to CX300, CX300i, 
CX500, CX500i, or CX700 storage systems only. CX300i and CX500i storage 
systems do not support AIX as an attached host.

Important - For the latest instructions on installing your CLARiiON storage 
system, refer to the CLARiiON installation and maintenance support 
documentation website (www.emc.com/clariionsupport) and select the 
appropriate storage-system type, followed by the task you want to perform. 
This document is no longer be updated.

The sections for the different configurations are:

◆ PowerPath configurations for AIX .................................................. 16
◆ DMP configurations for AIX ............................................................ 59

AIX Installation
Checklists

http://www.emc.com/clariionsupport
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AIX Installation Checklists

PowerPath configurations for AIX
Read this section if you are installing an AIX PowerPath 
configuration with a new or existing server and a new or existing 
storage system.

Note: For documentation on installing a new or existing AX4-5 series storage 
system in a configuration with a new or existing IBM AIX server and 
PowerPath software, go to the Install page of the AX4-5 support website 
(http://emc.com/ax4-5support), click Install, and answer the questions 
about your configuration.

A new and existing server and a new and existing storage system are 
defined as follows:

new server - A server running AIX and not connected to any storage 
system.

existing server - A server running AIX and that is already connected 
to one or more storage systems.

new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage 
system that has the factory default settings and that has never been 
connected to a server. 

existing storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX500, or 
CX700 series storage system that is already connected to one or more 
servers and is in an EMC Navisphere® domain.

Note: For more information on the storage systems that can connect to an 
AIX server, see “Supported storage systems” on page 17.

Topics relating to the checklists for AIX PowerPath configurations 
are:

◆ Supported storage systems............................................................... 17
◆ Required server software revisions................................................. 17
◆ Prerequisites ....................................................................................... 18
◆ Documentation................................................................................... 19
◆ PowerPath checklist — new AIX server and new storage 

system.................................................................................................. 22
◆ PowerPath checklist — new AIX server and existing storage 

system.................................................................................................. 33
◆ PowerPath checklist — existing AIX server and new storage 

system.................................................................................................. 42
◆ PowerPath checklist — existing AIX server and existing 

storage system ....................................................................................  51

http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://emc.com/ax4-5support
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Supported storage 
systems

All CLARiiON storage systems connected to an AIX server must be 
CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX500, CX700, or AX4-5 series storage 
systems, or any other storage systems that can co-exist with these 
CLARiiON storage systems in an AIX PowerPath environment. If any 
other type of storage system is connected to the server, the server 
cannot run AIX PowerPath. For information on storage systems that 
can co-exist with CLARiiON storage systems, refer to the EMC 
support matrix on the Powerlink® website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com). A single AIX server can be connected 
to AX4-5 series storage systems and CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, 
CX500, and/or CX700 storage systems only if:

◆ The server is running the Navisphere Host Agent and/or the 
Navisphere Server Utility version 6.26.7 or later

◆ The AX4-5 series storage systems are running Navisphere 
Manager.

◆ The master of the domain with these storage systems is one of the 
following:

• An AX4-5 storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.23.050.5.5xx or later

• A CX4 series storage system 

• A CX3 series storage system running FLARE OE version 
03.26.xxx.5.014 or later

• A CX series storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.24.xxx.5.018 or later

• A Navisphere off-array management station running the 
Navisphere UIs version 6.26.21.0.51 or later

Required server 
software revisions

◆ AIX operating system revision listed in the E-Lab™ 
Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA or NIC driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ Version of AIX PowerPath listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator for your storage system. The E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator is on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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CX4-120, CX3-10, or 
CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions

The PowerPath kit that ships with a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 
storage system does not include a license key because a key is not 
required when you install PowerPath on a server in any of the 
following situations:

◆ The server is attached only to the CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 
storage system

◆ The server is attached to the CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage 
system and/or to any of the following storage systems:

• Other CX4-120, CX3-10, and/or CX300 series storage systems

• AX4-5 storage systems

◆ If any other type of storage system is or will be attached to the 
server, do not install the PowerPath version that shipped with 
the CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system on the server. 
Only a licensed full  PowerPath version should be installed on the 
server. If a licensed full PowerPath version is not already installed 
on the server, you must purchase and install one.

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to the SPs in the storage system.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is:

• Running Navisphere CLI version 6.X.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to SPs in the storage system.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups. 

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx and the Virtual Provisioning™ enabler 
installed.

http://powerlink.emc.com
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Be sure to consider requirements for SnapView™, 
MirrorView™/A, and MirrorView/S software if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning for your storage system:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with: 
• PCI HBA and native IBM HBA driver
• NIC driver

• Switches and switch management software
• AIX operating system and HACMP (if using HACMP)

◆ PowerPath documentation for your PowerPath for AIX version:

• Release notes

• Product guide

• Installation and administration guide

PowerPath documentation is available on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products for AIX Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-002-044)

◆ EMC CLARiiON iSCSI Server Setup Guide for AIX (P/N 
300-005-048)

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 003-003-628) - for CX4 series, CX3 series, and CX series 
storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/cx3support
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◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and 
Cabling Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX4 series, CX3 series, and 
CX series storage systems (available in the Manager user interface 
and in the Technical Documentation and Advisories section on 
the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

http://powerlink.emc.com
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◆ Navisphere Service Taskbar Requirements and Installation - available 
on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ CLARalert Requirements and Installation - available on the 
Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for IBM AIX (P/N 300-000-608)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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PowerPath checklist — new AIX server and new storage system
For a CX4 series or CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for CX series storage systems, 
complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the 
service provider arrives. For other storage-system configurations, 
complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
or NICs and 
driver

❑ Install HBAs (Fibre Channel) or NICs (iSCSI).

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

HBA or NIC 
documentation 

❑ Install HBA or NIC driver.

Note: The iSCSI driver for NICs is bundled with the AIX operating system.

❑ Execute the following command:

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

2 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON and 
PowerPath.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and PowerPath release 
notes

3 Server
Setup NICs

❑ Assign an IP address and network mask to each NIC in the server that will 
be connected to the storage system:

Execute the command % smitty chinet and enter the values for 
INTERNET ADDRESS and Network MASK. 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

4 Server
Install EMC ODM 
Support 
software

❑ Install the EMC ODM Support software using SMIT or the command line.

Note: The EMC ODM Support package is available on the ftp site 
ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS

Host connectivity guide

5 Server
Install host 
agent or server 
utility

❑ Install the agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support products 
installation guide

❑ If you installed the host agent, edit the host agent configuration file 
agent.config file as follows:

• Add the following entry if it does not already exist:

device auto auto

• Add at least one privileged user. 

6 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support products 
installation guide

ftp://ftp.emc.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS
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7 Server
Install 
PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 18.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath Release 
Notes and PowerPath 
for UNIX installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ Install PowerPath using SMIT or from the command line.

❑ Register PowerPath.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

8 Fibre Channel 
switches
Install

For a SAN:

❑ Install the Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, and 
switch documentation

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a switch port.

❑ On the server, execute the following command:

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the switch port connected to the HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

9 iSCSI network
Install

If you are using an iSCSI network

❑ If not already installed, install any network switches or other network 
components as needed.

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Install any network cables between host NICs, network switches, and 
storage system SPs.

IMPORTANT: A NIC can have only one path to an SP.

Network router or switch 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the NICs are working 
by checking the state of the corresponding network switch or router 
indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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10 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

11 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the management port on each SP to the LAN connected to the hosts 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

12 Storage system
Initialize and 
install software 
enablers

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a non-AIX host on the 
same subnet as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning™, SAN Copy™, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView™, MirrorView™/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of 
Service Manager enabler CDs, use Navisphere Manager to install the 
enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

13 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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14 Storage system
Cable to Fibre 
Channel switch, 
network, or 
server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the switch or HBA 
ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each SP 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For storage-system iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network switch, 
network router, or server’s NIC ports (direct connection).

Storage system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding network switch 
or router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Network router or switch 
documentation

15 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later, or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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16 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

17 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure iSCSI 
software 
initiator

❑ Use the System Management Interface Tool (SMIT) to set the initiator 
name and the maximum number of iSCSI targets that you will use.

Select Devices > iSCSI > Configure iSCSI Protocol Device > Change / 
Show Characteristics of an iSCSI Protocol Device.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

18 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Define the iSCSI 
targets

❑ Edit the /etc/iscsi/targets file to include all iSCSI targets that you plan to 
use.

Note: If you plan to configure CHAP, you should also set your CHAP 
settings in the /etc/iscsi/targets file. See the Configure optional CHAP 
security step.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Server
Make target SPs 
available

For Fibre Channel target devices
❑ Download the following script from ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/

powerpath/aix and execute it:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

For iSCSI target devices 

❑ Configure access to the iSCSI target devices by executing the following 
command: 

cfgmgr

For any target devices

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that AIX sees LUNZ devices with the following AIX 
command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

• If AIX does not see LUNZ devices, ensure that arraycommpath is set to 
1, using one of the following:

- Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from
the Tools menu on the toolbar) to set ArrayCommPath to 1 for the
host ports.

- Navisphere Secure CLI command: 
naviseccli -h hostname storagegroup -sethost -host servername
-arraycommpath 1
where hostname is the IP address or network name of an SP in the
storage system and servername is the server’s name or network
address.

Note: Setting the arraycommpath to 1 (enabled) creates LUNZ 
devices. A LUNZ device allows Navisphere to communicate with the 
storage system when no LUNs in the storage system are connected to 
the server.

• For a Fibre Channel switch configuration, verify switch cabling and 
zoning.

• For Fibre Channel devices, execute the following script
emc_cfgmgr.sh

• For iSCSI devices, execute the following AIX command:

cfgmgr

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Server
Make target SPs 
available (cont.)

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent/
etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ List the LUNZ devices with the following AIX command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

AIX documentation

❑ Remove each LUNZ device with the following AIX command:

rmdev -dl hdiskn

where n is the hdisk number for the LUNZ device.

20 Storage system
Set properties 
for PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the storage-system Failover mode for the 
server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators) to the value required for the 
type of software running on the server:

For PowerPath 5.X
Failover Mode to 3

For PowerPath 4.5 except for 4.5.1
Failover Mode to 3

For PowerPath 4.51 
Refer to "Non-disruptive Upgrades in a CLARiiON Environment" in the AIX 
host connectivity guide for further configuration requirements. If your 
configuration meets these requirements, select 3; otherwise, select 1.

Note: Since arraycommpath is set to 1 (enabled by default), LUNZ 
devices are created. A LUNZ device allows Navisphere to communicate 
with the storage system when no LUNs in the storage system are 
connected to the server. You will remove them in the next step.

PowerPath release 
notes and Navisphere 
Manager Help

21 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

Task Steps Reference document
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22 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install 
CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected to 
a storage system.

❑ Download and install the CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert requirements 
and installation 

23 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 series storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

24 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

25 Server
Configure 
devices

For Fibre Channel devices

❑ Execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

For iSCSI target devices 

❑ Configure access to the iSCSI target devices by executing the following 
command: 

cfgmgr 

For any target devices
❑ Execute the following PowerPath command:

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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25 Server
Configure 
devices (cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the server sees hdisk devices for the LUNs. AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs with the 
following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs:

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are set as defined in step 20. 

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent/
etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint if the host agent is installed - Use Navisphere Manager to 
verify that the LUNs are mapped to hdiskpower devices.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ For AIX 5.1, check hdisk settings. PowerPath release 
notes or host 
connectivity guide

26 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

27 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

❑ Edit the /etc/iscsi/targets file to add CHAP security. Add a CHAP 
password in quotation marks at the end of the target line. 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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28 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

29 Server
Make LUNs 
available to AIX

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the LUNs.

If AIX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

Host connectivity guide 
or AIX documentation

30 Server
Test PowerPath

This test is for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system (none of which 
require a PowerPath license key) or for another CX4 series or CX3 series 
storage system and full PowerPath (not PowerPath SE) with a registered license 
key running on the server.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

AIX documentation

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test. AIX documentation

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Start I/O to the LUN by copying a large amount of data to the LUN. 

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled paths becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining path to the LUN, indicating that the 
path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

30 Server
Test PowerPath
(cont.)

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath checklist — new AIX server and existing storage 
system

For a CX4 series or CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs and driver

❑ Install HBAs (Fibre Channel) or NICs (iSCSI).

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

HBA or NIC 
documentation 

❑ Install HBA or NIC driver.

Note: The iSCSI driver for NICs is bundled with the AIX operating system.

❑ Execute the following command:

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

2 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON and 
PowerPath.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such 
as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and PowerPath release 
notes

3 Server
Setup NICs

❑ Assign an IP address and network mask to each NIC in the server that will 
be connected to the storage system:

Execute the command % smitty chinet and enter the values for INTERNET 
ADDRESS and Network MASK. 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

4 Server
Install EMC ODM 
Support software

❑ Install the EMC ODM Support software using SMIT or the command line.

Note: The EMC ODM Support package is available on the ftp site 
ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS

Host connectivity guide

ftp://ftp.emc.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS
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5 Server
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 18.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath Release 
Notes and PowerPath 
for UNIX installation 
and administrator’s 
guide

❑ Install PowerPath using SMIT or from the command line.

❑ Register PowerPath.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

6 Server
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ If you installed the host agent, edit the host agent configuration file 
agent.config file as follows:

• Add the following entry if it does not already exist:

device auto auto

• Add at least one privileged user. 

7 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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8 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required minimum 
revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help

9 Server
Cable to switches 
or network or 
storage system

For a Fibre Channel configuration with the storage system

❑ Cable the HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the storage 
system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Execute the following AIX command: 

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connection to the switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to the HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For iSCSI configuration with storage-system

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network switch, 
network router, or server’s NIC ports (direct connection).

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Execute the following AIX command: 

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding network switch 
or router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Network router or 
switch configuration

10 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone 

For a SAN:

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs. 

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If MirrorView/A or MirrorView/S, is installed, create any required zones for it.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify the 
switch connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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11 Storage 
system with 
iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

12 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure iSCSI 
software initiator

❑ Use the System Management Interface Tool (SMIT) to set the initiator name 
and the maximum number of iSCSI targets that you will use.

Select Devices > iSCSI > Configure iSCSI Protocol Device > Change / 
Show Characteristics of an iSCSI Protocol Device.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

13 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Define the iSCSI 
targets

❑ Edit the /etc/iscsi/targets file to include all iSCSI targets that you plan to 
use.

Note: If you plan to configure CHAP, you should also set your CHAP 
settings in the /etc/iscsi/targets file. See the Configure optional CHAP 
security step.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Server
Make target SPs 
available

For Fibre Channel targets

❑ Download the following script from ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/
powerpath/aix and execute it:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

For iSCSI targets

❑ Configure access to the iSCSI target devices by executing the following 
command: 

cfgmgr

For any targets

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that AIX sees LUNZ devices with the following AIX 
command:
lscfg | grep LUNZ

If AIX does not see LUNZ devices:

• Ensure that arraycommpath is set to 1:

naviseccli -h hostname storagegroup -sethost -host servername 
-arraycommpath 1

where: 

hostname is the IP address or network name of an SP in the storage 
system, and

servername is the server’s name or network address

Note: Setting the arraycommpath to 1 (enabled) creates LUNZ devices. 
A LUNZ device allows Navisphere to communicate with the storage 
system when no LUNs in the storage system are connected to the 
server.

• For a Fibre Channel switch configuration, verify switch cabling and 
zoning.

• For Fibre Channel targets, execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

• For iSCSI targets, execute the following AIX command:

cfgmgr.

AIX documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Server
Make target SPs 
available (cont.)

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ List the LUNZ devices with the following AIX command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

Note: If no LUNs are connected to the server, arraycompath creates 
LUNZ devices to allow Navisphere to communicate with the storage 
system. Once the HBAs or NICs are registered with the storage system, 
you must delete these devices, as described in the next below.

AIX documentation

❑ Remove each LUNZ device with the following AIX command:

rmdev -dl hdiskn

where n is the hdisk number for the LUNZ device.

15 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the storage-system properties for the server’s 
existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators) to set the value required for the type of 
software running on the server:

For PowerPath 5.X failover
Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open
Failover Mode to 3

For PowerPath 4.5 except for 4.5.1
Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open
Failover Mode to 3

For PowerPath 4.51 
Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open
For the failover mode setting, refer to "Non-disruptive Upgrades in a 
CLARiiON Environment" in the AIX host connectivity guide for further 
configuration requirements.If your configuration meets these requirements, 
set Failover Mode to 3; otherwise, set Failover Mode to 1.

Power Path release 
notes and Navisphere 
Manager help 
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16 Storage system

Configure

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage group, 
and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 series storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

17 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

 
❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 

your monitoring configuration.

18 Server
Configure 
devices

For Fibre Channel devices 

❑ Execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

For iSCSI devices

❑ Configure access to the iSCSI target devices by executing the following 
command: 

cfgmgr

For any devices

❑ Execute the following PowerPath command:

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the servers see hdisk devices for the LUNs. AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs with the 
following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs:

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are as defined in step 15.

PowerPath product 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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18 Server
Configure 
devices (cont.)

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint if the host agent is installed - Use Navisphere Manager to 
verify that the LUNs are mapped to hdiskpower devices.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ For AIX 5.1, check the hdisk settings. PowerPath release 
notes and host 
connectivity guide

19 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

20 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

❑ Edit the /etc/iscsi/targets file to add CHAP security. Add a CHAP 
password in quotation marks at the end of the target line. 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

21 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is enabled for the storage-system SP port connected to a new 
NIC initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP.

Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage system for 
each new NIC that needs it configured.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

22 Server
Make new LUNs 
available to AIX

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the new LUNs.

If AIX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

Host connectivity guide 
or AIX documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

23 Server
Test PowerPath

This test is for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system (none of require a 
PowerPath license key) or for another CX4 series, another CX3 series, a CX500, 
or a CX700 storage system and full PowerPath (not PowerPath SE) with a 
registered license key running on the server.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

AIX documentation

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:
powermt display dev=all class=clariion

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:
powermt display dev=x every=2
where x is pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN by copying a large amount of data to the LUN. 

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

AIX documentation

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that:

• The state of the uncabled paths becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that the 
path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

Powerpath product 
guide

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original state with the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath checklist — existing AIX server and new storage 
system

For a CX4 series or CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Unmount file 
systems and vary 
off volumes

❑ Unmount any file systems that reside on the storage system. AIX documentation

❑ Vary off any volume groups that reside on the storage systems.

2 Server

Replace 
CLARiiON HBA 
driver

If the CLARiiON HBA driver is installed:

❑ Remove the hdisk devices for LUNs in the storage system. AIX documentation

❑ Replace it with the IBM HBA driver. HBA driver 
documentation 

3 Server
Install EMC ODM 
Support software

❑ Remove the DiskArray software.

CAUTION Do not reboot the server.

AIX utilities 
administrator’s guide

❑ Disconnect any non-CX4 series, non-CX3 series, and non-CX series 
storage systems.

PowerPath does not support these storage systems.

❑ Install the EMC ODM Support software using SMIT or ODM or the 
command line.

Note: The EMC ODM Support package is available on the ftp site 
ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS

Host connectivity guide

4 Server
Replace EMC 
HBAs and/or 
install additional 
HBAs or NICs

Note: PowerPath requires IBM PCI HBAs and the driver supported by IBM for 
AIX.

❑ If the server has EMC HBAs connected to the storage system, replace 
them with the IBM HBAs.

HBA or NIC 
documentation

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs or NICs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

ftp://ftp.emc.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS
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5 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:

• HBA or NIC driver

• host agent and CLI

• admsnap

HBA or NIC driver 
documentation

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Reboot the server. AIX documentation

6 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Make sure the HBA driver parameters are set to the values required for 
CLARiiON and PowerPath.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and PowerPath release 
notes

7 Server
Setup NICs

❑ Assign an IP address and network mask to each NIC in the server that will 
be connected to the storage system:

Execute the command % smitty chinet and enter the values for 
INTERNET ADDRESS and Network MASK. 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

8 Server
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 18.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath Release 
Notes and PowerPath 
for UNIX installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ Install PowerPath from the command line or using SMIT.

❑ Register PowerPath.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

9 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

10 Storage system
Initialize and 
install software 
enablers

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a non-AIX host on the 
same subnet as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/orNavisphere Quality of Service Manager 
enabler CDs, use Navisphere Manager to install the enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

11 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports to LAN

❑ Cable each SP to the LAN connected to the hosts from which you will 
manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

13 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

14 Server
Cable additional 
or replacement 
HBAs or NICs to 
switches or 
network or 
storage system

For Fibre Channel configuration with storage system:

❑ Cable any additional or replacement HBA ports to the switch connected to 
the storage system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Execute the following AIX command: 

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connections to the switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each additional HBA 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, 
which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Server
Cable additional 
or replacement 
HBAs or NICs to 
switches or 
network or 
storage system 
(cont.)

For iSCSI configuration with storage system:

❑ Connect the server’s NIC ports to the network switch, network router, or 
storage-system iSCSI data ports (direct connection).

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Execute the following AIX command: 

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding network switch 
or router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Network router or switch 
documentation

15 Storage 
system with 
iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

16 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure iSCSI 
software initiator

❑ Use the System Management Interface Tool (SMIT) to set the initiator 
name and the maximum number of iSCSI targets that you will use.

Select Devices > iSCSI > Configure iSCSI Protocol Device > Change / 
Show Characteristics of an iSCSI Protocol Device.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

17 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Define the iSCSI 
targets

❑ Edit the /etc/iscsi/targets file to include all iSCSI targets that you plan to 
use.

Note: If you plan to configure CHAP, you should also set your CHAP 
settings in the /etc/iscsi/targets file. See the Configure optional CHAP 
security step.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

18 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone 

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each new HBA 
port (host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the switch connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Server
Make target SPs 
available

For Fibre Channel targets
❑ Download the following script from ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/

powerpath/aix and execute it:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

For iSCSI targets
❑ Configure access to the iSCSI target devices by executing the following 

command: 

cfgmgr

For any targets

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that AIX sees LUNZ devices with the following AIX 
command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

• If AIX does not see LUNZ devices, ensure that arraycommpath is set to 
1, using one of the following:

- Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from
the Tools menu on the toolbar) to set ArrayCommPath to 1 for the
host ports.

- Navisphere Secure CLI command: 
naviseccli -h hostname storagegroup -sethost -host servername
-arraycommpath 1
where hostname is the IP address or network name of an SP in the
storage system and servername is the server’s name or network
address.

Note: Setting the arraycommpath to 1 (enabled) creates LUNZ 
devices. A LUNZ device allows Navisphere to communicate with the 
storage system when no LUNs in the storage system are connected to 
the server.

• For a Fibre Channel switch configuration, verify the switch cabling and 
zoning.

• For Fibre Channel targets, execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

• For iSCSI targets, execute the following AIX command:

cfgmgr

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support products 
installation guide
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19 Server
Make target SPs 
available (cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ List the LUNZ devices with the following AIX command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

AIX documentation

❑ Remove each LUNZ device with the following AIX command:

rmdev -dl hdiskn

where n is the hdisk number for the LUNZ device.

20 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the storage-system Failover mode for 
the server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators) to the value required for 
the type of software running on the server:

For PowerPath 5.X 
Failover Mode to 3

For PowerPath 4.5 except for 4.5.1
Failover Mode to 3

For PowerPath 4.51 
Refer to "Non-disruptive Upgrades in a CLARiiON Environment" in the AIX 
host connectivity guide for further configuration requirements. If your 
configuration meets these requirements, select 3; otherwise, select 1.

Note: Since arraycommpath is set to 1 (enabled by default), LUNZ 
devices are created. A LUNZ device allows Navisphere to communicate 
with the storage system when no LUNs in the storage system are 
connected to the server. You will remove them in the next step.

PowerPath release 
notes and Navisphere 
Manager Help

21 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

22 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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23 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 series storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the VIrtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

24 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

 
❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 

your monitoring configuration.

25 Server
Configure 
devices

For Fibre Channel devices

❑ Execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

For iSCSI devices

❑ Execute the following command:

cfgmgr

For any devices

❑ Execute the following PowerPath command:

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the server sees hdiskpower devices for the 
LUNs.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs with the 
following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs:

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are as defined in step 20.

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support products 
installation guide

Task Steps Reference document
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25 Server
Configure 
devices (cont.)

❑ Checkpoint if the host agent is installed - Use Navisphere Manager to 
verify that the LUNs are mapped to hdiskpower devices.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ For AIX 5.1, check hdisk settings. PowerPath release 
notes or host 
connectivity guide

26 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new NIC 
initiators

❑ Edit the /etc/iscsi/targets file to add CHAP security. Add a CHAP 
password in quotation marks at the end of the target line. 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

27 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

28 Server
Make LUNs 
available to AIX

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the LUNs.

If AIX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

Host connectivity guide 
or AIX documentation
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

29 Server
Test PowerPath

This test is for a storage system connected either to a server running PowerPath 
with a license key or for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system 
connected to a server running PowerPath without a license key and with only to 
CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, and/or AX4-5 series storage systems (none of which 
require a license key) connected to it.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN by copying a large amount of data to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that:

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the previous steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original state with the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath checklist — existing AIX server and existing storage 
system

This checklist assumes that the existing AIX server and existing 
storage system are already connected in a SAN or direct attach 
configuration.

For a CX4 series or CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Unmount file 
systems and vary 
off volumes

❑ Unmount any file systems that reside on the storage system. AIX documentation

❑ Vary off any volume groups that reside on the storage systems.

2 Server

Replace 
CLARiiON HBA 
driver

If the CLARiiON HBA driver is installed:

❑ Remove the hdisk devices for LUNs in the storage system. AIX documentation

❑ Remove DiskArray or CLARiiON.fcp.

❑ Install the IBM HBA driver. HBA driver 
documentation

3 Server
Install EMC ODM 
Support software

❑ Remove the CLArray software.

CAUTION Do not reboot the server.

AIX utilities 
administrator’s guide

❑ Disconnect any non-CX4 series, non-CX3 series, and non-CX series 
storage systems.

PowerPath does not support these storage systems.

❑ Install the EMC ODM Support software using SMIT or ODM or the command 
line.

Note: The EMC ODM Support package is available on the ftp site 
ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS

Host connectivity 
guide

ftp://ftp.emc.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS
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4 Server
Replace EMC 
HBAs and/or 
install additional 
HBAs or NICs

Note: PowerPath requires IBM PCI HBAs and the driver supported by IBM for 
AIX.

❑ If the server has EMC HBAs connected to the storage system, replace them 
with the IBM HBAs.

HBA or NIC 
documentation

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

5 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:

• HBA or NIC driver

• host agent

• admsnap

HBA or NIC driver 
documentation

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Reboot the server. AIX documentation

6 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Make sure the HBA driver parameters are set to the values required for 
CLARiiON and PowerPath.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such 
as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity 
guide and PowerPath 
release notes

7 Server
Setup NICs

❑ Assign an IP address and network mask to each NIC in the server that will 
be connected to the storage system:

Execute the command % smitty chinet and enter the values for INTERNET 
ADDRESS and Network MASK. 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

8 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required minimum 
revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help

9 Server
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 18.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the PowerPath 
installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ Install PowerPath from the command line or using SMIT.

❑ Register PowerPath.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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10 Server
Cable additional 
or replacement 
HBAs or NICs to 
switches or 
network or 
storage system

For Fibre Channel configuration with storage system:

❑ Cable any additional or replacement HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch 
connected to the storage system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel 
data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Execute the following AIX command:

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connections to the Fibre Channel 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each 
additional HBA port.

For a 1-Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that the HBA 
port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel Switch 
documentation

For a 2-Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For iSCSI configuration with storage system:

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network switch, network 
router, or server’s NIC ports (direct connection).

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting 
started guide

❑ Execute the following AIX command:

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system SPs 
are working by checking the state of the corresponding network switch or 
router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Router of switch 
configuration

11 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone for 
additional HBAs

For a SAN:

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional HBA 
port (host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use the Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the switch connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Server
Make target SPs 
available

For Fibre Channel targets

❑ Download the following script from ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/
powerpath/aix and execute it:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

For iSCSI targets

❑ Execute the following HP-UX command:

cfgmgr

For any targets

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that AIX sees LUNZ devices with the following AIX 
command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

If AIX does not see LUNZ devices:

• Ensure that the storage-system’s Array Commpath property is set to 1, 
using one of the following:

- Navisphere Manager’s Failover
Setup Wizard (selected from
the Tools menu on the toolbar)
to set ArrayCommPath to 1 for
the host ports.

- Navisphere Secure CLI command: 
naviseccli -h hostname
storagegroup -sethost -host
servername -arraycommpath 1
where hostname is the IP address or network name of an SP in the 

storage system and
servername is the server’s name  or network address.

• For a Fibre Channel switch configuration, verify switch cabling and 
zoning.

• For Fibre Channel targets, execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

• For iSCSI targets, execute the following AIX command:

cfgmgr

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support 
products installation 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Server
Make target SPs 
available (cont)

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ List the LUNZ devices with the following AIX command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

AIX documentation

❑ Remove each LUNZ device with the following AIX command:

rmdev -dl hdiskn

where n is the hdisk number for the LUNZ device.

13 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the initiator type and failover mode properties for 
the server’s HBA or NIC ports (initiators):

• Set Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

• Set Failover Mode for the AIX version running on the server:

For PowerPath 5.X failover
Failover Mode to 3

For PowerPath 4.5 except for 4.5.1
Failover Mode to 3

For PowerPath 4.51 
Refer to "Non-disruptive Upgrades in a CLARiiON Environment" in the 
AIX host connectivity guide for further configuration requirements. If your 
configuration meets these requirements, select 3; otherwise, select 1.

PowerPath release 
notes and Navisphere 
Manager help

14 Server
Configure 
devices

For Fibre Channel targets

❑ Execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

For iSCSI targets

❑ Execute the following AIX command:

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

For iSCSI targets

❑ Execute the following PowerPath command:

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the server sees hdiskpower devices for the LUNs.

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Server
Configure 
devices (cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs with the 
following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties set as described in step 13.

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint if the host agent is Installed - Use Navisphere Manager to 
verify that the LUNs are mapped to hdiskpower devices.

Navisphere Manager 
help

15 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

16 Storage system

Configure

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage group, 
and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 series storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the VIrtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group. Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new NIC 
initiators

❑ Edit the /etc/iscsi/targets file to add CHAP security. Add a CHAP password 
in quotation marks at the end of the target line. 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

18 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is enabled for the storage-system SP port connected to a new 
NIC initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP.

Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage system for 
each new NIC that needs it configured.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting 
started guide and 
Navisphere Manager 
help

19 Server
Make new LUNs 
available to AIX

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the new LUNs.

If AIX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

Host connectivity 
guide or AIX 
documentation

20 Server
Test PowerPath 

This test is for a storage system connected to a server running PowerPath with a 
registered license key or for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system 
connected to a server running PowerPath without a license key and with only to 
CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, and/or AX4-5 series storage systems (none of which 
require a license key) connected to it.

Note If your PowerPath license key is not registered, the load balancing policy is 
restricted to basic failover.

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Start I/O to the LUN by copying a large amount of data to the LUN. 

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

20 Server
Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that the 
path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the previous steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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DMP configurations for AIX
Read this section if you are installing an AIX Veritas DMP 
configuration with a new or existing server and a new or existing 
storage system. A new and existing server and a new and existing 
storage system are defined as follows:

new server - A server running AIX and not connected to any storage 
system.

existing server - A server running AIX and that is already connected 
to one or more storage systems.

new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series or CX300 storage 
system that has the factory default settings and has never been 
connected to a server.

existing storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX500, or 
CX700 storage system that is already connected to one or more servers 
and is in an EMC Navisphere® domain.

All CLARiiON storage systems connected to the server must be CX4 series, 
CX3 series, CX300 , CX500, or CX700 storage systems, or any other storage 
systems that can co-exist with these CLARiiON storage systems in an AIX 
DMP environment. If any other type of storage system is connected to the 
server, the server cannot run AIX DMP.

Topics relating to the checklists for AIX DMP configurations are:

◆ Required server software revisions.................................................. 60
◆ Prerequisites ........................................................................................ 60
◆ Documentation.................................................................................... 61
◆ DMP checklist — new AIX server and new storage system ........ 63
◆ DMP checklist — new AIX server and existing storage 

system....................................................................................................73
◆ DMP checklist — existing AIX server and new storage 

system....................................................................................................81
◆ DMP checklist — existing AIX server and existing storage 

system................................................................................................... 90
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Required server 
software revisions

◆ AIX operating system revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ Version of AIX DMP listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator for your storage system. The E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator is on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to the SPs in the storage system.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is:

• Running Navisphere CLI version 6.X.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to SPs in the storage system.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups. 

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx and the Virtual Provisioning enabler 
installed.

Be sure to consider requirements for SnapView™, 
MirrorView™/A, and MirrorView/S software if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

• Customized Planning Documentation - CLARiiON CX4 Series 
(available on the Technical Documentation and Advisories 
section on the Powerlink website - 
http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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• Customized Planning Documentation - CLARiiON CX3-Series 
(available on the Technical Documentation and Advisories 
CX3 series section on the Powerlink website - 
http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

• EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and CX700 
Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide 
(P/N 300-001-273)

Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with: 
• PCI HBA and native IBM HBA driver
• Switches and switch management software
• AIX operating system and HACMP (if using HACMP)

◆ Veritas Volume Manager documentation:

• Veritas Storage Foundation and High Availability Solutions 
Getting Started Guide

• Veritas Volume Manager administrator’s guide

• Release notes

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products for AIX Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-002-044)

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 003-003-628) - for CX4 series, CX3 series, and CX series 
storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3-Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

http://powerlink.emc.com
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◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and 
Cabling Guide (P/N 014003104) 

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager online help - for CX4 series, CX3 
series, and CX series storage systems

◆ Navisphere Service Taskbar Requirements and Installation - available 
on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ CLARalert Requirements and Installation - available on the 
Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for IBM AIX (P/N 300-000-608)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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DMP checklist — new AIX server and new storage system
Tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist should be completed 
before the service provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install AIX 
updates and 
maintenance 
levels

❑ Verify that all AIX updates and maintenance level releases are installed. 
See the EMC Support Matrix for Veritas in the eLAB Interoperability Matrix 
on the EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

If not installed, install any updates and maintenance level releases as 
needed.

Support Matrix: Veritas

AIX documentation

2 Server
Install HBAs and 
driver

❑ Install HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 

❑ Install HBA driver.

❑ Execute the following command:

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

3 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON, 
Veritas Volume Manager, and DMP.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and Veritas Volume 
Manager release notes

4 Server
Install EMC ODM 
Support 
software

❑ Install the EMC ODM Support software using SMIT or the command line.

Note: The EMC ODM Support package is available on the ftp site 
ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS

Host connectivity guide

5 Server
Install host 
agent or server 
utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support products 
installation guide

❑ If you installed the host agent, edit the host agent configuration file 
agent.config file as follows:
• Add the following entry if it does not already exist:

device auto auto

• Add at least one privileged user. 

6 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary server, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support products 
installation guide

http://powerlink.emc.com
ftp://ftp.emc.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS
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7 Switches
Install

For a SAN:

❑ Install switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, and 
switch documentation

❑ Connect a cable from each server HBA port to a switch port.

Note: We recommend that you label each cable to identify the HBA port, 
switch, and switch port to which it is connected. Also, complete the 
connection and port information on the Installation Worksheet.

❑ On the server, at an AIX prompt, enter the following command:

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the HBA connections to the switch are working. 
How you do this depends on the switch model. Some switches use switch 
management software and other switches have LEDs that you can use to 
see the state of connections.

For the following EMC-supported switches:

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

8 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

9 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the management port on each SP to the LAN connected to the 
servers from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

10 Storage system
Initialize and 
install software 
enablers

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a non-AIX server on the 
same subnet as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S software, install their 
enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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11 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

12 Storage system
Cable 

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the switch or HBA 
ports.

Note: We recommend that you label each cable to identify the HBA port, 
switch, and switch port to which it is connected. Also, complete the 
connection and port information on the Installation Worksheet.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify that the storage-system connections to the 
switch are working. How you do this depends on the switch model. Some 
switches use switch management software and other switches have LEDs 
that you can use to see the state of connections.

For the following EMC-supported switches:

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the SP is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

13 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Storage system
Verify FLARE 
Version

❑ Verify which versions of the storage-system FLARE® support VxVM DMP 
on the AIX server. 

For information on supported versions, generate an EMC Support Matrix 
(ESM) for your storage system and server operating system from the eLAB 
Interoperability Matrix on the EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

EMC Support Matrix 
(ESM)

❑ In Navisphere Manager use the Software tab in the storage system 
Properties dialog box to verify the installed version of the FLARE 
Operating Environment.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If you need a new version of the FLARE Operating Environment installed 
on your storage system, contact your service provider.

15 Storage system
Set properties 
for DMP

❑ Use the following Navisphere Secure CLI commands to set the storage 
system’s default system type, failover mode, array commpath, and unit 
serial number values to support AIX DMP:

To set system type, enter: 
naviseccli -h hostname systemtype -config 3

To set failover mode, enter:
naviseccli -h hostname failovermode n
where n is 1 for DMP 5.0 MP1 or later and 2 for earlier DMP versions.

To set array commpath:
naviseccli -h hostname arraycommpath 1

To set the unit serial number, enter

naviseccli -h hostname unitserialnumber array

where hostname is the IP address or network name of an SP in the storage 
system.

Note: Setting the array commpath property to 1 (enabled) creates LUNZ 
devices. 

Navisphere CLI 
reference

16 Switches
Zone 

For a SAN

❑ Zone the switches to provide a path from each HBA port (host initiator) to 
the appropriate SPs.

Switch management 
documentation 

❑ If MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, or SAN Copy is installed, create any required 
zones for it.

Note: If SAN Copy is installed, all zones with SAN Copy ports should 
include only SAN Copy ports. Ports for server I/O should be in their own 
zones. 

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Download the following script from ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/
aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS and execute it:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that AIX sees LUNZ devices with the following AIX 
command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

If AIX does not see LUNZ devices:

• Ensure that arraycommpath is set to 1. See the step: Storage system: 
Set properties for DMP.

• For a switch configuration, verify switch cabling and zoning.

• Execute the following script:
emc_cfgmgr.sh

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent/
etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ List the LUNZ devices with the following AIX command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

AIX documentation

❑ Remove each LUNZ device with the following AIX command:

rmdev -dl hdiskn

where n is the hdisk number for the LUNZ device.

18 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

20 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

21 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

22 Server
Configure 
devices

❑ At an AIX prompt, execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the server sees hdisk devices for the LUNs.

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent/
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint if the host agent is installed - Use Navisphere Manager to 
verify that the LUNs are mapped to hdisk devices.

Navisphere Manager 
help

23 Server
Make LUNs 
available to AIX

❑ Create partitions or database file systems on the LUNs.

If AIX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

Host connectivity guide 
or AIX documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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24 Server 
Install and 
enable Veritas 
Volume Manager 
(VxVM)

❑ Verify the supported versions of VxVM and any maintenance levels (MLs) 
or Technology Levels (TLs) and APARs. For information on supported 
software, MLs, and APARs, generate an EMC Support Matrix (ESM) for 
your storage system and server operating system from the eLAB 
Interoperability Matrix on the EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Veritas documentation 
and release notes

❑ If not already installed, install Veritas Volume Manager on the server as 
described in the Veritas getting started guide.

❑ Install any recommended Veritas updates. For information on updates, see 
your Veritas documentation including release notes, and also the EMC 
Support Matrix (ESM) for Veritas in the eLAB Interoperability Matrix on the 
EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Note: Until rootdg is created (part of vxinstall command) on at least one 
disk, DMP displays an error message looking for the config daemon.

❑ Scan for the storage system, rebuild the device directories, and update the 
DMP database:

vxdctl -f enable

❑ Verify that Veritas Volume Manager is enabled:

vxdctl mode

25 Server 
Disable MPIO

For AIX 5.2 or greater, you must disable MPIO as follows:

❑ If the server contains any MPIO packages, remove them:

installp -u MPIO_package ... 

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ Reboot the server to discover devices using the ODM definitions.

❑ Verify that DMP has access to all paths to the devices. 

To list all HBAs on the server:

vxdmpadm listctlr all

To list all paths to an HBA (controller):

vxdmpadm getsubpaths ctlr=controller

Task Steps Reference document
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26 Server
Install the ASL 
and APM

❑ Connect to the Veritas DMP support area of the Symantec website and 
then search for and download the ASL (Array Support Library) file that 
supports Veritas DMP on an AIX server connected to CLARiiON storage 
systems. For example, VRTScx_v3_aix_276079.tar.Z 

ASL & APM technical 
notes

❑ Verify that an ASL is not already installed on the AIX server. If one is 
installed, remove it.

❑ At an AIX prompt, uncompress and untar the file, 
VRTScx_v3_aix.276079.tar.Z, in /tmp:

cd /tmp
zcat VRTScx_v3_aix.tar.Z | tar xvf -

❑ Install the ASL and APM packages:

cd CLR
installp -ac -d ./ all

❑ For Volume Manager to recognize the CLARiiON disks, scan for disks:

vxdctl enable

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the APM module is installed:

vxdmpadm listapm all | grep dmpCLARiiON

27 Server
Reboot

❑ To make LUNs available to AIX and make LUNs accessible via both SPs, 
reboot the server.

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

28 Server
Configure 
Volume Manager

❑ Run vxinstall to configure Volume Manager and place at least one LUN 
under VxVM control.

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

29 Server
Enable 
multipathing

❑ At an AIX prompt, enter:

vxdiskadm 

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ Re-enable multipathing for a device and make the device visible to Volume 
Manager.by selecting Allow multipathing/Unsuppress devices from 
VxVM’s view. from the vxdiskadm main menu.

❑ Select option Unsuppress all paths through a controller from VxVM’s 
view to make all paths through a controller visible to Volume Manager. 

Task Steps Reference document
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30 Server
Verify Volume 
Manager DMP 
installations

❑ At an AIX prompt, start and log in to the VEA back-end server:

/opt/VRTSob/bin/vxsvc

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ In the System tab, select and double-click a disk icon.

❑ In the list of disks, double-click a disk that belongs to the CLARiiON storage 
system.

❑ Click the Disks tab and verify that the expected Primary and Secondary 
paths are listed.

❑ Checkpoint - At an AIX prompt, identify the disk names and verify that 
DMP lists the correct number of paths:

vxdisk list device

where device is an hdisk device.

If DMP does not see the LUNs:

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you are using valid Veritas license key(s).

• Verify that the storage-system properties were properly defined in the 
step, Storage system: Set properties for DMP.

Important: If you did not set the storage-system failovermode as 
described in step 15, you will see only half of the expected paths to the 
LUNs.

31 Server
Test DMP 
failover

This procedure tests path failover. It instructs you to disconnect a primary path, 
observe the path failure and failover, and then reconnect the path and verify that 
all paths are back to their original state.

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ Display all disk devices under the control of Veritas Volume Manager by 
entering: 

vxdisk list 

AIX documentation

❑ Display all paths to a LUN by entering the following command on a selected 
disk (highlighted in previous step) to display path information for that disk. 

For example:

vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

❑ Start I/O to the LUN by copying a large amount of data to the LUN. 

Ideally, the copy should take at least 3 minutes so that you can perform the 
test while I/O is running. For example, you can use the dd command.

Task Steps Reference document
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CAUTION!
If you want to install any new software or upgrade any existing 
software on a storage system after DMP is installed and running, 
use the Navisphere Manager Software Installation Wizard and the 
VxVM restore daemon default setting of check disabled, 
interval=300. If this wizard is not supported for your storage 
system or if the restore setting is not at its default setting, then set 
the VxVM restore daemon interval to less than the NDU delay 
value in either Navisphere Manager or Navisphere CLI by a margin 
of 60 seconds or greater. 

You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

31 Server
Test DMP 
failover (cont.)

❑ Disconnect the paths from an active HBA that is handling I/O to the LUN by 
doing one of the following: 

• Disconnect the cable from either the HBA or the HBA side of the switch, 
or

• Disable the switch port using switch management software, or

• Disable I/O for a path using the command: 

vxdmpadm [-c|-f] disable path=path_name 

CAUTION: If you disconnect a path from a storage-system SP or from the 
SP side of the switch, you may disrupt data access from other servers in 
your SAN. Unless you are sure that the path is not being used by another 
server, do not disable an active path to the storage system when testing 
failover; you could affect performance or possibly lose data.

AIX documentation

❑ Verify that the failover occurred by entering the vxdmpadm command and 
verifying that the disconnected paths are DISABLED. 

For example:
vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

❑ Reconnect the primary path that you disconnected.

❑ Verify that the paths failed back and the original paths are enabled and 
active using the vxdmpadm command. 

For example: 
vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

Task Steps Reference document
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DMP checklist — new AIX server and existing storage system
Tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist should be completed. 

Task Steps
Reference 
document

1 Server
Install AIX 
updates and 
maintenance 
levels

❑ Verify that all AIX updates and maintenance level releases are installed. See the 
EMC Support Matrix for Veritas in the eLAB Interoperability Matrix on the EMC 
website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

If not installed, install any updates and maintenance level releases as needed.

AIX 
documentation

2 Server
Install HBAs 
and driver

❑ Install HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so later in this 
procedure.

HBA 
documentation 

❑ Install HBA driver.

❑ Execute the following command:

cfgmgr

AIX 
documentation

3 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON, Veritas 
Volume Manager, and DMP.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such as 
greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity 
guide and Veritas 
Volume Manager 
release notes

4 Server
Install EMC 
ODM Support 
software

❑ Install the EMC ODM Support software using SMIT or the command line.

Note: The EMC ODM Support package is available on the ftp site 
ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS

Host connectivity 
guide

5 Server
Install host 
agent or server 
utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support 
products 
installation guide

❑ If you installed the host agent, edit the host agent configuration file agent.config 
file as follows:

• Add the following entry if it does not already exist:
device auto auto

• Add at least one privileged user. 

6 Server
Install 
admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary server, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support 
products 
installation guide

http://powerlink.emc.com
ftp://ftp.emc.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS
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7 Storage system
Verify FLARE 
Version

❑ Verify which versions of the storage system FLARE support VxVM DMP on the AIX 
server. For information on supported versions, generate an EMC Support Matrix 
(ESM) for your storage system and server operating system from the eLAB 
Interoperability Matrix on the EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

EMC Support 
Matrix (ESM)

❑ In Navisphere Manager use the Software tab in the storage system Properties 
dialog box to verify the installed version of the FLARE Operating Environment.

Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ If you need a new version of the FLARE Operating Environment installed on your 
storage system, contact your service provider.

8 Storage 
system
Update 
software

❑ If the installed storage-system software is not at the required minimum revision, 
update it.

CAUTION: During the software update, servers connected to the storage system 
will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all paths to an SP 
are down.

Navisphere 
Manager help

9 Storage system
Set properties 
for DMP

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools menu 
on the toolbar) to set the initiator type and failover mode properties for the server’s 
HBA ports (initiators).

To set initiator type, select: CLARiiON Open

To set failover mode, select 1 for DMP 5.0 MP1 or later or 2 for earlier DMP 
versions.

Navisphere 
Manager help

10 Server
Cable to 
switches or 
storage system 

❑ Cable the HBA ports to the switch connected to the storage system or to the 
storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system 
setup guide.

❑ Execute the following AIX command: 

cfgmgr

AIX 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the HBA connections to the switch are working. How you 
do this depends on the switch model. Some switches use switch management 
software and other switches have LEDs that you can use to see the state of 
connections.

For the following EMC-supported switches:

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that the HBA 
is logged in to the switch port.

Switch 
documentation

Task Steps
Reference 
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10 Server
Cable to 
switches or 
storage system 
(cont.)

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb SP 
port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA 
port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch 
documentation

11 Switches
Zone 

For a SAN:

❑ Zone the switches to provide a path from each HBA port (host initiator) to the 
appropriate SPs. 

Switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If MirrorView/A or MirrorView/S, is installed, create any required zones for it.

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch connections to 
the storage system.

12 Server
Make target 
SPs available

❑ Download the following script from ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/
DMP/aix and execute it:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that AIX sees LUNZ devices with the following AIX command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

If AIX does not see LUNZ devices:

• Ensure that arraycommpath is set to 1. See the step Storage system: Set 
properties for DMP.

• For a switch configuration, verify switch cabling and zoning.

• Execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX commands:

Host agent
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support 
products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to verify 
that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere 
Manager help

Task Steps
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12 Server
Make target 
SPs available 
(cont.)

❑ List the LUNZ devices with the following AIX command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

Note: If no LUNs are connected to the server, arraycompath creates LUNZ 
devices to allow Navisphere to communicate with the storage system. Once the 
HBAs are registered with the storage system, you must delete these devices, as 
described next.

AIX documentation

❑ Remove each LUNZ device with the following AIX command:

rmdev -dl hdiskn

where n is the hdisk number for the LUNZ device.

13 Storage 
system

Configure

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere 
Manager help 

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to create RAID 
groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage group, and assign LUNs to 
the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems with 
FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx and the Virtual Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

14 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up your 
monitoring configuration.

15 Server
Configure 
devices

❑ At an AIX prompt, execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the server sees hdisk devices for the LUNs.

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX commands:

Host agent/
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support 
products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint if the host agent is installed - Use Navisphere Manager to verify 
that the LUNs are mapped to hdisk devices.

Navisphere 
Manager help

16 Server
Make LUNs 
available to AIX

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the LUNs.

If AIX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage group.

Host connectivity 
guide or AIX 
documentation
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17 Server 
Install and 
enable Veritas 
Volume 
Manager 
(VxVM)

Verify, install, and enable Veritas Volume Manager as follows:

❑ Verify the supported versions of VxVM and any maintenance levels (MLs) or 
technology levels (TLs) and APARs. For information on supported software, MLs, 
and APARs, generate an EMC Support Matrix (ESM) for your storage system and 
server operating system from the eLAB Interoperability Matrix on the EMC 
website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Veritas getting 
started guide

Veritas release 
notes

❑ If not already installed, install Veritas Volume Manager on the server. Veritas getting 
started guide

❑ Install any recommended Veritas updates. 

For information on updates, see your Veritas documentation including release 
notes, and also the EMC Support Matrix (ESM) for Veritas in the eLAB 
Interoperability Matrix on the EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Note: Until rootdg is created (part of vxinstall command) on at least one disk, 
DMP displays an error message looking for the config daemon.

❑ Scan for the storage system, rebuild the device directories, and update the DMP 
database:

vxdctl -f enable

❑ Verify that Veritas Volume Manager is enabled:

vxdctl mode

18 Server 
Disable MPIO

For AIX 5.2 or greater, you must disable MPIO as follows:

❑ If the server contains any MPIO packages, remove them:

installp -u MPIO_package ... 

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Reboot the server to discover devices using the ODM definitions.

❑ Verify that DMP has access to all paths to the devices. 

To list all HBAs on the server:

vxdmpadm listctlr all

To list all paths to an HBA (controller):

vxdmpadm getsubpaths ctlr=controller

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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19 Server
Install the ASL 
and APM

❑ Connect to the Veritas DMP support area of the Symantec website and then 
search for and download the ASL (Array Support Library) file that supports Veritas 
DMP on an AIX server connected to CLARiiON storage systems. 

For example: VRTScx_v3_aix_276079.tar.Z 

ASL & APM 
technical notes

❑ Verify that an ASL is not already installed on the AIX server. If one is installed, 
remove it.

❑ At an AIX prompt, uncompress and untar the file: VRTScx_v3_aix.276079.tar.Z, in 
/tmp:

cd /tmp
zcat VRTScx_v3_aix.tar.Z | tar xvf -

❑ Install the ASL and APM packages:

cd CLR
installp -ac -d ./ all

❑ For Volume Manager to recognize the CLARiiON disks, scan for disks:

vxdctl enable

❑ Verify that the APM module is installed:

vxdmpadm listapm all | grep dmpCLARiiON

20 Server
Reboot

❑ To make LUNs available to AIX and make LUNs accessible via both SPs, reboot 
the server.

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

21 Server
Configure 
Volume 
Manager

❑ Run vxinstall to configure Volume Manager and place at least one LUN under 
VxVM control.

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

22 Server
Enable 
multipathing

❑ At an AIX prompt, enter:

vxdiskadm 

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Re-enable multipathing for a device and make the device visible to Volume 
Manager by selecting Allow multipathing/Unsuppress devices from VxVM’s 
view from the vxdiskadm main menu.

❑ Select Unsuppress all paths through a controller from VxVM’s view to make 
all paths through a controller visible to Volume Manager. 

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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23 Server
Verify Volume 
Manager DMP 
installations

❑ At an AIX prompt, start and log in to the VEA back-end server:

/opt/VRTSob/bin/vxsvc

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ In the System tab, select and double-click a disk icon.

❑ In the list of disks, double-click a disk that belongs to the CLARiiON storage 
system.

❑ Click the Disks tab and verify that the expected Primary and Secondary paths are 
listed.

❑ Checkpoint - At an AIX prompt, identify the disk names and verify that DMP lists 
the correct number of paths:

vxdisk list device

where device is an hdisk device.

If DMP does not see the LUNs:

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you are using valid Veritas license key(s).

• Verify that the storage-system properties were properly defined in the step, 
Storage system: Set properties for DMP.

Important: If you did not set the storage-system failovermode as described in 
step 9, you will see only half of the expected paths to the LUNs.

24 Server 
connected to 
CX4 series, 
CX3 series, or 
CX series 
storage system
Verify high-
availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support CD, 
which shipped with the storage system.

Server product 
support install 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report of the 
server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly available, and 
if it is not, make it so before continuing.

25 Server
Test DMP 
Failover

This procedure tests path failover. It instructs you to disconnect a primary path, observe 
the path failure and failover, and then reconnect the path and verify that all paths are 
back to their original state.

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Display all disk devices under the control of Veritas Volume Manager by entering: 

vxdisk list 

AIX 
documentation

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

25 Server
Test DMP 
Failover (cont.)

❑ Display all paths to a LUN by entering the following command on a selected disk 
(highlighted in previous step) to display path information for that disk. 

For example:

vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

AIX 
documentation

❑ Start I/O to the LUN by copying a large amount of data to the LUN. 

Ideally, the copy should take at least 3 minutes so that you can perform the test 
while I/O is running. For example, you can use the dd command.

❑ Disconnect the paths from an active HBA that is handling I/O to the LUN by doing 
one of the following: 

• Disconnect the cable from either the HBA or the HBA side of the switch, or

• Disable the switch port using switch management software, or

• Disable I/O for a path using the command: 

vxdmpadm [-c|-f] disable path=path_name 

CAUTION: If you disconnect a path from a storage-system SP or from the SP side 
of the switch, you may disrupt data access from other servers in your SAN. Unless 
you are sure that the path is not being used by another server, do not disable an 
active path to the storage system when testing failover; you could affect 
performance or possibly lose data.

❑ Verify that the failover occurred by entering the vxdmpadm command and 
verifying that the disconnected paths are DISABLED. 

For example:
vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

AIX 
documentation

❑ Reconnect the primary path that you disconnected.

❑ Verify that the paths are back to their original state (enabled and active) using the 
vxdmpadm command. 

For example: 
vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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DMP checklist — existing AIX server and new storage system
Tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist should be performed 
before the service provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Unmount file 
systems and vary 
off volumes

❑ Unmount any file systems that reside on the storage system. AIX documentation

❑ Vary off any volume groups that reside on the storage systems.

2 Server

Replace 
CLARiiON HBA 
driver

If the CLARiiON HBA driver is installed

❑ Remove the hdisk devices for LUNs in the storage system. AIX documentation

❑ Replace it with the IBM HBA driver. HBA driver 
documentation 

3 Server
Install EMC ODM 
Support software

❑ Remove the DiskArray software.

CAUTION Do not reboot the server.

AIX utilities 
administrator’s guide

❑ Disconnect any non-CX4 series, non-CX3 series, and non-CX series 
storage systems.

DMP does not support these storage systems.

❑ Install the EMC ODM Support software using SMIT or ODM or the 
command line.

Note: The EMC ODM support package is available on the ftp site 
ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS

Host connectivity guide

4 Server
Replace EMC 
HBAs and/or 
install additional 
HBAs

Note: DMP requires IBM PCI HBAs and the driver supported by IBM for AIX.

❑ If the server has EMC HBAs connected to the storage system, replace 
them with the IBM HBAs.

HBA documentation

❑ If you need additional HBAs to provide more paths to the storage system, 
install these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

5 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:

• HBA driver

• host agent and CLI

• admsnap

HBA driver 
documentation

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Reboot the server. AIX documentation

ftp://ftp.emc.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS
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6 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON, 
Veritas Volume Manager, and DMP.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and Veritas Volume 
Manager release notes

7 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

8 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the management port on each SP to the LAN connected to the 
servers from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

9 Storage system
Initialize and 
install software 
enablers

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a non-AIX server on the 
same subnet as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S software, install their enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

10 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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11 Storage system
Cable to switch 
or server

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the switch or HBA 
ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify that the storage-system connections to the 
switch are working. How you do this depends on the switch model. Some 
switches use switch management software and other switches have LEDs 
that you can use to see the state of connections.

For the following EMC-supported switches:

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the SP is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, 
which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

12 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

13 Storage system
Verify FLARE 
Version

❑ Verify which versions of the storage system FLARE support VxVM DMP on 
the AIX server. For information on supported versions, generate an EMC 
Support Matrix (ESM) for your storage system and server operating 
system from the eLAB Interoperability Matrix on the EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

EMC Support Matrix 
(ESM)

❑ In Navisphere Manager use the Software tab in the storage system 
Properties dialog box to verify the installed version of the FLARE 
Operating Environment.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If you need a new version of the FLARE Operating Environment installed 
on your storage system, contact your service provider.

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Server
Cable additional 
or replacement 
HBAs to switches 
or storage 
system

❑ Cable any additional or replacement HBA ports to the switch connected to 
the storage system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Execute the following AIX command: 

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify that the HBA connections to the switch are 
working. How you do this depends on the switch model. Some switches 
use switch management software and other switches have LEDs that you 
can use to see the state of connections.

For the following EMC-supported switches:

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, 
which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch management 
documentation 

15 Switches
Zone 

For a SAN

❑ Zone the switches to provide a path from each new HBA port (host 
initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Switch management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

16 Storage system
Set properties for 
DMP

❑ Use the following Navisphere Secure CLI commands to set the storage 
system’s default system type, failover mode, array commpath, and unit 
serial number values to support AIX DMP:

To set system type, enter: 
naviseccli -h hostname systemtype -config 3

To set failover mode, enter:
naviseccli -h hostname failovermode n 
where n is 1 for DMP 5.0 MP1 or later or 2 for earlier DMP versions.

To set array commpath:
naviseccli -h hostname arraycommpath 1

To set the unit serial number, enter

naviseccli -h hostname unitserialnumber array

where hostname is the IP address or network name of an SP in the 
storage system.

Note: Setting the array commpath property to 1 (enabled) creates LUNZ 
devices. 

Navisphere CLI 
reference

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Download the following script from ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/
DMP/aix and execute it:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that AIX sees LUNZ devices with the following AIX 
command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

If AIX does not see LUNZ devices:

• Ensure that arraycommpath is set to 1. See the step Storage system: 
Set properties for DMP.

• For a switch configuration, verify switch cabling and zoning.

• Execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ List the LUNZ devices with the following AIX command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

AIX documentation

❑ Remove each LUNZ device with the following AIX command:

rmdev -dl hdiskn

where n is the hdisk number for the LUNZ device.

18 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

20 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

 
❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 

your monitoring configuration.

21 Server 
Install and enable 
Veritas Volume 
Manager (VxVM)

❑ Verify the supported versions of VxVM and any maintenance levels (MLs) 
or technology levels (TLs) and APARs. For information on supported 
software, MLs, and APARs, generate an EMC Support Matrix (ESM) for 
your storage system and server operating system from the eLAB 
Interoperability Matrix on the EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Veritas getting started 
guide

Veritas release notes

❑ If not already installed, install Veritas Volume Manager on the server as 
described in the Veritas getting started guide.

❑ Install any recommended Veritas updates. For information on updates, see 
your Veritas documentation including release notes, and also the EMC 
Support Matrix (ESM) for Veritas in the eLAB Interoperability Matrix on the 
EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Note: Until rootdg is created (part of vxinstall command) on at least one 
disk, DMP displays an error message looking for the config daemon.

❑ Scan for the storage system, rebuild the device directories, and update the 
DMP database:

vxdctl -f enable

❑ Verify that Veritas Volume Manager is enabled:

vxdctl mode

Task Steps Reference document
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22 Server 
Disable MPIO

For AIX 5.2 or greater, you must disable MPIO as follows:

❑ If the server contains any MPIO packages, remove them:

installp -u MPIO_package ... 

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ Reboot the server to discover devices using the ODM definitions.

❑ Verify that DMP has access to all paths to the devices. 

To list all HBAs on the server:

vxdmpadm listctlr all

To list all paths to an HBA (controller):

vxdmpadm getsubpaths ctlr=controller

23 Server
Install the ASL 
and APM

❑ Connect to the Veritas DMP support area of the Symantec website and 
then search for and download the ASL (Array Support Library) file that 
supports Veritas DMP on an AIX server connected to CLARiiON storage 
systems. For example, VRTScx_v3_aix_276079.tar.Z 

ASL & APM technical 
notes

❑ Verify that an ASL is not already installed on the AIX server. If one is 
installed, remove it.

❑ At an AIX prompt, uncompress and untar the file, 
VRTScx_v3_aix.276079.tar.Z, in /tmp:

cd /tmp
zcat VRTScx_v3_aix.tar.Z | tar xvf -

❑ Install the ASL and APM packages:

cd CLR
installp -ac -d ./ all

❑ For Volume Manager to recognize the CLARiiON disks, scan for disks:

vxdctl enable

❑ For Volume Manager to recognize the CLARiiON disks, scan for disks:

vxdctl enable

24 Server
Configure 
devices

❑ At an AIX prompt, execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the server sees hdisk devices for the LUNs.

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX 
commands:

Host agent/
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support products 
installation guide

Task Steps Reference document
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24 Server
Configure 
devices
(cont.)

❑ Checkpoint if the host agent is installed - Use Navisphere Manager to 
verify that the LUNs are mapped to hdisk devices.

Navisphere Manager 
help

25 Server
Make LUNs 
available to AIX

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the LUNs.

If AIX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

Host connectivity guide 
or AIX documentation

26 Server
Verify Volume 
Manager DMP 
installations

❑ At an AIX prompt, start and log in to the VEA back-end server:

/opt/VRTSob/bin/vxsvc

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ In the System tab, select and double-click a disk icon.

❑ In the list of disks, double-click a disk that belongs to the CLARiiON 
storage system.

❑ Click the Disks tab and verify that the expected primary and secondary 
paths are listed.

ERITAS Volume 
Manager documentation

❑ Checkpoint - At an AIX prompt, identify the disk names and verify that 
DMP lists the correct number of paths:

vxdisk list device

where device is an hdisk device.

If DMP does not see the LUNs:

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you are using valid Veritas license key(s).

• Verify that the storage-system properties were properly defined in the 
step Storage system: Set properties for DMP.

Important: If you did not set the storage-system failovermode as 
described in step 16, you will see only half of the expected paths to the 
LUNs.

27 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

28 Server
Test DMP failover

This procedure tests path failover. It instructs you to disconnect a primary path, 
observe the path failure and failover, and then reconnect the path and verify that 
all paths are back to their original state.

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ Display all disk devices under the control of Veritas Volume Manager by 
entering: 

vxdisk list 

❑ Display all paths to a LUN by entering the following command on a 
selected disk (highlighted in previous step) to display path information for 
that disk. 

For example:

vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

❑ Start I/O to the LUN by copying a large amount of data to the LUN. 

Ideally, the copy should take at least 3 minutes so that you can perform the 
test while I/O is running. For example, you can use the dd command.

❑ Disconnect the paths from an active HBA that is handling I/O to the LUN by 
doing one of the following: 

• Disconnect the cable from either the HBA or the HBA side of the switch, 
or

• Disable the switch port using switch management software, or

• Disable I/O for a path using the command: 

vxdmpadm [-c|-f] disable path=path_name 

CAUTION: If you disconnect a path from a storage-system SP or from the 
SP side of the switch, you may disrupt data access from other servers in 
your SAN. Unless you are sure that the path is not being used by another 
server, do not disable an active path to the storage system when testing 
failover; you could affect performance or possibly lose data.

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ Verify that the failover occurred by entering the vxdmpadm command and 
verifying that the disconnected paths are DISABLED. 

For example:
vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

❑ Reconnect the primary path that you disconnected.

❑ Verify that the paths are back to their original state (enabled and active) 
using the vxdmpadm command. 

For example: 
vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

Task Steps Reference document
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DMP checklist — existing AIX server and existing storage system
This checklist assumes that the existing AIX server and existing 
storage system are already connected in a SAN or direct attach 
configuration. 

Tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist should be performed 
before the service provider arrives.

Task Steps
Reference 
document

1 Server
Unmount file 
systems and 
vary off 
volumes

❑ Unmount any file systems that reside on the storage system. AIX documentation

❑ Vary off any volume groups that reside on the storage systems.

2 Server

Replace 
CLARiiON HBA 
driver

If the CLARiiON HBA driver is installed:

❑ Remove the hdisk devices for LUNs in the storage system. AIX documentation

❑ Remove DiskArray or CLARiiON.fcp.

❑ Install the IBM HBA driver. HBA driver 
documentation

3 Server
Install EMC 
ODM Support 
software

❑ Remove the CLArray software.

CAUTION Do not reboot the server.

AIX utilities 
administrator’s guide

❑ Disconnect anynon-CX4 series, non-CX3 series, and non-CX series storage 
systems.

DMP does not support these storage systems.

❑ Install the EMC ODM Support software using SMIT or ODM or the command 
line.

Note: The EMC ODM Support package is available on the ftp site 
ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS

Host connectivity 
guide

4 Server
Replace EMC 
HBAs and/or 
install 
additional HBAs

Note: DMP requires IBM PCI HBAs and the driver supported by IBM for AIX.

❑ If the server has EMC HBAs connected to the storage system, replace them 
with the IBM HBAs.

HBA documentation

❑ If you need additional HBAs to provide more paths to the storage system, install 
these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so later in this 
procedure.

ftp://ftp.emc.com/pub/elab/aix/ODM_DEFINITIONS
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5 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required minimum 
revision, update it:

• HBA driver

• host agent

• admsnap

HBA driver 
documentation

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Reboot the server. AIX documentation

6 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON, Veritas 
Volume Manager, and DMP.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such as 
greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity 
guide and Veritas 
Volume Manager 
release notes

7 Storage system
Verify FLARE 
version

❑ Verify which versions of the storage-system FLARE support VxVM DMP on the 
AIX server. For information on supported versions, generate an EMC Support 
Matrix (ESM) for your storage system and server operating system from the 
eLAB Interoperability Matrix on the EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

❑ In Navisphere Manager use the Software tab in the storage system Properties 
dialog box to verify the installed version of the FLARE Operating Environment.

Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ If you need a new version of the FLARE Operating Environment installed on 
your storage system, contact your service provider.

8 Storage system
Update software

❑ If the installed storage-system software is not at the required minimum revision, 
update it.

CAUTION During the software update, servers connected to the storage system 
will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all paths to an 
SP are down.

Navisphere 
Manager help

9 Server
Install DMP

❑ Insert the DMP installation CD and mount it. DMP release notes 
and DMP installation 
and administrator’s 
guide

❑ Install DMP from the command line or by using SMIT.

❑ Register DMP.

❑ Install any DMP patches from the Software downloads page on the EMC 
Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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10 Server
Cable additional 
or replacement 
HBAs to 
switches or 
storage system

❑ Cable any additional or replacement HBA ports to the switch connected to the 
storage system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system 
setup guide.

❑ Execute the following AIX command:

cfgmgr

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify that the HBA connections to the switch are 
working. How you do this depends on the switch model. Some switches use 
switch management software and other switches have LEDs that you can use to 
see the state of connections.

For the following EMC-supported switches:

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that the 
HBA is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb SP 
port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA 
port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch 
documentation

11 Switches
Zone for 
additional HBAs

For a SAN:

❑ Zone the switches to provide a path from each additional HBA port (host 
initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Switch management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch connections 
to the storage system.

12 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Download the following script from ftp://ftp.EMC.com/pub/elab/
DMP/aix and execute it:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that AIX sees LUNZ devices with the following AIX 
command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

If AIX does not see LUNZ devices:

• Ensure that arraycommpath is set to 1. See the step: Storage system: Set 
properties for DMP.

• For a switch configuration, verify switch cabling and zoning.

• Execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

Task Steps
Reference 
document

ftp://ftp.emc.com/pub/elab/powerpath/aix
ftp://ftp.emc.com/pub/elab/powerpath/aix
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12 Server
Make target SPs 
available (cont.)

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX commands:

Host agent
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ List the LUNZ devices with the following AIX command:

lscfg | grep LUNZ

AIX documentation

❑ Remove each LUNZ device with the following AIX command:

rmdev -dl hdiskn

where n is the hdisk number for the LUNZ device.

13 Storage system
Set properties 
for DMP

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the initiator type and failover mode properties for the 
server’s HBA ports (initiators).

To set initiator type, select CLARiiON Open

To set failover mode, select 1 for DMP 5.0 MP1 or later or 2 for earlier DMP 
versions.

Navisphere Manager 
help

14 Server
Configure 
devices

❑ At an AIX prompt, execute the following script:

emc_cfgmgr.sh

AIX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the server sees hdisk devices for the LUNs.

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility with the following AIX commands:

Host agent/
/etc/rc.agent stop
/etc/rc.agent start

Server utility
/usr/lpp/HOSTUTIL/naviserverutil

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint if the host agent is installed - Use Navisphere Manager to verify 
that the LUNs are mapped to hdisk devices.

Navisphere 
Manager help

Task Steps
Reference 
document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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15 Server 
Install and 
enable Veritas 
Volume 
Manager (VxVM)

❑ Verify the supported versions of VxVM and any maintenance levels (MLs) or 
technology levels (TLs) and APARs. For information on supported software, 
MLs, and APARs, generate an EMC Support Matrix (ESM) for your storage 
system and server operating system from the eLAB Interoperability Matrix on 
the EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Veritas getting 
started guide

Veritas release 
notes

❑ If not already installed, install Veritas Volume Manager on the server as 
described in the Veritas getting started guide.

❑ Install any recommended Veritas updates. For information on updates, see your 
Veritas documentation including release notes, and also the EMC Support 
Matrix (ESM) for Veritas in the eLAB Interoperability Matrix on the EMC website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Note: Until rootdg is created (part of vxinstall command) on at least one disk, 
DMP displays an error message looking for the config daemon.

❑ Scan for the storage system, rebuild the device directories, and update the DMP 
database:

vxdctl -f enable

❑ Verify that Veritas Volume Manager is enabled:

vxdctl mode

16 Server 
Disable MPIO

For AIX 5.2 or greater, you must disable MPIO as follows:

❑ If the server contains any MPIO packages, remove them:

installp -u MPIO_package ... 

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Reboot the server to discover devices using the ODM definitions.

❑ Verify that DMP has access to all paths to the devices. 

To list all HBAs on the server:

vxdmpadm listctlr all

To list all paths to an HBA (controller):

vxdmpadm getsubpaths ctlr=controller

Task Steps
Reference 
document

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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17 Server
Install the ASL 
and APM

❑ Connect to the Veritas DMP support area of the Symantec website and then 
search for and download the ASL (Array Support Library) file that supports 
Veritas DMP on an AIX server connected to CLARiiON storage systems. For 
example, VRTScx_v3_aix_276079.tar.Z 

ASL and APM 
technical notes

❑ Verify that an ASL is not already installed on the AIX server. If one is installed, 
remove it.

❑ At an AIX prompt, uncompress and untar the file: 
VRTScx_v3_aix.276079.tar.Z, in /tmp:

cd /tmp
zcat VRTScx_v3_aix.tar.Z | tar xvf -

❑ Install the ASL and APM packages:

cd CLR
installp -ac -d ./ all

❑ For Volume Manager to recognize the CLARiiON disks, scan for disks:

vxdctl enable

Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ For Volume Manager to recognize the CLARiiON disks, scan for disks:

vxdctl enable

Volume Manager 
documentation

18 Server
Reboot

❑ To make LUNs available to AIX and make LUNs accessible via both SPs, reboot 
the server.

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

19 Server
Configure 
Volume 
Manager

❑ Run vxinstall to configure Volume Manager and place at least one LUN under 
VxVM control.

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

20 Server
Enable 
multipathing

Enable multipathing and make devices visible to Volume Manager.

Note: Some of the operations described in this section require a reboot of the 
system. 

❑ At an AIX prompt, enter:

vxdiskadm 

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Re-enable multipathing for a device and make the device visible to Volume 
Manager by selecting Allow multipathing/Unsuppress devices from VxVM’s 
view from the vxdiskadm main menu.

❑ Select option Unsuppress all paths through a controller from VxVM’s view 
to make all paths through a controller visible to Volume Manager. 

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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21 Server
Verify Volume 
Manager DMP 
installations

❑ At an AIX prompt, start and log in to the VEA back-end server:

/opt/VRTSob/bin/vxsvc

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ In the System tab, select and double-click a disk icon.

❑ In the list of disks, double-click a disk that belongs to the CLARiiON storage 
system.

❑ Click the Disks tab and verify that the expected Primary and Secondary paths 
are listed.

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - At an AIX prompt, identify the disk names and verify that DMP 
lists the correct number of paths:

vxdisk list device

where device is an hdisk device.

If DMP does not see the LUNs:

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you are using valid Veritas license key(s).

• Verify that the storage-system properties were properly defined in the step 
Storage: Set properties for DMP.

Important: If you did not set the storage-system failovermode as described 
in step 13, you will see only half of the expected paths to the LUNs.

22 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support CD, 
which shipped with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report of the 
server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly available, 
and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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23 Server
Test DMP 
failover

This procedure tests path failover. It instructs you to disconnect a primary path, 
observe the path failure and failover, and then reconnect the path and verify that all 
paths are back to their original state.

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Display all disk devices under the control of Veritas Volume Manager by 
entering: 

vxdisk list 

❑ Display all paths to a LUN by entering the following command on a selected disk 
(highlighted in previous step) to display path information for that disk. 

For example:

vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

❑ Start I/O to the LUN by copying a large amount of data to the LUN. 

Ideally, the copy should take at least 3 minutes so that you can perform the test 
while I/O is running. For example, you can use the dd command.

❑ Disconnect the paths from an active HBA that is handling I/O to the LUN by 
doing one of the following: 

• Disconnect the cable from either the HBA or the HBA side of the switch, or

• Disable the switch port using switch management software, or

• Disable I/O for a path using the command: 

vxdmpadm [-c|-f] disable path=path_name 

CAUTION: If you disconnect a path from a storage-system SP or from the SP 
side of the switch, you may disrupt data access from other servers in your SAN. 
Unless you are sure that the path is not being used by another server, do not 
disable an active path to the storage system when testing failover; you could 
affect performance or possibly lose data.

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Verify that the failover occurred by entering the vxdmpadm command and 
verifying that the disconnected paths are DISABLED. 

For example:
vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Reconnect the primary path that you disconnected.

❑ Verify that the paths are back to their original state (enabled and active) using 
the vxdmpadm command. 

For example: 
vxdmpadm getsubpaths dmpnodename=EMC_CLARiiON1_0

Veritas Volume 
Manager 
documentation

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.
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2Invisible Body Tag     

This chapter contains checklists of the tasks required to install a new 
or existing CLARiiON CX4 series, CX3 UltraScale series, or CX series 
storage system or an existing CLARiiON AX series storage system in 
a configuration with a new or existing VMware ESX Server server 
running native failover software. CX series refers to CX300, CX300i, 
CX500, CX500i, or CX700 storage systems.

Important - For the latest instructions on installing your CLARiiON storage 
system, refer to the CLARiiON installation and maintenance support 
documentation website (www.emc.com/clariionsupport) and select the 
appropriate storage-system type, followed by the task you want to perform. 
This document is no longer be updated.

For instructions on installing a new or existing AX4-5 storage system 
in a configuration with a new or existing VMware ESX Server 3.x 
server and native failover, go to the Install page of the AX4-5 support 
website (http://emc.com/ax4-5support), click Install, and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

VMware ESX Server
Installation Checklists

http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://www.emc.com/clariionsupport
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ESX Server configurations
Read this section if you are installing an ESX Server configuration 
with a new or existing server and a new or existing storage system. 

Note: For documentation on installing an AX4-5 storage system in a 
configuration with an ESX Server 3.x server and native failover, go to the 
Install page of the http://emc.com/ax4-5support website, click Install, and 
answer the questions about your configuration.

A new and existing server and a new and existing storage system are 
defined as follows:

new server - A server running ESX Server that is not connected to any 
storage system.

existing server - A server running ESX Server that is already 
connected to one or more storage systems.

new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage 
system that has the factory default settings and has never been 
connected to a server.

existing storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, 
CX500, CX500i, CX700, AX series storage system that is already 
connected to one or more servers and is in an EMC Navisphere® 
domain.

Note: For more information on the storage systems that can connect to an 
ESX Server server, see “Supported storage systems” on page 101.

Topics include:

◆ Supported storage systems............................................................. 101
◆ Required server software revisions............................................... 101
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 102
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 103
◆ Checklist — new ESX Server and new storage system .............. 105
◆ Checklist — new ESX Server and existing storage system......... 116
◆ Checklist — existing ESX Server and new storage system........ 126
◆ Checklist — existing ESX Server and existing storage system.. 137

http://emc.com/ax4-5support
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Supported storage 
systems

All CLARiiON storage systems connected to an ESX Server server 
must be CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, 
CX700, AX4-5 series, or AX series storage systems, or any other 
storage systems that can co-exist with these CLARiiON storage 
systems in an ESX Server environment. For information on storage 
systems that can co-exist with CLARiiON storage systems, refer to 
the EMC support matrix on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com). A single ESX Server server can be 
connected to AX4-5 series and/or AX series storage systems along 
with CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and/or 
CX700 storage systems only if:

◆ The server is running the Navisphere Host Agent and/or the 
Navisphere Server Utility version 6.26.7 or later

◆ The AX4-5 series and AX series storage systems are running 
Navisphere Manager.

◆ The master of the domain with these storage systems is one of the 
following:

• An AX4-5 storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.23.050.5.5xx or later

• A CX4 series storage system 

• A CX3 series storage system running FLARE OE version 
03.26.xxx.5.014 or later

• A CX series storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.24.xxx.5.018 or later

• A Navisphere off-array management station running the 
Navisphere UIs version 6.26.21.0.51 or later

Required server 
software revisions

◆ ESX Server operating system revision and patches listed in the 
E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

◆ Virtual machines set up and installed.

For the specific revisions of the operating systems supported as virtual 
machines and associated Navisphere application and replication 
software support, refer to the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the 
Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com). 

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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◆ Java Runtime Environment (JRE) on the host from which you will 
run Navisphere Manager to manage the storage system. For the 
correct JRE version, see the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on 
the Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is on a network that is connected to the 
storage-system servers and that you will connect to the SPs in the 
storage system.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is 
running Navisphere 6.X CLI.

◆ For an AX series storage system, you need the AX Navisphere 
Manager Upgrade kit if the storage system has not already been 
upgraded to Navisphere Manager.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs, RAID groups and/or or thin 
pools, and storage groups.

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

Be sure to consider the requirements of SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S software, which 
require VMFS volumes or raw device mapping volumes on an 
ESX Server for their LUNs, if you have this optional software. The 
following documents will help you with this planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

• For customized documentation on planning an AX series 
storage system configuration, go to the Install page of the 
AX150 support website (http://emc.com/ax150support) or 
AX100 support website (http://emc.com/ax100support), 
respectively, click Plan, and answer the questions about your 
configuration.

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://emc.com/ax100support
http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/ax100support
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Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with the HBA or NIC

◆ Documentation that ships with 
• Fibre Channel switches and switch management software
• ESX Server operating system
• Virtual machine operating systems

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products for VMware ESX Server 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-004-281)

◆ EMC CLARiiON iSCSI Server Setup Guide for VMware ESX Server 3i 
or 3.X (P/N 300-003-807)

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 003-003-628) - for CX4 series, CX3 series, CX series, and AX 
series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series storage systems

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)
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◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and Cabling 
Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ AX100-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-002-735)

◆ AX150-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-003-036)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX4 series, CX3 series, CX 
series, and AX series storage systems (available in the Manager 
user interface and in the Technical Documentation and 
Advisories section on the Powerlink website - 
http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ Navisphere Service Taskbar Requirements and Installation - available 
on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ CLARalert Requirements and Installation - available on the 
Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for VMware ESX Server v2.X 
(P/N 300-002-304)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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Checklist — new ESX Server and new storage system
For CX4 series, CX3 series, and CX series storage systems, complete 
the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives.

 

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs

❑ Install the HBAs or NICs

ESX Server 2.5.x
ESX Server 2.5.x does not support shared Emulex HBAs. QLogic HBAs 
can be shared or unshared. If you want to boot from a LUN in the storage 
system, the HBA must be shared. 

ESX Server 3i or 3.x
In ESX Server 3i or 3.x you do not choose whether an HBA is shared or 
not.

Note: The NIC, QLogic, and Emulex drivers are native to the ESX Server 
kernel. ESX Server 2.5.x supports only Fibre Channel storage systems. 

HBA documentation 

ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint

ESX Server 2.5.x
Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management) to verify that the HBAs were allocated to the server.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x
Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter) to verify 
that the HBAs or NICs were allocated to the server.

2 Server
Set startup 
properties for 
HBAs

❑ ESX Server 2.5.x
Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Startup Profile) to 
dedicate the HBAs (fibre storage controllers) to the virtual machines.

Note: ESX Server 2.5.x does not support the Shared with Service 
Console option for Emulex HBAs. If you want to boot from a LUN in the 
storage system, the HBA must be shared.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x
In ESX Server 3i or 3.x you do not choose whether to dedicate HBAs or 
not.

ESX Server 
documentation
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3 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
iSCSI HBA IP 
addresses

For NICs:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Networking > Add 
Networking) to set up the VMkernel for the NICs.

Note: For failover to work between multiple NICs, make sure that the NICs 
are on the same virtual switch so they are on the same NIC team using the 
same IP address. For detailed information on configuring the VMkernel for 
software-initiated iSCSI storage, see the document, Virtual Infrastructure 
Server Configuration Guide.

❑ Rescan for the NICs.

For iSCSI HBAs:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter) to assign 
an IP address to the iSCSI HBA.

❑ Rescan for the iSCSI HBAs.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Virtual 
Infrastructure Server 
configuration guide

4 Server
Install host 
agent or server 
utility

❑ For ESX Server 3i or 3.x, open the firewall ports necessary for the host 
agent (ESX 3.x host only), CLI, and storage system initialization utility.

Server support products 
installation guide and 
ESX Server 
compatibility guides❑ Install the host agent or server utility for Linux on the ESX Server 3.x or 

2.5.x host.

CAUTION Do not install the host agent or server utility on an ESX Server 
3i host or on any virtual machine other than Windows (limited 
configurations only). 

❑ If you want to generate a high-availability report of your ESX Server, install 
version 6.28 or later of the Windows server utility on any supported 
Windows server.

❑ Install the Navisphere CLI on the ESX Server or one or more virtual 
machines.

5 Server
Install admsnap, 
admhost, and/or 
CLARiiON VSS 
Provider

❑ If any virtual machine will be a SnapView production or secondary host, 
install the admsnap utility on that virtual machine.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ If any Windows virtual machine will participate in a SAN Copy session, 
install admhost on that virtual machine.

❑ If you want Windows virtual machine applications to access SnapView 
functionality on the storage system using the VSS framework or other 
APIs, install the optional CLARiiON VSS provider on the Windows virtual 
machine.

Note that Navisphere CLI must be installed on the Windows virtual 
machine.

Task Steps Reference document
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6 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Install

❑ Install Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed. Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

❑ Connect a cable from each host Fibre Channel HBA port to a Fibre 
Channel switch port.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the Fibre Channel switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the Fibre Channel switch port connected to the 
HBA port.

For a 1 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2-Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

7 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

8 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

9 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ For ESX Server 3i or 3.x, ensure the firewall ports necessary for the 
storage system initialization utility are open.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

10 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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11 Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of Service 
Manager enabler CDs, use Navisphere Manager to install the enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

12 Storage system
Cable data ports 
to Fibre Channel 
switch, network, 
or server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports:

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre 
Channel switch or server’s Fibre Channel HBA ports. 

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the storage-system 
connections to the Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the 
Fibre Channel switch port connected to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2-Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For storage-system iSCSI data ports:

❑ Connect each storage-system iSCSI data port to the network connected to 
the appropriate server NIC or iSCSI HBA data port.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LEDs for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

13 Storage-system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage-system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the Port 
Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

Task Steps Reference document
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14 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Enable services 
and agents

❑ Use the VMware VI (Configuration > Security Profile > Properties) to 
configure the service console firewall to accept the software iSCSI Client 
service and other services and installed management agents as needed. 

For software iSCSI initiators (NIC ports), select Software iSCSI Client. 
For hardware iSCSI initiators (iSCSI HBA ports), deselect Software iSCSI 
Client.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

15 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For software iSCSI initiators:

Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapters > Properties > 
General > Configure) to configure each software iSCSI initiator:

❑ Enable the initiator if it is not enabled. 

❑ Set up target addresses using the Dynamic Discovery tab.

ESX Server 
documentation and 
iSCSI server setup 
guide

For hardware iSCSI initiators:

Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapters > Properties > 
Configure) to configure each hardware iSCSI initiator:

❑ Disable the initiator if it is enabled. 

❑ Set up target addresses using either the Dynamic Discovery tab or the 
Static Discovery tab.

16 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, 
a CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ From a virtual machine or management station, use Navisphere Manager 
to define a global administrator and domain (if not already defined) and 
any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone 

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each Fibre 
Channel HBA port (host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

Note: If SAN Copy is installed, all zones with SAN Copy ports should 
include only SAN Copy ports. Ports for host I/O should be in their own 
zones. 

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

18 Server 
Make target SPs 
available

❑ On ESX Server 3.x or 2.5.x, restart the host agent or run the server utility 
and select Update Server Information.

❑ On ESX Server 3i, use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage 
Adapter > Rescan > Rescan for New Storage Devices) to rescan for 
disks.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint - From a virtual machine or a management station, use 
Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to verify that each 
HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

19 Storage system
Set properties

❑ From a virtual machine or management station, use Navisphere 
Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools menu on the 
toolbar) to set the following storage-system unit serial number properties 
for the server’s HBA or NIC ports (initiators) to the value required for ESX 
Server: 

Unit Serial Number to Array

Navisphere Manager 
help

20 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST 

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

Task Steps Reference document
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21 Windows host or 
Windows virtual 
machine 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host or Windows virtual machine (such as a Navisphere off-array 
management station), on which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It 
must be on the same network as the storage-system management ports, and 
cannot be connected to a storage system. 

❑ Download and install CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert requirements 
and installation 

22 Storage system
Configure 

From a virtual machine or a management station:

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups or thin pools, bind LUNs, 
create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 series storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ On ESX Server, rescan the bus to make the LUNs visible to the server. VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide

23 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ From a virtual machine or management station, use Navisphere Manager 
to set user options, create templates, and set up your monitoring 
configuration.

24 Windows server 
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ From a Windows server, start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server 
or from the server support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

VMware server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the ESX server’s environment.

Note: In the Select Host Type screen, be sure to select the ESX Server 
option.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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25 Server
Making LUNs 
available to ESX 
Server

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management > Rescan SAN) to rescan for disks.

ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint:

Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management > Disks and LUNs) to verify that the disks are available.

Note: New disks are labeled Free Space.

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter > Rescan 
> Rescan for New Storage Devices) to rescan for disks.

❑ Checkpoint:

Verify that the LUNs appear in the disk/LUNs list.

26 Server
Send LUN 
information to 
the storage 
system

❑ On ESX Server 3.x or 2.5.x, restart the host agent or run the server utility 
and select Update Server Information to send CLARiiON virtual disk 
(LUN) information to the storage system.

Note On an ESX Server 3i, registration of the CLARiiON storage system 
happens automatically when the ESX Server 3i reboots or when you 
rescan the host bus adapters. 

Server support products 
installation guide

27 Server
Configure ESX 
Server native 
failover

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management) to verify that the most recently used (MRU) failover policy is 
selected for each CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN).

CAUTION The failover policy must be MRU.

ESX Server 
documentation

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Properties > Manage Paths), under Storage 
for VMFS volumes, Storage Adapter for raw device mapping volumes, to 
verify that the most recently used (MRU) failover policy is selected for each 
CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN). 

CAUTION The failover policy must be MRU.

Task Steps Reference document
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28 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to the 
virtual machines

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface to create any VMFS file systems 
on the CLARiiON virtual disks (LUNs) that you do not want to use as raw 
device mapping volumes or raw disks.

LUNs to participate in SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
or MirrorView/S sessions can be either VMFS volumes (subject to the 
configuration restrictions in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on EMC 
Powerlink) or raw device mapping volumes. To use raw device mapping 
volumes, you must already have a local disk or a LUN that has a VMFS file 
system on it to store the mapping file.

VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide and 
ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Power down any virtual machines to which you will assign (present) the 
LUNs.

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Add Device > Hard Disk) to add 
disks to the virtual machine. 

At this point, you can define raw device mappings using System 
LUN/Disk > Use Metadata. If these volumes are for replication 
applications, these volumes must have a state of physical compatibility 
mode.

VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide and 
ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Power up the virtual machines.

On each virtual machine:

❑ Create partitions, file systems, or the pertinent database file systems on 
the disks.

Virtual machine 
operating system 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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28 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to the 
virtual machines 
(cont.)

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage) to create any VMFS 
file systems on the CLARiiON virtual disks (LUNs) that you do not want to 
use as raw device mapping volumes or raw disks.

LUNs to participate in SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
or MirrorView/S sessions can be either VMFS volumes (subject to the 
configuration restrictions in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on EMC 
Powerlink) or raw device mapping volumes. To use raw device mapping 
volumes, you must already have a local disk or a LUN that has a VMFS file 
system on it to store the mapping file.

Virtual machine 
operating system 
documentation

❑ Use the VMware VI Client to select Edit Settings for the virtual machine. VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide and 
ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Choose Add > Hard Disk to add disks to the virtual machine. 

At this point, you can define raw device mappings using the Mapped SAN 
LUN option. If these volumes are for replication applications, these 
volumes must have a state of physical compatibility mode.

❑ Power up the virtual machines, if they are not already running.

On each virtual machine:

❑ Create partitions, file systems, or the pertinent database file systems on 
the disks.

Virtual machine 
operating system 
documentation

29 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapters > 
Properties > CHAP Authentication > Configure) to configure initiator 
CHAP on the NIC initiators.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

30 Storage system 
in iSCSI 
configuration 
with ESX Server 
3i or 3.x
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

31 Server
Verifying the 
failover 
configuration

For a dual-SP storage system:

❑ Display the paths to the storage system:

ESX Server 2.5.x
Open the Failover Paths tab on the Storage Management page in the 
VMware Management Interface.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x
Open the Manage Paths page in the VMware VI Client.

ESX Server 
documentation

For each CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN), verify that the paths to the disk are 
in a normal state.

Note for ESX Server 3i or 3.x: For failover to work between multiple 
NICs, make sure that the NICs are on the same virtual switch so they are 
on the same NIC team using the same IP address. For detailed 
information on configuring the VMkernel for software-initiated iSCSI 
storage, see the document, Virtual Infrastructure Server Configuration 
Guide.

Virtual Infrastructure 
Server configuration 
guide

❑ Determine which SP is currently active (on the active path to the disk).

Test SP failover:

❑ Disconnect the path(s) from the active SP. Unplug the cables from the SP 
side of the switch, or use switch management software to disable the 
path(s).

❑ Refresh the Manage Paths or Failover Paths page. To refresh this page, 
you can write data to the disk, close and re-open the page, or wait for the 
page to refresh.

❑ Verify that the previously active path is dead and that another path from 
the server is now active.

❑ Reconnect the cables that you disconnected.

❑ Refresh the Manage Paths or Failover Paths page and verify that the dead 
path is now active.

❑ Restore the disk to its original SP, using Navisphere Manager to trespass 
the disk.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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Checklist — new ESX Server and existing storage system
For CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage systems, complete the 
tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives. For AX series storage systems, complete all the 
tasks.

Task Steps
Reference 
document

1 Server
Install HBAs or NICs

❑ Install the HBAs. or NICs.

ESX Server 2.5.x:
ESX Server 2.5.x does not support shared Emulex HBAs. QLogic HBAs 
can be shared or unshared. If you want to boot from a LUN in the storage 
system, the HBA must be shared.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x
In ESX Server 3i or 3.x you do not choose whether an HBA is shared or 
not.

Note: The NIC, QLogic, and Emulex drivers are native to the ESX Server 
kernel. ESX Server 2.5.x supports only Fibre Channel storage systems.

HBA documentation

❑ Checkpoint:

ESX Server 2.5.x
Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management) to verify that the HBAs were allocated to the server.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x
Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter) to verify 
that the HBAs or NICs were allocated to the server.

ESX Server 
documentation

2 Server
Set startup 
properties for HBAs

❑ ESX Server 2.5.x:
Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Startup Profile) to 
dedicate the HBAs (fibre storage controllers) to the virtual machines.

Note: ESX Server 2.5.x does not support the Shared with Service 
Console option for Emulex HBAs. If you want to boot from a LUN in the 
storage system, the HBA must be shared.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x:
In ESX Server 3i or 3.x you do not choose whether to dedicate HBAs or 
not.

ESX Server 
documentation
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3 ESX Server 3i or 3.x 
in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Assign NIC or iSCSI 
HBA IP addresses

For NICs:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Networking > Add 
Networking) to set up the VMkernel for the NICs.

Note: For failover to work between multiple NICs, make sure that the NICs 
are on the same virtual switch so they are on the same NIC team using the 
same IP address. For detailed information on configuring the VMkernel for 
software-initiated iSCSI storage, see the document, Virtual Infrastructure 
Server Configuration Guide.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Virtual 
Infrastructure Server 
configuration guide

❑ Rescan for the NICs.

For iSCSI HBAs:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter) to assign 
an IP address to the iSCSI HBA.

❑ Rescan for the iSCSI HBAs.

4 Server
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ For ESX Server 3i or 3.x:
Open the firewall ports necessary for the host agent (ESX Server 3.x host 
only) and CLI.

Server support 
products installation 
guide and ESX 
Server compatibility 
guides

❑ Install the host agent or server utility on ESX Server 3.x or 2.5.x.

CAUTION Do not install the host agent or server utility on an ESX Server 
3i host or on any virtual machine other than Windows (limited 
configurations only). 

❑ If you want to generate a high-availability report for your ESX Server, 
install version 6.28 or later of the Windows server utility on any supported 
Windows server.

❑ Install the Navisphere CLI on ESX Server or one or more virtual machines.

5 Server
Install admsnap, 
admhost, and/or 
CLARiiON VSS 
Provider

❑ If any virtual machine will be a SnapView production or secondary host, 
install the admsnap utility on that virtual machine.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ If any Windows virtual machine will participate in a SAN Copy session, 
install admhost on that virtual machine.

❑ If you want Windows virtual machine applications to access SnapView 
functionality on the storage system using the VSS framework or other 
APIs, install the optional CLARiiON VSS provider on the Windows virtual 
machine

❑ Note that Navisphere CLI must be installed on the Windows virtual 
machine

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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6 AX100SC, AX100, 
AX150SC, or AX150 
storage system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere Manager 
and set up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager:

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to 
Navisphere Manager 
(part of the upgrade 
kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ From a virtual machine or management station, use Navisphere Manager 
to define a global administrator and domain and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, from a virtual machine or 
management station, use Navisphere Manager to install the SAN Copy/E 
enabler.

Upgrading Storage 
System to 
Navisphere Manager 
(part of the upgrade 
kit)

7 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help

8 Server
Connect to 
storage-system 
management LAN

❑ Cable the server to the LAN connected to the storage-system 
management port on each SP.

Storage-system 
setup guide

9 Server
Cable to Fibre 
Channel switches, 
network, or server 
system data port

For Fibre Channel HBA ports:

❑ Cable the HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the storage 
system or to the server’s Fibre Channel HBA ports.

Note: Only AX series storage systems can be connected directly to HBA 
ports.

Storage-system 
setup guide 

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connections to the switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the switch port connected to each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch 
documentation
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9 Server 
Cable to Fibre 
Channel switches or 
storage-system data 
port (cont.)

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 
Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, 
which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For storage-system iSCSI data ports:

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data port to the network connected to 
the appropriate NIC or iSCSI HBA data port.

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LEDs for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Switch 
documentation

10 Storage-system with 
iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system data 
ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, 
configure the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

For each additional iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the Port 
Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

11 ESX Server 3i or 3.x 
in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Enable services and 
agents

❑ Use the VMware VI client (Configuration > Security Profile > 
Properties) to configure the service console firewall to accept the 
software iSCSI Client service and other services and installed 
management agents as needed. 

For software iSCSI initiators (NIC ports), select Software iSCSI Client. 
For hardware iSCSI initiators (iSCSI HBA ports), deselect Software iSCSI 
Client.

iSCSI server setup 
guide
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12 ESX Server 3i or 3.x 
in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Configure server 
hardware iSCSI 
initiators

Use the VMware VI Client to configure each iSCSI initiator:

For software iSCSI initiators:

Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapters > Properties > 
General > Configure) to configure each software iSCSI initiator:

❑ Enable the initiator if it is not enabled. 

❑ Set up target addresses using the Dynamic Discovery tab.

ESX Server 
documentation and 
iSCSI server setup 
guide

For hardware iSCSI initiators:

Use the VMware VI (Configuration > Storage Adapters > Properties > 
Configure) Client to configure each hardware iSCSI initiator:

❑ Disable the initiator if it is enabled. 

❑ Set up target addresses using either the Dynamic Discovery tab or the 
Static Discovery tab.

13 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each Fibre 
Channel HBA port (host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

Note: If SAN Copy is installed, all zones with SAN Copy ports should 
include only SAN Copy ports. Ports for host I/O should be in their own 
zones. 

 

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

14 Server 
Make target SPs 
available

❑ On ESX Server 3.x or 2.5.x, restart the host agent or run the server utility 
and select Update Server Information.

❑ On ESX Server 3i, use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage 
Adapter > Rescan > Rescan for New Storage Devices) to rescan for 
disks.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - From a virtual machine or management station, use 
Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to verify that each 
HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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15 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX series 
storage system
Set properties

❑ From a virtual machine or management station, use Navisphere 
Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools menu on the 
toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the server’s HBA 
ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled 

Failover mode to 1

Unit Serial Number to Array

Navisphere Manager 
help

16 Storage system
Configure 

From a virtual machine or a management station:

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager 
to connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
create the RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage 
group, and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 series storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ On ESX Server, rescan the bus to make the LUNs visible to the server. VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide

17 Server
Making LUNs 
available to ESX 
Server

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management > Rescan SAN) to rescan for disks.

ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint:

Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management > Disks and LUNs) to verify that the disks are available.

Note: New disks are labeled Free Space.

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter > Rescan 
> Rescan for New Storage Devices) to rescan for disks.

ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint:

Verify that the LUNs appear in the disk/LUNs list.

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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18 Server
Send LUN 
information to the 
storage system

❑ On ESX Server 3.x or 2.5.x, restart the host agent or run the server utility 
and select Update Server Information to send CLARiiON virtual disk 
(LUN) information to the storage system.

Note On an ESX Server 3i, registration of the CLARiiON storage system 
happens automatically when the ESX Server 3i reboots or when you 
rescan the host bus adapters. 

Server support 
products installation 
guide

19 Server
Configure ESX 
server native 
failover

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management) to verify that the most recently used (MRU) failover policy is 
selected for each CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN).

CAUTION The failover policy must be MRU.

VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide 
and ESX Server 
documentation

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Properties > Manage Paths), under Storage 
for VMFS volumes, Storage Adapter for raw device mapping volumes, to 
verify that the most recently used (MRU) failover policy is selected for each 
CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN). 

CAUTION The failover policy must be MRU.

20 Server
Make LUNs available 
to the virtual 
machines 

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface to create any VMFS file systems 
on the CLARiiON virtual disks (LUNs) that you do not want to use as raw 
device mapping volumes or raw disks.

LUNs to participate in SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
or MirrorView/S sessions can be either VMFS volumes (subject to the 
configuration restrictions in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on EMC 
Powerlink) or raw device mapping volumes. To use raw device mapping 
volumes, you must already have a local disk or a LUN that has a VMFS file 
system on it to store the mapping file.

VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide 
and ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Power down any virtual machines to which you will assign (present) new 
LUNs.

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Add Device > Hard Disk) to add 
disks to the virtual machine. 

At this point, you can define raw device mappings using the System 
LUN/Disk > Use Metadata. If these volumes are for replication 
applications, these volumes must have a state of physical compatibility 
mode.

❑ Power up the virtual machines.

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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20 Server
Make LUNs available 
to the virtual 
machines (cont.)

On each virtual machine:

❑ Create partitions, file systems, or the pertinent database file systems on 
the disks.

Virtual machine 
operating system 
documentation

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage) to create any VMFS 
file systems on the CLARiiON virtual disks (LUNs) that you do not want to 
use as raw device mapping volumes or raw disks.

LUNs to participate in SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
or MirrorView/S sessions can be either VMFS volumes (subject to the 
configuration restrictions in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on EMC 
Powerlink) or raw device mapping volumes. To use raw device mapping 
volumes, you must already have a local disk or a LUN that has a VMFS file 
system on it to store the mapping file.

ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Use the VMware VI Client to select Edit Settings for the virtual machine. VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide 
and ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Choose Add > Hard Disk to add disks to the virtual machine. 

At this point, you can define raw device mappings using the Mapped SAN 
LUN option. If these volumes are for replication applications, these 
volumes must have a state of physical compatibility mode.

❑ Power up the virtual machines, if not already running.

On each virtual machine:

❑ Create partitions, file systems, or the pertinent database file systems on 
the disks.

Virtual machine 
operating system 
documentation

21 Windows server 
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ From a Windows server, start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server 
or from the server support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

VMware server 
support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the ESX server’s environment.

Note: In the Select Host Type screen, be sure to select the ESX Server 
option.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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22 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Configure optional 
server CHAP 
security

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapters > 
Properties > CHAP Authentication > Configure) to configure initiator 
CHAP on the NIC initiators.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

23 Storage system in 
iSCSI configuration 
with server
Configure optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a 
new iSCSI initiator, this initiator must use CHAP. If you want a new initiator to 
use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not need to configure 
the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage 
system for each new iSCSI initiator that needs it configured. 

Navisphere Manager 
help 

24 Server
Verifying the failover 
configuration

❑ Display the paths to the storage system:

ESX Server 2.5.x: 
Open the Failover Paths tab on the Storage Management page in the 
VMware Management Interface.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x: 
Open the Manage Paths page in the VMware VI Client.

ESX Server 
documentation

For each CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN), verify that the paths to the disk are 
in a normal state.

Note for ESX Server 3i or 3.x: For failover to work between multiple 
NICs, make sure that the NICs are on the same virtual switch so they are 
on the same NIC team using the same IP address. For detailed 
information on configuring the VMkernel for software-initiated iSCSI 
storage, see the document, Virtual Infrastructure Server Configuration 
Guide.

ESX Server 
documentation and 
Virtual Infrastructure 
Server configuration 
guide

❑ Determine which HBA (Fibre Channel) or NIC (iSCSI) in the new server is 
currently handling the active path to the disk.

Test HBA or NIC failover:

❑ Disconnect the path(s) between the active HBA or NIC and the switch. To 
disconnect paths, you can either unplug the cables or use switch 
management software to disable the path(s).

Caution If you are using a switch and you disconnect paths between the 
switch and the storage system, you may disrupt data access from other 
hosts. Unless you are sure that the paths are not being used by other 
hosts, do not disconnect active paths between switches and storage 
systems when testing failover to an existing storage system.

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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24 Server
Verifying the failover 
configuration (cont.)

❑ Refresh the Manage Paths or Failover Paths page. To refresh this page, 
you can write data to the disk, close and re-open the page, or wait for the 
page to refresh.

❑ Verify that the previously active path is dead and that another path from 
the server is now active.

ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Reconnect the cables that you disconnected.

❑ Refresh the Manage Paths or Failover Paths page and verify that the dead 
path is now active.

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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Checklist — existing ESX Server and new storage system
For CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage systems, complete the 
tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs 
and any driver 
patches

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs now.

ESX Server 2.5.x:
ESX Server 2.5.x does not support shared Emulex HBAs. QLogic HBAs 
can be shared or unshared. If you want to boot from a LUN in the storage 
system, the HBA must be shared.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x
In ESX Server 3i or 3.x you do not choose whether an HBA is shared or 
not.

Note: The NIC, QLogic, and Emulex drivers are native to the ESX Server 
kernel. ESX Server 2.5.x supports only Fibre Channel storage systems.

HBA documentation 

❑ Checkpoint:

ESX Server 2.5.x:
Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management) to verify that the HBAs were allocated to the server.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x
Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter) to verify 
that the HBAs or NICs were allocated to the server.

ESX Server 
documentation

2 Server
Set startup 
properties for 
HBAs

❑ ESX Server 2.5.x:
Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Startup Profile) to 
dedicate the HBAs (fibre storage controllers) to the virtual machines.

Note: ESX Server 2.5.x does not support the Shared with Service 
Console option for Emulex HBAs. If you want to boot from a LUN in the 
storage system, the HBA must be shared.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x:
In ESX Server 3i or 3.x you do not choose whether to dedicate HBAs or 
not.

ESX Server 
documentation
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3 ESX Server 3.x in 
iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
iSCSI HBA IP 
addresses

For NICs:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Networking > Add 
Networking) to set up the VMkernel for the NICs.

Note: For failover to work between multiple NICs, make sure that the NICs 
are on the same virtual switch so they are on the same NIC team using 
the same IP address. For detailed information on configuring the 
VMkernel for software-initiated iSCSI storage, see the document, Virtual 
Infrastructure Server Configuration Guide.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Virtual 
Infrastructure Server 
configuration guide

❑ Rescan for the NICs.

For iSCSI HBAs:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter) to assign 
an IP address to the iSCSI HBA.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Rescan for the iSCSI HBAs.

4 Server
Update Software

❑ For ESX Server 3i or 3.x:
Open the firewall ports necessary for the host agent (ESX Server 3.x host 
only), CLI, and storage system initialization utility.

Server support products 
installation guide and 
ESX Server 
compatibility guides

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision as specified in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on 
http://Powerlink.EMC.com, update it:

On ESX Server 3i:
• HBA driver 

On ESX Server 3.x or 2.5.x:
• HBA driver 
• host agent or server utility

On the virtual machines
• admsnap

• admhost

• CLARiiON VSS Provider

• host agent or server utility (limited Windows configurations only)

5 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

6 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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7 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ For ESX Server 3i or 3.x, ensure the firewall ports necessary for the host 
agent, CLI, and storage system initialization utility are open.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

8 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

9 Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of Service 
Manager enabler CDs, use Navisphere Manager to install the enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Storage system
Cable data ports 
to Fibre Channel 
switch, network 
or server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports:

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre 
Channel switch connected to the server or the server’s Fibre Channel 
HBA ports.

Note: Only AX series storage systems can be connected directly to HBA 
ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the storage-system connections to the Fibre Channel 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the Fibre Channel switch port connected 
to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For storage-system iSCSI data ports:

❑ Connect each storage-system iSCSI data port to the network connected 
to the appropriate server NIC or iSCSI HBA data port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LEDs for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

11 Storage-system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage-system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the Port 
Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

Task Steps Reference document
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12 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Enable services 
and agents

❑ Use the VMware VI (Configuration > Security Profile > Properties) to 
configure the service console firewall to accept the software iSCSI Client 
service and other services and installed management agents as needed. 

For software iSCSI initiators (NIC ports), select Software iSCSI Client. 
For hardware iSCSI initiators (iSCSI HBA ports), deselect Software iSCSI 
Client.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

13 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For additional software iSCSI initiators:

Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapters > Properties > 
General > Configure) to configure each software iSCSI initiator:

❑ Enable the initiator if it is not enabled. 

❑ Set up target addresses using the Dynamic Discovery tab.

ESX Server 
documentation and 
iSCSI server setup 
guide

For additional hardware iSCSI initiators:

Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapters > Properties > 
Configure) to configure each hardware iSCSI initiator:

❑ Disable the initiator if it is enabled. 

❑ Set up target addresses using either the Dynamic Discovery tab or the 
Static Discovery tab.

14 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, 
a CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ From a virtual machine or management station, use Navisphere Manager 
to define a global administrator and domain (if not already defined) and 
any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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15 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each Fibre 
Channel HBA port (host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

Note: If SAN Copy is installed, all zones with SAN Copy ports should 
include only SAN Copy ports. Ports for host I/O should be in their own 
zones. 

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

16 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
network 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Connect server 
to network

❑ Connect each server NIC or iSCSI HBA port to the network connected to 
the appropriate storage-system iSCSI data ports.

NIC or HBA 
documentation

17 Server 
Make target SPs 
available

❑ On ESX Server, restart the host agent or server utility. Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint - From a virtual machine or a management station, use 
Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to verify that each 
HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

18 Storage system
Set properties

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the unit serial number properties for the 
server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators) to the value required for ESX 
Server:

Unit Serial Number to Array

Navisphere Manager 
help

19 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST 

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Storage system
Configure 

From a virtual machine or a management station:

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 series storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ On ESX Server, rescan the bus to make the LUNs visible to the server. VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide

21 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ From a virtual machine or management station, use Navisphere Manager 
to set user options, create templates, and set up your monitoring 
configuration.

22 Server
Making LUNs 
available to ESX 
Server

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management > Rescan SAN) to rescan for disks.

ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint:

Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management > Disks and LUNs) to verify that the disks are available.

Note: New disks are labeled Free Space.

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter > Rescan 
> Rescan for New Storage Devices) to rescan for disks.

❑ Checkpoint:

Verify that the LUNs appear in the disk/LUNs list.

23 Server
Send LUN 
information to 
the storage 
system

❑ On ESX Server 3.x or 2.5.x, restart the host agent or run the server utility 
and select Update Server Information to send CLARiiON virtual disk 
(LUN) information to the storage system.

Note: On an ESX Server 3i, registration of the CLARiiON storage system 
happens automatically when the ESX Server 3i reboots or when you 
rescan the host bus adapters. 

Server support products 
installation guide

Task Steps Reference document
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24 Server
Configure ESX 
server native 
failover

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management) to verify that the most recently used (MRU) failover policy 
is selected for each CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN).

CAUTION The failover policy must be MRU.

ESX Server 
documentation

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Properties > Manage Paths), under Storage 
for VMFS volumes, Storage Adapter for raw device mapping volumes, to 
verify that the most recently used (MRU) failover policy is selected for 
each CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN). 

CAUTION The failover policy must be MRU.

25 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
virtual machines

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface to create any VMFS file systems 
on the CLARiiON virtual disks (LUNs) that you do not want to use as raw 
device mapping volumes or raw disks.

LUNs participating in SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
or MirrorView/S sessions can be either VMFS volumes (subject to the 
configuration restrictions in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on EMC 
Powerlink) or raw device mapping volumes. To use raw device mapping 
volumes, you must already have a local disk or a LUN that has a VMFS file 
system on it to store the mapping file.

VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide and 
ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Power down any virtual machines to which you will assign (present) the 
LUNs.

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Add Device > Hard Disk) to add 
disks to the virtual machine. 

At this point, you can define raw device mappings using the System 
LUN/Disk > Use Metadata. If these volumes are for replication 
applications, these volumes must have a state of physical compatibility 
mode.

❑ Power up the virtual machines.

Task Steps Reference document
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25 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
virtual machines 
(cont.)

On each virtual machine:

❑ Create partitions, file systems, or the pertinent database file systems on 
the disks.

Virtual machine 
operating system 
documentation

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage) to create any VMFS 
file systems on the CLARiiON virtual disks (LUNs) that you do not want to 
use as raw device mapping volumes or raw disks.

LUNs participating in SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
or MirrorView/S sessions can be either VMFS volumes (subject to the 
configuration restrictions in the E-Lab Navigator on EMC Powerlink) or raw 
device mapping volumes. To use raw device mapping volumes, you must 
already have a local disk or a LUN that has a VMFS file system on it to 
store the mapping file.

VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide and 
ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Use the VMware VI Client to select Edit Settings for the virtual machine. 

❑ Choose Add > Hard Disk to add disks to the virtual machine. 

At this point, you can define raw device mappings using the Mapped SAN 
LUN option. If these volumes are for replication applications, these 
volumes must have a state of physical compatibility mode.

❑ Power up the virtual machines, if not already running.

On each virtual machine:

❑ Create partitions, file systems, or the pertinent database file systems on 
the disks.

Virtual machine 
operating system 
documentation

26 Windows server 
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ From a Windows server, start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server 
or from the server support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

VMware server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the ESX server’s environment.

Note: In the Select Host Type screen, be sure to select the ESX Server 
option.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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27 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new NIC 
initiators

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter > 
Properties > CHAP Authentication > Configure) to configure initiator 
CHAP on the NIC initiators.

ESX Server 
documentation and 
iSCSI server setup 
guide

28 Storage system 
in iSCSI 
configuration 
with ESX Server 
3i or 3.x
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Navisphere Manager 
help

29 Server
Verifying the 
failover 
configuration

For a dual-SP storage system:

❑ Display the paths to the storage system:

ESX Server 2.5.x: 
Open the Failover Paths tab on the Storage Management page in the 
VMware Management Interface.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x:
Open the Manage Paths page in the VMware VI Client.

ESX Server 
documentation

For each CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN), verify that the paths to the disk are 
in a normal state.

Note for ESX Server 3i or 3.x: For failover to work between multiple 
NICs, make sure that the NICs are on the same virtual switch so they are 
on the same NIC team using the same IP address. For detailed 
information on configuring the VMkernel for software-initiated iSCSI 
storage, see the document, Virtual Infrastructure Server Configuration 
Guide.

Virtual Infrastructure 
Server configuration 
guide

❑ Determine which SP is currently active (on the active path to the disk).

Test SP failover:

❑ Disconnect the path(s) from the active SP. Unplug the cables from the SP 
side of the switch, or use switch management software to disable the 
path(s).

Task Steps Reference document
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29 Server
Verifying the 
failover 
configuration
(cont.)

❑ Refresh the Manage Paths or Failover Paths page. To refresh this page, 
you can write data to the disk, close and re-open the page, or wait for the 
page to refresh.

❑ Verify that the previously active path is dead and that another path from 
the server is now active.

❑ Reconnect the cables that you disconnected. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Refresh the Manage Paths or Failover Paths page and verify that the 
dead path is now active.

❑ Restore the disk to its original SP, using Navisphere Manager to trespass 
the disk.

Task Steps Reference document
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Checklist — existing ESX Server and existing storage system
For CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage systems, complete the 
tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs 
and any driver 
patches

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs or NICs.

ESX Server 2.5.x
ESX Server 2.5.x does not support shared Emulex HBAs. QLogic HBAs 
can be shared or unshared. If you want to boot from a LUN in the storage 
system, the HBA must be shared.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x
In ESX Server 3i or 3.x you do not choose whether an HBA is shared or 
not.

Note: The NIC, QLogic, and Emulex drivers are native to the ESX Server 
kernel. ESX Server 2.5.x supports Fibre Channel storage systems only.

HBA documentation

❑ Checkpoint:

ESX Server 2.5.x:
Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management) to verify that the HBAs were allocated to the server.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x
Use the VMware VI Client Configuration > Storage Adapter option to 
verify that the HBAs or NICs were allocated to the server.

ESX Server 
documentation

2 Server
Set startup 
properties for 
HBAs

❑ ESX Server 2.5.x:
Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Startup Profile) to 
dedicate the HBAs (fibre storage controllers) to the virtual machines.

Note: ESX Server 2.5.x does not support the Shared with Service 
Console option for Emulex HBAs. If you want to boot from a LUN in the 
storage system, the HBA must be shared.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x: 
In ESX Server 3i or 3.x you do not choose whether to dedicate HBAs or 
not.

ESX Server 
documentation
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3 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
iSCSI HBA IP 
addresses

For NICs:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Networking > Add 
Networking) to set up the VMkernel for the NICs.

Note: For failover to work between multiple NICs, make sure that the NICs 
are on the same virtual switch so they are on the same NIC team using the 
same IP address. For detailed information on configuring the VMkernel for 
software-initiated iSCSI storage, see the document, Virtual Infrastructure 
Server Configuration Guide.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Virtual 
Infrastructure Server 
configuration guide

❑ Rescan for the NICs.

For iSCSI HBAs:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter) to assign 
an IP address to the iSCSI HBA.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Rescan for the iSCSI HBAs.

4 Server
Update software

❑ For ESX Server 3i or 3.x, open the firewall ports necessary for the host 
agent (ESX Server 3.x host only), CLI, and storage system initialization 
utility.

Server support products 
installation guide and 
ESX Server 
compatibility guides

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision as specified in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on 
http://Powerlink.EMC.com, update it:

On ESX Server 3i:
• HBA driver 

On ESX Server 3.x or 2.5.x:
• HBA driver 
• host agent or server utility

On the virtual machines
• admsnap

• admhost

• CLARiiON VSS Provider

• host agent or server utility 
(limited Windows configurations only)

5 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it.

CAUTION  During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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6 Server 
Cable additional 
HBAs to Fibre 
Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports:

❑ Cable any additional Fibre Channel HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch 
connected to the storage system or directed to the HBA ports.

Note: Only AX series storage systems can be connected directly to HBAs.

Storage-system setup 
guide 

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connections to the Fibre Channel switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the Fibre Channel switch port connected to each 
HBA port.

For a 1 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For storage-system iSCSI data ports:

❑ Connect each storage-system iSCSI data port to the network connected to 
the appropriate server NIC or iSCSI HBA port.

Storage-system setup 
guide 

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LEDs for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

7 Storage-system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, 
configure the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage-system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the Port 
Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

Task Steps Reference document
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8 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Enable services 
and agents

❑ Use the VMware VI (Configuration > Security Profile > Properties) to 
configure the service console firewall to accept the software iSCSI Client 
service and other services and installed management agents as needed. 

For software iSCSI Initiators (NIC ports), select Software iSCSI Client. 
For hardware iSCSI initiators (iSCSI HBA ports), deselect Software iSCSI 
Client.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

9 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For additional software iSCSI initiators:

Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapters > Properties > 
General > Configure) to configure each software iSCSI initiator:

❑ Enable the initiator if it is not enabled. 

❑ Set up target addresses using the Dynamic Discovery tab.

ESX Server 
documentation and 
iSCSI server setup 
guide

For additional hardware iSCSI initiators:

Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapters > Properties > 
Configure) to configure each hardware iSCSI initiator:

❑ Disable the initiator if it is enabled. 

❑ Set up target addresses using either the Dynamic Discovery tab or the 
Static Discovery tab.

10 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each Fibre 
Channel HBA port (host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

Note: If SAN Copy is installed, all zones with SAN Copy ports should 
include only SAN Copy ports. Ports for host I/O should be in their own 
zones. 

❑  Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

11 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
additional HBAs

❑ From a virtual machine or management station, use Navisphere Manager 
to disconnect and then reconnect the server and its storage group.

ESX Server 
documentation

❑ On ESX Server, restart the host agent or server utility, and then scan the 
bus.

❑ Checkpoint - From a virtual machine or management station, use 
Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to verify that each 
HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Storage system
Set properties

❑ From a virtual machine or management station, use Navisphere 
Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools menu on the 
toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the server’s HBA 
ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled 

Failover mode to 1

Unit Serial Number to Array

Navisphere Manager 
help

13 Storage System
Configure 

From a virtual machine or a management station:

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
create RAID groups or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage group, 
and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 series storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

❑ On ESX Server, rescan the bus to make the LUNs visible to the server. VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide

14 Server
Making LUNs 
available to ESX 
Server

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management > Rescan SAN) to rescan for disks.

ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint:

Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management > Disks and LUNs) to verify that the disks are available.

Note: New disks are labeled Free Space.

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter > Rescan > 
Rescan for New Storage Devices) to rescan for disks.

❑ Checkpoint:

Verify that the LUNs appear in the disk/LUNs list.

Task Steps Reference document
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15 Server
Send LUN 
information to 
the storage 
system

❑ On ESX Server 3.x or 2.5.x, restart the host agent or run the server utility 
and select Update Server Information to send CLARiiON virtual disk 
(LUN) information to the storage system.

Note On an ESX Server 3i, registration of the CLARiiON storage system 
happens automatically when the ESX Server 3i reboots or when you 
rescan the host bus adapters. 

Server support products 
installation guide

16 Server
Configure ESX 
server native 
failover for the 
LUNs

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Options > Storage 
Management) to verify that the most recently used (MRU) failover policy is 
selected for each CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN).

CAUTION The failover policy must be MRU.

VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide and 
ESX Server 
documentation

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Properties > Manage Paths), under Storage 
for VMFS volumes, Storage Adapter for raw device mapping volumes, to 
verify that the most recently used (MRU) failover policy is selected for each 
CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN). 

CAUTION The failover policy must be MRU.

17 Server
Make LUNs 
available to the 
virtual machines

On ESX Server 2.5.x:

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface to create any VMFS file systems 
on the LUNs that you do not want to use as raw device mapping volumes 
or raw disks.

LUNs participating in SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, or 
MirrorView/S sessions can be either VMFS volumes (subject to the 
configuration restrictions in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on EMC 
Powerlink) or raw device mapping volumes. To use raw device mapping 
volumes, you must already have a local disk or a LUN that has a VMFS file 
system on it to store the mapping file.

VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide and 
ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Power down any virtual machines to which you will assign (present) new 
LUNs.

VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide and 
ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Use the VMware Management Interface (Add Device > Hard Disk) to add 
disks to the virtual machine. 

At this point, you can define raw device mappings using the System 
LUN/Disk > Use Metadata. If these volumes are for replication 
applications, these volumes must have a state of physical compatibility 
mode.

❑ Power up the virtual machines.

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Server
Make LUNs 
available to the 
virtual machines 
(cont.)

On each virtual machine:

❑ Create partitions, file systems, or the pertinent database file systems on 
the disks.

Virtual machine 
operating system 
documentation

On ESX Server 3i or 3.x:

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage) to create any 
VMFS file systems on the CLARiiON virtual disks (LUNs) that you do not 
want to use as raw device mapping volumes or raw disks.

LUNs to participate in SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
or MirrorView/S sessions can be either VMFS volumes (subject to the 
configuration restrictions in the E-Lab Navigator on EMC Powerlink) or raw 
device mapping volumes. To use raw device mapping volumes, you must 
already have a local disk or a LUN that has a VMFS file system on it to 
store the mapping file.

VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide and 
ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Use the VMware VI Client to select Edit Settings for the virtual machine. VMware Host 
Connectivity Guide and 
ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Choose Add > Hard Disk to add disks to the virtual machine. 

At this point, you can define raw device mappings using the Mapped SAN 
LUN option. If these volumes are for replication applications, these 
volumes must have a state of physical compatibility mode.

❑ Power up the virtual machines, if not already running.

On each virtual machine:

❑ Create partitions, file systems, or the pertinent database file systems on 
the disks.

Virtual machine 
operating system 
documentation

18 Windows server 
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ From a Windows server, start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server 
or from the server support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

VMware server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the ESX server’s environment.

Note: In the Select Host Type screen, be sure to select the ESX Server 
option.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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19 ESX Server 3i or 
3.x in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new NIC 
initiators

❑ Use the VMware VI Client (Configuration > Storage Adapter > 
Properties > CHAP Authentication > Configure) to configure initiator 
CHAP on the NIC initiators.

ESX Server 
documentation and 
iSCSI server setup 
guide

20 Storage system 
in iSCSI 
configuration 
with server
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a 
new NIC initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you want a new initiator to 
use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not need to configure the 
storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage 
system for each additional iSCSI initiator that needs it configured. 

Navisphere Manager 
help

21 Server
Verifying the 
failover 
configuration

❑ Display the paths to the storage system:

ESX Server 2.5.x: 
Open the Failover Paths tab on the Storage Management page in the 
VMware Management Interface.

ESX Server 3i or 3.x: 
Open the Manage Paths page in the VMware VI Client.

ESX Server 
documentation

For each CLARiiON virtual disk (LUN), verify that the paths to the disk are 
in a normal state.

Note for ESX Server 3i or 3.x: For failover to work between multiple NICs, 
make sure that the NICs are on the same virtual switch so they are on the 
same NIC team using the same IP address. For detailed information on 
configuring the VMkernel for software-initiated iSCSI storage, see the 
document, Virtual Infrastructure Server Configuration Guide.

Virtual Infrastructure 
Server configuration 
guide

❑ Determine which HBA (Fibre Channel) or NIC (iSCSI) in the new server is 
currently handling the active path to the disk.
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21 Server
Verifying the 
failover 
configuration 
(cont.)

Test HBA or NIC failover:

Disconnect the path(s) between the active HBA or NIC and the switch. To 
disconnect paths, you can either unplug the cables or use switch 
management software to disable the path(s).
CAUTION: If you are using a switch and you disconnect paths between the 
switch and the storage system, you may disrupt data access from other 
hosts. Unless you are sure that the paths are not being used by other 
hosts, do not disconnect active paths between switches and storage 
systems when testing failover to an existing storage system.

❑ Refresh the Manage Paths or Failover Paths page. To refresh this page, 
you can write data to the disk, close and re-open the page, or wait for the 
page to refresh.

ESX Server 
documentation

❑ Verify that the previously active path is dead and that another path from 
the server is now active.

❑ Reconnect the cables that you disconnected.

❑ Refresh the Manage Paths or Failover Paths page and verify that the dead 
path is now active.

Task Steps Reference document
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3Invisible Body Tag     

This chapter contains a checklist of the tasks required to install 
CLARiiON CX4 series, CX3 UltraScale series, or CX series storage 
system in a configuration with PowerPath, native multipath failover, 
PVLinks failover, or VERITAS DMP. CX series refers to CX300, 
CX300i, CX500, CX500i, or CX700 storage systems only. CX300i and 
CX500i storage systems do not support HP-UX as an attached host.

Important - For the latest instructions on installing your CLARiiON storage 
system, refer to the CLARiiON installation and maintenance support 
documentation website (www.emc.com/clariionsupport) and select the 
appropriate storage-system type, followed by the task you want to perform. 
This document is no longer be updated.

The sections for the different configurations are:

◆ PowerPath configurations for HP-UX .......................................... 148
◆ Native multipath failover configurations for HP-UX 11i v3 ..... 194
◆ PVLinks/LVM native failover configurations for HP-UX 11i

v1 or v2 .............................................................................................. 220
◆ DMP configurations for HP-UX 11i............................................... 226

HP-UX Installation
Checklists

http://www.emc.com/clariionsupport
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PowerPath configurations for HP-UX
Read this section if you are installing an HP-UX PowerPath™ 
configuration with a new or existing server and a new or existing 
storage system. A new and existing server and a new and existing 
storage system are defined as follows:

new server - A server running HP-UX and not connected to any 
storage system.

existing server - A server running HP-UX that is already connected 
to one or more storage systems.

new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 series 
storage system that has the factory default settings and has never been 
connected to a server. 

existing storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX500, or 
CX700 that is already connected to one or more servers and is in an 
EMC Navisphere® domain.

Note: For more information on the storage systems that can connect to an 
HP-UX server, see “Supported storage systems” on page 149.

Topics relating to the checklists for HP-UX PowerPath configurations 
are:

◆ Supported storage systems............................................................. 149
◆ Required host software revisions .................................................. 149
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 150
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 152
◆ PowerPath checklist - new HP-UX server and new storage 

system................................................................................................ 154
◆ PowerPath checklist - new HP-UX server and existing storage 

system................................................................................................ 165
◆ PowerPath checklist - existing HP-UX server and new storage 

system................................................................................................ 176
◆ PowerPath checklist - existing HP-UX server and existing

storage system .................................................................................. 186
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Supported storage 
systems

All CLARiiON storage systems connected to an HP-UX server must 
be CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX500, CX700, or AX4-5 series 
storage systems, or any other storage systems that can co-exist with 
these CLARiiON storage systems in an HP-UX PowerPath 
environment. If any other type of storage system is connected to the 
server, the server cannot run HP-UX PowerPath. For information on 
storage systems that can co-exist with CLARiiON storage systems, 
refer to the EMC support matrix on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com). A single HP-UX server can be 
connected to AX4-5 series storage systems and CX4 series, CX3 series, 
CX300, CX500, and/or CX700 storage systems only if:

◆ The server is running the Navisphere Host Agent and/or the 
Navisphere Server Utility version 6.26.7 or later

◆ The AX4-5 series storage systems are running Navisphere 
Manager.

◆ The master of the domain with these storage systems is one of the 
following:

• An AX4-5 storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.23.050.5.5xx or later

• A CX4 series storage system 

• A CX3 series storage system running FLARE OE version 
03.26.xxx.5.014 or later

• A CX series storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.24.xxx.5.018 or later

• A Navisphere off-array management station running the 
Navisphere UIs version 6.26.21.0.51 or later

Required host 
software revisions

◆ HP-UX operating system revision listed in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HP-UX PowerPath version listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator for your storage system. The E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator is on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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CX4-120, CX3-10, or 
CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions

The PowerPath kit that ships with a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 
storage system does not include a license key because a key is not 
required when you install PowerPath on a server in any of the 
following situations:

◆ The server is attached only to the CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 
storage system

◆ The server is attached to the CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage 
system and/or to any of the following storage systems:

• Other CX4-120, CX3-10, and/or CX300 series storage systems

• AX4-5 storage systems

If any other type of storage system is or will be attached to the server, 
do not install the PowerPath version that shipped with the CX4-120, 
CX3-10, or CX300 system storage system on the server. Only a 
licensed full  PowerPath version should be installed on the server. If a 
licensed full PowerPath version is not already installed on the server, 
you must purchase and install one.

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to the SPs in the storage systems.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is on a 
network that is connected to the storage-system server and that 
you will connect to SPs in the storage systems.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups. 

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

http://powerlink.emc.com
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Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/cx3support
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Documentation This checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with the following: 
• HBA and HBA driver
• Switches and switch management software
• HP-UX operating system

◆ PowerPath documentation for your PowerPath for HP-UX 
version:

• Release notes

• Product guide

• Installation and administration guide

PowerPath documentation is available on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products Installation Guide for 
HP-UX (P/N 300-002-043)

◆ EMC CLARiiON iSCSI Server Setup Guide for HP-UX 
(P/N 300-005-050)

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

http://powerlink.emc.com
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◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and Cabling 
Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX4 series, CX3 series, and 
CX series storage systems (available in the Manager user interface 
and in the Technical Documentation and Advisories section on 
the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ Navisphere Service Taskbar Requirements and Installation - available 
on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ CLARalert Requirements and Installation - available on the 
Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for HP-UX (P/N 300-000-614)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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PowerPath checklist - new HP-UX server and new storage 
system

For a CX4 series or CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs, drivers, 
cables

❑ Install the HBAs or NICs. HBA or NIC 
documentation 

❑ If you installed HBAs, connect a cable from each host HBA port to a Fibre 
Channel switch port or an SP port.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ If you installed NICs, connect a cable from each host NIC port to the 
network or an SP port.

❑ Install the HBA or NIC driver.

Note: HP-UX 11i v3 does not currently support iSCSI storage systems. 
Refer to the E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com) for any updates.

HBA documentation

2 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON. Host connectivity 
guide and HBA 
documentation Server 
support products 
installation guide

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of the drivers.

3 Server
Install latest 
patches

❑ Install the latest HP-UX patches. For information on the latest patches, refer 
to www.hp.com.

4 Server
Install host agent 

❑ Install the host agent. Server support 
products installation 
guide❑ Edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as follows:

• Add the following entry if it does not already exist:

device auto auto

• Add at least one privileged user. 

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://www.hp.com
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4 Server
Install host agent 
(cont.)

❑ Continue to edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as 
follows:

• Comment the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry as follows:

# OptionsSupported Autotrespass 

The above entry will set the initiator type for the HBAs or NICs to no auto 
trespass when they register with the storage system.

• Edit any other entries as desired.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

5 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

6 Server
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 150.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ Install PowerPath.

❑ Register PowerPath.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

7 Fibre Channel 
switches
Install

For a SAN

❑ Install Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, and 
Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a switch port.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the switch port connected to the HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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8 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

9 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports to LAN

❑ Cable the management port on each SP to the LAN connected to the hosts 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

10 Storage system
Initialize and 
install software 
enablers

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of Service Manager 
enabler CDs, use Navisphere Manager to install the enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

11 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

12 Storage system in 
SAN
Cable to switch or 
network

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage -system Fibre Channel data ports to the switch.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each SP 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the SP is logged in to the switch port

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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12 Storage system in 
SAN
Cable to switch or 
network (cont.)

For storage-system iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network Fibre, network 
router, or server’s NIC ports (direct connection).

Storage system setup 
guide or getting 
started guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding network switch 
or router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Network router or 
switch documentation

13 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup 
page help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

14 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

15 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Install iSCSI 
software initiator

❑ Download and install the iSCSI initiator software from the HP-UX website:

http://www.hp.com/products1/serverconnectivity 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

16 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Assign an IP 
address to a NIC

❑ Assign an IP address to a NIC. iSCSI server setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document

http://www.hp.com/products1/serverconnectivity
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17 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Configure access 
to the iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root). iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Add the path for the iscsiutil and other iSCSI executables to the root path. 

❑ Verify the iSCSI initiator name. 

The iSCSI software initiator configures a default initiator name in an iSCSI 
Qualified Name (iqn) format. If you want to change the default iSCSI 
initiator name or reconfigure the name to an IEEE EUI-64 (eui) format, refer 
to the iSCSI server setup guide. 

❑ For each iSCSI target device you will statically identify, store the target 
device information in the kernel registry. Add one (or several) discovery 
target(s). 

Note: If an iSCSI TCP port used by the discovery target is different than the 
default iSCSI port of 3260, you must specify the default TCP port used by 
the discovery target.

❑ Verify the discovery target(s) that you have configured.

Note: To discover, create, or display additional targets, refer to the iSCSI 
server setup guide.

18 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone 

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each host initiator 
to an SP.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

19 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Make sure that each HBA or NIC sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is 
zoned with the following HP-UX commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX sees device entries for all LUNs with the following HP-UX 
command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop

/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 
Initiator Type to HP No AutoTrespass

Failover mode to 1

Array commpath to Enabled

Navisphere Manager 
help

21 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

22 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected to 
a storage system.

❑ Download and install the CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert 
requirements and 
installation 

23 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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24 Server running 
HP-UX 11i v3
Replace WWNs of 
LUNs

For a server running HP-UX 11i v3

❑ Discover names of devices that require new WWNs with the following 
HP-UX command:

ioscan -NfnC disk

HP-UX documentation

❑ Examine the output of ioscan command for devices with a status NO_HW 
and description DGC,and record the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries for 
each one.

❑ For each of the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries you recorded, execute the 
following HP-UX command to replace their WWNs:

scsimgr -f replace_wwid -D /dev/rdisk/devicename 

25 Server
Make LUNs visible

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that HP-UX can recognize these LUNs with the 
following HP-UX commands:

ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e
ioscan -kfnC disk

If HP-UX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

HP-UX documentation

26 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

Task Steps Reference document
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27 Server 
Configure 
PowerPath 
devices

❑ Use the following PowerPath command to configure PowerPath:

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use the following PowerPath command to verify that 
PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath cannot see all the paths, verify that:

• you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry is defined as described in 
step 4.

• the storage-system properties are set as defined in step 20.

❑ If PowerPath can see all the path to the LUNs, save the PowerPath 
configuration with the following command:

powermt save

The PowerPath configuration is saved in the following file:

/etc/powermt.custom

28 Server in an FC 
configuration with 
storage system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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29 Server
Test PowerPath

This test is for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system (none of which 
require a PowerPath license key) or for another CX4 series or another CX3 
series storage system and full PowerPath (not PowerPath SE) with a registered 
license key running on the server.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.Stop all applications accessing the 
storage system and disable user logins to the server.

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that:

• The state of the uncabled paths becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that the 
path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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30 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

For initiator CHAP (uni-directional CHAP)
❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root).

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Configure initiator CHAP authentication method.

❑ Configure the CHAP initiator username and secret. 

❑ Verify the initiator CHAP parameters you configured.

For mutual CHAP (bi-directional)

Important: Setting up mutual CHAP requires a RADIUS server. For more 
information on a RADIUS server, refer to the HP-UX documentation.

❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root).

❑ Follow the same procedures to configure the mutual CHAP username and 
secret as you did for initiator CHAP.

❑ Configure the Network Access Server (NAS) and RADIUS server 
parameters.

Note: For more information on NAS and RADIUS servers, refer to the 
appropriate HP-UX software initiator documentation.

❑ Add a RADIUS client through the Access Devices menu on the RADIUS 
server. 

❑ Add a user to the RADIUS server with the target CHAP user name and 
secret.

❑ Configure mutual CHAP and verify the mutual CHAP parameters you 
configured.

❑ Start the iradd (iSCSI CHAP) daemon.

Once the iradd daemon starts, it will automatically start every time the 
system reboots.

31 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

32 Server
Make LUNs 
available to HP-UX

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data using the Logical Volume Manager 
(LVM). 

If HP-UX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

Host connectivity 
guide and HP-UX 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.
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PowerPath checklist - new HP-UX server and existing storage 
system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs, drivers, 
cables

❑ Install the HBAs or NICs. HBA or NIC 
documentation 

❑ If you installed HBAs, connect a cable from each host HBA port to a Fibre 
Channel switch port or an SP port.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ If you installed NICs, connect a cable from each host NIC port to the 
network or an SP port.

❑ Install the HBA or NIC driver.

Note: HP-UX 11i v3 does not currently support iSCSI storage systems. 
Refer to the E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com) for any updates.

HBA or NIC 
documentation 

2 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON. Host connectivity guide 
and HBA 
documentation ❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of the drivers.

3 Server
Install latest 
patches

❑ Install the latest HP-UX patches. For information on the latest patches, 
refer to www.hp.com.

4 Server
Install host agent

❑ Install the host agent. Server support 
products installation 
guide❑ Edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as follows:

• Add the following entry if it does not already exist:

device auto auto

• Add at least one privileged user. 

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://www.hp.com
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4 Server
Install host agent
(cont.)

❑ Continue to edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as 
follows:

• Comment the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry as follows:

# OptionsSupported Autotrespass 

The above entry will set the initiator type for the HBAs to no auto 
trespass when they register with the storage system.

• Edit any other entries as desired.

5 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, Server support 
products installation 
guide

6 Server
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 150.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ Install PowerPath.

❑ Register PowerPath.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

7 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it using the Software Assistant in the NST.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Software Assistant help

Task Steps Reference document
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8 Storage system in 
SAN
Cable to Fibre 
Channel switch or 
network

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage -system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre 
Channel switch.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each SP 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the SP is logged in to the switch port

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For storage-system iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network switch, 
network router, or server’s NIC ports (direct connection).

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding network switch 
or router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Network router or 
switch documentation

9 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone 

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑  Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with storage 
system
Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with storage 
system

❑ Make sure that each HBA or NIC sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is 
zoned with the following HP-UX commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX sees device entries for all LUNs with the following 
HP-UX command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

11 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 
Initiator Type to HP No AutoTrespass

Failover mode to 1

Array commpath to Enabled

Navisphere Manager 
help

12 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Make sure again that each HBA or NIC sees only the targets (SPs) to 
which it is zoned with the following HP-UX commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX documentation

❑ Reverify that HP-UX sees device entries for all LUNs with the following 
HP-UX command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

14 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Install iSCSI 
software initiator

❑ Download and install the iSCSI initiator software from the HP-UX website:

http://www.hp.com/products1/serverconnectivity 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

15 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign an IP 
address to a NIC

❑ Assign an IP address to a NIC. iSCSI server setup 
guide
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16 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure access 
to the iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root). iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Add the path for the iscsiutil and other iSCSI executables to the root path. 

❑ Verify the iSCSI initiator name. 

The iSCSI software initiator configures a default initiator name in an iSCSI 
Qualified Name (iqn) format. If you want to change the default iSCSI 
initiator name or reconfigure the name to an IEEE EUI-64 (eui) format, refer 
to the iSCSI server setup guide. 

❑ For each iSCSI target device you will statically identify, store the target 
device information in the kernel registry. Add one (or several) discovery 
target(s). 

Note: If an iSCSI TCP port used by the discovery target is different than 
the default iSCSI port of 3260, you must specify the default TCP port used 
by the discovery target.

❑ Verify the discovery target(s) that you have configured.

Note: To discover, create, or display additional targets, refer to the iSCSI 
server setup guide.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

17 Storage system
Configure

If the server will use an existing storage group: 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

If the server will use a new storage group:

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create the storage group, and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the new storage group.

Task Steps Reference document
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18 Server running 
HP-UX 11i v3
Replace WWNs of 
LUNs

For a server running HP-UX 11i v3

❑ Discover names of devices that require new WWNs with the following 
HP-UX command:

ioscan -NfnC disk

HP-UX documentation

❑ Examine the output of ioscan command for devices with a status NO_HW 
and description DGC,and record the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries for 
each one.

❑ For each of the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries you recorded, execute the 
following HP-UX command to replace their WWNs:

scsimgr -f replace_wwid -D
/dev/rdisk/devicename 

19 Server
Make new LUNs 
visible

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that HP-UX can recognize these LUNs with the 
following HP-UX commands:

ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

If HP-UX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

HP-UX documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX sees device entries for all LUNs with the following 
HP-UX command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

20 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

Task Steps Reference document
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21 Server 
Configure any 
new PowerPath 
devices

❑ Configure PowerPath with the following command:

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs with the 
following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are set as defined in steps 4 
and 11.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ If PowerPath can see all the path to the LUNs, save the PowerPath 
configuration with the following command:

powermt save

The PowerPath configuration is saved in the following file:

/etc/powermt.custom

PowerPath product 
guide

22 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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23 Server
Test PowerPath

This test is for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system (none of which 
require a PowerPath license key) or for another CX4 series, another CX3 series, 
a CX500, or a CX700 storage system and full PowerPath (not PowerPath SE) 
with a registered license key running on the server.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that:

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that the 
path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

Task Steps Reference document
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23 Server
Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt restore

PowerPath product 
guide

24 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

For initiator CHAP (uni-directional CHAP)
❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root).

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Configure initiator CHAP authentication method.

❑ Configure the CHAP initiator username and secret. 

❑ Verify the initiator CHAP parameters you configured.

For mutual CHAP (bi-directional)

Important: Setting up mutual CHAP requires a RADIUS server. For more 
information on a RADIUS server, refer to the HP-UX documentation.

❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root).

❑ Follow the same procedures to configure the mutual CHAP username and 
secret as you did for initiator CHAP.

❑ Configure the Network Access Server (NAS) and RADIUS server 
parameters.

Note: For more information on NAS and RADIUS servers, refer to the 
appropriate HP-UX software initiator documentation.

❑ Add a RADIUS client through the Access Devices menu on the RADIUS 
server. 

❑ Add a user to the RADIUS server with the target CHAP user name and 
secret.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Configure mutual CHAP and verify the mutual CHAP parameters you 
configured.

❑ Start the iradd (iSCSI CHAP) daemon. 

Once the iradd daemon starts, it will automatically start every time the 
system reboots.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

25 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is enabled for the storage-system SP port connected to a new 
NIC initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP.

Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage system for 
each new NIC, if applicable.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

26 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
HP-UX

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data using the Logical Volume Manager 
(LVM). 

If HP-UX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

Host connectivity guide 
and HP-UX 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath checklist - existing HP-UX server and new storage 
system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs or NICs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

HBA or NIC 
documentation 

2 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:

• HBA or NIC driver 

• host agent

• admsnap

Note: HP-UX 11i v3 does not currently support iSCSI storage systems. 
Refer to the E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com) for any updates.

HBA or NIC 
documentation

Server support 
products installation 
guide

3 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update using the Software Assistant in the NST.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Software Assistant 
help

4 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Make sure the HBA driver parameters are set to the values required for 
CLARiiON and PowerPath. 

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such 
as greatly increased I/O delays.

HP-UX Host 
connectivity guide and 
HBA documentation

5 Server
Install latest 
patches

❑ Install the latest HP-UX patches. For information on the latest patches, refer 
to www.hp.com.

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://www.hp.com
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6 Server
Set 
storage-system 
type

❑ Edit the host agent configuration file agent.config to comment the 
OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry as follows:

# OptionsSupported Autotrespass 

The above entry will set the initiator type for the HBAs or NICs to no auto 
trespass when they register with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

7 Server
Install PowerPath

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ Install PowerPath.

❑ Register PowerPath.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

❑ Execute the following PowerPath command:

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use the following PowerPath command to verify that 
PowerPath sees the paths to the LUNs:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs:

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt restore

8 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

9 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports to LAN

❑ Cable the management port on each SP to the LAN connected to the hosts 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Storage system
Initialize and 
install software 
enablers

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of Service Manager 
enabler CDs, use Navisphere Manager to install the enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

11 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

12 Storage system
Cable to Fibre 
Channel switch, 
network, or server 

For Fibre Channel configuration with storage system:

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the switch or HBA 
ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each SP 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the SP is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For iSCSI configuration with storage system:

❑ Connect the server’s NIC ports to the network switch, network router, or 
storage-system iSCSI data ports (direct connection).

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding network switch 
or router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Network router or 
switch documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

14 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Install iSCSI 
software initiator

❑ Download and install the iSCSI initiator software from the HP-UX website:

http://www.hp.com/products1/serverconnectivity 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

15 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Assign an IP 
address to a NIC

❑ Assign an IP address to a NIC. iSCSI server setup 
guide

16 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Configure access 
to the iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root). iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Add the path for the iscsiutil and other iSCSI executables to the root path. 

❑ Verify the iSCSI initiator name. 

The iSCSI software initiator configures a default initiator name in an iSCSI 
Qualified Name (iqn) format. If you want to change the default iSCSI 
initiator name or reconfigure the name to an IEEE EUI-64 (eui) format, refer 
to the iSCSI server setup guide. 

❑ For each iSCSI target device you will statically identify, store the target 
device information in the kernel registry. Add one (or several) discovery 
target(s). 

Note: If an iSCSI TCP port used by the discovery target is different than the 
default iSCSI port of 3260, you must specify the default TCP port used by 
the discovery target.

❑ Verify the discovery target(s) that you have configured.

Note: To discover, create, or display additional targets, refer to the iSCSI 
server setup guide.

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

18 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone

For a SAN:

❑ Zone the switches to provide a path from each additional HBA port (host 
initiator) to the SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MIrrorView,/A or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

19 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Make sure that each HBA or NIC sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is 
zoned with the following HP-UX commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX sees device entries for all LUNs with the following HP-UX 
command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

20 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to HP No AutoTrespass

Failover mode to 1
Array commpath to Enabled

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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21 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

22 Storage System
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

23 Server running 
HP-UX 11i v3
Replace WWNs of 
LUNs

For a server running HP-UX 11i v3

❑ Discover names of devices that require new WWNs with the following 
HP-UX command:

ioscan -NfnC disk

HP-UX documentation

❑ Examine the output of ioscan command for devices with a status NO_HW 
and description DGC,and record the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries for 
each one.

❑ For each of the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries you recorded, execute the 
following HP-UX command to replace their WWNs:

scsimgr -f replace_wwid -D /dev/rdisk/devicename 

Task Steps Reference document
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24 Server
Make LUNs 
visible
Server
Make LUNs 
visible 

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that HP-UX can recognize these LUNs with the 
following HP-UX commands:

ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

If HP-UX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

HP-UX documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX sees device entries for all LUNs with the following HP-UX 
command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

25 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

26 Server 
Configure 
PowerPath 
devices

❑ Use the following PowerPath command to configure PowerPath:

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use the following PowerPath command to verify that 
PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath cannot see all the paths, verify that:

• you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry is defined as described in 
step 6.

• the storage-system properties are set as defined in step 20.

❑ If PowerPath can see all the path to the LUNs, save the PowerPath 
configuration with the following command:

powermt save

The PowerPath configuration is saved in the following file:

/etc/powermt.custom

Task Steps Reference document
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27 Server in an FC 
configuration with 
storage system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

28 Server
Test PowerPath 

This test is for a storage system connected to a server running PowerPath with a 
registered license key or for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system 
connect to a server running PowerPath without a license key and with only to 
CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, and/or AX4-5 series storage systems (none of which 
require a license key) connected to it.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that:

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that the 
path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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29 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security for 
new NIC initiators

For initiator CHAP (uni-directional CHAP)
❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root).

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Configure initiator CHAP authentication method.

❑ Configure the CHAP initiator username and secret. 

❑ Verify the initiator CHAP parameters you configured.

For mutual CHAP (bi-directional)

Important: Setting up mutual CHAP requires a RADIUS server. For more 
information on a RADIUS server, refer to the HP-UX documentation.

❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root).

❑ Follow the same procedures to configure the mutual CHAP username and 
secret as you did for initiator CHAP.

❑ Configure the Network Access Server (NAS) and RADIUS server 
parameters.

Note: For more information on NAS and RADIUS servers, refer to the 
appropriate HP-UX software initiator documentation.

❑ Add a RADIUS client through the Access Devices menu on the RADIUS 
server. 

❑ Add a user to the RADIUS server with the target CHAP user name and 
secret.

❑ Configure mutual CHAP and verify the mutual CHAP parameters you 
configured.

❑ Start the iradd (iSCSI CHAP) daemon.

Once the iradd daemon starts, it will automatically start every time the 
system reboots.

30 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

31 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
HP-UX

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data using the Logical Volume Manager 
(LVM). 

If HP-UX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

Host connectivity guide 
and HP-UX 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath checklist - existing HP-UX server and existing storage 
system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Unmount file 
systems

❑ Unmount any file systems that reside on the storage system. HP-UX documentation

2 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs or NICs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

HBA or NIC 
documentation 

3 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:

• HBA or NIC driver

• host agent

• admsnap

Note: HP-UX 11i v3 does currently not support iSCSI. Refer to the 
E-Lab™ Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com) for any updates.

HBA or NIC 
documentation

Server support 
products installation 
guide

4 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it using the Software Assistant in the NST.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Software Assistant help

5 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Make sure the HBA driver parameters are set to the values required for 
CLARiiON and PowerPath. 

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

HP-UX Host 
connectivity guide and 
HBS documentation

6 Server
Install latest 
patches

❑ Install the latest HP-UX patches. For information on the latest patches, 
refer to www.hp.com.

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://www.hp.com
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7 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Install iSCSI 
software initiator

❑ Download and install the iSCSI initiator software from the HP-UX website:

http://www.hp.com/products1/serverconnectivity 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

8 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign an IP 
address to a NIC

❑ Assign an IP address to a NIC. iSCSI server setup 
guide

9 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
access to the 
iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root). iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Add the path for the iscsiutil and other iSCSI executables to the root path. 

❑ Verify the iSCSI initiator name. 

The iSCSI software initiator configures a default initiator name in an iSCSI 
Qualified Name (iqn) format. If you want to change the default iSCSI 
initiator name or reconfigure the name to an IEEE EUI-64 (eui) format, refer 
to the iSCSI server setup guide. 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ For each iSCSI target device you will statically identify, store the target 
device information in the kernel registry. Add one (or several) discovery 
target(s). 

Note: If an iSCSI TCP port used by the discovery target is different than the 
default iSCSI port of 3260, you must specify the default TCP port used by 
the discovery target.

❑ Verify the discovery target(s) that you have configured.

Note: To discover, create, or display additional targets, refer to the iSCSI 
server setup guide.

10 Server
Set 
storage-system 
type

❑ Edit the host agent configuration file agent.config to comment the 
OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry as follows:
# OptionsSupported Autotrespass 

The above entry will set the initiator type for the HBAs or NICs to no auto 
trespass when host agent is restarted in the next step.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Task Steps Reference document
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11 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to HP No AutoTrespass
Failover mode to 1

Array commpath to Enabled

Navisphere Manager 
help

12 Server
Install PowerPath

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ Install PowerPath.

❑ Register PowerPath.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

❑ Execute the following PowerPath command:

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use the following PowerPath command to verify that 
PowerPath sees the paths to the LUNs:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs:

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are set as defined in step 11.

If you did not install any additional HBAs or NICs in the server, go to step 14.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ If PowerPath can see all the path to the LUNs, save the PowerPath 
configuration with the following command:

powermt save

The PowerPath configuration is saved in the following file:

/etc/powermt.custom

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Server
Cable additional 
HBAs or NICs to 
Fibre Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage system

For Fibre Channel configuration with storage system:

❑ Cable any additional HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to 
the storage system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connections to the switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each additional HBA 
port.

For a 1-Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that the HBA 
port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

For a 2-Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

For iSCSI configuration with storage system:

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network switch, 
network router, or server’s NIC ports (direct connection).

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding network switch 
or router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Router of switch 
configuration

14 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone

For a SAN:

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use the Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the switch connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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15 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Make sure that each HBA or NIC sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is 
zoned with the following HP-UX commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX sees device entries for all LUNs with the following HP-UX 
command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

16 Storage system
Configure

If the server will use an existing storage group: 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

If the server will use a new storage group:

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create the storage group, and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the new storage group.

17 Server running 
HP-UX 11i v3
Replace WWNs 
of LUNs

For a server running HP-UX 11i v3

❑ Discover names of devices that require new WWNs with the following 
HP-UX command:

ioscan -NfnC disk

HP-UX documentation

❑ Examine the output of ioscan command for devices with a status NO_HW 
and description DGC,and record the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries for 
each one.

❑ For each of the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries you recorded, execute the 
following HP-UX command to replace their WWNs:

scsimgr -f replace_wwid -D
/dev/rdisk/devicename 

Task Steps Reference document
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18 Server 
Configure 
PowerPath 
devices

❑ Use the following PowerPath command to configure PowerPath:

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use the following PowerPath command to verify that 
PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath cannot see all the paths, verify that:

• you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one

• the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry is defined as described in 
step 10.

• the storage-system properties are set as defined in step 11.

❑ If PowerPath can see all the path to the LUNs, save the PowerPath 
configuration with the following command:

powermt save

The PowerPath configuration is saved in the following file:

/etc/powermt.custom

PowerPath product 
guide

19 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

20 Server
Test PowerPath

This test is either for a storage system connected to a server running PowerPath 
with a registered license key or for a CX4-10, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system 
connected to a server running PowerPath without a license key and with only to 
CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, and/or AX4-5 series storage systems (none of which 
require a license key) connected to it.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

❑ powermt display dev=all class=clariion

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Server
Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a device that represents the chosen LUN.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that:

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that the 
path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt restore

For initiator CHAP (uni-directional CHAP)
❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root).

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Configure initiator CHAP authentication method.

❑ Configure the CHAP initiator username and secret. 

❑ Verify the initiator CHAP parameters you configured.

For mutual CHAP (bi-directional)

Important: Setting up mutual CHAP requires a RADIUS server. For more 
information on a RADIUS server, refer to the HP-UX documentation.

❑ Verify that you are logged in as superuser (root).

❑ Follow the same procedures to configure the mutual CHAP username and 
secret as you did for initiator CHAP.

❑ Configure the Network Access Server (NAS) and RADIUS server 
parameters.

Note: For more information on NAS and RADIUS servers, refer to the 
appropriate HP-UX software initiator documentation.

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Server
Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

For mutual CHAP (cont.)

❑ Add a RADIUS client through the Access Devices menu on the RADIUS 
server. 

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Add a user to the RADIUS server with the target CHAP user name and 
secret.

❑ Configure mutual CHAP and verify the mutual CHAP parameters you 
configured.

❑ Start the iradd (iSCSI CHAP) daemon.

Once the iradd daemon starts, it will automatically start every time the 
system reboots.

21 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is enabled for the storage-system SP port connected to a new 
NIC initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP.

Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage system for 
each new NIC, if applicable.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

22 Server
Mount file 
systems

❑ Mount any file systems unmounted in step 1. HP-UX documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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Native multipath failover configurations for HP-UX 11i v3
Read this section if you are installing an HP-UX 11i v3 native 
multipath failover configuration with a new or existing server and a 
new or existing storage system. A new and existing server and a new 
and existing storage system are defined as follows:

new server - A server running HP-UX 11i v3 and not connected to 
any storage system.

existing server - A server running HP-UX 11i v3 that is already 
connected to one or more storage systems.

new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage 
system that has the factory default settings and has never been 
connected to a server. 

existing storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX500, or 
CX700 storage system that is already connected to one or more 
servers and is in an EMC Navisphere® domain.

All CLARiiON storage systems connected to the server must be CX4 series, 
CX3 series, CX300, CX500, or CX700 storage systems or any other storage 
systems that can co-exist with these CLARiiON storage systems in an HP-UX 
11i V3 environment.

Topics relating to the checklists for HP-UX11i v3 native failover 
configurations are:

◆ Required host software revisions .................................................. 195
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 195
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 196
◆ Native multipath failover checklist - new HP-UX 11i v3 server

and new storage system.................................................................. 198

◆ Native multipath failover checklist - new HP-UX 11i v3 server
and existing storage system ........................................................... 204

◆ Native multipath failover checklist - existing HP-UX 11i v3 
server and new storage system ..................................................... 209

◆ Native multipath failover checklist - existing HP-UX 11i v3
server and existing storage system ............................................... 215
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Required host 
software revisions

◆ HP-UX 11i v3 operating system revision listed in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to the SPs in the storage systems.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is:

• Running Navisphere CLI version 6.X.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to SPs in the storage systems.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups. 

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/cx3support
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Documentation This checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with the following: 
• HBA and HBA driver
• Switches and switch management software
• HP-UX 11i v3 operating system

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products Installation Guide for 
HP-UX (P/N 300-002-043)

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 003-003-628) - for CX4 series, CX3 series and CX series 
storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3-Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)
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◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX4 series, CX3 series and 
CX series storage systems (available in the Manager user interface 
and in the Technical Documentation and Advisories section on 
the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ Navisphere Service Taskbar Requirements and Installation - available 
on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ CLARalert Requirements and Installation - available on the 
Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for HP-UX (P/N 300-000-614)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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Native multipath failover checklist - new HP-UX 11i v3 server and 
new storage system

Tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist should be completed 
before the service provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs, 
drivers, cables

❑ Install the HBAs. HBA documentation 

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a Fibre Channel switch port or 
an SP port.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Install the HBA driver. HBA documentation

2 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON. Host connectivity 
guide and HBA 
documentation Server 
support products 
installation guide

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of the drivers.

3 Server
Install latest 
patches

❑ Install the latest HP-UX 11i v3 patches. For information on the latest 
patches, refer to www.hp.com.

4 Server
Install host agent 

❑ Install the host agent and CLI. Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Modify user login scripts.

❑ Edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as follows:
• Add the following entry if it does not already exist:

device auto auto

• Add at least one privileged user. 

❑ Continue to edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as 
follows:

• Uncomment and edit the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry as 
follows:

OptionsSupported ArrayType

The above entry will set the initiator type for the HBAs to the default 
configured for the storage system when they register with the storage 
system. By default that setting is CLARiiON Open.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

http://www.hp.com
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5 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

6 Fibre Channel 
switches
Install

For a SAN

❑ Install Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, and 
Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a switch port.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the switch port connected to the HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

7 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

8 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports to LAN

❑ Cable the management port on each SP to the LAN connected to the hosts 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

9 Storage system
Initialize and 
install software 
enablers

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of Service Manager 
enabler CDs, use Navisphere Manager to install the enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

11 Storage system in 
SAN
Cable to switch or 
network

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage -system Fibre Channel data ports to the switch.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each SP 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the SP is logged in to the switch port

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

12 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup 
page help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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13 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone 

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each host initiator 
to an SP.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

14 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Make sure that each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is zoned 
with the following HP-UX 11i v3 commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX 11i v3 sees device entries for all LUNs with the following 
HP-UX 11i v3 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v3 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop

/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

15 Storage system
Set 
storage-system 
properties

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Wizard (selected from the Tools menu 
on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA ports (initiators):

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open or HP No Auto Trespass

You should use CLARiiON Open, if your applications use only Persistent 
Device Special Files (DSFs), also knows as Agile DSFs, which have the 
format /dev/disk/disk42 and /dev/rdisk/42. 

You must use HP No Auto Trespass if your applications require Legacy 
DSFs, which have the format /dev/dsk/c2t1d0 and /dev/rdsk/c2t1d0. 

For more information, see the HP/UX 11i v3 Persistent DSF Migration 
Guide (http://docs.hp.com/en/dsfmigration/persistent_dsf_migration.pdf).

Initiator Type to HP No AutoTrespass

Failovermode to 4

Array commpath to Enabled

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document

http://docs.hp.com/en/dsfmigration/persistent_dsf_migration.pdf
http://docs.hp.com/en/dsfmigration/persistent_dsf_migration.pdf
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16 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

17 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected to 
a storage system.

❑ Download and install CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

CLARalert 
requirements and 
installation 

18 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

19 Server 
Replace WWNs of 
LUNs

❑ Discover names of devices that require new WWNs with the following 
HP-UX 11i v3 command:

ioscan -NfnC disk

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Examine the output of ioscan command for devices with a status NO_HW 
and description DGC,and record the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries for 
each one.

❑ For each of the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries you recorded, execute the 
following HP-UX 11i v3 command to replace their WWNs:

scsimgr -f replace_wwid -D /dev/rdisk/devicename 

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

20 Server
Make LUNs visible

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v3 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that HP-UX 11i v3 can recognize these LUNs with the 
following HP-UX 11i v3 commands:

ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e
ioscan -kfnC disk

If HP-UX 11i v3 does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

21 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

22 Server in an FC 
configuration with 
storage system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

23 Server
Make LUNs 
available to HP-UX 
11i v3

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data using the Logical Volume Manager 
(LVM). 

If HP-UX 11i v3 does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

Host connectivity 
guide and HP-UX 11i 
v3 documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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Native multipath failover checklist - new HP-UX 11i v3 server and 
existing storage system

Complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the 
service provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs, 
drivers, cables

❑ Install the HBAs. HBA documentation 

❑ If you installed HBAs, connect a cable from each host HBA port to a Fibre 
Channel switch port or an SP port.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Install the HBA driver.

2 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON. Host connectivity guide 
and HBA 
documentation ❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of the drivers.

3 Server
Install latest 
patches

❑ Install the latest HP-UX 11i v3 patches. For information on the latest 
patches, refer to www.hp.com.

4 Server
Install host agent

❑ Install the host agent and CLI. Server support 
products installation 
guide❑ Modify user login scripts.

❑ Edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as follows:
• Add the following entry if it does not already exist:

device auto auto

• Add at least one privileged user. 

❑ Continue to edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as 
follows:

• Uncomment and edit the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry as 
follows:

OptionsSupported ArrayType

The above entry will set the initiator type for the HBAs to the default 
configured for the storage system when they register with the storage 
system. By default that setting is CLARiiON Open.

5 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, Server support 
products installation 
guide

http://www.hp.com
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6 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it using the Software Assistant in the NST.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Software Assistant help

7 Storage system in 
SAN
Cable to Fibre 
Channel switch or 
network

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage -system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre 
Channel switch.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each SP 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the SP is logged in to the switch port

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, 
which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

8 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone 

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑  Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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9 Server
Register HBAs 
with storage 
system

❑ Make sure that each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is zoned 
with the following HP-UX 11i v3 commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX 11i v3 sees device entries for all LUNs with the following 
HP-UX 11i v3 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v3 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

10 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

11 Storage system
Set 
storage-system 
properties

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Wizard (selected from the Tools menu 
on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA ports (initiators):

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open or HP No Auto Trespass

You should use CLARiiON Open, if your applications use only Persistent 
Device Special Files (DSFs), also knows as Agile DSFs, which have the 
format /dev/disk/disk42 and /dev/rdisk/42. 

You must use HP No Auto Trespass if your applications require Legacy 
DSFs, which have the format /dev/dsk/c2t1d0 and /dev/rdsk/c2t1d0. 

For more information, see the HP/UX 11i v3 Persistent DSF Migration 
Guide (http://docs.hp.com/en/dsfmigration/persistent_dsf_migration.pdf).

Initiator Type to HP No AutoTrespass

Failover mode to 4

Array commpath to Enabled

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v3 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Make sure again that each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is 
zoned with the following HP-UX 11i v3 commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Reverify that HP-UX 11i v3 sees device entries for all LUNs with the 
following HP-UX 11i v3 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

13 Storage system
Configure

If the server will use an existing storage group: 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

If the server will use a new storage group:

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create the storage group, and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the new storage group.

14 Server
Replace WWNs of 
LUNs

❑ Discover names of devices that require new WWNs with the following 
HP-UX 11i v3 command:

ioscan -NfnC disk

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Examine the output of ioscan command for devices with a status NO_HW 
and description DGC,and record the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries for 
each one.

❑ For each of the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries you recorded, execute the 
following HP-UX 11i v3 command to replace their WWNs:

scsimgr -f replace_wwid -D /dev/rdisk/devicename 

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

15 Server
Make new LUNs 
visible

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v3 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that HP-UX 11i v3 can recognize these LUNs with the 
following HP-UX 11i v3 commands:

ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

If HP-UX 11i v3 does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX 11i v3 sees device entries for all LUNs with the following 
HP-UX 11i v3 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

16 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

17 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

18 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
HP-UX 11i v3

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data using the Logical Volume Manager 
(LVM). 

If HP-UX 11i v3 does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

Host connectivity guide 
and HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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Native multipath failover checklist - existing HP-UX 11i v3 server 
and new storage system

Complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the 
service provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs

❑ If you need additional HBAs to provide more paths to the storage system, 
install these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 

2 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:

• HBA driver 

• host agent

• admsnap

HBA documentation

Server support 
products installation 
guide

3 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it using the Software Assistant in the NST.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Software Assistant 
help

4 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Make sure the HBA driver parameters are set to the values required for 
CLARiiON and PowerPath. 

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such 
as greatly increased I/O delays.

HP-UX Host 
connectivity guide and 
HBA documentation

5 Server
Install latest 
patches

❑ Install the latest HP-UX 11i v3 patches. For information on the latest 
patches, refer to www.hp.com.

http://www.hp.com
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6 Server
Set 
storage-system 
type

❑ Continue to edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as 
follows:

• Uncomment and edit the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry as 
follows:

OptionsSupported ArrayType

The above entry will set the initiator type for the HBAs to the default 
configured for the storage system when they register with the storage 
system. By default that setting is CLARiiON Open.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v3 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

7 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

8 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports to LAN

❑ Cable the management port on each SP to the LAN connected to the hosts 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

9 Storage system
Initialize and 
install software 
enablers

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of Service Manager 
enabler CDs, use Navisphere Manager to install the enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

10 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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11 Storage system
Cable to Fibre 
Channel switch, 
network, or server 

For Fibre Channel configuration with storage system:

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the switch or HBA 
ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each SP 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the SP is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

12 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

13 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone

For a SAN:

❑ Zone the switches to provide a path from each additional HBA port (host 
initiator) to the SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MIrrorView,/A or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Make sure that each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is zoned 
with the following HP-UX 11i v3 commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX 11i v3 sees device entries for all LUNs with the following 
HP-UX 11i v3 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v3 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

15 Storage system
Set 
storage-system 
properties

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Wizard (selected from the Tools menu 
on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA ports (initiators):

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open or HP No Auto Trespass

You should use CLARiiON Open, if your applications use only Persistent 
Device Special Files (DSFs), also knows as Agile DSFs, which have the 
format /dev/disk/disk42 and /dev/rdisk/42. 

You must use HP No Auto Trespass if your applications require Legacy 
DSFs, which have the format /dev/dsk/c2t1d0 and /dev/rdsk/c2t1d0. 

For more information, see the HP/UX 11i v3 Persistent DSF Migration 
Guide (http://docs.hp.com/en/dsfmigration/persistent_dsf_migration.pdf).

Initiator Type to HP No AutoTrespass

Failover mode to 4
Array commpath to Enabled

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Make sure again that each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is 
zoned with the following HP-UX 11i v3 commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Reverify that HP-UX 11i v3 sees device entries for all LUNs with the 
following HP-UX 11i v3 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

Task Steps Reference document
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16 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

17 Storage System
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

18 Server
Replace WWNs of 
LUNs

❑ Discover names of devices that require new WWNs with the following 
HP-UX 11i v3 command:

ioscan -NfnC disk

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Examine the output of ioscan command for devices with a status NO_HW 
and description DGC,and record the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries for 
each one.

❑ For each of the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries you recorded, execute the 
following HP-UX 11i v3 command to replace their WWNs:

scsimgr -f replace_wwid -D /dev/rdisk/devicename 

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

19 Server
Make LUNs 
visible

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v3 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that HP-UX 11i v3 can recognize these LUNs with the 
following HP-UX 11i v3 commands:

ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

If HP-UX 11i v3 does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX 11i v3 sees device entries for all LUNs with the following 
HP-UX 11i v3 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

20 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

21 Server in an FC 
configuration with 
storage system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

22 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
HP-UX 11i v3

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data using the Logical Volume Manager 
(LVM). 

If HP-UX 11i v3 does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

Host connectivity guide 
and HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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Native multipath failover checklist - existing HP-UX 11i v3 server 
and existing storage system

Complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the 
service provider arrives.‘‘

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Unmount file 
systems

❑ Unmount any file systems that reside on the storage system. HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

2 Server
Install additional 
HBAs 

❑ If you need additional HBAs to provide more paths to the storage system, 
install these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 

3 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:

• HBA driver

• host agent

• admsnap

HBA documentation

Server support 
products installation 
guide

4 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it using the Software Assistant in the NST.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help

5 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Make sure the HBA driver parameters are set to the values required for 
CLARiiON. 

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such 
as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBS 
documentation

6 Server
Install latest 
patches

❑ Install the latest HP-UX 11i v3 patches. For information on the latest 
patches, refer to www.hp.com.

http://www.hp.com
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7 Server
Set 
storage-system 
type

❑ Continue to edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as 
follows:

• Uncomment and edit the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry as 
follows:

OptionsSupported ArrayType

The above entry will set the initiator type for the HBAs to the default 
configured for the storage system when they register with the storage 
system. By default that setting is CLARiiON Open.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v3 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

8 CX4 series, CX3 
series, CX300, 
CX500, or CX700 
storage system
Set storage- 
system 
properties

For a server with registered HBAs:

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Wizard (selected from the Tools menu 
on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA ports (initiators):

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open or HP No Auto Trespass

You should use CLARiiON Open, if your applications use only Persistent 
Device Special Files (DSFs), also knows as Agile DSFs, which have the 
format /dev/disk/disk42 and /dev/rdisk/42. 

You must use HP No Auto Trespass if your applications require Legacy 
DSFs, which have the format /dev/dsk/c2t1d0 and /dev/rdsk/c2t1d0. 

For more information, see the HP/UX 11i v3 Persistent DSF Migration 
Guide (http://docs.hp.com/en/dsfmigration/persistent_dsf_migration.pdf).

Initiator Type to HP No AutoTrespass

Failovermode to 4

Array commpath to Enabled

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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8 CX4 series, CX3 
series, CX300, 
CX500, or CX700 
storage system
Set storage- 
system 
properties (cont.)

For a server with unregistered HBAs

❑ Use one of the following Navisphere Secure CLI commands to set the 
following storage-system properties:

naviseccli -h hostname sethost -host servername -failovermode 4 
-arraycommpath 1 -initiatortype 3 (when using CLARiiON Open) 
or 

naviseccli -h hostname sethost -host servername -failovermode 4 
-arraycommpath 1 -initiatortype 10 (when using HP No Auto Trespass)

where 

hostname is the IP address or network name of an SP in the storage 
system

servername is the server’s name or network address

You should use CLARiiON Open, if your applications use only Persistent 
Device Special Files (DSFs), also knows as Agile DSFs, which have the 
format /dev/disk/disk42 and /dev/rdisk/42. 

You must use HP No Auto Trespass if your applications require Legacy 
DSFs, which have the format /dev/dsk/c2t1d0 and /dev/rdsk/c2t1d0. 

For more information, see the HP/UX 11i v3 Persistent DSF Migration 
Guide (http://docs.hp.com/en/dsfmigration/persistent_dsf_migration.pdf).

Navisphere CLI 
reference

9 Server
Cable additional 
HBAs to Fibre 
Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage system

For Fibre Channel configuration with storage system:

❑ Cable any additional HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to 
the storage system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connections to the switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each additional HBA 
port.

For a 1-Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that the HBA 
port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

For a 2-Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

Task Steps Reference document

http://docs.hp.com/en/dsfmigration/persistent_dsf_migration.pdf
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10 Fibre Channel 
witches
Zone

For a SAN:

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use the Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the switch connections to the storage system.

11 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Make sure that each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is zoned 
with the following HP-UX 11i v3 commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX 11i v3 sees device entries for all LUNs with the following 
HP-UX 11i v3 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v3 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Make sure again that each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is 
zoned with the following HP-UX 11i v3 commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Reverify that HP-UX 11i v3 sees device entries for all LUNs with the 
following HP-UX 11i v3 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

12 Storage system
Configure

If the server will use an existing storage group: 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

If the server will use a new storage group:

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create the storage group, and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the new storage group.

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Server 
Replace WWNs 
of LUNs

❑ Discover names of devices that require new WWNs with the following 
HP-UX 11i v3 command:

ioscan -NfnC disk

HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

❑ Examine the output of ioscan command for devices with a status NO_HW 
and description DGC,and record the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries for 
each one.

❑ For each of the /dev/rdisk/devicename entries you recorded, execute the 
following HP-UX 11i v3 command to replace their WWNs:

scsimgr -f replace_wwid -D /dev/rdisk/devicename 

14 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

15 Server
Mount file 
systems

❑ Mount any file systems unmounted in step 1. HP-UX 11i v3 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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PVLinks failover configurations for HP-UX 11i v1 or v2 
Read this section if you are installing an HP-UX 11 v1 or v2 
configuration with a new server and a new storage system. A new 
server and storage system are defined as follows:

New server - A server running HP-UX 11 v1 or v2 and not connected 
to any storage system.

New storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage 
system that has the factory default settings and has never been 
connected to a server. 

Topics relating to the checklist for an HP-UX 11 v1 or v2 configuration 
without EMC failover software are:

◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 220
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 221
◆ PVLinks/LVM native failover checklist - new HP-UX server 

and new storage system.................................................................. 222

Prerequisites ◆ All switches must be installed.

◆ Storage systems must be set up, initialized (if required), and 
connected to switches, and any optional storage-system software 
(SnapView, MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, SAN Copy, SAN 
Copy/E) you have must be installed.

◆ If any storage systems have SnapView, the admsnap utility must 
be installed on the servers that will be the SnapView production 
and secondary hosts.

◆ If you will use Navisphere Manager 6.X, you must have a host 
that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system servers 
and that will be connected to the SPs the storage system.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups. 

http://powerlink.emc.com
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Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

Be sure to consider requirements for SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
MirrorView/S, SAN Copy, or SAN Copy/E if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

Documentation This checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with the following:
• HBA and HBA driver
• Switches and switch management software
• HP-UX 11 v1 or v2 operating system

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX4 series, CX3 series, and 
CX series storage systems (available in the Manager user interface 
and in the Technical Documentation and Advisories section on 
the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for HP-UX (P/N 300-000-614)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/cx3support
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PVLinks failover checklist - new HP-UX server and new storage 
system

Complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the 
service provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs, 
drivers, cables

❑ Install the HBAs. HBA documentation 

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a switch port or a 
storage-system Fibre Channel data port.

❑ Install the HBA driver.

2 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON. Host connectivity guide 
and HBA 
documentation ❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of the drivers.

❑ Checkpoint — For a SAN, verify the server connections to the switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

3 Switches
Zone 

For a SAN

❑ Zone the switches to provide a path from each host initiator to a 
storage-system Fibre Channel data port.

Switch management 
documentation

4 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Make sure each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is zoned with 
the following HP-UX 11i v1 or v2 commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Reverify that HP-UX 11i v1 or v2 sees device entries for all 
LUNs with the following HP-UX 11i v1 or v2 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk
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5 Server
Install host agent 

❑ Install the host agent. Server support 
products installation 
guide❑ Modify user login scripts.

❑ Edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as follows:
• Add the following entry if it does not already exist:

device auto auto

• Add at least one privileged user. 

❑ Continue to edit the host agent configuration file agent.config file as 
follows:

• Comment out the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry as follows:

Auto trespass 
(for HP-UX 11i v1 or v2 with PVLinks)

OptionsSupported Autotrespass

The above entry will set the initiator type for the HBAs to auto trespass 
when host agent is restarted later in this procedure.

• Edit any other entries as desired.

❑ Start the host agent with the following HP-UX commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent start

6 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ For Navisphere 6.X, use Navisphere Manager to define a global 
administrator and domain (if not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

7 Storage system
Set properties

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Wizard (selected from the Tools menu 
on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA ports (initiators):

Initiator Type to HP Auto Trespass
Failovermode to 0

Array commpath to Enabled

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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8 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

9 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected to 
a storage system.

❑ Download and install the CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

CLARalert 
requirements and 
installation 

10 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

11 Server
Make LUNs 
visible

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 11i v1 or 
v2 commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that HP-UX 11i v1 or v2 can recognize these LUNs 
with the following HP-UX 11i v1 or v2 commands:

ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

If HP-UX 11i v1 or v2 does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection 
to the storage group.

HP-UX documentation

❑ Verify that HP-UX 11i v1 or v2 sees device entries for all LUNs with the 
following HP-UX 11i v1 or v2 command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

If you expected to see two paths to each LUN and you see only one path or 
if you expected to see just one path to each LUN and you see two paths to 
each LUN, verify that the OptionsSupported Autotrespass entry in the 
host agent configuration file is uncommented or commented as described 
in step 5.

12 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

13 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
HP-UX

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data using the Logical Volume Manager 
(LVM). 

If HP-UX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

Host connectivity guide 
and HP-UX 
documentation

14 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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DMP configurations for HP-UX 11i
Read this section if you are installing an HP-UX 11i VERITAS DMP 
configuration with a new server and a new CX4 series, CX3 series, 
CX300, CX500, or CX700 storage system. A new server and storage 
system are defined as follows:

New server - A server running HP-UX 11i and not connected to any 
storage system.

New storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series or CX300 storage 
system that has the factory default settings and has never been 
connected to a server. 

Topics relating to the checklist for an HP-UX 11i configuration with 
DMP software are:

◆ Required host software revisions .................................................. 227
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 227
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 229
◆ DMP checklist - new HP-UX 11i server and new storage 

system................................................................................................ 230
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Required host 
software revisions

◆ HP-UX 11i operating system revision listed in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ VxVM 3.5 or later

Refer to the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com) for the specific revision required for your 
HP-UX version. 

Prerequisites ◆ All switches must be installed.

◆ Storage systems must be set up, initialized (if required), and 
connected to switches, and any optional storage-system software 
(SnapView, MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, SAN Copy, SAN 
Copy/E) must be installed.

◆ Navisphere Manager must be installed.

◆ If any storage systems have SnapView, the admsnap utility must 
be installed on the servers that will be the SnapView production 
and secondary hosts.

◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system servers 
and that will be connected to the SPs in the storage system.

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups. 

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

Be sure to consider requirements for SnapView, SAN Copy, SAN 
Copy/E, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you plan:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/cx3support
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Documentation This checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with:
• HBA and HBA driver
• Switches
• HP-UX operating system
• VERITAS Volume Manager

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help (available in the Manager user 
interface and in the Technical Documentation and Advisories 
section on Powerlink)

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products Installation Guide for 
HP-UX (P/N 300-002-043)

◆ Navisphere Service Taskbar Requirements and Installation - available 
on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ CLARalert Requirements and Installation - available on the 
Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

EMC Host Connectivity Guide for HP-UX (P/N 300-000-614

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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DMP checklist - new HP-UX 11i server and new storage system
Complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the 
service provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs, 
drivers, cables

❑ Install the HBAs. HBA documentation 

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a switch port or a 
storage-system Fibre Channel data port.

❑ Install the HBA driver.

2 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON.

Caution Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such 
as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA 
documentation 

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of the drivers.

❑ Checkpoint — For a SAN, verify the server connections to the switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - Verify the LED is green, which indicates that 
the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - Verify one of the following:

• Only the left LED is green, which indicates that a 1-Gb HBA port is 
logged in to the switch port.

• Both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in 
to the switch port.

3 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

4 Switches

Connect servers 
and storage 
system

❑ Verify that the servers and storage-system Fibre Channel data ports are 
connected to the switch.

Documentation that 
ships with the switches

http://powerlink.emc.com
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5 Switches
Zone 

For a SAN:

❑ Zone the switches to provide a path from each host initiator to an SP.

Switch documentation

6 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Make sure each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is zoned with 
the following HP-UX commands:
ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

HP-UX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Reverify that HP-UX sees device entries for all LUNs with the 
following HP-UX command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

7 Server
Install host agent 

❑ Install the host agent. Server support 
products installation 
guide❑ Modify user login scripts.

❑ Edit the host agent configuration file (agent.config) as follows:
• Add the following entry if it does not already exist:

device auto auto

• Add at least one privileged user. 

❑ Verify that the host agent configuration file (agent.config) has the following 
entry commented out:

Options Supported Autotrespass

The above entry will set the initiator type for the HBAs to no auto trespass 
when host agent is restarted later in this procedure.

❑ Continue to edit other entries in the host agent configuration file 
(agent.config) as desired.

❑ Restart the host agent to register the HBAs with the storage system.

8 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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9 Storage system
Set properties

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Wizard (selected from the Tools menu 
on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA ports (initiators):

Initiator Type to HP No Auto Trespass

Array commpath to Enabled
Failover mode to 1 for DMP 5.0 MP1 or later or to 2 for earlier DMP 
versions

Navisphere Manager 
help

10 Windows host 
connected to 
CX4 series or 
CX3 series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

11 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected to 
a storage system.

❑ Download and install the CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert 
requirements and 
installation 

12 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the host initiators to storage groups.

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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13 Server
Make LUNs 
visible

❑ Log in as root and restart the host agent with the following HP-UX 
commands:

/sbin/init.d/agent stop
/sbin/init.d/agent start

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that HP-UX can recognize these LUNs with the 
following HP-UX commands:

ioscan -fnC disk
insf -e

If HP-UX does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the storage 
group.

HP-UX documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Reverify that HP-UX sees device entries for all LUNs with the 
following HP-UX command:
ioscan -kfnC disk

14 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

15 Server 
Install Volume 
Manager and 
DMP

❑ Use the swinstall command to add VERITAS Volume Manager and DMP 
to the server.

❑ Install any recommended VERITAS updates.

VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

16 Server 
Install required 
VERITAS 
packages

❑ Download the required VERITAS packages to the server from the 
Symantec VERITAS website (http://seer.support.veritas.com).

VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Use the swinstall command to install the required VERITAS packages for 
CLARiiON on the server.

Note Until rootdg is created (part of vxinstall command) on at least one 
disk, DMP displays an error message looking for the config daemon.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the dmpCLARiiON module is installed:

vxdmpadm listapm all | grep dmpCLARiiON

If it is not installed, load it manually with the following HP-UX command: 
kcmoduledmpCLARiiON=loaded 

17 Server 
Reboot

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot command:

•to make LUNs available to the OS
•to make LUNs accessible via both SPs

Important If you do not set the failover mode to 2, you will see only half of the 
expected paths to the SPs.

VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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18 Server 
Configure 
Volume Manager

❑ Run vxinstall to configure Volume Manager and place at least one LUN 
under VxVM control.

VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

19 Server 
Verify DMP 
installation

❑ Verify that it displays the correct number of paths with

vxdisk list device

where device is the name of the disk you selected.

VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

20 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

21 Server 
Verify DMP 
Operation

❑ Start I/O to the VERITAS Volume. VERITAS Volume 
documentation

❑ Identify the CLARiiON devices under the Volume with

vxprint -v

❑ Choose one of the CLARiiON devices and determine all its paths with

vxdisk list device

or

vxdmpadm getsubpaths
dmpnodename=device

where device is the name of the CLARiiON device

❑ Determine the control through which I/O is going with

iostat -xn

HP-UX documentation

❑ Determine the HBA and SP to which that controller corresponds.

❑ Disconnect the path to that SP.

❑ Verify that the path to the chosen CLARiiON device is disabled with

vxdisk list device

or

vxdmpadm getsubpaths
dmpnodename=device

where device is the name of the CLARiiON device

Task Steps Reference document
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CAUTION!
If you want to install any new software or upgrade any existing 
software on a storage system after DMP is installed and running, 
use the Navisphere Manager Software Installation Wizard and the 
VxVM’s restore daemon default setting of check disabled, 
interval=300. If this wizard is not supported for your storage 
system or if the restore setting it not at its default setting, then set 
the VxVM restore daemon interval to less than the NDU delay 
value in either Navisphere Manager of Navisphere CLI by a margin 
of 60 seconds or greater. 

21 Server 
Verify DMP 
Operation (cont.)

❑ Verify that I/0 is still running with 

iostat -xn

HP-UX documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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4Invisible Body Tag     

This chapter contains checklists of the tasks required to install a 
CLARiiON CX4 series, CX3 UltraScale series, or CX series storage 
system in a configuration with a Linux server and PowerPath, native 
multipath failover, VERITAS DMP, or with no EMC failover software. 
CX series refers to CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, or CX700 storage 
systems.

Important - For the latest instructions on installing your CLARiiON storage 
system, refer to the CLARiiON installation and maintenance support 
documentation website (www.emc.com/clariionsupport) and select the 
appropriate storage-system type, followed by the task you want to perform. 
This document is no longer be updated.

The sections for the different configurations are:

◆ PowerPath configurations for Linux............................................. 238
◆ Native multipath failover configurations for Linux ................... 279
◆ DMP configurations for Linux ....................................................... 334

Linux Installation
Checklists

http://www.emc.com/clariionsupport
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PowerPath configurations for Linux
Read this section if you are installing a Linux PowerPath 
configuration with a new or existing server and a new or existing, 
storage system. A new and existing server and a new and existing 
storage system are defined as follows:

new server - A server running Linux that is not connected to any 
storage system.

existing server - A server running Linux that is already connected to 
one or more storage systems.

new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage 
system that has the factory default settings and has never been 
connected to a server.

existing storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, 
CX500, CX500i, CX700, or AX series storage system that is already 
connected to one or more servers and is in a Navisphere domain.

Note: For more information on the storage systems that can connect to a 
Linux server, see “Supported storage systems” on page 239.

Topics relating to the checklists for Linux PowerPath configurations 
are:

◆ Supported storage systems............................................................. 239
◆ Required host software revisions .................................................. 239
◆ CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300 unlicensed PowerPath versions......... 240
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 240
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 242
◆ PowerPath checklist — new Linux server and new storage 

system................................................................................................ 245
◆ PowerPath checklist — new Linux server and existing storage

system................................................................................................ 254
◆ PowerPath checklist — existing Linux server and new storage

system................................................................................................ 262
◆ PowerPath checklist — existing Linux server and existing 

storage system .................................................................................. 271
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Supported storage 
systems

All CLARiiON storage systems connected to a Linux server must be 
CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, CX700, AX4-5 
series, or AX series storage systems, or any other storage systems that 
can co-exist with these CLARiiON storage systems in a Linux 
PowerPath environment. If any other type of storage system is 
connected to the server, the server cannot run Linux PowerPath. For 
information on storage systems that can co-exist with CLARiiON 
storage systems, refer to the EMC support matrix on the Powerlink 
website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com). A single Linux server can be 
connected to AX4-5 series and/or AX series storage systems and CX4 
series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and/or CX700 
storage systems only if:

◆ The server is running the Navisphere Host Agent and/or the 
Navisphere Server Utility version 6.26.5 or later

◆ The AX4-5 series and AX4 series storage systems are running 
Navisphere Manager.

◆ The master of the domain with these storage systems is one of the 
following:

• An AX4-5 storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.23.050.5.5xx or later

• A CX4 series storage system

• A CX3 series storage system running FLARE OE version 
03.26.xxx.5.014 or later

• A CX series storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.24.xxx.5.018 or later

• A Navisphere off-array management station running the 
Navisphere UIs version 6.26.21.0.51 or later

Required host 
software revisions

◆ Linux operating system revision and errata listed in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ Linux PowerPath version listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator for your storage system. The E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator is on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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CX4-120, CX3-10, 
CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions

The PowerPath kit that ships with a CX4-120, CX3-10 or CX300 
storage system does not include a license key because a key is not 
required when you install PowerPath on a server in any of the 
following situations:

◆ The server is attached only to the CX4-120, CX3-10 or CX300 
storage system

◆ The server is attached to the CX4-120, CX3-10 or CX300 storage 
system and/or to any of the following storage systems:

• Other CX4-120, CX3-10 or CX300 series storage systems

• CX300i storage systems

• AX4-5 series or AX series storage systems

If any other type of storage system is or will be attached to the server, 
do not install the PowerPath version that shipped with the CX4-120, 
CX3-10 or CX300 system storage system on the server. Only a 
licensed full  PowerPath version should be installed on the server. If a 
licensed full PowerPath version is not already installed on the server, 
you must purchase and install one.

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system servers 
and that will be connected to the SPs in storage systems.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is:

• Running Navisphere 6.X CLI.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to SPs in storage systems.

◆ For an AX series storage system, you need the AX Navisphere 
Manager Upgrade kit if the storage system has not already been 
upgraded to Navisphere Manager.

http://powerlink.emc.com
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◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups.

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

• For customized documentation on planning an AX series 
storage system configuration, go to the Install page of the 
AX150 support website (http://emc.com/ax150support) or 
AX100 support website (http://emc.com/ax100support), 
respectively, click Plan, and answer the questions about your 
configuration.

http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://emc.com/ax100support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/ax100support
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Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with the following: 
• HBA and HBA driver or NIC and NIC driver

The HBA documentation is also available from the following websites.

For Emulex HBAs and drivers: 
http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm

For QLogic HBAs and drivers: 
http://support.qlogic.com/support/oem_emc.asp

• Fibre Channel switches and Fibre Channel switch 
management software

• Red Hat Linux operating system

◆ EMC Linux iSCSI Attach Release Notes (P/N 300-002-672)

◆ PowerPath documentation for your PowerPath for Linux version:

• Release notes

• Product guide

• Installation and administration guide

PowerPath documentation is available on http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products for Linux Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-002-041)

◆ EMC CLARiiON iSCSI Server Setup Guide for Linux (P/N 
300-003-806)

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 300-003-628) - for CX4 series, CX3 series, CX series, and AX 
series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series storage systems

http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm
http://www.qlogic.com/support/drivers_software.asp
http://powerlink.emc.com
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◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CX300i 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-002-174)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500i 2-Gigabit iSCSI Disk Processor Enclosure 
(DPE2) Setup Guide (300-001-924)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and Cabling 
Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ AX100-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-002-735)

◆ AX150-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-003-036)
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◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX4 series, CX3 series, CX 
series, and AX series storage systems (available in the Manager 
user interface and in the Technical Documentation and 
Advisories section on the Powerlink website - 
http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ Navisphere Service Taskbar Requirements and Installation - available 
on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ CLARalert Requirements and Installation - available on the 
Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for Linux (P/N 300-000-604)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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PowerPath checklist — new Linux server and new storage system
For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks. 

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs and driver

❑ Install HBAs or NICs. HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 242) 
or NIC documentation❑ Reboot the server.

❑ Install the appropriate version of the HBA or NIC driver, except for the 
iSCSI driver for NICs, which is bundled with the Linux kernel.

Make sure the Emulex or QLogic HBA driver is always loaded after the internal 
SCSI adapter driver as specified by the /etc/modules.conf file.

2 Server
Set HBA driver 
properties

❑ Set the HBA or NIC driver parameters, except for the HBA persistent 
bindings, to the values required for CLARiiON and PowerPath.

❑ You will set the persistent bindings after the storage system is installed 
and the Fibre Channel switches are zoned.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Linux host connectivity 
guide, HBA 
documentation (see 
URL on page 242), or 
NIC documentation

❑ Reboot the server.

3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
iSCSI HBA 
network 
parameters

For NICs

❑ Install any patches required for the iSCSI driver.

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) to assign the network parameters 
(IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

iSCSI server setup 
guide 

❑ Start the driver.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

For PowerPath to work, each iSCSI HBA must be on a separate subnet.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.
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4 Server with CX4 
series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
systems
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support products 
installation guide

5 Server 
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support products 
installation guide

6 Non-Customer 
Installable Fibre 
Channel switches
Install

For a SAN

❑ Install Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, and Fibre 
Channel switch 
documentation

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a Fibre Channel switch port.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the Fibre Channel switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the Fibre Channel switch port connected to the 
HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

7 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

8 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

9 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

11  Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S software, use Navisphere Manager to 
install their enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

12 Storage system
Cable data ports 
to Fibre Channel 
switch, network, 
or server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre 
Channel switch or HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the storage-system 
connections to the Fibre Channel switches by checking the LED(s) for the 
switch port connected to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For storage-system iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network or NIC or 
HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Router or switch 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Storage-system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

14 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports 

For NICs

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) on the server to configure the iSCSI 
initiator for each NIC port.

EMC Linux iSCSI Attach 
Release Notes and 
iSCSI server setup 
guide.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for 
each HBA port.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

15  Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, 
a CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Security 
Administrator’s Guide 
and Navisphere 
Manager help 

Task Steps Reference document
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16 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone 

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView,/A and/or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system. 

17 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Add persistent bindings to the HBA driver configuration file.

Note: You need the WWPN of each SP port for the bindings.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 242)

❑ Reboot the server. Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system. 

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries 
for LUNZs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for example, 
qla2300).

Note: LUNZs are required to register the server HBAs or NICs with the 
storage system because LUNs have not be configured yet.

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the file /proc/scsi file in the directory for HBAs, 
has entries for the expected targets (HBAs or NICs).

18 Server 
Prepare Server 
for PowerPath

❑ For RHEL 3.0 and SuSE SLES 8 servers, make sure you have 256 sd and 
sg devices in the /dev directory.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Ensure that the PowerPath driver’s major numbers (232-239) are not 
already in use.

19 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports 
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected to 
a storage system.

❑ Download and install CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert requirements 
and installation 

21 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ Reload the driver (if the driver is loaded as a module) or reboot the server 
(if the driver is static to the kernel) so that Linux recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

HBA documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries 
for LUNZs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for example, 
qla2300).

If all LUN entries are missing from the file, verify the zoning. If only some 
LUNs are missing, use Navisphere Manager to check that the LUNs are 
assigned to the server’s storage group.

Linux documentation

Navisphere Manager 
help

22 Server 
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 240.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation guide

❑ Install PowerPath.

For a server in an iSCSI configuration with the storage system

❑ Start PowerPath:

/etc/init.d/PowerPath start

Use the above command only for loading and unloading the EMC 
PowerPath module.

Task Steps Reference document
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22 Server 
Install PowerPath 
(cont.)

For a server in an iSCSI configuration with the storage system (cont.)

❑ Run the following commands:

cp /cdrom/LINUX/kernel/pp4.3.x/iscsi/ /etc/emc
cd /etc/emc
./iscsi_script.sh install
./emcp_delayconfig add  delay_in_seconds

where 

kernel is your kernel version

delay_in_seconds is the number of seconds to delay the execution of 
powermt config during system startup.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation guide

For any server

❑ If you used the PowerPath installation CD, unmount it and remove it from 
the drive.

❑ If you have a PowerPath license key, register it.

Note: A PowerPath license key is not required if the server is connected 
only to CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300 series, or AX4-5 series, or AX series 
storage systems.

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath.

❑ If you loaded the HBA driver as a module, verify that all extensions are 
loaded.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs using 
the following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.
• Make sure that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have 

one.

• Verify that you have the appropriate revision of the HBA driver loaded.

PowerPath product 
guide

23 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

 
❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 

your monitoring configuration.

Task Steps Reference document
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24 Server 
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

25 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

For NIC Initiators

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (etc/iscsi.conf) to configure initiator CHAP on any 
new NIC initiators.

Note: The iSCSI driver is bundled with Linux.

iSCSI server setup 
guide 

For iSCSI HBA Initiators

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and SANsurfer 
documentation

26 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

27 Server
Make LUNs 
available to Linux

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the LUNs. Host connectivity guide 
and Linux 
documentation

28 Server 
Test PowerPath

This test is either for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system (none of 
which require a PowerPath license key) or for another CX4 series or another 
CX3 series system and with full PowerPath (not PowerPath SE) and a 
registered license key running on the server.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

28 Server 
Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test. PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA sending I/O to the LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled paths becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the failover path was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA.

❑ If you caused any LUNs to trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP 
with the following PowerPath command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath checklist — new Linux server and existing storage 
system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series complete the tasks 
highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service provider 
arrives. For other storage-system configurations, complete all the 
tasks.

Task Steps
Reference 
document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs and driver

❑ Install HBAs or NICs. HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 242)❑ Reboot the server.

❑ Install the appropriate version of the HBA or NIC driver.

Make sure the Emulex or QLogic HBA driver is always loaded after the internal 
SCSI adapter driver as specified by the /etc/modules.conf file.

2 Server
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

❑ Set the HBA or NIC driver parameters, except for the HBA persistent bindings, 
to the values required for CLARiiON and PowerPath.

You will set the HBA persistent bindings after the storage system is installed 
and the Fibre Channel switches are zoned.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such as 
greatly increased I/O delays.

Linux host 
connectivity guide, 
HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 242), NIC 
documentation

❑ Reboot the server.

3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
iSCSI HBA 
network 
parameters

For NICs

The iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) is bundled with the Linux kernel.

❑ Install any patches required for the iSCSI driver.

iSCSI server setup 
guide. 

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) to define the network parameters (IP 
address, subnet mask, and gatewary) for each NIC.

❑ Start the driver.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, 
and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

For PowerPath to work, each iSCSI HBA must be on a separate subnet.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.
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4 AX series storage 
system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if required 
for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to 
Navisphere Manager 
(part of the upgrade 
kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain and any 
additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
Security Guide and 
Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, use Navisphere Manager to 
install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

Upgrading Storage 
System to 
Navisphere Manager 
(part of the upgrade 
kit)

5 Server
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support 
products installation 
guide

6 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

7  Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required minimum 
revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage system 
will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all paths to an 
SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help

8 Server
Connect to 
storage-system 
management 
LAN

❑ Cable the server to the LAN connected to the storage-system management 
port on each SP.

Storage-system 
setup guide

9 Server 
Cable to Fibre 
Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports

For storage system with Fibre Channel ports

❑ Cable the HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the storage 
system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system 
setup guide 

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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9 Server 
Cable to Fibre 
Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports (cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to 
each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates 
that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED 
is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For storage system with iSCSI ports

❑ Cable the HBA or NIC ports to the network connected to the storage-system 
iSCSI data ports or directly to the storage-system iSCSI data ports.

Storage-system 
setup guide or 
getting started guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Router or switch 
documentation

10 Storage 
system with 
iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, configure 
the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI data 
ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the Port 
Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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11 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For NICs

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) on the server to configure the iSCSI 
initiator for each NIC port.

EMC Linux iSCSI 
Attach Release 
Notes and iSCSI 
server setup guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA port.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

12 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone 

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional HBA 
port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Switch management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify the 
Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

13 Server 
Register HBAs or 
NICs

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility. Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ To make LUNZs visible to the HBAs or NICs, either reload the HBA or NIC 
driver or reboot the server.

Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

14 CX4 series, CX3 
series , or CX 
series storage 
system
Set failover 
properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for each of 
the server’s NIC or HBA ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 1

Navisphere Manager 
help and Navisphere 
CLI reference

15 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ For HBAs, add persistent bindings to the HBA driver configuration file.

Note: You need the WWPN of each SP port for the bindings.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 242)

❑ Reboot the server. Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system. 

Navisphere Manager 
help
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15 Server
Make target SPs 
available (cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries for 
LUNZs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for example, 
qla2300).

Note: LUNZs are required to register the server HBAs or NICs with the storage 
system because LUNs have not be configured yet.

Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the file for the HBA or NIC directory in the /proc/scsi 
directory has entries for the expected targets (HBAs or NICs).

16 Storage system
Configure

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to create 
RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage group, and 
assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning enabler 
installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ Reload the HBA driver (if the driver is loaded as a module) or reboot the server 
(if the driver is static to the kernel) so that Linux recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

HBA documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries for 
LUNZs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for example, 
qla2300).

If all LUN entries are missing from the file, verify the zoning. If only some LUNs 
are missing, use Navisphere Manager to check that the LUNs are assigned to 
the server’s storage group.

Linux documentation

17 Server
Prepare Server 
for PowerPath

❑ For RHEL 3.0 and SuSE SLES 8 servers, make sure you have 256 sd and sg 
devices in the /dev directory.

PowerPath for 
installation guide

❑ Ensure that the PowerPath driver’s major numbers (232-239) are not already in 
use.

18 Server
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 240.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the EMC 
Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the PowerPath 
installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath release 
notes and 
PowerPath for 
installation guide

❑ Install PowerPath.

Task Steps
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18 Server
Install PowerPath 
(cont.)

For a server in an iSCSI configuration with the storage system

❑ Start PowerPath:

/etc/init.d/PowerPath start

Use the above command only for loading and unloading the EMC PowerPath 
module

❑ Run the following commands:

cp /cdrom/LINUX/kernel/pp4.3.x/iscsi/ /etc/emc
cd etc/emc
./iscsi_script.sh install
./emcp_delayconfig add
delay_in_seconds

where 
kernel is your kernel version

delay_in_seconds is the number of seconds to delay the execution of powermt 
config during system startup.

PowerPath release 
notes and 
PowerPath 
installation guide

For any server

❑ If you used the PowerPath installation CD, unmount it and remove it from the 
drive.

PowerPath release 
notes and 
PowerPath 
installation guide

❑ If you have a PowerPath license key, register it.

Note: A PowerPath license key isnot required if the server is connected only to 
CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, CX300i, AX4-5 series, AX series storage systems.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath.

❑ If you loaded the HBA driver as a module, verify that all extensions are loaded.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs using the 
following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion
If PowerPath does not see the LUNs
• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Make sure that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are as defined in step 14.
• Verify that you have the appropriate revision of the HBA driver loaded.

PowerPath product 
guide
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19 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly available, 
and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

20 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

If you have CHAP security configured on the storage system, you must configure it 
for the server’s iSCSI Initiator. 

For NIC initiators

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (etc/iscsi.conf) to configure initiator CHAP on any new 
NIC initiators.

Note: The iSCSI driver is bundled with Linux.

iSCSI server setup 
guide 

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators on the 
server.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and SANsurfer 
documentation

21 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a new 
NIC or iSCSI HBA initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you want a new 
initiator to use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not need to 
configure the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage system 
for each new NIC or iSCSI HBA, if applicable.

Storage-system 
setup guide or 
getting started guide 
and Navisphere 
Manager help

22 Server
Make LUNs 
available to Linux

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the LUNs. Host connectivity 
guide and Linux 
documentation
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

23 Server
Test PowerPath 

This test is for a CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, CX300i, or AX series storage system 
(none of which require a PowerPath license key) or for another CX4 series, another 
CX3 series, a CX500, or a CX700 storage system with full PowerPath (not 
PowerPath SE) and a registered license key running on the server.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load balancing 
policy is restricted to basic failover.

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins to 
the server.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA sending I/O to the LUN by viewing the output of the powermt 
display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to that HBA.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and verify 
that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that the 
failover path was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA.

❑ If you caused any LUNs to trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with 
the following PowerPath command:

powermt restore

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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PowerPath checklist — existing Linux server and new storage 
system

For a CX4 series, CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 242) 
or NIC documentation

2 Server with CX4 
series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
systems
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision (page 239), update it:

• HBA driver (save the persistent bindings as you will need to add them 
to the new driver)

• NIC driver

• host agent or server utility

• admsnap

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 242) 

Server support products 
installation guide

3 Server
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

❑ Make sure the HBA or NIC driver parameters, except for the HBA 
persistent bindings, are set to the values required for CLARiiON and 
PowerPath. 

You will set the persistent bindings after the storage system is installed 
and the Fibre Channel switches are zoned.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Linux host connectivity 
guide, HBA 
documentation (see 
URL on page 242), NIC 
documentation

❑ If you added additional HBAs or drivers, reboot the host.

4 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with system
Assign NIC or 
iSCSI HBA 
network 
parameters

For NICs

The iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) is bundled with the Linux kernel.

❑ Install any patches required for the iSCSI driver.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and EMC Linux 
iSCSI Attach Release 
Notes

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) to define the network parameters 
(IP address, subnet mask, and gatewary) for each NIC.

❑ Start the driver.
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4 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with system
Assign NIC or 
iSCSI HBA 
network 
parameters 
(cont.)

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and EMC Linux 
iSCSI Attach Release 
Notes❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 

mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

For PowerPath to work, each iSCSI HBA must be on a separate subnet.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

5 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

6 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will management the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

7 Storage System
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

8 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

9  Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S software, use Navisphere Manager to 
install their enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, 
a CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

11 Storage system
Cable data ports 
to Fibre Channel 
switch, network, 
or server

For a storage system with Fibre Channel ports

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre 
Channel switch or HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the storage-system 
connections to the Fibre Channel switches by checking the LED(s) for the 
switch port connected to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For a storage system with iSCSI ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network or NIC or 
HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Router or switch 
documentation
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12 Storage-system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

13 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure any 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For NICs

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (etc/iscsi.conf) to configure new NIC initiators.

Note: The iSCSI driver is bundled with Linux.

EMC Linux iSCSI Attach 
Release Notes and 
iSCSI server setup 
guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and QLogic 
SANsurfer 
documentation

14 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

15 Server
Add Fibre 
Channel HBA 
Persistent 
Bindings

❑ For Fibre Channel HBAs, add persistent bindings to the HBA driver 
configuration file.

Note: You need the WWPN of each SP port for the bindings.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 242)
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16 Server 
Register 
additional HBAs 
or NICs with 
storage system

❑ To make LUNZs visible to the HBAs or NICs, either reload the HBA or NIC 
driver or reboot the server.

Note: LUNZs are required to register the server HBAs or NICs with the 
storage system because LUNs have not be configured yet.

Linux documentation

❑ If you reloaded the HBA or NIC driver, restart the host agent or run the 
server utility.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

17 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ If you did not reboot the server in step 16, reboot the server now. Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries 
for LUNZs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for example, 
qla2300).

Note: LUNZs are required to register the server HBAs or NICs with the 
storage system because LUNs have not be configured yet.

Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the file for the HBAs, in the /proc/scsi directory, 
has entries for the expected targets (HBAs).

18 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST. 

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group

❑ Reload the driver (if the driver is loaded as a module) or reboot the server 
(if the driver is static to the kernel) so that Linux recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 242)

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries 
for LUNZs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for example, 
qla2300).

If any LUN entries are missing from the file, verify the zoning.

Linux documentation

20 Server
Prepare Server 
for PowerPath

❑ For RHEL 3.0 and SuSE SLES 8 servers, make sure you have 256 sd and 
sg devices in the /dev directory.

PowerPath installation 
guide

❑ Ensure that the PowerPath driver’s major numbers (232-239) are not 
already in use.

21 Server 
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 240.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation guide

❑ Install PowerPath.

For a server in an iSCSI configuration with the storage system

❑ Start PowerPath:

/etc/init.d/PowerPath start

Use the above command only for loading and unloading the EMC 
PowerPath module.

Task Steps Reference document
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21 Server 
Install PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ Run the following commands:

cp  /cdrom/LINUX/kernel/pp4.3.x/iscsi/ /etc/emc
cd /etc/emc
./iscsi_script.sh install
./emcp_delayconfig add delay_in_seconds

where 

kernel is your kernel version

delay_in_seconds is the number of seconds to delay the execution of 
powermt config during system startup.

❑ If you used the PowerPath installation CD, unmount it and remove it from 
the drive.

❑ If you have a PowerPath license key, register it

Note: A PowerPath license key isnot required if the server is connected 
only to CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300 series, AX4-5 series, and/or AX series 
storage systems.

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath.

❑ If you loaded the HBA driver as a module, verify that all extensions are 
loaded.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation guide

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs using 
the following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.
• Make sure that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have 

one.

• Verify that you have the appropriate revision of the HBA driver loaded.

PowerPath product 
guide

22 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

 
❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 

your monitoring configuration.
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23 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

24 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new iSCSI 
HBA or NIC 
initiators

For NIC initiators

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (etc/iscsi.conf) to configure initiator CHAP on any 
new NIC initiators.

Note: The iSCSI driver is bundled with Linux.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

For iSCSI HBA initiators

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and SANsurfer 
documentation

25 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

26 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to Linux

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to disconnect and then reconnect the server 
and its storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Reboot the server to scan for new LUNs.

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries 
for LUNZs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for example, 
qla2300).

If any LUN entries are missing from the file, verify the zoning.

Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs using 
the following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Make sure that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have 
one.

• Verify that you have the appropriate revision of the HBA driver loaded.

PowerPath product 
guide
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

27 Server
Test PowerPath 

This test is either for a storage system connected to a server running 
PowerPath with a registered license key or for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 
storage system connected to a server running PowerPath without a license key 
and with only to CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, AX4-5 series, and/or AX series 
storage systems (none of which require a license key) connected to it.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

❑ powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN. PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Identify the HBA sending I/O to the LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the failover path was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA.

❑ If you caused any LUNs to trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP 
with the following PowerPath command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath checklist — existing Linux server and existing storage 
system

This checklist assumes that the existing Linux server and existing 
storage system are already connected in a SAN or direct attach 
configuration. 

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the 
storage system, install these HBAs or NICs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do 
so later in this procedure.

HBA documentation (see 
URL on page 242)

2 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision (page 239), update it:

• HBA driver (save the persistent bindings as you will need to add 
them to the new driver)

• NIC driver

• host agent or server utility
• admsnap

HBA documentation (see 
URL on page 242) 

Server support products 
installation guide

3 Server 
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

❑ Make sure the HBA or NIC driver parameters, except for the persistent 
bindings, are set to the values required for CLARiiON and PowerPath. 

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Linux host connectivity 
guide and HBA 
documentation (see URL on 
page 242)

❑ If you added additional HBAs or drivers, reboot the host.
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4 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
iSCSI HBA 
network 
parameters

For NICs

The iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) is bundled with the Linux kernel.

❑ Install any patches required for the iSCSI driver.

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) to define the network 
parameters (IP address, subnet mask, and gatewary) for each NIC.

iSCSI server setup guide 
and EMC Linux iSCSI 
Attach Release Notes

❑ Start the driver.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

iSCSI server setup guide 
and QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

For PowerPath to work, each iSCSI HBA must be on a separate 
subnet.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for 
CLARiiON storage systems.

5 AX series 
storage system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage System 
to Navisphere Manager 
(part of the upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain 
and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager help

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

Upgrading Storage System 
to Navisphere Manager 
(part of the upgrade kit)

6 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or 
if all paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager help

7 Server
Re-install host 
agent or server 
utility

❑ Reinstall (reload) the host agent or server utility. Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Start host agent or run the server utility.

Task Steps Reference document
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8 Server 
Cable additional 
HBAs tor NICs to 
Fibre Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports

For a storage system with Fibre Channel ports

Cable any additional HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to 
the storage system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system setup guide 

For a storage system with Fibre Channel ports (cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to 
the Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the Fibre Channel 
switch port connected to each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 
1 Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the 
right LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to 
the switch port.

For a storage system with iSCSI ports

❑ Cable any additional HBA or NIC ports to the network connected to the 
storage-system iSCSI data ports or directly to the storage-system 
iSCSI data ports.

Storage-system setup guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP 
port.

Switch management 
documentation 

9 Storage 
system with 
iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, 
configure the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere 
Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system 
iSCSI data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port 
Management.

Task Steps Reference document
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9 Storage 
system with 
iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports
(cont.)

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and 
subnet masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and 
return to the Port Management window.

Navisphere Manager help 

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

10 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For NICs

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) on the server to configure the 
iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

iSCSI server setup guide 
and EMC Linux iSCSI 
Attach Release Notes

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA 
port.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for 
CLARiiON storage systems.

11 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each 
additional HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

HBA documentation (see 
URL on page 242)

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S is 
installed, create any required zones.

Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog 
box to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage 
system.

Navisphere Manager help

12 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with server

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility. Server support products 
installation guide

Task Steps Reference document
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13  Storage system
Set failover 
properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system 
properties for each of the server’s HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 
Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 1

Navisphere Manager help

14 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new iSCSI 
HBA or NIC 
initiators

If you configured CHAP security on the storage system, you must configure 
it for the server’s iSCSI Initiator. 

For NIC Initiators

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (etc/iscsi.conf) to configure initiator CHAP on 
any new NIC initiators.

Note: The iSCSI driver is bundled with Linux.

iSCSI server setup guide 

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA 
initiators on the server.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for 
CLARiiON storage systems.

iSCSI server setup guide 
and SANsurfer 
documentation

15 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to 
a new NIC or iSCSI HBA initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you 
want a new initiator to use the credentials already set for that SP port, you 
do not need to configure the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage 
system for each new NIC or iSCSI HBA, if applicable.

Storage-system setup guide 
or getting started guide and 
Navisphere Manager help

16 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to 
additional HBAs

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to disconnect and then reconnect the server 
and its storage group.

Navisphere Manager help

❑ Reboot the server to scan for new LUNs.

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has 
entries for LUNZs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name 
(for example, qla2300).

If any LUN entries are missing from the file, verify the zoning.

Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure all LUNs have entries in the file for the HBAs 
in the /proc/scsi directory.

If any LUN entries are missing from the file, verify the zoning.

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Server
Prepare server 
for PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 240.

❑ For RHEL 3.0 and SuSE SLES 8 servers, make sure you have 256 sd 
and sg devices in the /dev directory.

PowerPath installation 
guide

❑ Ensure that the PowerPath driver’s major numbers (232-239) are not 
already in use.

❑ Manually unload the host agent or server utility. Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Install any required Red Hat patches. PowerPath installation 
guide

18 Server
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 240.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on 
the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath release notes 
and PowerPath installation 
guide

❑ Install PowerPath.

For a server in an iSCSI configuration with the storage system

❑ Start PowerPath:

/etc/init.d/PowerPath start

Use the above command only for loading and unloading the EMC 
PowerPath module

For a server in an iSCSI configuration with the storage system

❑ Run the following commands:

cp /cdrom/LINUX/kernel/pp4.3.x/iscsi/ /etc/emc
cd etc/emc
./iscsi_script.sh install
./emcp_delayconfig add
delay_in_seconds

where 

kernel is your kernel version

delay_in_seconds is the number of seconds to delay the execution of 
powermt config during system startup.

PowerPath release notes 
and PowerPath installation 
guide

❑ If you used the PowerPath installation CD, unmount the CD and 
remove it from the drive.

PowerPath release notes 
and PowerPath installation 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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18 Server 
Install PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ If you have a PowerPath license key, register it.

Note: A PowerPath license key is not required if the server is 
connected only to CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300 series, AX4-5 series, 
and/or AX series storage systems.

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath.

❑ If you loaded the HBA driver as a module, verify that all extensions are 
loaded.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on 
the EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs 
using the following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion
If PowerPath does not see the LUNs
• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Make sure that you registered your PowerPath license key if you 
have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are as defined in step 13.

• Verify that you have the appropriate revision of the HBA driver 
loaded.

PowerPath product guide

19 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a 
report of the server’s environment.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Server 
Test PowerPath 

This test is for a storage system connected to a server running PowerPath 
with a registered license key or for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage 
system connected to a server running PowerPath without a license key and 
with only CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, AX4-5 series, and/or AX series storage 
systems (none of which require a license key) connected to it.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test. PowerPath product guide

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable 
to that HBA.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, 
and verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating 
that the failover path was successful, and PowerPath is working 
properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA.

❑ If you caused any LUNs to trespass, restore the LUNs to their original 
SP with the following PowerPath command:

powermt restore

PowerPath product guide

Task Steps Reference document
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Native multipath failover configurations for Linux

Important: Refer to the Linux Native Failover Release Notes for information on 
support of replication software such as SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
MirrorView/S, and SAN Copy with native multipath failover.

Read this section if you are installing a native multipath failover 
configuration (DM-MPIO) with a new or existing SuSE or Red Hat 
Linux server and a new or existing, storage system. A new and 
existing server and a new and existing storage system are defined as 
follows:

new server - A server running Linux that is not connected to any 
storage system.

existing server - A server running Linux that is already connected to 
one or more storage systems.

new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, or AX series 
storage system that has the factory default settings and has never been 
connected to a server.

existing storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, 
CX500, CX500i, CX700, or AX series storage system that is already 
connected to one or more servers and is in a Navisphere 

Topics relating to the checklists for native multipath failover 
configurations are:

◆ Supported storage systems ............................................................. 280
◆ Required host software revisions ................................................... 280
◆ Documentation.................................................................................. 242
◆ Documentation.................................................................................. 282
◆ Native multipath failover checklist — new Linux server and 

new storage system .......................................................................... 284
◆ Native multipath failover checklist — new Linux server and

existing storage system.................................................................... 297
◆ Native multipath failover checklist — existing Linux server

and new storage system .................................................................. 309
◆ Native multipath failover checklist — existing Linux server

and existing storage system ...................................................................
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Supported storage 
systems

All CLARiiON storage systems connected to a Linux server must be 
CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, CX700, or AX 
series storage systems, or any other storage systems that can co-exist 
with these CLARiiON storage systems in a Linux native multipath 
environment. If any other type of storage system is connected to the 
server, the server cannot run Linux native multipath. For information 
on storage systems that can co-exist with CLARiiON storage systems, 
refer to the EMC support matrix on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com). A single Linux server can be 
connected to AX series storage systems and CX4 series, CX3 series, 
CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and/or CX700 storage systems only if:

◆ The server is running the Navisphere Host Agent and/or the 
Navisphere Server Utility version 6.26.5 or later

◆ The AX series storage systems are running Navisphere Manager.

◆ The master of the domain with these storage systems is one of the 
following:

• A CX4 series storage system

• A CX3 series storage system running FLARE OE version 
03.26.xxx.5.012 or later

• A CX series storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.24.xxx.5.018 or later

• A Navisphere off-array management station running the 
Navisphere UIs version 6.26.20 or later

Required host 
software revisions

◆ Linux operating system revision and errata listed in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator as required for native multipath 
failover on a SuSE or Red Hat Linux server for CLARiiON storage 
systems. This matrix is on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

◆ Java Runtime Environment (JRE) on the host from which you will 
run Navisphere Manager to manage the storage system. For the 
correct JRE version, see the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on 
the Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system servers 
and that will be connected to the SPs in storage systems.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is:

• Running Navisphere 6.X CLI.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to SPs in storage systems.

◆ For an AX series storage system, you need the AX Navisphere 
Manager Upgrade kit if the storage system has not already been 
upgraded to Navisphere Manager.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups. 

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

The following documents will help you with this planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

• For customized documentation on planning an AX series 
storage system configuration, go to the Install page of the 
AX150 support website (http://emc.com/ax150support) or 
AX100 support website (http://emc.com/ax100support), 
respectively, click Plan, and answer the questions about your 
configuration.

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://emc.com/ax100support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/ax100support
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Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ HBA and HBA driver

The HBA documentation is also available from the following websites.

For Emulex HBAs and drivers: 
http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm

For QLogic HBAs and drivers: 
http://support.qlogic.com/support/oem_emc.asp 

• Fibre Channel switches and Fibre Channel switch 
management software

• Red Hat Linux operating system
• SuSE Linux operating system

◆ EMC Linux iSCSI Attach Release Notes (P/N 300-002-672)

◆ Native Multipath Failover based on DM-MPIO for v2.6.x Linux Kernel 
and EMC Storage Arrays Configuration Guide

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products for Linux Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-002-041)

◆ CLARiiON iSCSI Server Setup Guide for Linux (P/N 300-003-806)

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 300-003-628)

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems 

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm
http://www.qlogic.com/support/drivers_software.asp
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◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CX300i 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-002-174, Rev. A01 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500i 2-Gigabit iSCSI Disk Processor Enclosure 
(DPE2) Setup Guide (300-001-924)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and Cabling 
Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help (available in the Manager user 
interface and in the Technical Documentation and Advisories 
section on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for Linux (P/N 300-000-604)

◆ Getting Started - AX100/AX100SC (P/N 300-001-552)

◆ Getting Started - AX100i/AX100SCi (P/N 300-001-900)

◆ Getting Started - AX150/AX150SC (P/N 300-002-952)

◆ Getting Started - AX150i/AX150SCi (P/N 300-002-954)

◆ AX100-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-002-735)

◆ AX150-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-003-036)

http://powerlink.emc.com
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Native multipath failover checklist — new Linux server and new 
storage system

For a CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage system, complete the 
tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives. For an AX series storage system, complete all tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs and 
NICs and driver

❑ Install HBAs or NICs. HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 282) 
or NIC documentation

E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on Powerlink

❑ Reboot the server.

❑ Check the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website to 
determine the required OS and/or HBA or NIC driver packages or patches 
for the version of Linux that your server is running, except for the iSCSI 
driver for NICs, which is bundled with the Linux kernel.

Make sure the QLogic HBA driver is always loaded after the internal SCSI 
adapter driver as specified by the /etc/modules.conf file.

❑ During the installation of SuSE SLES 9 SP3, RedHat RHEL 4 U3, or 
RedHat RHEL 5, select the Multipath Tools Package. 

The multipathTools Package is installed by default on SuSE SLES 10. 

For help and updates go to the following websites:

For SuSE
http://www.novell.com/linux

For Red Hat
http://www.redhat.com

Linux documentation

2 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For NICs

❑ Install any patches required for the iSCSI driver.

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) to assign the network parameters 
(IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Verify that multipath is set to yes.

❑ Start the driver.

http://www.novell.com/linux/
http://www.redhat.com
http://www.novell.com/linux
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2 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters 
(cont.)

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

Note: When this document was published, QLogic SANsurfer was not 
available for SuSE SLES10. For the latest information and available 
versions, check the QLogic website (http://www.novell.com/linux).

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

3 Server 
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support products 
installation guide

4 Non-customer 
installable Fibre 
Channel switches
Install

For a SAN

❑ Install Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, and Fibre 
Channel switch 
documentation

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a Fibre Channel switch port.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the Fibre Channel switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the Fibre Channel switch port connected to the 
HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

5 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

6 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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7 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

8 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

9 AX series 
Storage System

Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

10 Server with AX 
series storage 
system

Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI Server support products 
installation guide

11  Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S software, use Navisphere Manager to 
install their enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Storage system
Cable data ports 
to Fibre Channel 
switch, network, 
or server

For storage-systems with Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre 
Channel switch or HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the storage-system 
connections to the Fibre Channel switches by checking the LED(s) for the 
switch port connected to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For storage-systems with iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network or NIC or 
iSCSI HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide 

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Router or switch 
documentation

13 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports 

For NICs

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) on the server to configure the iSCSI 
initiator for each NIC port.

EMC Linux iSCSI Attach 
Release Notes and 
iSCSI server setup 
guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for 
each HBA port.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

15  Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, 
a CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

16 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone 

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system. 

17 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with the 
storage system

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility. Server support products 
installation guide

Task Steps Reference document
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18 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage
Set failover 
properties for 
asymmetric 
active active 
(ALUA)

Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 series 
storage systems, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 03.26 or later or 
CX series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later connected to Linux 
servers that support ALUA for CLARiiON storage systems, as described in 
Native Multipath Failover based on DM-MPIO for v2.6.x Linux Kernel and EMC 
Storage Arrays Configuration Guide on Powerlink.

❑ For asymmetric active active failover, use Navisphere Manager’s Failover 
Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the 
following storage-system properties for each of the server’s HBA or NIC 
ports (initiators): 
Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 4

Note: For active passive failover, you use the default failover settings that the 
storage system shipped with.

Native Multipath Failover 
based on DM-MPIO for 
v2.6.x Linux Kernel and 
EMC Storage Arrays 
Configuration Guide
and Navisphere 
Manager help

19 Server
Configure native 
multipath failover

❑ Verify that you are running the default version of uDev that was included 
with your operating system by running the # rpm -q udev command.
If required, upgrade the uDev package and then execute the # udevstart 
command to create a new device under the /dev directory.

Linux documentation

For SuSE SLES 9

❑ Edit the /etc/sysconfig/hotplug file to disable the auto-mount option 
as follows: 

HOTPLUG_USE_SUBFS=no

❑ To prevent significant boot up delays, edit the /etc/sysconfig/boot as 
follows:

DISABLE_BLKID=yes

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Server
Configure native 
multipath failover 
(cont.)

❑ If it is not already loaded, load the dm_multipath kernel module as 
follows:

# modprobe dm_multipath

Linux documentation

❑ For SuSE SLES 9 and RedHat RHEL 4 and RHEL 5, replace the default 
/etc/multipath.conf with the multipath.conf file recommended by EMC 
when attaching to EMC CLARiiON storage systems, as described in the 
Native Multipath Failover based on DM-MPIO for v2.6.x Linux Kernel and 
EMC Storage Arrays Configuration Guide on Powerlink.

For SuSE SLES 10, the default multipath configuration options for EMC 
CLARiiON storage systems are included as part of the multipath 
packages, and therefore do not need to be defined separately.

Linux documentation 
and Native Multipath 
Failover based on 
DM-MPIO for v2.6.x 
Linux Kernel and EMC 
Storage Arrays 
Configuration Guide 

❑ Commit the configuration as follows:

a. Start the required multipath processes.

For SuSE

# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath start

# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

For Red Hat

# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

# multipath -v2

b. Use the lsmod command and verify that the processes are running.

The following modules will be listed:

# lsmod |grep dm
dm_emc pid 1
dm_round_robin 7680 1
dm_multipath 25352 3 dm_emc,dm_round_robin
dm_mod 61312 1 dm_multipath

where pid is the process ID.

Linux documentation

❑ For iSCSI, stop then restart multipath. This is required in order for 
multipath to see the iSCSI devices since the iSCSI drivers start after 
multipath.

# /etc/init.d/multipathd stop
# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath stop
# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath start
# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Server
Configure native 
multipath failover 
(cont.)

❑ To get a listing of the current setup enter the multipath -ll command. You 
will see an output similar to the following:

create: 360060160a1f01600ef72a9c70d8fda11
[size=6 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]
\_ round-robin 0 [best]
\_ 2:0:0:25 sdaa 65:160 [ready ]
\_ round-robin 0
\_ 2:0:1:25 sdbg 67:160 [ready ]
create: 360060160a1f01600de4074944e8fda11
[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]
\_ round-robin 0 [best]
\_ 2:0:1:26 sdbh 67:176 [ready ]
\_ round-robin 0

\_ 2:0:0:26 sdab 65:176 [ready ]
create: 360060160a1f01600df4074944e8fda11
[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [best]

\_ 2:0:0:27 sdac 65:192 [ready ]

\_ round-robin 0
\_ 2:0:1:27 sdbi 67:192 [ready ]

Linux documentation

❑ Integrate the startup of the appropriate daemons in the boot sequence as 
follows:

For SuSE

# insserv boot.device-mapper multipathd boot.multipath

For Red Hat

# chkconfig --add multipathd
# chkconfig multipathd on

❑ Checkpoint - Reboot the server to verify that the required processes 
automatically start up. 

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify the following:

• Each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system

• The storage-system properties a set properly by selecting the HBA or 
NIC, clicking Info, and confirming the following settings:
Initiator Type is CLARiiON Open
Array commpath is Enabled
Failover mode is 1 for active passive mode or 4 for asymmetric active 
active (ALUA) mode

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the HBAs or NICs are installed correctly and that 
they can see the storage-system devices connected to them.

Linux host connectivity 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST. 

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

21 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports 
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected to 
a storage system.

❑ Download and install CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert requirements 
and installation 

22 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ Reload the driver (if the driver is loaded as a module) or reboot the server 
(if the driver is static to the kernel) so that Linux recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

HBA documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries 
for the LUNs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for 
example, qla2300).

If all LUN entries are missing from the file, verify the zoning. If only some 
LUNs are missing, use Navisphere Manager to verify that the LUNs are 
assigned to the server’s storage group.

Note: If you see any LUNZs, you may blacklist the wwid of the LUNZ as 
described in the Native Multipath Failover based on DM-MPIO for v2.6.x 
Linux Kernel and EMC Storage Arrays Configuration Guide. This will 
prevent excess multipath entries in the system log.

Linux documentation

Navisphere Manager 
help

Native Multipath Failover 
based on DM-MPIO for 
v2.6.x Linux Kernel and 
EMC Storage Arrays 
Configuration Guide 

Task Steps Reference document
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23 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

 
❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 

your monitoring configuration.

24 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

25 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

For NIC Initiators

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver configuration file for initiator CHAP on any new NIC 
initiators.

Note: The iSCSI driver is bundled with Linux.

iSCSI server setup 
guide 

For iSCSI HBA Initiators

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and SANsurfer 
documentation

26 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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27 Server
Make LUNs 
available to Linux

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the LUNs. Host connectivity guide 
and Linux 
documentation

28 Server 
Test native 
multipath failover

This test applies to a sever with two single-port HBAs or NICs connected 
through a switch or router to the storage system SPs.

Note: Disconnecting a path from the HBA or NIC side of a switch causes an 
HBA or NIC failover while disconnecting both paths from an active SP causes 
the paths to fail over to the other SP.

The Linux native multipath failover software returns several path states 
including:

• Active - Kernel space
• Failed - Kernel space
• Ready - User space
• Faulty - User space

Linux documentation 
and switch 
documentation

❑ With all paths connected, at a Linux prompt, enter the multipath -ll 
command to show that the paths are active.

multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [active][ready]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows four active (ready) paths from HBA 2 and HBA 3 
through each storage system SP to LUN 1. The mapping (for example, 
2:0:1:1) uses the mapping format host:channel:target:lun. See the Linux 
MPIO documentation for further information.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

Linux documentation

❑ Disconnect a path from an HBA or NIC (HBA 3 in this example) by either:

• unplugging the cable from the HBA or NIC side of the switch or router, 
or 

• using switch or router management software to disable the path.

Linux documentation 
and switch 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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28 Server 
Test native 
multipath failover
(cont.)

❑ With the path disconnected, at a Linux prompt, enter the multipath -ll 
command to show the active and failed paths.

multipath -ll
.
.
query command indicates error query command indicates 
error

3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=1][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [failed][faulty]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [failed][faulty]

Linux documentation

Interpreting this output

This output shows that all paths from HBA 3 have failed. The MPIO 
failover software failed the paths from HBA 3 over to HBA 2.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

Linux documentation

❑ Reconnect the HBA or NIC path.

❑ Disconnect all paths to an SP to initiate an SP failover by either:

• unplugging the cables from the SP or SP side of the switch or router, or 

• using switch or router management software to disable the paths.

Linux documentation 
and switch 
documentation
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

28 Server 
Test native 
multipath failover
(cont.)

❑ With the paths disconnected from the SP side of the switch, at a Linux 
prompt, enter the multipath -ll command to show the active and failed 
paths.

multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][enabled]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [failed][faulty]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [failed][faulty]

\_ round-robin 0 [active]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that the failed paths return a failed (faulty) 
state and that these paths failed over to the new active SP. The SP 
enabled and SP active states have been swapped; the SP that 
was enabled is now active.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

Linux documentation

❑ Reconnect the paths and verify that they are restored and active.

multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [active][ready]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that all paths have been restored and are active.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

Linux documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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Native multipath failover checklist — new Linux server and 
existing storage system

For a CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage system, complete 
the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives. For an AX series storage system, complete all tasks.

Task Steps
Reference 
document

1 Server
Install HBAs and 
NICs and driver

❑ Install HBAs or NICs. HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 282)

E-Lab 
Interoperability 
Navigator on 
Powerlink

❑ Reboot the server.

❑ Check the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website to 
determine the required OS and/or HBA or NIC driver packages or patches for 
the version of Linux that your server is running, except for the iSCSI driver for 
NICs, which is bundled with the Linux kernel.

Make sure the QLogic HBA driver is always loaded after the internal SCSI adapter 
driver as specified by the /etc/modules.conf file.

❑ During the installation of SuSE SLES 9 SP3, RedHat RHEL 4 U3, or RedHat 
RHEL 5, select the Multipath Tools Package. 

The multipathTools Package is installed by default on SuSE SLES 10. 

For help and updates go to the following websites:

For SuSE
http://www.novell.com/linux

For Red Hat
http://www.redhat.com

Linux documentation

http://www.novell.com/linux/
http://www.redhat.com
http://www.novell.com/linux
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2 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For NICs

The iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) is bundled with the Linux kernel.

❑ Install any patches required for the iSCSI driver.

Storage-system 
setup guide

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) to define the network parameters (IP 
address, subnet mask, and gatewary) for each NIC.

❑ Verify that multipath is set to yes.

❑ Start the driver.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, 
and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

3 AX series 
storage system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if required 
for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to 
Navisphere Manager 
(part of the upgrade 
kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain and any 
additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, use Navisphere Manager to 
install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

 Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

4 Server
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support 
products installation 
guide

5 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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6  Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required minimum 
revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage system 
will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all paths to an 
SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help

7 Server
Connect to 
storage-system 
management 
LAN

❑ Cable the server to the LAN connected to the storage-system management 
port on each SP.

Storage-system 
setup guide

8 Server 
Cable to Fibre 
Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports

For a server in a Fibre Channel configuration with the storage system

❑ Cable the HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the storage 
system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system 
setup guide 

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to 
each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates 
that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED 
is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Router or switch 
documentation

9 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Cable NIC or 
iSCSI HBA ports

❑ Cable the NIC or iSCSI HBA ports to the network connected to the 
storage-system iSCSI data ports or directly to the storage-system iSCSI data 
ports.

Storage-system 
setup guide or 
getting started guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Router or switch 
documentation

Task Steps
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10 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, configure 
the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI data 
ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the Port 
Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

11 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For NICs

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) on the server to configure the iSCSI 
initiator for each NIC port.

EMC Linux iSCSI 
Attach Release 
Notes and iSCSI 
server setup guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA port.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

12 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone 

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional HBA 
port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify the 
Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

13 Server 
Register HBAs 
and NICs

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility. Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ To make LUNZs visible to the HBAs or NICs, either reload the HBA or NIC 
driver or reboot the server.

Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps
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14 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system
Set failover 
properties for 
asymmetric 
active active 
(ALUA)

Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 series storage 
systems, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 03.26 or later or CX series 
storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later connected to Linux servers that 
support ALUA for CLARiiON storage systems, as described in the Linux attach 
release notes on Powerlink.

❑ For asymmetric active active failover, use Navisphere Manager’s Failover 
Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the 
following storage-system properties for each of the server’s HBA or NIC ports 
(initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open
Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 4

Note: For active passive failover, you use the default failover settings that the 
storage system shipped with.

Linux attach release 
notes and 
Navisphere Manager 
help

15 Server
Configure native 
multipath 
failover

❑ Verify that you are running the default version of uDev that was included with 
your operating system by running the # rpm -q udev command.

If required, upgrade the uDev package and then execute the # udevstart 
command to create a new device under the /dev directory.

Linux documentation

For SuSE SLES 9

❑ Edit the /etc/sysconfig/hotplug file to disable the auto-mount option as 
follows: 

HOTPLUG_USE_SUBFS=no

❑ To prevent significant boot up delays, edit the /etc/sysconfig/boot as 
follows:

DISABLE_BLKID=yes

❑ If it is not already loaded, load the dm_multipath kernel module as follows:
# modprobe dm_multipath

❑ For SuSE SLES 9 and RedHat RHEL 4 and RHEL 5, replace the default 
/etc/multipath.conf with the multipath.conf file recommended by EMC when 
attaching to EMC CLARiiON storage systems, as described in the Native 
Multipath Failover based on DM-MPIO for v2.6.x Linux Kernel and EMC 
Storage Arrays Configuration Guide on Powerlink.

For SuSE SLES 10, the default multipath configuration options for EMC 
CLARiiON storage systems are included as part of the multipath packages, 
and therefore do not need to be defined separately.

Linux documentation

Native Multipath 
Failover based on 
DM-MPIO for v2.6.x 
Linux Kernel and 
EMC Storage Arrays 
Configuration Guide
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15 Server
Configure native 
multipath 
failover
(cont.)

❑ Commit the configuration as follows:

a. Start the required multipath processes.

For SuSE

# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath start

# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

For Red Hat

# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

# multipath -v2

b. Use the lsmod command and verify that the processes are running.

The following modules will be listed:

# lsmod |grep dm
dm_emc pid 1
dm_round_robin 7680 1
dm_multipath 25352 3 dm_emc,dm_round_robin
dm_mod 61312 1 dm_multipath

where pid is the process ID.

Linux documentation

❑ For iSCSI, stop then restart multipath. This is required in order for multipath to 
see the iSCSI devices since the iSCSI drivers start after multipath.

# /etc/init.d/multipathd stop
# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath stop
# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath start
# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

Task Steps
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15 Server
Configure native 
multipath 
failover
(cont.)

❑ To get a listing of the current setup enter the multipath -ll command. You will 
see an output similar to the following:

create: 360060160a1f01600ef72a9c70d8fda11
[size=6 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]
\_ round-robin 0 [best]
\_ 2:0:0:25 sdaa 65:160 [ready ]
\_ round-robin 0
\_ 2:0:1:25 sdbg 67:160 [ready ]
create: 360060160a1f01600de4074944e8fda11
[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]
\_ round-robin 0 [best]
\_ 2:0:1:26 sdbh 67:176 [ready ]
\_ round-robin 0

\_ 2:0:0:26 sdab 65:176 [ready ]
create: 360060160a1f01600df4074944e8fda11
[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [best]

\_ 2:0:0:27 sdac 65:192 [ready ]

\_ round-robin 0
\_ 2:0:1:27 sdbi 67:192 [ready ]

Linux documentation

❑ Integrate the startup of the appropriate daemons in the boot sequence as 
follows:

For SuSE

# insserv boot.device-mapper multipathd boot.multipath

For Red Hat

# chkconfig --add multipathd
# chkconfig multipathd on

❑ Checkpoint - Reboot the server to verify that the required processes 
automatically start up. 

Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify the following:

• Each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system

• The storage-system properties a set properly by selecting the HBA or NIC, 
clicking Info, and confirming the following settings:
Initiator Type is CLARiiON Open
Array commpath is Enabled
Failover mode is 1 for active passive mode or 4 for asymmetric active 
active (ALUA) mode

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the HBAs or NICs are installed correctly and that they 
can see the storage-system devices connected to them.

Linux host 
connectivity guide
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16 Storage system
Configure

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to create 
RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage group, and 
assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning enabler 
installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ Reload the HBA driver (if the driver is loaded as a module) or reboot the server 
(if the driver is static to the kernel) so that Linux recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

HBA documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries for 
the LUNs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for example, 
qla2300).

If all LUN entries are missing from the file, verify the zoning. If only some LUNs 
are missing, use Navisphere Manager to check that the LUNs are assigned to 
the server’s storage group.

Note: If you see any LUNZs, you may blacklist the wwid of the LUNZ as 
described in the Native Multipath Failover based on DM-MPIO for v2.6.x Linux 
Kernel and EMC Storage Arrays Configuration Guide. This will prevent excess 
multipath entries in the system log.

Linux documentation

Native Multipath 
Failover based on 
DM-MPIO for v2.6.x 
Linux Kernel and 
EMC Storage Arrays 
Configuration Guide 

17 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly available, 
and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps
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18 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

If you configured CHAP security on the storage system, you must configure it for the 
server’s iSCSI Initiator. 

For NIC initiators

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (etc/iscsi.conf) to configure initiator CHAP on any new 
NIC initiators.

Note: The iSCSI driver is bundled with Linux.

iSCSI server setup 
guide 

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators on the 
server.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and SANsurfer 
documentation

19 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a new 
NIC or iSCSI HBA initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you want a new 
initiator to use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not need to 
configure the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage system 
for each new NIC or iSCSI HBA, if applicable.

Navisphere Manager 
help

20 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
Linux

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the LUNs. Host connectivity 
guide and Linux 
documentation
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21 Server
Test native 
multipath 
failover

This test applies to a sever with two single-port HBAs or NICs connected through a 
switch or router to the storage system SPs.

CAUTION: If you disconnect any paths from the storage system SPs or from the SP 
side of the switch, you may disrupt data access from other hosts in your SAN. 
Unless you are sure that the paths are not being used, do not disable active paths to 
the storage system when testing failover; you could affect performance or possibly 
lose data.

Note: Disconnecting a path from the HBA or NIC side of a switch or router causes 
an HBA or NIC failover while disconnecting both paths from an active SP causes 
the paths to fail over to the other SP.

The Linux native multipath failover software returns several path states including:

• Active - Kernel space
• Failed - Kernel space
• Ready - User space
• Faulty - User space

Linux documentation 
and switch 
documentation

❑ With all paths connected, at a Linux prompt, enter the multipath -ll command 
to show that the paths are active.

multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [active][ready]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows four active (ready) paths from HBA 2 and HBA 3 
through each storage system SP to LUN 1. The mapping (for example, 2:0:1:1) 
uses the mapping format host:channel:target:lun. See the Linux MPIO 
documentation for further information.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

Linux documentation
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21 Server
Test native 
multipath 
failover (cont.)

❑ Disconnect a path from an HBA or NIC (HBA 3 in this example) by either:

• unplugging the cable from the HBA or NIC side of the switch or router, or 

• using switch or router management software to disable the path.

Linux documentation 
and switch 
documentation

❑ With the path disconnected, at a Linux prompt, enter the multipath -ll 
command to show the active and failed paths.

multipath -ll
.
.
query command indicates error query command indicates error

3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=1][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [failed][faulty]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [failed][faulty]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that all paths from HBA 3 have failed. The MPIO failover 
software failed the paths from HBA 3 over to HBA 2.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

❑ Reconnect the HBA or NIC path. Linux documentation 

❑ Disconnect all paths to an SP to initiate an SP failover by either:

• unplugging the cables from the SP or SP side of the switch or router, or 

• using switch or router management software to disable the paths.

CAUTION: If you disconnect any paths from the storage system SPs or from 
the SP side of the switch, you may disrupt data access from other hosts in your 
SAN. Unless you are sure that the paths are not being used, do not disable 
active paths to the storage system when testing failover; you could affect 
performance or possibly lose data.

Linux documentation 
and switch 
documentation
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

21 Server
Test native 
multipath 
failover (cont.)

❑ With the paths disconnected from the SP side of the switch, at a Linux prompt, 
enter the multipath -ll command to show the active and failed paths.

multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [failed][faulty]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [failed][faulty]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][active]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that the failed paths return a failed (faulty) state 
and that these paths failed over to the new active SP. The SP enabled and 
SP active states have been swapped; the SP that was enabled is now 
active.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

Linux documentation

❑ Reconnect the paths and verify that they are restored and active.

multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [active][ready]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that all paths have been restored and are active.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.
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Native multipath failover checklist — existing Linux server and 
new storage system

For a CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage system, complete 
the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives. For an AX series storage system, complete all tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 282) 
or NIC documentation

❑ If you added additional HBAs or drivers, reboot the host.

2 Server with CX 
series storage 
systems
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision (page 334), update it:
• HBA driver (save the persistent bindings as you will need to add them 

to the new driver)

• NIC driver
• host agent or server utility

• admsnap

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 282) 

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ During the installation of SuSE SLES 9 SP3, RedHat RHEL 4 U3, or 
RedHat RHEL 5, select the Multipath Tools Package. 

The multipathTools Package is installed by default on SuSE SLES 10. 

For help and updates go to the following websites:

For SuSE
http://www.novell.com/linux

For Red Hat
http://www.redhat.com

Linux documentation

http://www.novell.com/linux/
http://www.redhat.com
http://www.novell.com/linux
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3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For NICs

The iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) is bundled with the Linux kernel.

❑ Install any patches required for the iSCSI driver.

Storage-system setup 
guide and EMC Linux 
iSCSI Attach Release 
Notes

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) to define the network parameters 
(IP address, subnet mask, and gatewary) for each NIC.

❑ Verify that multipath is set to yes.

❑ Start the driver.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

4 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

5 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

6 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will management the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

7 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system manage ports.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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8 AX series 
storage system

Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

9  Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S software, use Navisphere Manager to 
install their enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

10 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, 
a CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

11 Storage system
Cable data ports 
to Fibre Channel 
switch, network, 
or server

For storage-systems with Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre 
Channel switch or HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the storage-system 
connections to the Fibre Channel switches by checking the LED(s) for the 
switch port connected to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.
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11 Storage system
Cable data ports 
to Fibre Channel 
switch, network, 
or server
(cont.)

For storage-systems with iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network or NIC or 
HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide 

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Router or switch 
documentation

12 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure any 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For NICs

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (etc/iscsi.conf) to configure initiator CHAP on any 
new NIC initiators.

Note: The iSCSI driver is bundled with Linux.

EMC Linux iSCSI Attach 
Release Notes and 
iSCSI server setup 
guide. 

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

13 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSi 
data ports on 
storage system

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Router or switch 
documentation

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.
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14 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

15 Server 
Register 
additional HBAs 
or NICs with 
storage system

❑ To make LUNZs visible to the HBAs or NICs, either reload the HBA or NIC 
driver or reboot the server.

Note: LUNZs are required to register the server HBAs or NICs with the 
storage system because LUNs have not been configured yet.

Linux documentation

❑ If you reloaded the HBA or NIC driver, restart the host agent or run the 
server utility.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

16 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system
Set failover 
properties for 
asymmetric 
active active 
(ALUA)

Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 series 
storage system, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 03.26 or later or 
CX series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later connected to Linux 
servers that support ALUA for CLARiiON storage systems, as described in the 
Linux attach release notes on Powerlink.

❑ For asymmetric active active failover, use Navisphere Manager’s Failover 
Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the 
following storage-system properties for each of the server’s HBA or NIC 
ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open
Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 4

Note: For active passive failover, you use the default failover settings that the 
storage system shipped with.

Linux attach release 
notes
Navisphere Manager 
help
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17 Server 
Configure native 
multipath failover

❑ Verify that you are running the default version of uDev that was included 
with your operating system by running the # rpm -q udev command.

If required, upgrade the uDev package and then execute the # udevstart 
command to create a new device under the /dev directory.

Linux documentation

❑ For SuSE SLES 9

❑ Edit the /etc/sysconfig/hotplug file to disable the auto-mount option 
as follows: 

HOTPLUG_USE_SUBFS=no

❑ To prevent significant boot up delays, edit the /etc/sysconfig/boot as 
follows:

DISABLE_BLKID=yes

❑ If it is not already loaded, load the dm_multipath kernel module as 
follows:

# modprobe dm_multipath
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17 Server 
Configure native 
multipath failover 
(cont.)

❑ For SuSE SLES 9 and RedHat RHEL 4 and RHEL 5, replace the default 
/etc/multipath.conf with the multipath.conf file recommended by EMC 
when attaching to EMC CLARiiON storage systems, as described in the 
Native Multipath Failover based on DM-MPIO for v2.6.x Linux Kernel and 
EMC Storage Arrays Configuration Guide on Powerlink.

For SuSE SLES 10, the default multipath configuration options for EMC 
CLARiiON storage systems are included as part of the multipath 
packages, and therefore do not need to be defined separately.

Linux documentation

Native Multipath Failover 
based on DM-MPIO for 
v2.6.x Linux Kernel and 
EMC Storage Arrays 
Configuration Guide

❑ Commit the configuration as follows:

a. Start the required multipath processes.

For SuSE

# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath start

# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

For Red Hat

# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

# multipath -v2

b. Use the lsmod command and verify that the processes are running.

The following modules will be listed:

# lsmod |grep dm
dm_emc pid 1
dm_round_robin 7680 1
dm_multipath 25352 3 dm_emc,dm_round_robin
dm_mod 61312 1 dm_multipath

where pid is the process ID.

Linux documentation

❑ For iSCSI, stop then restart multipath. This is required in order for 
multipath to see the iSCSI devices since the iSCSI drivers start after 
multipath.

# /etc/init.d/multipathd stop
# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath stop
# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath start
# /etc/init.d/multipathd start
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17 Server
Configure native 
multipath failover
(cont.)

❑ To get a listing of the current setup enter the multipath -ll command. You 
will see an output similar to the following:

create: 360060160a1f01600ef72a9c70d8fda11
[size=6 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]
\_ round-robin 0 [best]
\_ 2:0:0:25 sdaa 65:160 [ready ]
\_ round-robin 0
\_ 2:0:1:25 sdbg 67:160 [ready ]
create: 360060160a1f01600de4074944e8fda11
[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]
\_ round-robin 0 [best]
\_ 2:0:1:26 sdbh 67:176 [ready ]
\_ round-robin 0

\_ 2:0:0:26 sdab 65:176 [ready ]
create: 360060160a1f01600df4074944e8fda11
[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [best]

\_ 2:0:0:27 sdac 65:192 [ready ]

\_ round-robin 0
\_ 2:0:1:27 sdbi 67:192 [ready ]

Linux documentation

❑ Integrate the startup of the appropriate daemons in the boot sequence as 
follows:

For SuSE

# insserv boot.device-mapper multipathd boot.multipath

For Red Hat

# chkconfig --add multipathd
# chkconfig multipathd on

❑ Checkpoint - Reboot the server to verify that the required processes 
automatically start up. 

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify the following:

• Each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system

• The storage-system properties a set properly by selecting the HBA or 
NIC, clicking Info, and confirming the following settings:
Initiator Type is CLARiiON Open
Array commpath is Enabled
Failover mode is 1 for active passive mode or 4 for asymmetric active 
active (ALUA) mode

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the HBAs or NICs are installed correctly and that 
they can see the storage-system devices connected to them.

Linux host connectivity 
guide
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18 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST. 

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

19 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ Reload the driver (if the driver is loaded as a module) or reboot the server 
(if the driver is static to the kernel) so that Linux recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 282)

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries 
for the LUNs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for 
example, qla2300).

If any LUN entries are missing from the file, verify the zoning.

Note: If you see any LUNZs, you may blacklist the wwid of the LUNZ as 
described in the Native Multipath Failover based on DM-MPIO for v2.6.x 
Linux Kernel and EMC Storage Arrays Configuration Guide. This will 
prevent excess multipath entries in the system log.

Linux documentation

20 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

 
❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 

your monitoring configuration.

21 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.
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22 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new iSCSI 
HBA or NIC 
initiators

For NIC initiators

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (etc/iscsi.conf) to configure initiator CHAP on any 
new NIC initiators.

Note: The iSCSI driver is bundled with Linux.

iSCSI server setup 
guide 

For iSCSI HBA initiators

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and SANsurfer 
documentation

23 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Navisphere Manager 
help

24 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to Linux

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to disconnect and then reconnect the server 
and its storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Reboot the server to scan for new LUNs.

❑ Checkpoint - Make sure the /proc/scsi/scsi_driver directory has entries 
for LUNZs, where scsi_driver is the HBA or NIC driver name (for example, 
qla2300).

If any LUN entries are missing from the file, verify the zoning.

Linux documentation
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25 Server
Test native 
multipath failover 

This test applies to a sever with two single-port HBAs or NICs connected 
through a switch or router to the storage system SPs.

CAUTION: If you disconnect an HBA or NIC path from an existing host, you 
may disrupt any active data transfers from that host. Unless you are sure that 
the paths are not being used, do not disable active paths from the host when 
testing failover; you could affect performance or possibly lose data.

Note: Disconnecting a path from the HBA or NIC side of a switch or router 
causes an HBA or NIC failover while disconnecting both paths from an active 
SP causes the paths to fail over to the other SP.

The Linux native multipath failover software returns several path states 
including:

• Active - Kernel space
• Failed - Kernel space
• Ready - User space
• Faulty - User space

Linux documentation 
and switch 
documentation

❑ With all paths connected, at a Linux prompt, enter the multipath -ll 
command to show that the paths are active.

multipath -ll

.

.

3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [active][ready]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows four active (ready) paths from HBA 2 and HBA 3 
through each storage system SP to LUN 1. The mapping (for example, 
2:0:1:1) uses the mapping format host:channel:target:lun. See the Linux 
MPIO documentation for further information.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

Linux documentation
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25 Server
Test native 
multipath failover 
(cont.)

❑ Disconnect a path from an HBA or NIC (HBA 3 in this example) by either:

• unplugging the cable from the HBA or NIC side of the switch or router, 
or 

• using switch or router management software to disable the path.

CAUTION: If you disconnect an HBA or NIC path from an existing host, 
you may disrupt any active data transfers from that host. Unless you are 
sure that the paths are not being used, do not disable active paths from 
the host when testing failover; you could affect performance or possibly 
lose data.

Linux documentation 
and switch 
documentation

❑ With the paths disconnected from the SP side of the switch, at a Linux 
prompt, enter the multipath -ll command to show the active and failed 
paths.

multipath -ll
.
.
query command indicates error query command indicates 
error

3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=1][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [failed][faulty]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [failed][faulty]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that all paths from HBA 3 have failed. The MPIO 
failover software failed the paths from HBA 3 over to HBA 2.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

❑ Reconnect the HBA or NIC path. Linux documentation 

❑ Disconnect all paths to an SP to initiate an SP failover by either:

• unplugging the cables from the SP or SP side of the switch or router, or 

• using switch or router management software to disable the paths.

Linux documentation 
and switch 
documentation
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

25 Server
Test native 
multipath failover 
(cont.)

❑ With the path disconnected from the HBA or NIC side of the switch, at a 
Linux prompt, enter the multipath -ll command to show the active and 
failed paths.

multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][enabled]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [failed][faulty]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [failed][faulty]

\_ round-robin 0 [active]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that the failed paths return a failed (faulty) 
state and that these paths failed over to the new active SP. The SP 
enabled and SP active states have been swapped; the SP that 
was enabled is now active.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

Linux documentation 
and switch 
documentation

❑ Reconnect the paths and verify that they are restored and active.

multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [active][ready]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that all paths have been restored and are active.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the server.

Linux documentation
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Native multipath failover checklist — existing Linux server and 
existing storage system

This checklist assumes that the existing Linux server and existing 
storage system are already connected in a SAN or direct attach 
configuration. For a CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage 
system, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist 
before the service provider arrives. For an AX series storage system, 
complete all tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the 
storage system, install these HBAs or NICs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do 
so later in this procedure.

HBA documentation (see 
URL on page 282)

❑ If you added HBAs or drivers, reboot the host.

2 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision (page 280), update it:

• HBA driver (save the persistent bindings as you will need to add 
them to the new driver)

• NIC driver

• host agent or server utility

HBA documentation (see 
URL on page 282) 

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ During the installation of SuSE SLES 9 SP3, RedHat RHEL 4 U3, or 
RedHat RHEL 5, select the Multipath Tools Package. 

The multipathTools Package is installed by default on SuSE SLES 10. 

For help and updates go to the following websites:

For SuSE
http://www.novell.com/linux

For Red Hat
http://www.redhat.com

Linux documentation

http://www.novell.com/linux/
http://www.redhat.com
http://www.novell.com/linux
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3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For NICs

The iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) is bundled with the Linux kernel.

❑ Install any patches required for the iSCSI driver.

Storage-system setup guide 
and EMC Linux iSCSI 
Attach Release Notes

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) to define the network parameters 
(IP address, subnet mask, and gatewary) for each NIC.

❑ Verify that multipath is set to yes.

❑ Start the driver.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

Storage-system setup guide

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for 
CLARiiON storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

4 AX series 
storage system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage System 
to Navisphere Manager 
(part of the upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain 
and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager help

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

Upgrading Storage System 
to Navisphere Manager 
(part of the upgrade kit)

5 CX series 
storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if 
all paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager help

6 Server
Re-install host 
agent or server 
utility

❑ Reinstall (reload) the host agent or server utility. Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Start the host agent or run the server utility
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7 Server 
Cable additional 
HBAs tor NICs to 
Fibre Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports

For a storage system with Fibre Channel ports

❑ Cable any additional HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected 
to the storage system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data 
ports.

Storage-system setup guide 

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to 
the Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the Fibre Channel 
switch port connected to each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 
1 Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the 
right LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to 
the switch port.

For a storage system with iSCSI ports

❑ Cable any additional NIC or iSCSI HBA ports to the network connected 
to the storage-system iSCSI data ports or directly to the 
storage-system iSCSI data ports.

Storage-system setup guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP 
port.

8 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, 
configure the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere 
Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system 
iSCSI data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port 
Management.

Task Steps Reference document
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8 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports (cont.)

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and 
subnet masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and 
return to the Port Management window.

Navisphere Manager help 

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

9 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports 

For NICs

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (/etc/iscsi.conf) on the server to configure the 
iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

iSCSI server setup guide 
and EMC Linux iSCSI 
Attach Release Notes

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA 
port.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for 
CLARiiON storage systems.

iSCSI server setup guide 
and EMC Linux iSCSI 
Attach Release Notes

10 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

HBA documentation (see 
URL on page 282)

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S is 
installed, create any required zones.

Linux documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog 
box to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage 
system.

Navisphere Manager help

11 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with the 
storage system

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility.

Task Steps Reference document
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12 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system
Set failover 
properties for 
asymmetric 
active active 
(ALUA)

Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 series 
storage systems, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 03.26 or later 
or CX series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later connected to 
Linux servers that support ALUA for CLARiiON storage systems, as 
described in the Linux attach release notes on Powerlink.

❑ For asymmetric active active failover, use Navisphere Manager’s 
Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools menu on the toolbar) to 
set the following storage-system properties for each of the server’s 
HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 4
Note: For active passive failover, you use the default failover settings that 
the storage system shipped with.

Linux attach release notes
Navisphere Manager help

13 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a 
report of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

14 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new iSCSI 
HBA or NIC 
initiators

For NIC Initiators

❑ Edit the iSCSI driver (etc/iscsi.conf) to configure initiator CHAP on 
any new NIC initiators.

Note: The iSCSI driver is bundled with Linux.

iSCSI server setup guide 

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators 
on the server.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for 
CLARiiON storage systems.

iSCSI Security Setup Guide 
and SANsurfer 
documentation

15 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to 
a new NIC or iSCSI HBA initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you 
want a new initiator to use the credentials already set for that SP port, you 
do not need to configure the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage 
system for each new NIC or iSCSI HBA, if applicable.

Navisphere Manager help
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16 Server
Configure native 
multipath failover

❑ Verify that you are running the default version of uDev that was 
included with your operating system by running the # rpm -q udev 
command.

If required, upgrade the uDev package and then execute the # 
udevstart command to create a new device under the /dev directory.

Linux documentation

❑ For SuSE SLES 9

❑ Edit the /etc/sysconfig/hotplug file to disable the auto-mount 
option as follows: 

HOTPLUG_USE_SUBFS=no

❑ To prevent significant boot up delays, edit the /etc/sysconfig/boot 
as follows:

DISABLE_BLKID=yes

❑ If it is not already loaded, load the dm_multipath kernel module as 
follows:

# modprobe dm_multipath

Linux documentation

❑ For SuSE SLES 9 and RedHat RHEL 4 and RHEL 5, replace the 
default /etc/multipath.conf with the multipath.conf file recommended 
by EMC when attaching to EMC CLARiiON storage systems, as 
described in the Native Multipath Failover based on DM-MPIO for 
v2.6.x Linux Kernel and EMC Storage Arrays Configuration Guide on 
Powerlink.

For SuSE SLES 10, the default multipath configuration options for EMC 
CLARiiON storage systems are included as part of the multipath 
packages, and therefore do not need to be defined separately.

Linux documentation

Native Multipath Failover 
based on DM-MPIO for 
v2.6.x Linux Kernel and 
EMC Storage Arrays 
Configuration Guide
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16 Server
Configure native 
multipath failover
(cont.)

❑ Commit the configuration as follows:

a. Start the required multipath processes.

For SuSE

# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath start

# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

For Red Hat

# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

# multipath -v2

b. Use the lsmod command and verify that the processes are running.

The following modules will be listed:

# lsmod |grep dm
dm_emc pid 1
dm_round_robin 7680 1
dm_multipath 25352 3 dm_emc,dm_round_robin
dm_mod 61312 1 dm_multipath

where pid is the process ID.

Linux documentation

❑ For iSCSI, stop then restart multipath. This is required in order for 
multipath to see the iSCSI devices since the iSCSI drivers start after 
multipath.

# /etc/init.d/multipathd stop
# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath stop
# /etc/init.d/boot.multipath start
# /etc/init.d/multipathd start

Task Steps Reference document
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16 Server
Configure native 
multipath failover
(cont.)

❑ To get a listing of the current setup enter the multipath -ll command. 
You will see an output similar to the following:

create: 360060160a1f01600ef72a9c70d8fda11
[size=6 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]
\_ round-robin 0 [best]
\_ 2:0:0:25 sdaa 65:160 [ready ]
\_ round-robin 0
\_ 2:0:1:25 sdbg 67:160 [ready ]
create: 360060160a1f01600de4074944e8fda11
[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]
\_ round-robin 0 [best]
\_ 2:0:1:26 sdbh 67:176 [ready ]
\_ round-robin 0

\_ 2:0:0:26 sdab 65:176 [ready ]
create: 360060160a1f01600df4074944e8fda11
[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [best]

\_ 2:0:0:27 sdac 65:192 [ready ]

\_ round-robin 0
\_ 2:0:1:27 sdbi 67:192 [ready ]

Linux documentation

❑ Integrate the startup of the appropriate daemons in the boot sequence 
as follows:

For SuSE

# insserv boot.device-mapper multipathd boot.multipath

For Red Hat

# chkconfig --add multipathd
# chkconfig multipathd on

❑ For storage systems, use Navisphere Manager to disconnect and then 
reconnect the server and its storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
Administrator’s Guide and 
help

❑ Checkpoint - Reboot the server to verify that the required processes 
automatically start up and to scan for new LUNs.

Linux documentation
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16 Server
Configure native 
multipath failover
(cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog 
box to verify the following:

• Each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system

• The storage-system properties a set properly by selecting the HBA 
or NIC, clicking Info, and confirming the following settings:
Initiator Type is CLARiiON Open
Array commpath is Enabled
Failover mode is 1 for active active mode or 4 for asymmetric active 
active (ALUA) mode

Navisphere Manager help

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the HBAs or NICs are installed correctly and 
that they can see the storage-system devices connected to them.

Linux host connectivity 
guide

17 Server 
Test native 
multipath failover 

This test applies to a sever with two single-port HBAs or NICs connected 
through a switch or router to the storage system SPs.

CAUTION: 

• If you disconnect any paths from the storage system SPs or from the SP 
side of the switch, you may disrupt data access from other hosts in your 
SAN. Unless you are sure that the paths are not being used, do not 
disable active paths to the storage system when testing failover; you 
could affect performance or possibly lose data.

• If you disconnect an HBA path from an existing host, you may disrupt any 
active data transfers from that host. Unless you are sure that the paths 
are not being used, do not disable active paths from the host when 
testing failover; you could affect performance or possibly lose data.

Note: Disconnecting a path from the HBA or NIC side of a switch or router 
causes an HBA or NIC failover while disconnecting both paths from an 
active SP causes the paths to fail over to the other SP.

The Linux native multipath failover software returns several path states 
including:

• Active - Kernel space
• Failed - Kernel space
• Ready - User space
• Faulty - User space

Linux documentation and 
switch documentation
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17 Server 
Test native 
multipath failover 
(cont.)

❑ With all paths connected, at a Linux prompt, enter the multipath -ll 
command to show that the paths are active.

multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [active][ready]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows four active (ready) paths from HBA 2 and 
HBA 3 through each storage system SP to LUN 1. The mapping (for 
example, 2:0:1:1) uses the mapping format host:channel:target:lun. 
See the Linux MPIO documentation for further information.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the 
server.

Linux documentation

❑ Disconnect a path from an HBA or NIC (HBA 3 in this example) by 
either:

• unplugging the cable from the HBA or NIC side of the switch or 
router, or 

• using switch or router management software to disable the path.

CAUTION: If you disconnect an HBA or NIC path from an existing host, 
you may disrupt any active data transfers from that host. Unless you 
are sure that the paths are not being used, do not disable active paths 
from the host when testing failover; you could affect performance or 
possibly lose data.

Linux documentation and 
switch documentation
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17 Server 
Test native 
multipath failover 
(cont.)

❑ With the paths disconnected from the SP side of the switch, at a Linux 
prompt, enter the multipath -ll command to show the active and failed 
paths.

multipath -ll
.
.
query command indicates error query command indicates 
error

3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=1][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [failed][faulty]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [failed][faulty]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that all paths from HBA 3 have failed. The MPIO 
failover software failed the paths from HBA 3 over to HBA 2.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the 
server.

Linux documentation and 
switch documentation

❑ Reconnect the HBA or NIC path. Linux documentation

❑ Disconnect all paths to an SP to initiate an SP failover by either:

• unplugging the cables from the SP or SP side of the switch or router, 
or 

• using switch or router management software to disable the paths.

CAUTION: If you disconnect any paths from the storage system SPs or 
from the SP side of the switch, you may disrupt data access from other 
hosts in your SAN. Unless you are sure that the paths are not being 
used, do not disable active paths to the storage system when testing 
failover; you could affect performance or possibly lose data.

Linux documentation and 
switch documentation
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17 Server 
Test native 
multipath failover 
(cont.)

❑ With the path disconnected, at a Linux prompt, enter the multipath -ll 
command to show the active and failed paths.

multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [failed][faulty]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [failed][faulty]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][active]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that the failed paths return a failed (faulty) 
state and that these paths failed over to the new active SP. The SP 
enabled and SP active states have been swapped; the SP that 
was enabled is now active.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the 
server.

Linux documentation and 
switch documentation

❑ Reconnect the paths and verify that they are restored and active.

linux5:~ # multipath -ll
.
.
3600601600a601600bd1ba7f703e5da11

[size=3 GB][features="1 queue_if_no_path"][hwhandler="1 
emc"]

\_ round-robin 0 [prio=2][active]

 \_ 2:0:1:1     sde 8:64  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:0:1     sdg 8:96  [active][ready]

\_ round-robin 0 [enabled]

 \_ 2:0:0:1     sdc 8:32  [active][ready]

 \_ 3:0:1:1     sdi 8:128 [active][ready]

Interpreting this output

This output shows that all paths have been restored and are active.

Note: The output may depend on the Linux version running on the 
server.

Linux documentation
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DMP configurations for Linux
Read this section if you are installing a Linux VERITAS DMP 
configuration with a new server and a new storage system. A new 
server and a new storage system are defined as follows:

new server - A server running Linux and not connected to any 
storage system.

new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage 
system that has factory default settings and has never been connected 
to a server. 

Topics relating to the checklist for Linux DMP configurations are:

◆ Required host software revisions .................................................. 334
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 334
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 335
◆ DMP checklist - new Linux server and new storage system..... 338

Required host 
software revisions

◆ RedHat Linux operating system revision and patches listed in the 
E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ VxVM 3.2 update 2 or later

Prerequisites ◆ You have set up storage-system security (see Navisphere 
Manager help).

◆ You have installed any Fibre Channel switches and connected the 
server HBAs and storage-system SPs to Fibre Channel switch 
ports (see Fibre Channel switch documentation).

◆ You have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
that you will connect to the SPs in the storage system.

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups.

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

Documentation This checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with:

• HBA and HBA driver

The HBA documentation is also available from the following websites.

For Emulex HBAs and drivers: 
http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm

For QLogic HBAs and drivers: 
http://support.qlogic.com/support/oem_emc.asp 

• Fibre Channel switches and Fibre Channel switch 
management software

• RedHat Linux operating system

• VERITAS Volume Manager

http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm
http://www.qlogic.com/support/drivers_software.asp
http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/cx3support
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◆ EMC Server Support Products for Linux Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-002-038)

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series storage systems

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

or

EMC CLARiiON CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A01) and EMC 
CLARiiON CX300, CX500, and CX700 Storage Systems Initialization 
Guide (P/N 300-001-272)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

or 
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EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A01) and EMC 
CLARiiON CX300, CX500, and CX700 Storage Systems Initialization 
Guide (P/N 300-001-272)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

or

EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup and 
Cabling Guide (P/N 300-001-274), Rev. A01) and EMC CLARiiON 
CX300, CX500, and CX700 Storage Systems Initialization Guide 
(P/N 300-001-272)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and 
Cabling Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help (available in the Manager user 
interface and in the Technical Documentation and Advisories 
section on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for Linux (P/N 300-000-604)

http://powerlink.emc.com
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DMP checklist - new Linux server and new storage system
Tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist should be completed 
before the service provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server 
Install HBAs, 
drivers, cables

❑ Install the Fibre Channel HBAs, and, if needed, install the optical GBIC 
connector on the 1 Gb PCI HBA.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 335) 

❑ Install the HBA driver.

❑ Connect cables from the host HBA port to a Fibre Channel switch port.

2 Server 
Edit the HBA 
driver file

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the settings required for CLARiiON, 
except for the persistent bindings, which you will set after you have zoned 
the Fibre Channel switches.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such 
as greatly increased I/O delays

HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 335)

3 Server 
Install the host 
agent or server 
utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and CLI. Server support 
products installation 
guide❑ If not already done, connect the LAN to the server and perform any needed 

LAN configuration. 

4 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

5 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
and help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

http://powerlink.emc.com
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6 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration.

❑ Set user options, create templates, and set up your monitoring 
configuration.

Navisphere Manager 
help

7 Storage system
Set the 
arraycommpath 
mode

❑ Use the following Navisphere Secure CLI command to set the default 
storage-system arraycommpath property with the following command:

naviseccli -h sp arraycommpath 1

where sp is the IP address or network name of the SP in the storage 
system.

Navisphere CLI 
reference 

8 Fibre Channel 
switch 
Connect servers 
and SPs

❑ Verify that the servers and SPs are connected to the Fibre Channel switch. Documentation that 
ships with the Fibre 
Channel switches

9 Fibre Channel 
switch 
Zone switches

For a SAN

❑ Zone Fibre Channel switches.

This provides a path from the host initiator to the SP.

You will need to know the WWPN of the host initiators - available in the 
switch’s name server table.

Documentation that 
ships with the Fibre 
Channel switches

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot command to load the drivers and 
perform a login of the host initiators and SPs to the fabric ports on the Fibre 
Channel switch.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify that 
the HBAs and storage systems are logged in to the Fibre Channel switch as 
fabric ports, and to verify that each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to 
which it is zoned.

10 Server 
Add persistent 
bindings

❑ Add persistent bindings to the HBA driver configuration file. HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 335)

11 Storage system
Verify host 
initiators are 
registered

❑ Before you connect the server to a storage group, use the Connectivity 
Status dialog in Navisphere Manager to verify that the host initiators are 
registered. 

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

13 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports 
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected to 
a storage system.

❑ Download and install the CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert 
requirements and 
installation 

14 Storage system
Connect host 
initiators to 
storage groups

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect servers to storage groups Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot command so that Linux recognizes the 
LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server. 

❑ Checkpoint - Use the fdisk -l command to verify that the operating system 
sees all the LUNs and label any new LUNs.

15 Server 
Install Volume 
Manager and 
DMP

❑ Use the rpm command to add Volume Manager and DMP to the server.

❑ Install any recommended VERITAS updates.

VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

Important To install the required VERITAS packages, you must install VERITAS 
3.2 update 2.

Be sure to label all LUNs in order to make them visible to VERITAS DMP. 

16 Server 
Install the 
CLR-ASL for 
CLARiiON

❑ Download the CLR-ASL VERITAS package to the server from the Symantec 
VERTITAS website. (http://seer.support.veritas.com)

VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Use the rpm command to install the CLR-ASL for CLARiiON package on 
the server.

Note Until rootdg is created (part of vxinstall command) on at least one 
disk, DMP displays an error message looking for the config daemon.

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Storage system
Set the system 
type and failover 
mode

❑ Use the following Navisphere Secure CLI commands to set the default 
storage-system type and failover mode properties:

naviseccli -h sp systemtype -config 3

naviseccli -h sp storagegroup -sethost -host linux_host -failovermode n
where 
sp is the IP address or network name of the SP in the storage system

linux_host is the name of the Linux server

n is 1 for DMP 5.0 or later and 2 for earlier DMP versions

Navisphere CLI 
reference 

18 Server
Create DOS 
partition for 
Volume Manager

❑ Use the fdisk command to create at least one DOS partition for Volume 
Manager.

Linux documentation

19 Server 
Reboot

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot command

• to make LUNs available to Linux

• to make LUNs accessible via both SPs

Important If you do not set the failover mode to 2, you will see only half of the 
expected paths to the SPs.

Linux documentation

20 Server 
Configure 
Volume Manager

❑ Run vxinstall to configure Volume Manager and place at least one LUN 
under VxVM control.

VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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21 Server 
Verify DMP 
installation

For VXVM 3.5 or later

❑ Log into VERITAS Enterprise Administrator (VEA).

VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Click the host name for the server.

❑ Click disks.

❑ Click a device that you know belongs to the CLARiiON storage system.

❑ Click the paths tab for that device.

❑ Verify that the device has primary and secondary paths to it.

❑ Verify the state of the device (enabled or disabled).

For a VxVM version less than 3.5 

❑ Log into Volume Manager Storage Administrator (VMSA)

❑ Double-click a disk icon.

❑ In the list of disks, double-click a disk you know belongs to the CLARiiON 
storage system.

❑ Click the disks tab to verify there are the expected number of Primary and 
Secondary paths.

❑ Verify that it displays the correct number of paths with

vxdisk list device

where device is the name of the disk you selected.

22 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

23 Server 
Verify DMP 
operation

❑ Start I/O to the VERITAS Volume. VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

❑ Identify the CLARiiON devices under the Volume with

vxprint -v

❑ Choose one of the CLARiiON devices and determine all its paths with

vxdisk list device

or

vxdmpadm getsubpaths
dmpnodename=device

where device is the name of the CLARiiON device

❑ Determine the controller through which I/O is going with

iostat -xn

❑ Determine the HBA and SP to which that controller corresponds.

❑ Disconnect the path to that SP.

❑ Verify that the path to the chosen CLARiiON device is disabled with

vxdisk list device

or

vxdmpadm getsubpaths
dmpnodename=device

where device is the name of the CLARiiON device

❑ Verify that I/0 is still running with 

iostat -xn

VERITAS Volume 
Manager 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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CAUTION!
If you want to install any new software or upgrade any existing 
software on a storage system after DMP is installed and running, 
use the Navisphere Manager Software Installation Wizard and the 
VxVM’s restore daemon default setting of check disabled, 
interval=300. If this wizard is not supported for your storage 
system or if the restore setting is not at its default setting, then set 
the VxVM restore daemon interval to less than the NDU delay 
value in either Navisphere Manager or Navisphere CLI by a margin 
of 60 seconds or greater. 
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5Invisible Body Tag     

This chapter contains checklists of the tasks required to install a 
CLARiiON CX series, AX4-5 series, or AX series storage system in a 
Fibre Channel configuration with a Novell NetWare server and 
PowerPath failover software. This chapter uses CX series to refer to 
CX300, CX500, or CX700 storage systems.

Important - For the latest instructions on installing your CLARiiON storage 
system, refer to the CLARiiON installation and maintenance support 
documentation website (www.emc.com/clariionsupport) and select the 
appropriate storage-system type, followed by the task you want to perform. 
This document is no longer be updated.

NetWare Installation
Checklists

http://www.emc.com/clariionsupport
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PowerPath configurations for NetWare
Read this section if you are installing a NetWare PowerPath 
configuration with a new or existing server and a new or existing 
storage system. A new and existing server and a new and existing 
storage system are defined as follows:

new server - A server running NetWare and not connected to any 
storage system.

existing server - A server running NetWare and that is already 
connected to one or more storage systems.

new storage system - A CX300, AX4-5SC, or AX4-5 storage system 
that has the factory default settings and has never been connected to a 
server.

existing storage system - A CX300, CX500, CX700, AX100SC, AX100, 
AX150SC, AX150, AX4-5SC, or AX4-5 series storage system that is 
already connected to one or more servers and is in a Navisphere 
domain.

If a NetWare server is connected to AX4-5 series or AX series storage systems, 
it cannot be connected to any other type of storage system. All non-AX4-5 
series or non-AX series storage systems connected to a server must be 
CLARiiON CX300, CX500, or CX700 storage systems, or other storage 
systems that can co-exist with these CLARiiON storage systems in a NetWare 
PowerPath environment. (For information on storage systems that can 
co-exist with CLARiiON storage systems, refer to the EMC support matrix on 
the Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com). If any other type of 
storage system is connected to the server, the server cannot run PowerPath.

Topics relating to the checklists for NetWare PowerPath 
configurations are:

◆ Required host software revisions .................................................. 393
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 393
◆ PowerPath checklist — new NetWare server and new storage

system................................................................................................. 351
◆ PowerPath checklist — new NetWare server and existing 

storage system ................................................................................... 356
◆ PowerPath checklist — existing NetWare server and new 

storage system .................................................................................. 362
◆ PowerPath checklist — existing NetWare server and existing

storage system .................................................................................. 369

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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Required host 
software revisions

◆ NetWare operating system revision and kernel listed in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ NetWare PowerPath version listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator for your storage system. The E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator is on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to the SPs in the storage system.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is:

• Running Navisphere CLI version 6.X

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to SPs in the storage system.

◆ For an AX series storage system, you need the AX Navisphere 
Manager Upgrade kit if the storage system has not already been 
upgraded to Navisphere Manager.

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups, and 
storage groups. Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, 
SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S if 
you have this software. The following documents will help you 
with this planning:

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

• For customized documentation on planning an AX series 
storage system configuration, go to the Install page of the 
AX150 support website (http://emc.com/ax150support) or 
AX100 support website (http://emc.com/ax100support), 
respectively, click Plan, and answer the questions about your 
configuration.

http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://emc.com/ax100support
http://emc.com/ax100support
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Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with the following: 

• HBA and HBA driver

This documentation is also available from the following QLogic 
website:
http://support.qlogic.com/support/oem_emc.asp

• Fibre Channel switches and switch management software

• Novell NetWare operating system

◆ PowerPath documentation for your PowerPath for NetWare 
version:

• Release notes

• Product guide

• Installation and administration guide

PowerPath documentation is available on http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

◆ EMC CX-Series Server Support Products for NetWare Installation 
Guide (P/N 300-002-040)

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 069001038)

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799)

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and Cabling 
Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ Getting Started - AX100/AX100SC (P/N 300-001-552)

http://www.qlogic.com/support/drivers_software.asp
http://powerlink.emc.com
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◆ Getting Started - AX150/AX150SC (P/N 300-002-952)

◆ AX100-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-002-735)

◆ AX150-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-003-036)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX3 series, CX series, and 
AX series storage systems (available in the Manager user interface 
and in the Technical Documentation and Advisories section on 
the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager Administrator’s Guide (P/N 069001125) - 
for FC series storage systems

◆ EMC Navisphere Security Administrator’s Guide (P/N 069001124) - 
for FC series storage systems

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for Novell NetWare (P/N 300-000-615)

http://powerlink.emc.com
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PowerPath checklist — new NetWare server and new storage 
system

For CX series storage systems, complete the tasks highlighted with 
grey in the checklist before the service provider arrives. For AX series 
storage systems, complete all the tasks. 

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs and 
driver

❑ Install HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 349)

❑ Verify HBA BIOS settings.

❑ Install HBA driver.

2 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON and 
PowerPath.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 349)

3 Server
Install PowerPath

❑ Make sure the SCSISAN.CDM module is not installed. NetWare documentation

❑ Install PowerPath. PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide
PowerPath product 
guide

Note After PowerPath is installed on a NetWare 6 server, a device named 
EMC PowerPath Control Device appears under ConsoleOne > Tools > 
Disk Management > Devices.This device is always inactive and is 
unavailable for I/O.

CAUTION If you use the server -ns command to bring up NetWare, you 
must either load the PowerPath driver manually or remove all redundant 
paths. Failure to do so may result in LUN corruption.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

4 Server with CX 
series storage 
system
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

5 Server
Install admsnap

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

http://powerlink.emc.com
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6 Non-customer 
installable Fibre 
Channel switches
Install

For a SAN

❑ Install Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, and Fibre 
Channel switch 
documentation

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a switch port.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the Fibre Channel switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to the HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

7 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

8 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

9 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

10 AX series 
storage system

Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

11 Server with AX 
series storage 
system

Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

12  Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, and/or 
MirrorView/S software, use Navisphere Manager to install their enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Storage system
Cable to Fibre 
Channel switch 
or server 

❑ Connect the storage system to the Fibre Channel switch or HBA ports. Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected 
to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

14 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX300 storage system 
running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

15 Non-customer 
installable Fibre 
Channel switches
Zone 

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the switch connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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16 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Scan for LUNs with the following NetWare command:

scan all luns

NetWare documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that each path has a LUNZ with the following 
NetWare command:

list devices

❑ Stop and restart the host agent or run the server utility. Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

17 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups, bind LUNs, create 
storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ Reboot the server.

NetWare should see DGC disk devices instead of LUNZ devices.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs with 
the following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are as defined in step 16.

PowerPath product 
guide

18 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

 
❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 

your monitoring configuration.

19 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
NetWare

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the LUNs.

If NetWare does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

Host connectivity guide 
or NetWare 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

20 Server
Test PowerPath 

This test is for a CX300, AX4-5SC, or AX4-5 storage system, none of require a 
license key.

NetWare documentation

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test. PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the powermt 
display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to that HBA.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath checklist — new NetWare server and existing storage 
system

For CX series storage systems, complete the tasks highlighted with 
grey in the checklist before the service provider arrives. For AX series 
storage systems, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs and 
driver

❑ Install HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 349)

❑ Verify HBA BIOS settings.

❑ Install HBA driver.

2 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON and 
PowerPath.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 349)

3 Server
Install PowerPath

❑ Make sure the SCSISAN.CDM module is not installed. NetWare documentation

❑ Install PowerPath. PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide
PowerPath product 
guide

Note After PowerPath is installed on a NetWare 6 server, a device named 
EMC PowerPath Control Device appears under ConsoleOne > Tools > 
Disk Management > Devices.This device is always inactive and is 
unavailable for I/O.

CAUTION If you use the server -ns command to bring up NetWare, you 
must either load the PowerPath driver manually or remove all redundant 
paths. Failure to do so may result in LUN corruption.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

PowerPath product 
guide

http://powerlink.emc.com
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4 AX series 
storage system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain and 
any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, use Navisphere Manager 
to install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

5 Server
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

6 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

7  Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it using the Software Assistant in the NST.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Software Assistant help

8 Server
Connect to 
storage-system 
management 
LAN

❑ Cable the server to the LAN connected to the storage-system 
management port on each SP.

Storage-system setup 
guide

9 Server
Cable to Fibre 
Channel 
switches or 
storage system

❑ Cable the HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the storage 
system or to SP ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connection s to the Fibre 
Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to 
each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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9 Server
Cable to Fibre 
Channel 
switches or 
storage system 
(cont.)

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

10 Non-customer 
installable Fibre 
Channel 
switches
Zone 

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MIrrorView S is installed, 
create any required zones.zones.

❑  Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the switch connections to the storage system.

11 Storage system
Register HBAs

❑ On the server, restart the host agent or run the server utility. Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

12 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

For a CX series storage system

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties 
for the server’s HBA ports (initiators):

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 1

Unit Serial Number to LUN

Navisphere Manager 
help

13 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Scan for LUNs with the following NetWare command:

scan all luns

NetWare documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that each path has a LUNZ with the following 
NetWare command:

list devices

❑ Stop and restart the host agent or run the server utility. Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Storage system
Configure

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager 
to connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
create RAID groups, bind LUNs, create the storage group, and assign 
LUNs to the storage group.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

❑ Reboot the server.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs with 
the following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

PowerPath product 
guide

15 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

16 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
NetWare

❑ If the storage system has any existing volumes that you want the server to 
use, mount them.

NetWare documentation

❑ Prepare any new LUNs to receive data by creating partitions or the 
pertinent database file systems on them.

If NetWare does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

Host connectivity guide 
or NetWare 
documentation

17 Server
Save PowerPath 
configuration 

❑ Save the server’s PowerPath configuration with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt -save

This command creates the powermt.ctm configuration file.

PowerPath product 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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18 Server
Test PowerPath 

This test is for:
• A CX300, AX4-5SC, or AX4-5 storage system, none of which require a 

license key
• A CX500 or CX700 storage system and the server running full PowerPath 

(not PowerPath SE) with a registered license key. 
• An AX series storage system and the server running either PowerPath 3.0.4 

or earlier with a registered license key or PowerPath 3.0.5 or later, which 
does not require a license key.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

NetWare documentation

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the powermt 
display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to that HBA.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP using the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.
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PowerPath checklist — existing NetWare server and new storage 
system

For CX series storage systems, complete the tasks highlighted with 
grey in the checklist before the service provider arrives. For AX series 
storage systems, complete all tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs

❑ If you need additional HBAs to provide more paths to the storage system, 
install these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 349)

❑ Verify HBA BIOS settings.

2 Server
Prepare cluster 

If the server is in a cluster

❑ Move cluster resources from server you want to upgrade.

NetWare documentation

❑ If the server is not running ULDNCS, remove the first from the cluster with 
the following command:

cluster leave

❑ Unload cluster software with the following command:

uldncs

3 Server 
Update Software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:

• HBA driver
• host agent or server utility
• admsnap

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 349), 
Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

4 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Make sure the HBA driver parameters are set to the values required for 
CLARiiON and PowerPath.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 349
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5 Server
Install PowerPath

❑ Make sure the SCSISAN.CDM module is not installed. NetWare documentation

❑ If the host agent is running, unload the Navagent.nml driver with the 
following NetWare command:

unload navagent

Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

❑ Install PowerPath. PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

Note After PowerPath is installed on a NetWare 6 server, a device named 
EMC PowerPath Control Device appears under ConsoleOne > Tools > 
Disk Management > Devices.This device is always inactive and is 
unavailable for I/O.

CAUTION If you use the server -ns command to bring up NetWare, you 
must either load the PowerPath driver manually or remove all redundant 
paths. Failure to do so may result in LUN corruption.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

6 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

7 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will management the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

8 Storage System
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

9 AX series 
storage system

Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

10  Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, MirrorView/A, and/or 
MirrorView/S software, use Navisphere Manager to install their enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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11 Storage system
Cable to Fibre 
Channel switch 
or server and 
LAN 

❑ Connect the storage system to the Fibre Channel switch or HBA ports. Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected 
to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

❑ Cable each SP to the LAN connected to the hosts from which you will 
manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

12 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX300 storage system 
running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Server
Cable additional 
HBAs to Fibre 
Channel switches 
or storage 
system

❑ Cable any additional HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to 
the storage system or to SP ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connections to the Fibre Channel 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each 
additional HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

14 Non-customer 
installable Fibre 
Channel switches
Zone additional 
HBAs

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the switch connections to the storage system.

15 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Scan for LUNs with the following NetWare command:

scan all luns

NetWare documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that each path has a LUNZ with the following 
NetWare command:

list devices

❑ Restart Navisphere Agent or run server utility. Server support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare and
Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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16 CX series storage 
system
Set Properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties 
for the server’s HBA ports (initiators):

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 1

Unit Serial Number to LUN

Navisphere Manager 
help

17 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups, bind LUNs, create 
storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ Reboot the server.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs using 
the following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

PowerPath product 
guide

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are as defined in step 16.

18 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

 
❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 

your monitoring configuration.

19 Server
Move server back 
into cluster

If the server is in a cluster

❑ Load cluster software on the server with the following NetWare command:

ldncs 

NetWare documentation

❑ Move cluster resources back to the server.

20 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
NetWare

❑ Create partitions or the pertinent database file systems on the LUNs.

If NetWare does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

Host connectivity guide 
or NetWare 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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21 Server
Save PowerPath 
configuration 

❑ Save the server’s PowerPath configuration with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt -save

This command creates the powermt.ctm configuration file.

PowerPath product 
guide

22 Server
Test PowerPath

This test is for:
• A CX series storage system and the server running full PowerPath (not 

PowerPath SE) with a registered license key.
• A CX300, AX4-5SC, or AX4-5 storage system connected to a server running 

PowerPath without a license key and with only to CX300, AX4-5 series, 
and/or AX series storage systems (none of which require a license key) 
connected to it.

• An AX series storage system and the server running either PowerPath 3.0.4 
or earlier with a registered license key or PowerPath 3.0.5 or later, which 
does not require a license key.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

NetWare documentation

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the PowerPath command

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the powermt 
display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to that HBA.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA.

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

22 Server
Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore

PowerPath product 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath checklist — existing NetWare server and existing 
storage system

This checklist assumes that the existing NetWare server and existing 
storage system are already connected in a SAN or direct attach 
configuration. For CX series storage systems, complete the tasks 
highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service provider 
arrives. For AX series storage systems, complete all the tasks. 

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs

❑ If you need additional HBAs to provide more paths to the storage system, 
install these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 349)

2 Server
Prepare cluster 

If the server is in a cluster

❑ Move cluster resources from server you want to upgrade.

NetWare 
documentation

❑ Remove the first from the cluster with the following command:

cluster leave

❑ Unload cluster software with the following command:

uldncs

3 Server
Update Software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:

• HBA driver
• host agent or server utility
• admsnap

HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 349), Server 
support products 
installation guide for 
NetWare

4 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Make sure the HBA driver parameters are set to the values required for 
CLARiiON and PowerPath.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such 
as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA 
documentation (see 
URL on page 349)
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5 AX series 
storage system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain and 
any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, use Navisphere Manager 
to install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

6 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required minimum 
revision, update it using the Software Assistant in the NST.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Software Assistant help

7 Server
Install PowerPath

❑ Make sure the SCSISAN.CDM module is not installed. NetWare 
documentation

❑ If the host agent is running, unload the Navagent.nlm driver with the 
command

unload navagent

Server support 
products installation 
guide for NetWare

❑ Install PowerPath. PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

Note After PowerPath is installed on a NetWare 6 server, a device named 
EMC PowerPath Control Device appears under ConsoleOne > Tools > 
Disk Management > Devices.This device is always inactive and is 
unavailable for I/O.

CAUTION If you use the server -ns command to bring up NetWare, you 
must either load the PowerPath driver manually or remove all redundant 
paths. Failure to do so may result in LUN corruption.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Task Steps Reference document
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8 Server
Cable additional 
HBAs to Fibre 
Channel 
switches or 
storage system

❑ Cable any additional HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to 
the storage system or to SP ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connections to the Fibre Channel 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each 
additional HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch 
port.

9 Non-customer 
installable Fibre 
Channel 
switches
Zone for 
additional HBAs

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify the 
switch connections to the storage system.

10 Server
Register 
additional HBAs 
with storage 
system

❑ Reboot the server.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each new HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

11 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

For CX series storage system

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s HBA ports (initiators):

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 1

Unit Serial Number to LUN

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
additional HBAs

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to disconnect and then reconnect the server and 
its storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Reboot the server

13 Server
Verify paths to 
storage system

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the paths to each LUN with the following NetWare 
command:

list devices

NetWare 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that PowerPath sees the paths to each LUN using the 
following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

PowerPath product 
guide

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are as defined in step 11.

PowerPath product 
guide

14 Server
Remount 
volumes

If the server is not in a cluster

❑ Remount the volumes on the storage system.

NetWare 
documentation

If the server is in a cluster

❑ Load cluster software on the server with the following command:

ldncs 

❑ Move cluster resources back to the server.

15 Server
Save PowerPath 
configuration 

❑ Save the server’s PowerPath configuration with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt -save

This command creates the powermt.ctm configuration file.

PowerPath product 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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15 Server
Test PowerPath 

This test is for:
• A CX series storage system and the server running full PowerPath (not 

PowerPath SE) with a registered license key.
• A CX300, AX4-5SC, or AX4-5 storage system connected to a server running 

PowerPath without a license key and with only to CX300, AX4-5 series, 
and/or AX series storage systems (none of which require a license key) 
connected to it.

• An AX series storage system and the server running either PowerPath 3.0.4 
or earlier with a registered license key or PowerPath 3.0.5 or later, which does 
not require a license key.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

NetWare 
documentation

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the powermt 
display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to that HBA.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that the 
path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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6Invisible Body Tag     

This chapter contains checklists of the tasks required to install an 
CLARiiON CX4 series, CX3 UltraScale series, CX series, or AX series 
storage system in a configuration with a Solaris server and 
PowerPath, Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager, or Veritas DMP failover 
software. CX series refers to CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 storage systems. CX300i and CX500i storage systems do not 
support Solaris as an attached host.

Important - For the latest instructions on installing your CLARiiON storage 
system, refer to the CLARiiON installation and maintenance support 
documentation website (www.emc.com/clariionsupport) and select the 
appropriate storage-system type, followed by the task you want to perform. 
This document is no longer be updated.

The sections for the different configurations are:

◆ PowerPath configurations for Solaris ........................................... 376
◆ Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager configurations............................. 424
◆ DMP configurations for Solaris...................................................... 467

Solaris Installation
Checklists

http://www.emc.com/clariionsupport
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PowerPath configurations for Solaris
Read this section if you are installing a Solaris PowerPath 
configuration with a new or existing server and a new or existing 
storage system. A new and existing server and a new and existing 
storage system are defined as follows:

new server - A server running Solaris and not connected to any 
storage system.

existing server - A server running Solaris and that is already 
connected to one or more storage systems.

new storage system - CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage system 
that has the factory default settings and has never been connected to a 
server.

existing storage system - CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX500, 
CX700, or AX series that is already connected to one or more servers 
and is in a Navisphere domain. 

Note: For more information on the storage systems that can connect to a 
Solaris server, see “Supported storage systems” on page 377.

Topics relating to the checklists for Solaris PowerPath configurations 
are:

◆ Supported storage systems............................................................. 377
◆ Required host software revisions .................................................. 377
◆ CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed PowerPath versions.... 378
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 378
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 380
◆ PowerPath checklist — new Solaris server and new storage

system................................................................................................ 383
◆ PowerPath checklist — new Solaris server and existing storage

system................................................................................................ 394
◆ PowerPath checklist — existing Solaris server and new storage

system................................................................................................ 404
◆ PowerPath checklist — existing Solaris server and existing

storage system .................................................................................. 415
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Supported storage 
systems

All CLARiiON storage systems connected to a Solaris server must be 
CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, CX700, AX4-5 
series, or AX series storage systems, or any other storage systems that 
can co-exist with these CLARiiON storage systems in a Solaris 
PowerPath environment. If any other type of storage system is 
connected to the server, the server cannot run Solaris PowerPath. (For 
information on storage systems that can co-exist with CLARiiON 
storage systems, refer to the EMC support matrix on the Powerlink 
website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com). A single Solaris server can be 
connected to AX4-5 series and/or AX series storage systems and CX4 
series, CX3 series, CX300, CX500, and/or CX700, storage systems only 
if:

◆ The server is running the Navisphere Host Agent and/or the 
Navisphere Server Utility version 6.26.7 or later

◆ The AX4-5 series and AX series storage systems are running 
Navisphere Manager.

◆ The master of the domain with these storage systems is one of the 
following:

• An AX4-5 storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.23.050.5.5xx or later

• A CX4 series storage system 

• A CX3 series storage system running FLARE OE version 
03.26.xxx.5.014 or later

• A CX series storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.24.xxx.5.018 or later

• A Navisphere off-array management station running the 
Navisphere UIs version 6.26.21.0.51 or later

Required host 
software revisions

◆ Solaris operating system revision and patches listed in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ Java Runtime Environment (JRE) on the host from which you will 
run Navisphere Manager to manage the storage system. For the 
correct JRE version, see the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on 
the Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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◆ Solaris PowerPath version listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator for your storage system. The E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator is on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

CX4-120, CX3-10, or 
CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions

The PowerPath kit that ships with a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 
storage system does not include a license key because a key is not 
required when you install PowerPath on a server in any of the 
following situations:

◆ The server is attached only to the CX4-120, CX3-10, or 
CX300storage system

◆ The server is attached to the CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage 
system and/or to any of the following storage systems:

• Other CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storge systems

• CX300i storage systems

• AX4-5 and/or AX series storage systems

If any other type of storage system is or will be attached to the server, 
do not install the PowerPath version that shipped with the CX4-120, 
CX3-10, or CX300 storage system on the server. Only a licensed full  
PowerPath version should be installed on the server. If a licensed full 
PowerPath version is not already installed on the server, you must 
purchase and install one.

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is on a network that is connected to the 
storage-system server and that you will connect to the SPs in the 
storage system.

◆ For an AX series storage system, you need the AX Navisphere 
Manager Upgrade kit if the storage system has not already been 
upgraded to Navisphere Manager.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is on a 
network that is connected to the storage-system server and that 
you will connect to SP management ports in the storage system.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs, RAID groups and/or thin 
pools, and storage groups. 

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

http://powerlink.emc.com
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Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

• For customized documentation on planning an AX series 
storage system configuration, go to the Install page of the 
AX150 support website (http://emc.com/ax150support) or 
AX100 support website (http://emc.com/ax100support), 
respectively, click Plan, and answer the questions about your 
configuration.

http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://emc.com/ax100support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/ax100support
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Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you download these documents onto your service 
laptop before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with the HBA and HBA driver. 

This documentation is also available from the following websites

For Sun HBAs and drivers:
http://www.sun.com/

For Emulex HBAs and drivers: 
http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm

For QLogic HBAs and drivers: 
http://support.qlogic.com/support/oem_emc.asp 

◆ Documentation that ships with the:
• Fibre Channel switches and Fibre Channel switch 

management software
• Solaris operating system

◆ PowerPath documentation for your PowerPath version:

• Release notes

• Product guide

• Installation and administration guide

PowerPath documentation is available on http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products for Solaris Installation 
Guide (P/N300-002-039)

◆ EMC CLARiiON iSCSI Server Setup Guide for Solaris 
(P/N 300-003-806)

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series and FC series storage systems

http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm
http://www.qlogic.com/support/drivers_software.asp
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://www.sun.com
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◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and Cabling 
Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ Getting Started - AX100/AX100SC (P/N 300-001-552)

◆ Getting Started - AX150/AX150SC (P/N 300-002-952)

◆ AX100-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-002-735)

◆ AX150-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-003-036)
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◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX4 series, CX3 series, CX 
series, and AX series storage systems (available in the Manager 
user interface and in the Technical Documentation and 
Advisories section on the Powerlink website - 
http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ Navisphere Service Taskbar Requirements and Installation - available 
on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ CLARalert Requirements and Installation - available on the 
Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for Sun Solaris (P/N 300-000-607)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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PowerPath checklist — new Solaris server and new storage 
system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks. 

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server 
Install HBAs or 
NICs and drivers

❑ Install HBAs (Fibre Channel) or NICs (iSCSI).

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are 
instructed to do so later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 380) 
or NIC documentation

❑ Install the HBA driver.

Note: The iSCSI driver for NICs is bundled with the Solaris operating 
system.

For iSCSI configurations

❑ Verify that you are running Solaris 10 update 3 or later, or Solaris 10 
update 2 with the SUNWiscsir and SUNWiscsiu packages installed.

These packages must be installed in the following location on the Solaris 
server:

• SUNWiscsir – Sun iSCSI Device Driver (root)

• SUNWiscsiu – Sun iSCSI Management Utilities (usr)

2 Server 
Set HBA driver 
properties

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters, except for the persistent bindings, to the 
values required for CLARiiON and PowerPath.

You will set the persistent bindings after the storage system is installed 
and the Fibre Channel switches are zoned.

For an Emulex HBA driver, be sure to set the following parameter:

no-device-delay=0

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Solaris host 
connectivity guide

HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 380), or NIC 
documentation
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3 Server 
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 378.

❑ Either download PowerPath from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com) or insert the 
PowerPath installation CD and mount it.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ If you have a PowerPath license key, register it.

Note: A PowerPath license key is not required if the server is connected 
only to CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, AX4-5 series,and/or AX series storage 
systems.

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on 
the EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

4 Server 
Install host agent or 
server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility. Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

5 Server 
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

6 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Install

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

f you are using a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Install Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, Fibre 
Channel switch 
documentation.

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a switch port.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the Fibre Channel switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to the HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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7 iSCSI network
Install

If you are using an iSCSI network

❑ If not already installed, install any switches or other network components 
as needed.

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Install any network cables between host NICs, switches, and storage 
system SPs.

Router or switch 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the NICs are 
working by checking the state of the corresponding switch or router 
indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

8 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

9 Storage system
Cable management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage system setup 
guide

10 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same 
subnet as the storage-system management ports.

Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

11 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage 
System and follow the steps in the wizard.

12  Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A and/or MirrorView/S software, use Navisphere Manager to 
install their enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Storage system
Cable data ports to 
switch, network, or 
server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage system to the Fibre Channel switch or HBA ports.

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port 
connected to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For storage-system iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the switch, router, or 
server’s NIC ports (direct connection).

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding switch or 
router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Router or switch 
documentation

14 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, 
a CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a 
CX300 storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the 
Navisphere setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

Task Steps Reference document
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15 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

16 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure TCP/IP 
for each NIC 

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

❑ Create or edit the /etc/hostname.interface file and add the device name. 
For example, if you had a host named host24 with an iSCSI port bge0, 
you could assign a device name such as host24_bge0. In this instance, 
you would add the following line to the /etc/hostname.bge0 file:

host24_bge0

Note: Create a separate /etc/hostname.interface file for each interface.

❑ Edit the /etc/hosts file and add a line that associates the hostname with 
an IP address. For example, to associate 128.111.222.28 with 
host24_bge0, you would add the following line to the /etc/hosts file:

128.111.222.28 host24_bge0

❑ Edit the /etc/netmask file and add the mask address of the interface. For 
example, to associate the mask address 255.255.255.0 with all interfaces 
located on the subnet at IP address 128.111.222.xxx, you would add the 
following line to the /etc/netmask file:

128.111.222.0 255.255.255.0

❑ Reboot the system using either the reboot -- -r or init 6 command. 

Task Steps Reference document
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17 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure access 
to the iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

❑ Configure the target device to be discovered using SendTargets dynamic 
discovery. For example:

iscsiadm add discovery-address 10.14.108.181:3260

Note: If you do not want the host to see specific targets, use the static 
discovery method as described in the Solaris server documentation.

❑ Enable the SendTargets target discovery method. 

For example:
iscsiadm modify discovery --sendtargets enable

❑ Create the iSCSI device links for the local system. 

For example:
devfsadm -i iscsi

18 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage system
Disable Sun 
StorEdge Traffic 
Manager (MPxIO)

❑ Since you are using PowerPath, you must disable Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager, which is also referred to as MPxIO, by either uncommenting or 
adding the following line in the /kernel/drv/iscsi.conf file:

mpxio-disable="yes"

Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

19 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone 

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Server 
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Add persistent bindings to the HBA driver configuration file. Solaris utilities kit 
administrator’s guide

❑ If required for your HBA driver revision, edit the /kernel/drv/sd.conf file 
to add LUNs and their targets.

Note: Only certain revisions of the QLogic HBA driver require you to edit 
this file. For more information refer to your HBA driver documentation.

Solaris driver.conf 
man page

HBA driver 
documentation

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so that the HBA or 
NIC can see the targets (SPs).

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that each HBA or NIC sees only the targets (SPs) to 
which it is zoned.

Solaris documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use the inquiry option of the format command to verify that 
each path to the storage system has one arraycommpath device with an 
ID of drive type unknown. 

The output of this command should be Vendor DGC, Product LUNZ.

Solaris documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog 
box to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help
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21 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA ports (initiators) to the value required for the type of 
software running on the server:

For Solaris 10 with active passive failover
Failover Mode to 1

For Solaris 10 with asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover
Failover Mode to 4

For Solaris 9, 8, 7, or 2.6
Failover Mode to 1

Note: Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 
series storage systems, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 
03.26 or later or CX series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or 
later connected to Solaris servers running PowerPath 5.1 or later that 
support ALUA for CLARiiON storage systems, as described in the Solaris 
attach release notes on Powerlink.

For Solaris 9 or 10
Unit Serial Number to Array

For Solaris 8, 7, or 2.6 with any of the following packages
• Solstice DiskSuite
• Sun Cluster 3.X
• Veritas DBE/AC
• SFRAC 
• VRTSvcs with I/O fencing

Unit Serial Number to LUN

For Solaris 8, 7, or 2.6 without any of the above packages or with 
VRTSvcs without I/O fencing
Unit Serial Number to Array

Navisphere Manager 
help

22 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.
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23 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management ports 
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected 
to a storage system.

❑ Download and install the CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert 
requirements and 
installation 

24 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so that Solaris 
recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

❑ Checkpoint - Use the format command to verify that Solaris recognizes 
the LUNs.

If Solaris does not recognize any LUNs, verify the server’s connection to 
the storage group.

Solaris documentation

25 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set 
up your monitoring configuration.

26 Server in an FC 
configuration with 
storage system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a 
report of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.
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27 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage system
Configure optional 
server CHAP 
security

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

❑ Set the secret key on the initiator.

❑ Set the CHAP name on the initiator. By default, the initiator's CHAP name 
is set to the initiator node name.

❑ Enable CHAP authentication on the initiator.

28 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage system setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

29 Server
Make LUNs 
available to Solaris

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data by 

• Specifying Solaris mount point names for them

• Labeling and partitioning them

• Mounting file systems on them

• Mounting them to the mount points

Solaris host 
connectivity guide or 
Solaris documentation

30 Server 
Configure 
PowerPath for 
missing devices

❑ Use the following PowerPath commands to configure PowerPath for any 
missing logical devices so all paths to LUNs are visible:

powercf -i or powercf -q

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use the following PowerPath command to verify that 
PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath cannot see all the paths, verify that

• You registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• the storage-system properties are set as defined in step 21.

31 Server
Test PowerPath 

This test is either for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system (none of 
which require a PowerPath license key) or for another CX4 series or another 
CX3 series storage system and the server running full PowerPath (not 
PowerPath SE) with a registered license key.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user 
logins to the server.
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

31 Server
Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the PowerPath following 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled paths becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore
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PowerPath checklist — new Solaris server and existing storage 
system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs and driver

❑ Install HBAs (Fibre Channel) or NICs (iSCSI).

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 380).or NIC 
documentation

❑ Install HBA or NIC driver. 

Note: The iSCSI driver for NICs is bundled with the Solaris operating 
system.

For iSCSI configurations

❑ Verify that you are running Solaris 10 update 3 or later, or Solaris 10 
update 2 with the SUNWiscsir and SUNWiscsiu packages installed.

These packages must be installed in the following location on the Solaris 
server:

• SUNWiscsir – Sun iSCSI Device Driver (root)

• SUNWiscsiu – Sun iSCSI Management Utilities (usr)
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2 Server
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters, except for the persistent bindings, to the 
values required for CLARiiON and PowerPath.

You will set the persistent bindings after the storage system is installed 
and the Fibre Channel switches are zoned.

For an Emulex HBA driver, be sure to set the following parameter:
no-device-delay=0

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Solaris host 
connectivity guide 

For Emulex or QLogic 
HBAs - HBA 
documentation (see 
URL on page 380)

For JNI HBAs - Solaris 
utilities administrator 
guide

3 Server
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 378.

❑ Install PowerPath.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ If you have a PowerPath license key, register it. 

Note: A PowerPath license key isnot required if the server is connected 
only to CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, CX300i, AX4-5 series,and/or AX 
seriestorage systems.

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

4 AX series storage 
system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain and 
any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, use Navisphere Manager 
to install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

5 Server
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility. Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

6 Server
Install admsnap 

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide
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7 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

8 iSCSI network
Install

❑ If not already installed, install any switches or other network components 
as needed.

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

Router or switch 
documentation

❑ Install any network cables between host NICs, switches, and storage 
system SPs.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the NICs are working 
by checking the state of the corresponding switch or router indicators 
(using online manager or LEDs).

Router or switch 
documentation

9 Server
Connect to 
storage-system 
management LAN

❑ Cable the server to the LAN connected to the storage-system 
management port on each SP.

Storage system setup 
guide

10 Server
Cable HBAs or 
NICs to switches 
or storage system

For Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Cable the HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the storage 
system or to SP ports.

Server documentation

Storage system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connection to the Fibre Channel 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to the HBA 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation
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10 Server
Cable HBAs or 
NICs to switches 
or storage system 
(cont.)

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect any NIC data ports to the switch, router, or storage system’s NIC 
ports (direct connect).

Server documentation

NIC documentation

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

Router or switch 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding switch or 
router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

11 Non-customer 
installable Fibre 
Channel switches
Zone 

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs 

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

12 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, 
configure the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.
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13 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage 
system
Configure TCP/IP 
for each NIC 

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

❑ Create or edit the /etc/hostname.interface file and add the device name. 
For example, if you had a host named host24 with an iSCSI port bge0, you 
could assign a device name such as host24_bge0. In this instance, you 
would add the following line to the /etc/hostname.bge0 file:

host24_bge0

Note: Create a separate /etc/hostname.interface file for each interface.

❑ Edit the /etc/hosts file and add a line that associates the hostname with 
an IP address. For example, to associate 128.111.222.28 with 
host24_bge0, you would add the following line to the /etc/hosts file:

128.111.222.28 host24_bge0

❑ Edit the /etc/netmask file and add the mask address of the interface. For 
example, to associate the mask address 255.255.255.0 with all interfaces 
located on the subnet at IP address 128.111.222.xxx, you would add the 
following line to the /etc/netmask file:

128.111.222.0 255.255.255.0

❑ Reboot the system using either the reboot -- -r or init 6 command. 

14 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage 
system
Configure access 
to the iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

❑ Configure the target device to be discovered using SendTargets dynamic 
discovery. For example:

iscsiadm add discovery-address 10.14.108.181:3260

Note: If you do not want the host to see specific targets, use the static 
discovery method as described in the Solaris server documentation.

❑ Enable the SendTargets target discovery method. For example:

iscsiadm modify discovery --sendtargets enable

❑ Create the iSCSI device links for the local system. For example:

devfsadm -i iscsi

15 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage 
system
Disable Sun 
StorEdge Traffic 
Manager (MPxIO)

❑ Since you are using PowerPath, you must disable Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager, which is also referred to as MPxIO, by either uncommenting or 
adding the following line in the /kernel/drv/iscsi.conf file:

mpxio-disable="yes"

Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation
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16 Storage system
Register HBAs or 
NICs

❑ On the server, restart the host agent or server utility. Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

17 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Add persistent bindings to the HBA driver configuration file. Solaris utilities kit 
administrator’s guide

❑ If required for your HBA driver revision, edit the /kernel/drv/sd.conf file to 
add LUNs and their targets.

Note: Only certain revisions of the QLogic HBA driver require you to edit 
this file. For more information refer to your HBA driver documentation.

Solaris driver.conf man 
page

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so the HBA or NIC 
can see the targets (SPs).

Solaris documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that each HBA or NIC sees only the targets (SPs) to 
which it is zoned.

❑ Checkpoint - Use the inquiry option of the format command to verify the 
paths to the storage system. Alternate paths will have a device with an ID 
of drive type unknown. 

Note: The format command will display n+1 device entries for each LUN, 
where n is the number of paths to the LUN. One of these entries is a 
PowerPath device and the other n entries are native devices.
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18 CX4 series, CX3 
series, CX300, 
CX300i, CX500, 
CX500i, or CX700 
storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties 
for each of the server’s HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

For Solaris 10 with active passive failover
Failover Mode to 1

For Solaris 10 with asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover
Failover Mode to 4

For Solaris 9, 8, 7, or 2.6
Failover Mode to 1

Note: Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 
series storage systems, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 
03.26 or later or CX series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later 
connected to Solaris servers running PowerPath 5.1 or later that support 
ALUA for CLARiiON storage systems, as described in the Solaris attach 
release notes on Powerlink.

Array commpath to Enabled

For Solaris 9 or 10
Unit Serial Number to Array

For Solaris 8, 7, or 2.6 with any of the following packages
• Solstice DiskSuite
• Sun Cluster 3.X
• Veritas DBE/AC
• SFRAC 
• VRTSvcs with I/O fencing

Unit Serial Number to LUN
For Solaris 8, 7, or 2.6 without any of the above packages or with 
VRTSvcs without I/O fencing

Unit Serial Number to Array

Navisphere Manager 
help

19 Storage system
Configure

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager 
to connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

 ❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage 
group, and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.
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19 Storage system
Configure (cont.)

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so that Solaris 
recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Solaris documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use the format command to verify that Solaris recognizes 
the LUNs.

If Solaris does not recognize any LUNs, verify the connection to the 
storage group.

20 Server in an FC 
configuration with 
storage system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

21 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

❑ Set the secret key on the initiator.

❑ Set the CHAP name on the initiator. 

By default, the initiator's CHAP name is set to the initiator node name.

❑ Enable CHAP authentication on the initiator.

22 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a 
new NIC initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you want a new initiator to 
use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not need to configure 
the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage 
system for each new NIC, if applicable.

Storage system setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

23 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
Solaris

❑ Prepare LUNs to receive data by 

• Specifying Solaris mount point names for them

• Labeling and partitioning them

• Mounting file systems on them

• Mounting them to the mount points

Solaris host 
connectivity guide or 
Solaris documentation
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24 Server
Configure 
PowerPath for 
missing devices

❑ Use the following PowerPath commands to configure PowerPath for any 
missing logical devices so all paths to the LUNs are visible:

powercf -i or powercf -q

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use the following PowerPath command to verify that 
PowerPath sees all paths to the LUNs:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath cannot see all the paths, verify that 

• You registered your PowerPath license key.

• The storage-system properties are set as defined in step 18.

25 Server
Test PowerPath 

This test is for a CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, CX300i, or AX series storage 
system (none of which require a PowerPath license key) or for another CX4 
series, another CX3 series, a CX500, or a CX700 storage system and the 
server running full PowerPath (not PowerPath SE) with a registered license key.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

25 Server
Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore

PowerPath product 
guide
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PowerPath checklist — existing Solaris server and new storage 
system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks. 

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install the HBAs or NICs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 380)

❑ Verify that HBA or NIC drivers are installed, 

Note: The iSCSI driver for NICs is bundled with the Solaris operating 
system.

For iSCSI configurations

❑ Verify that you are running Solaris 10 update 3 or later, or Solaris 10 
update 2 with the SUNWiscsir and SUNWiscsiu packages installed.

These packages must be installed in the following location on the Solaris 
server:

• SUNWiscsir – Sun iSCSI Device Driver (root)

• SUNWiscsiu – Sun iSCSI Management Utilities (usr)

2 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision (page 377), update it:

• HBA driver (save the persistent bindings as you will need to add them to 
the new driver.)

• host agent

• admsnap

HBA documentation 
(see URL on Server 
Support Products for 
Solaris Installation 
Guide
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3 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Make sure the HBA driver parameters, except for the persistent bindings, 
are set to the values required for CLARiiON and PowerPath. 

You will set the persistent bindings after the storage system is installed and 
the Fibre Channel switches are zoned.

For an Emulex HBA driver, be sure to set the following parameter:
no-device-delay=0

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Solaris host 
connectivity guide 

HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 380)

4 Server
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 378.

❑ Install PowerPath.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ If you have a PowerPath license key, register it.

Note: A PowerPath license key is not required if the server is connected 
only to CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, CX300i, AX4-5 series, and/or AX series 
storage systems.

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath.

Note: The format command will display n+1 device entries for each LUN, 
where n is the number of paths to the LUN. One of these entries is a 
PowerPath device and the other n entries are native devices.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

5 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

6 iSCSI network
Install

❑ If not already installed, install any switches or other network components 
as needed.

Storage system setup 
guide or getting 
started guide

❑ Install any network cables between host NICs, switches, and storage 
system SPs.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the NICs are working 
by checking the state of the corresponding switch or router indicators 
(using online manager or LEDs).

Router or switch 
documentation

7 Storage system
Cable management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage system setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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8 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

9 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements 
and installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

10  Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, and/or MirrorView/S software, use Navisphere Manager to 
install their enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

11 Storage system
Cable data ports to 
switch, network, or 
server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage system to the Fibre Channel switch or HBA ports.

Storage system setup 
guide or getting 
started guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected 
to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For storage-system iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the switch, router, or 
server’s NIC ports (direct connect).

Storage system setup 
guide or getting 
started guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding switch or 
router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Router or switch 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup 
page help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

13 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

14 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage system
Configure TCP/IP 
for each NIC 

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

❑ Create or edit the /etc/hostname.interface file and add the device name. 
For example, if you had a host named host24 with an iSCSI port bge0, you 
could assign a device name such as host24_bge0. In this instance, you 
would add the following line to the /etc/hostname.bge0 file:

host24_bge0

Note: Create a separate /etc/hostname.interface file for each interface.

Solaris documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage system
Configure TCP/IP 
for each NIC (cont.)

❑ Edit the /etc/hosts file and add a line that associates the hostname with an 
IP address. For example, to associate 128.111.222.28 with host24_bge0, 
you would add the following line to the /etc/hosts file:

128.111.222.28 host24_bge0

Solaris documentation

❑ Edit the /etc/netmask file and add the mask address of the interface. For 
example, to associate the mask address 255.255.255.0 with all interfaces 
located on the subnet at IP address 128.111.222.xxx, you would add the 
following line to the /etc/netmask file:

128.111.222.0 255.255.255.0

❑ Reboot the system using either the reboot -- -r or init 6 command.

15 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage system
Configure access 
to the iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

❑ Configure the target device to be discovered using SendTargets dynamic 
discovery. 

For example:
iscsiadm add discovery-address 10.14.108.181:3260

Note: If you do not want the host to see specific targets, use the static 
discovery method as described in the Solaris server documentation.

Solaris server 
documentation

❑ Enable the SendTargets target discovery method.

For example:
iscsiadm modify discovery --sendtargets enable

❑ Create the iSCSI device links for the local system.

For example:
devfsadm -i iscsi

16 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage system
Disable Sun 
StorEdge Traffic 
Manager (MPxIO)

❑ Since you are using PowerPath, you must disable Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager, which is also referred to as MPxIO, either by uncommenting or 
adding the following line in the /kernel/drv/iscsi.conf file:

mpxio-disable="yes"

Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Server
Cable additional 
HBAs to Fibre 
Channel switches 
or storage system

❑ Cable any additional HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to 
the storage system or to SP ports.

Storage system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connections to the Fibre Channel 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each 
additional HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

18 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
HBAs

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MIrrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Add persistent bindings for the new SPs and any new HBAs to the HBA 
driver configuration file.

Solaris utilities kit 
administrator’s guide

❑ If required for your HBA driver revision, edit the /kernel/drv/sd.conf file to 
add LUNs and their targets.

Note: Only certain revisions of the QLogic HBA driver require you to edit 
this file. For more information refer to your HBA driver documentation.

Solaris driver.conf 
man page

HBA driver 
documentation

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so the HBA or NIC 
can see the targets (SPs).

Solaris documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that each HBA or NIC sees only the targets (SPs) to 
which it is zoned.

Solaris documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use the inquiry option of the format command to verify that 
each path to the storage system has one arraycommpath device with an ID 
of drive type unknown. 

The output of this command should be Vendor DGC, Product LUNZ.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Storage system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the storage-system failover properties for 
the each of the server’s HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

For Solaris 10 with active passive failover
Failover Mode to 1

For Solaris 10 with asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover
Failover Mode to 4

For Solaris 9, 8, 7, or 2.6
Failover Mode to 1

Note: Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 
series storage systems, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 
03.26 or later or CX series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later 
connected to Solaris servers running PowerPath 5.1 or later that support 
ALUA for CLARiiON storage systems, as described in the Solaris attach 
release notes on Powerlink.

Array commpath to Enabled

For Solaris 9 or 10
Unit Serial Number to Array

For Solaris 8, 7, or 2.6 with any of the following packages
• Solstice DiskSuite
• Sun Cluster 3.X
• Veritas DBE/AC
• SFRAC 
• VRTSvcs with I/O fencing

Unit Serial Number to LUN
For Solaris 8, 7, or 2.6 without any of the above packages or with VRTSvcs 
without I/O fencing

Unit Serial Number to Array

Navisphere Manager 
help

21 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST. 

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

Task Steps Reference document
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22 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so that Solaris 
recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Solaris documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use the format command to verify that Solaris recognizes 
the LUNs.

If Solaris does not recognize any LUNs, verify the server’s connection to 
the storage group.

Solaris documentation

23 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ If you will monitor storage-system events, apply the desired event monitor 
templates to the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

24 Server in an FC 
configuration with 
storage system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support 
products installation 
guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

25 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage system
Configure optional 
server CHAP 
security for new 
NIC initiators

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

❑ Set the secret key on the initiator.

❑ Set the CHAP name on the initiator. By default, the initiator's CHAP name 
is set to the initiator node name.

❑ Enable CHAP authentication on the initiator.

26 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage system setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help
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27 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to Solaris

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data by 

• Specifying Solaris mount point names for them

• Labeling and partitioning them

• Mounting file systems on them

• Mounting them to the mount points

Solaris host 
connectivity guide or 
Solaris documentation

28 Server 
Configure 
PowerPath for 
missing devices

❑ Use the following PowerPath commands to configure PowerPath for any 
missing logical devices so all paths to LUNs are visible:

powercf -i or powercf -q

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use the following PowerPath command to verify that 
PowerPath sees all the paths to the LUNs:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath cannot see all the paths, verify that 

• You registered your PowerPath license key.

• The storage-system properties are set as defined in step 20.

29 Server 
Test PowerPath 

This test is for a storage system connected to a server running PowerPath with 
a registered license key or for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system 
connected to a server running PowerPath without a license key and with only 
CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, CX300i, AX4-5 series, and/or AX series storage 
systems (none of which require a license key) connected to it.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

29 Server 
Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore

30 Server 

Applications 
online

❑ Bring any applications that you shut down (such as clustering or 
databases) back online, and configure for PowerPath if required.

PowerPath installation 
and administrator’s 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath checklist — existing Solaris server and existing 
storage system

This checklist assumes that the existing Solaris server and existing 
storage system are already connected in a SAN or direct attach 
configuration. 

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install the HBAs or NICs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 380)

NIC documentation

Solaris server 
documentation

❑ Verify that HBA or NIC drivers are installed. 

Note: The iSCSI driver for NICs is bundled with the Solaris operating 
system.

For iSCSI configurations
❑ Verify that you are running Solaris 10 update 3 or later, or Solaris 10 

update 2 with the SUNWiscsir and SUNWiscsiu packages installed.

These packages must be installed in the following location on the Solaris 
server:

• SUNWiscsir – Sun iSCSI Device Driver (root)

• SUNWiscsiu – Sun iSCSI Management Utilities (usr)

Solaris server 
documentation
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2 Server
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision (page 377), update it:

• HBA or NIC driver (save the persistent bindings as you will need to add 
them to the new driver.)

Note: The iSCSI driver for NICs is bundled with the Solaris operating 
system.

• host agent

• admsnap

For Emulex or QLogic 
driver- HBA 
documentation (see 
URL on page 380)

For JNI driver- Solaris 
utilities administrator 
guide 

For iSCSI driver- 
Solaris server 
documentation 

Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

3 Server 
Set HBA driver 
parameters

❑ Make sure the HBA driver parameters, except for the persistent bindings, 
are set to the values required for CLARiiON and PowerPath. 

For an Emulex HBA driver, be sure to set the following parameter:

no-device-delay=0

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Solaris host connectivity 
guide 

For Emulex or QLogic 
HBAs - HBA 
documentation (see 
URL on page 380)

For JNI HBAs - Solaris 
utilities administrator 
guide
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4 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, 
configure the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system whose 
iSCSI data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port 
Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

5 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure TCP/IP 
for each NIC

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

❑ Create or edit the /etc/hostname.interface file and add the device name. 
For example, if you had a host named host24 with an iSCSI port bge0, you 
could assign a device name such as host24_bge0. In this instance, you 
would add the following line to the /etc/hostname.bge0 file:

host24_bge0

Note: Create a separate /etc/hostname.interface file for each interface.

❑ Edit the /etc/hosts file and add a line that associates the hostname with an 
IP address. For example, to associate 128.111.222.28 with host24_bge0, 
you would add the following line to the /etc/hosts file:

128.111.222.28 host24_bge0

❑ Edit the /etc/netmask file and add the mask address of the interface. For 
example, to associate the mask address 255.255.255.0 with all interfaces 
located on the subnet at IP address 128.111.222.xxx, you would add the 
following line to the /etc/netmask file:

128.111.222.0 255.255.255.0

❑ Reboot the system using either the reboot -- -r or init 6 command.

Task Steps Reference document
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6 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure access 
to the iSCSI 
target devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

❑ Configure the target device to be discovered using SendTargets dynamic 
discovery. For example:

iscsiadm add discovery-address 10.14.108.181:3260

Note: If you do not want the host to see specific targets, use the static 
discovery method as described in the Solaris server documentation.

❑ Enable the SendTargets target discovery method. 

For example:
iscsiadm modify discovery --sendtargets enable

❑ Create the iSCSI device links for the local system. 

For example:
devfsadm -i iscsi

Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

7 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with the storage 
system
Disable Sun 
StorEdge Traffic 
Manager (MPxIO)

❑ Since you are using PowerPath, you must disable Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager, which is also referred to as MPxIO, either by uncommenting or 
adding the following line in the /kernel/drv/iscsi.conf file:

mpxio-disable="yes"

Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

8 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs

❑ On the server, restart the host agent or server utility. Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

9 AX series storage 
system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain and 
any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, use Navisphere Manager 
to install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)
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10 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

11 Server 
Cable additional 
HBAs or NICs to 
switches or 
storage system

For Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Cable any additional HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to 
the storage system or to SP ports.

Server documentation

Storage system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the HBA connections to the Fibre Channel 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the Fibre Channel switch port connected 
to each additional HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect any additional NIC data ports to the switch, router, or storage 
system’s NIC ports (direct connect).

Server documentation

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding switch or 
router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Router or switch 
documentation

12 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone for 
additional HBAs

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Server 
Make target SPs 
available

❑ If you updated the driver or added additional HBAs, add persistent bindings 
to the HBA driver configuration file.

Solaris utilities kit 
administrator’s guide

❑ If required for your HBA driver revision, edit the /kernel/drv/sd.conf file to 
add LUNs for the new targets.

Note: Only certain revisions of the QLogic HBA driver require you to edit 
this file. For more information refer to your HBA driver documentation.

Solaris driver.conf man 
page

HBA driver 
documentation

❑ If you added persistent bindings, reboot the server using the reboot - - -r 
command so the HBAs or NICs can see the targets (SPs).

Solaris documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use the inquiry option of the format command to verify the 
paths to the storage system. Alternate paths will have a device with an ID 
of drive type unknown. 

14 Server
Make paths to 
additional HBAs 
available

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to disconnect and then reconnect the server and 
its storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so the HBAs can see 
the LUNs in the storage group.

Task Steps Reference document
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15 CX4 series, CX3 
series, CX300, 
CX300i, CX500, 
CX500i, or 
CX700 storage 
system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties 
for the server’s each of HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

For Solaris 10 with active passive failover
Failover Mode to 1

For Solaris 10 with asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover
Failover Mode to 4

For Solaris 9, 8, 7, or 2.6
Failover Mode to 1

Note: Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 
series storage systems, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 
03.26 or later or CX series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later 
connected to Solaris servers running PowerPath 5.1 or later that support 
ALUA for CLARiiON storage systems, as described in the Solaris attach 
release notes on Powerlink.

Array commpath to Enabled

For Solaris 9 or 10
Unit Serial Number to Array

For Solaris 8, 7, or 2.6 with any of the following packages
• Solstice DiskSuite
• Sun Cluster 3.X
• Veritas DBE/AC
• SFRAC 
• VRTSvcs with I/O fencing

Unit Serial Number to LUN
For Solaris 8, 7, or 2.6 without any of the above packages or with VRTSvcs 
without I/O fencing

Unit Serial Number to Array

Navisphere Manager 
help

16 Server 
Configure 
PowerPath for 
missing devices

❑ Use the following Power Path commands to configure PowerPath for any 
missing logical devices so all paths to the LUNs are visible:

powercf -i or powercf -q

powermt config

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use the following PowerPath command to verify that 
PowerPath sees all paths to the LUNs:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath cannot see all the paths, verify that 

• You registered your PowerPath license key.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are set as defined in step 15.

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

18 Server 

Test PowerPath 

This test is for a storage system connected to a server running PowerPath with 
a registered license key or for a CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, CX300i, or AX 
series storage system connected to a server running PowerPath without a 
license key and with only CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, CX300i, AX4-5 series, 
and/or AX series storage systems (none of which require a license key) 
connected to it.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Stop all applications accessing the storage system and disable user logins 
to the server.

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

Task Steps Reference document
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18 Server 

Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore

19 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new NIC 
initiators

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

❑ Set the secret key on the initiator.

❑ Set the CHAP name on the initiator. By default, the initiator's CHAP name 
is set to the initiator node name.

❑ Enable CHAP authentication on the initiator.

20 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a 
new NIC initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you want a new initiator to 
use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not need to configure the 
storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage 
system for each new NIC, if applicable.

Storage system setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

21 Server 

Applications 
online

❑ Bring any applications that you shut down (such as clustering or 
databases) back online, and configure for PowerPath if required.

PowerPath installation 
and administrator’s 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager configurations
Read this section if you are installing a Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager 
configuration with a new or existing server and a new or existing 
storage system. A new and existing server and a new and existing 
storage system are defined as follows:

new server - A server running Solaris and not connected to any 
storage system.

existing server - A server running Solaris and that is already 
connected to one or more storage systems.

new storage system - CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, or AX series 
storage system that has the factory default settings and has never been 
connected to a server.

existing storage system - CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX500, 
CX700, or AX series storage system that is already connected to one 
or more servers and is in a Navisphere domain.

Only CX3-10c, CX3-20c, and CX3-40c storage systems are supported for iSCSI 
configurations with a Solaris server running StorEdge Traffic Manager. If a 
server is connected to AX series storage systems, it cannot be connected to 
any other type of storage system. All non-AX series storage systems 
connected to a server must be must be either CLARiiON CX3 series, CX300, 
CX500, or CX700 storage systems storage systems, or other storage systems 
that can co-exist with these CLARiiON storage systems in a Sun StorEdge 
Traffic Manager environment. If any other type of storage system is 
connected to the server, the server cannot run Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager. 

Topics relating to the checklists for Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager 
configurations are:

◆ Required host software revisions .................................................. 425
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 425
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 426
◆ Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager checklist — new Solaris server 

and new storage system.................................................................. 428
◆ Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager checklist — new Solaris server

and existing storage system ........................................................... 439
◆ Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager checklist — existing Solaris

server and new storage system...................................................... 448
◆ Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager checklist — existing Solaris

server and existing storage system ............................................... 458
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Required host 
software revisions

◆ Solaris operating system revision and patches listed in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator as required for Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager for CLARiiON storage systems. This matrix is on the 
Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

◆ Java Runtime Environment (JRE) on the host from which you will 
run Navisphere Manager to manage the storage system. For the 
correct JRE version, see the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on 
the Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is on a network that is connected to the 
storage-system server and that you will connect to the SPs in the 
storage system.

◆ For an AX series storage system, you need the AX Navisphere 
Manager Upgrade kit if the storage system has not already been 
upgraded to Navisphere Manager.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs, RAID groups and/thin 
pools, and storage groups.

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

• For customized documentation on planning an AX series 
storage system configuration, go to the Install page of the 
AX150 support website (http://emc.com/ax150support) or 

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
http://emc.com/cx3support
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AX100 support website (http://emc.com/ax100support), 
respectively, click Plan, and answer the questions about your 
configuration.

Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you download these documents onto your service 
laptop.

◆ Documentation that ships with the HBA. 

This documentation is also available from the Sun website:
http://www.sun.com/

◆ Documentation that ships with the following:
• Fibre Channel switches and Fibre Channel switch 

management software
• Solaris operating system

◆ Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager for CLARiiON Release Notes 
(P/N 300-002-978)

◆ EMC CLARiiON Support Products for Solaris Installation Guide 
(P/N300-002-039)

◆ EMC CLARiiON iSCSI Server Setup Guide for Solaris (P/N 
300-003-806)

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3-Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

http://www.sun.com/
http://emc.com/ax100support
http://emc.com/ax100support
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◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and Cabling 
Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ Getting Started - AX100/AX100SC (P/N 300-001-552)

◆ Getting Started - AX150/AX150SC (P/N 300-002-952)

◆ AX100-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-002-735)

◆ AX150-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 
(P/N 300-003-036)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX4 series, CX3 series, CX 
series and AX series storage systems (available in the Manager 
user interface and in the Technical Documentation and 
Advisories section on the Powerlink website - 
http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager Administrator’s Guide (P/N 069001125) - 
for FC series storage systems

◆ EMC Navisphere Security Administrator’s Guide (P/N 069001124) - 
for FC series storage systems

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for Sun Solaris (P/N 300-000-607)

http://powerlink.emc.com
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Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager checklist — new Solaris server and 
new storage system

For CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage systems, complete the 
tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives. For AX series storage systems, complete all the 
tasks.

CX300i and CX500i storage systems are not supported for iSCSI 
configurations with a Solaris server running StorEdge Traffic Manager.

Task Steps
Reference 
document

1 Server 
Install HBAs or 
NICs or NICs and 
driver

For FIbre Channel HBAs

❑ Install HBAs or NICs as described in the Sun installation guide for the HBA or 
NIC and operating system, which is available at the Sun website:

http://www.sun.com/

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA 
documentation 
(see URL on 
page 426) or NIC 
documentation

❑ Check the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website to 
determine the required OS and/or HBA or NIC driver packages or patches for 
the version of Solaris that you server is running.

Note: For Solaris 10, the HBA or NIC driver and Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager 
are integrated into the required OS patches. For Solaris 9, the Sun StorEdge 
Traffic Manager and HBA driver are in the Sun StorEdge SAN Foundation 
package Version 4.4.7 or later.

E-Lab 
Interoperability 
Navigator on 
Powerlink

Solaris 
documentation

❑ If the required OS patches and/or version of Sun StorEdge SAN Foundation 
package is not installed, obtain the supported package and/or patch from the 
sites below and install it as described in the release notes for the package or 
patch.

For a package: http://www.sun.com/storage/san/.
For a patch http://sunsolve.sun.com

Note: The iSCSI driver for NICs is bundled with the Solaris operating system.

For iSCSI configurations

❑ Verify that you are running a Solaris 10 update 3 or later, or Solaris 10 update 2 
with the SUNWiscsir and SUNWiscsiu packages installed.

These packages must be installed in the following location on the Solaris server:

• SUNWiscsir – Sun iSCSI Device Driver (root)

• SUNWiscsiu – Sun iSCSI Management Utilities (usr)

http://www.sun.com/storage/san/
http://www.sun.com/
http://sunsolve.sun.com
http://www.sun.com/storage/san
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2 Server
Enable Sun 
StorEdge Traffic 
Manager (MPxIO)

❑ Enable Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager, which is also referred to as MPxIO, and 
its auto-restore feature, which returns LUNs to their default SP after a failed 
path is repaired:

For Fibre Channel configurations

For Solaris 9 - In /kernel/drv/scsi_vhci.conf, change 
mpxio-disable="yes" to mpxio-disable="no" and
auto-failback="Disable" to auto-failback="Enable"

For Solaris 10 - in /kernel/drv/fp.conf, change 
mpxio-disable="yes" to mpxio-disable="no"
Auto-restore is enabled by default.

For iSCSI configurations
In the /kernel/drv/iscsi.conf file, either uncomment or add the following entry:
mpxio-disable="no"

Note: For Solaris 10 update 3 or greater, comment mpxio-disable="yes", if it 
appears in the iscsi.conf file. 

Solaris 
documentation

3 Server with a CX4 
series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system
Install EMC 
software

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server Support 
Products for 
Solaris Installation 
Guide

4 iSCSI network
Install

If you are using an iSCSI network:

❑ If not already installed, install any switches or other network components as 
needed.

Storage system 
setup guide or 
getting started 
guide

❑ Install any network cables between host NICs, switches, and storage-system 
SPs.

IMPORTANT: A NIC can have only one path to an SP.

Router or switch 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the NICs are working by 
checking the state of the corresponding switch or router indicators (using online 
manager or LEDs).

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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5 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Install

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a SAN

❑ Install Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, 
Fibre Channel 
switch 
documentation.

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a switch port.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the Fibre Channel switch by 
checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to the HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the HBA is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb SP 
port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates 
that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is 
off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

6 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

7 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network from 
which you will manage the storage system.

Storage system 
setup guide

8 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet as 
the storage-system management ports.

Server Support 
Products for 
Solaris Installation 
Guide❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

9 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows host 
(such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network as the 
storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON Tools 
page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements 
and installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System and 
follow the steps in the wizard.

Task Steps
Reference 
document

http://powerlink.emc.com
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10 AX series 
storage system

Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if required for 
the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading 
Storage System 
to Navisphere 
Manager (part of 
the upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domains and any 
additional users.

11 Server with AX 
series storage 
systems
Install EMC 
software

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

CAUTION: Do not install the host agent or the server utility.

Server Support 
Products for 
Solaris Installation 
Guide

12 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have the Virtual Provisioning and/or SnapView software for the storage 
system, use Navisphere Manager to install their enablers.

Navisphere 
Manager help

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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13 Storage system
Cable data ports 
to switch, 
network, or server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage system to the Fibre Channel switch or HBA ports.

Storage system 
setup guide or 
getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the Fibre 
Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each 
SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel 
switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb SP 
port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates 
that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is 
off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For storage-system iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the switch, router, or server’s 
NIC ports (direct connect).

Storage system 
setup guide or 
getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage-system SPs 
are working by checking the state of the corresponding switch or router 
indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Router or switch 
documentation

14 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a CX3 
series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 storage 
system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup 
page help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if not 
already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere 
Manager help 

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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15 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere 
Manager help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage window, right-click the storage system iSCSI data 
ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the Port 
Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

16 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage 
system
Configure TCP/IP 
for each NIC 

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI 
Server Setup 
Guide

Solaris Server 
documentation

❑ Create or edit the /etc/hostname.interface file and add the device name. For 
example, if you had a host named host24 with an iSCSI port bge0, you could 
assign a device name such as host24_bge0. In this instance, you would add the 
following line to the /etc/hostname.bge0 file:

host24_bge0

Note: Create a separate /etc/hostname.interface file for each interface.

❑ Edit the /etc/hosts file and add a line that associates the hostname with an IP 
address. For example, to associate 128.111.222.28 with host24_bge0, you 
would add the following line to the /etc/hosts file:

128.111.222.28 host24_bge0

❑ Edit the /etc/netmask file and add the mask address of the interface. For 
example, to associate the mask address 255.255.255.0 with all interfaces 
located on the subnet at IP address 128.111.222.xxx, you would add the 
following line to the /etc/netmask file:

128.111.222.0 255.255.255.0

Solaris iSCSI 
Server Setup 
Guide

Solaris Server 
documentation

❑ Reboot the system using either the reboot -- -r or init 6 command. 
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17 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage 
system
Configure access 
to the iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI 
Server Setup 
Guide

Solaris Server 
documentation

❑ Configure the target device to be discovered using SendTargets dynamic 
discovery.

For example:
iscsiadm add discovery-address 10.14.108.181:3260

Note: If you do not want the host to see specific targets, use the static discovery 
method as described in the Solaris server documentation.

❑ Enable the SendTargets target discovery method. 

For example:
iscsiadm modify discovery --sendtargets enable

❑ Create the iSCSI device links for the local system. 

For example:
devfsadm -i iscsi

18 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone 

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port (host 
initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel 
switch 
management 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify the 
Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

19 Server
Determine HBA or 
NIC WWNs

❑ Create the following shell script named wwnscript.sh to determine the world 
wide names (WWN) of the Fibre Channel HBAs or NICs connected to the 
storage system, and declare this script as an executable:

#!/bin/sh
for i in `cfgadm |grep fc-fabric|awk '{print $1}'`;do

dev="`cfgadm -lv $i|grep devices |awk '{print $NF}'`"
wwn="`luxadm -e dump_map $dev |grep 'Host Bus'|awk '{print $4}'`"
echo "$i: $wwn"

done
Note: | in the above script is the character for a pipe.

Solaris 
documentation

❑ Execute wwnscript.sh.

Sample output below shows two HBAs connected to the storage system:
c8: 210000e08b105e35
c9: 210000e08b305e35
where C8 and C9 are the HBA (controller) numbers and 210000e08b105e35 
and 210000e08b305e35 are the WWNs of the HBAs.

❑ For each HBA or NIC, record its controller number and WWN.
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20 Server
Verify LUN 
visibility

❑ Verify that the server can see storage-system LUNs as follows:

Note: The LUN that should be visible is a pseudo LUN (LUN Z) that has no 
capacity and disappears when you configure real LUNs on the storage system. 

• For each HBA or NIC connected to the storage system, enter 
cfgadm -c configure cn

where n is the HBA or NIC number 

• After executing cfgadm for each controller, enter

luxadm probe

• Verify that the output displays a node with the storage system’s WWN and 
that this node lists each path from the server to the storage system.

Sample output below shows a storage-system node with four paths from the 
server to the storage system:

Found Fibre Channel device(s):
Node WWN: 50060160ba600064 Device Type:Disk device

Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c3t500601603A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c3t500601613A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c4t500601603A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c4t500601613A600064d0s2

Solaris 
documentation

21 Server
Register HBAs 
with storage 
system

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status window for the storage system 
to register each HBA connection with the storage system:

• In the Connectivity Status window, select the connection for the WWN of 
the HBA, click Register to open the Register Initiator Record window.

• Select the following:
- Initiator Type of CLARiiON Open
- ArrayCommPath
- Unit Serial Number of Array
- Failover Mode of 

1 for active passive mode.
4 for asymmetric active active (ALUA) modes

Note: Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 
series storage systems, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 03.26 
or later or CX series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later 
connected to Solaris servers that support ALUA for CLARiiON storage 
systems, as described in the Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager for CLARiiON 
Release Notes on Powerlink.

• In the Host Information box, select New Host and enter the server’s IP 
address.

• Click OK.

After a few seconds, the registration status of the HBA or NIC connection should 
change from No to Yes.

Navisphere 
Manager help

Sun StorEdge 
Traffic Manager 
for CLARiiON 
Release Notes
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21 Server
Register HBAs 
with storage 
system
(cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - After registering each HBA or NIC connection, open the storage 
system’s Connectivity Status window, and verify that each HBA or NIC 
connection to the server has Yes in the Registered column.

❑ If an HBA or NIC connection has No in the Registered column or does not list 
the server’s name, the registration was unsuccessful, and you may have a 
cabling or switch zoning problem.

22 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows host 
(such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network as the 
storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements 
and installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

23 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on which 
you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same network as the 
storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected to a storage system.

❑ Download and install CLARalert onto the monitor station from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert 
requirements and 
installation 

24 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, 
create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning enabler 
installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so that Solaris recognizes 
the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

❑ Checkpoint - Use the format command to verify that Solaris recognizes the 
LUNs.

If Solaris does not recognize any LUNs, verify the server’s connection to the 
storage group.

Solaris 
documentation
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25 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere 
Manager help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up your 
monitoring configuration.

26 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage 
system
Configure Initiator 
CHAP security 
(optional)

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI 
Server Setup 
Guide❑ Set the secret key on the initiator.

❑ Set the CHAP name on the initiator. 

By default, the initiator's CHAP name is set to the initiator node name.

❑ Enable CHAP authentication on the initiator.

27 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
the storage 
system
Configure mutual 
CHAP security 
(optional)

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI 
Server Setup 
Guide❑ Enable bidirectional authentication parameters on the target.

❑ Set the authentication method to CHAP on the target. 

❑ Set the target device secret key on the target.

❑ Set the CHAP name on the target. 

By default, the target's CHAP name is set to the target name. 

28 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure CHAP 
security (optional)

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the storage-system 
iSCSI ports.

Storage system 
setup guide and 
Navisphere 
Manager help

29 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
Solaris

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data by 

• Specifying Solaris mount point names for them

• Labeling and partitioning them

• Mounting file systems on them

• Mounting them to the mount points

Solaris host 
connectivity guide 
or Solaris 
documentation
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You are now ready to set up SnapView, if you enabled it on the 
storage system. AX series storage systems ship from the factory with 
SnapView snapshot functionality enabled.

30 Server
Test failover

This test applies to a server with more than one HBA or NIC connection to the 
storage system and where each HBA or NIC has at least one path to each SP.

❑ On the server, list the LUNs available to the server by entering:

luxadm probe

Solaris 
documentation

❑ Leave the output displayed open.

❑ For each LUN displayed by luxadm probe:

• luxadm display device_name

where device_name is the name of the LUN as listed by luxadm probe.

The output lists the following for each HBA or NIC (controller) path to the 
LUN:

- Device address - world wide name of the SP port and the LUN number

- Host controller port WWN - world wide name of the HBA or NIC
connection

- Class - whether the path is the primary or secondary path to the LUN. 
A primary path is through the SP that is the default owner of the LUN; a
secondary path is through the other SP.

- State - Whether the path is ONLINE, STANDBY, or OFFLINE. 

Note: Active paths are ONLINE; passive paths are STANDBY; and, failed 
paths are OFFLINE. A path is working if it is ONLINE or STANDBY. 

• Record the state of each connection.

❑ Start writing data to each LUN.

❑ Disconnect the cable from one of the HBAs or NICs.

❑ For each LUN, rerun luxadm display and verify that the state of the uncabled 
HBA paths is OFFLINE and the state of the cabled HBA paths is ONLINE or 
STANDBY, which means that writing of data from the server continues, but is 
now going through another HBA or NIC.

Solaris 
documentation

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ For each LUN, rerun the luxadm display and verify that the state of one of the 
re-cabled HBA or NIC paths is back to its original state.
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existing storage system

For CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage systems, complete the 
tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives.

CX300i and CX500i storage systems are not supported for iSCSI 
configurations with a Solaris server running StorEdge Traffic Manager.

Task Steps
Reference 
document

1 Server 
Install HBAs or NICs 
and driver

❑ Install HBAs or NICs as described in the Sun installation guide for the HBA or 
NIC and operating system, which is available at the Sun website:

http://www.sun.com/

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to do 
so later in this procedure.

HBA 
documentation 
(see URL on 
page 426) or NIC 
documentation

❑ Check the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website to 
determine the required OS and/or HBA or NIC driver packages or patches for 
the version of Solaris that your server is running.

Note: For Solaris 10, the HBA or NIC driver and Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager are integrated into the required OS patches. For Solaris 9, the Sun 
StorEdge Traffic Manager and HBA driver are in the Sun StorEdge SAN 
Foundation package Version 4.4.7 or later.

E-Lab 
Interoperability 
Navigator on 
Powerlink

Solaris 
documentation

❑ If the required OS patches and/or version of Sun StorEdge SAN Foundation 
package is not installed, obtain the supported package and/or patch from the 
sites below and install it as described in the release notes for the package or 
patch.

For a package: http://www.sun.com/storage/san/.
For a patch http://sunsolve.sun.com

Note: The iSCSI driver for NICs is bundled with the Solaris operating system.

For iSCSI configurations

❑ Verify that you are running Solaris 10 update 3 or later, or Solaris 10 update 2 
with the SUNWiscsir and SUNWiscsiu packages installed.

These packages must be installed in the following location on the Solaris 
server:

• SUNWiscsir – Sun iSCSI Device Driver (root)

• SUNWiscsiu – Sun iSCSI Management Utilities (usr)

Solaris 
documentation

http://www.sun.com/
http://www.sun.com/storage/san/
http://sunsolve.sun.com
http://www.sun.com/storage/san
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2 Server
Enable Sun 
StorEdge Traffic 
Manager (MPxIO)

❑ Enable Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager, which is also referred to as MPxIO, 
and its auto-restore feature, which returns LUNs to their default SP after a 
failed path is repaired:

For Fibre Channel configurations

For Solaris 9 - In /kernel/drv/scsi_vhci.conf, change 
mpxio-disable="yes" to mpxio-disable="no" and
auto-failback="no" to auto-failback="yes"

For Solaris 10 - in /kernel/drv/fp/.conf, change 
mpxio-disable="yes" to mpxio-disable="no
Auto-restore is enabled by default.

For iSCSI configurations

In the /kernel/drv/iscsi.conf file, either uncomment or add the following 
entry:
mpxio-disable="no"

Note: For Solaris 10 update 3 or greater, comment mpxio-disable="yes" if it 
appears in the iscsi.conf file. 

Solaris 
documentation

3 AX series storage 
system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set up 
security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if required 
for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to 
Navisphere 
Manager (part of 
the upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler. Navisphere 
Manager help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain and 
any additional users.

4 Server
Install EMC 
software

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

CAUTION: Do not install the host agent or the server utility.

Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

5 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required minimum 
revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage system 
will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all paths to an 
SP are down.

Navisphere 
Manager help 

6 Server
Connect to 
storage-system 
management LAN

❑ Cable the server to the LAN connected to the storage-system management 
port on each SP.

Storage system 
setup guide
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7 Storage system
Cable data ports to 
switch, network, or 
server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage system to the Fibre Channel switch or HBA ports.

Storage system 
setup guide or 
getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the Fibre 
Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each 
SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel 
switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates 
that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED 
is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel 
switch 
documentation

For storage-system iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the switch, router, or server’s 
NIC ports (direct connect).

Storage system 
setup guide or 
getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system SPs 
are working by checking the state of the corresponding switch or router 
indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Router or switch 
documentation

8 Non-customer 
installable Fibre 
Channel switches

Zone

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each new HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel 
switch 
management 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify the 
Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.
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9 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, configure 
the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere 
Manager help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system shoe iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the Port 
Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

10 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure TCP/IP 
for each NIC 

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI 
Server Setup Guide

Solaris Server 
documentation

❑ Create or edit the /etc/hostname.interface file and add the device name. For 
example, if you had a host named host24 with an iSCSI port bge0, you could 
assign a device name such as host24_bge0. In this instance, you would add 
the following line to the /etc/hostname.bge0 file:

host24_bge0

Note: Create a separate /etc/hostname.interface file for each interface.

❑ Edit the /etc/hosts file and add a line that associates the hostname with an IP 
address. For example, to associate 128.111.222.28 with host24_bge0, you 
would add the following line to the /etc/hosts file:

128.111.222.28 host24_bge0

❑ Edit the /etc/netmask file and add the mask address of the interface. For 
example, to associate the mask address 255.255.255.0 with all interfaces 
located on the subnet at IP address 128.111.222.xxx, you would add the 
following line to the /etc/netmask file:

128.111.222.0 255.255.255.0

❑ Reboot the system using either the reboot -- -r or init 6 command. 
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11 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure access to 
the iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI 
Server Setup Guide

Solaris Server 
documentation

❑ Configure the target device to be discovered using SendTargets dynamic 
discovery. 

For example:
iscsiadm add discovery-address 10.14.108.181:3260

Note: If you do not want the host to see specific targets, use the static 
discovery method as described in the Solaris server documentation.

❑ Enable the SendTargets target discovery method. 

For example:
iscsiadm modify discovery --sendtargets enable

❑ Create the iSCSI device links for the local system. 

For example:
devfsadm -i iscsi

12 Server
Determine HBA or 
NIC WWNs

❑ Create the following shell script named wwnscript.sh to determine the world 
wide names (WWN) of the Fibre Channel HBAs or NICs connected to the 
storage system, and declare this script as an executable:

#!/bin/sh
for i in `cfgadm |grep fc-fabric|awk '{print $1}'`;do

dev="`cfgadm -lv $i|grep devices |awk '{print $NF}'`"
wwn="`luxadm -e dump_map $dev |grep 'Host Bus'|awk '{print $4}'`"
echo "$i: $wwn"

done
Note: | in the above script is the character for a pipe.

Solaris 
documentation

❑ Execute wwnscript.sh.

Sample output below shows two HBAs connected to the storage system:
c8: 210000e08b105e35
c9: 210000e08b305e35
where C8 and C9 are the HBA (controller) numbers and 
210000e08b105e35 and 210000e08b305e35 are the WWNs of the 
HBAs.

❑ For each HBA or NIC, record its controller number and WWN.
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13 Server
Verify LUN visibility

❑ Verify that the server can see storage-system LUNs as follows:

Note: The LUN that should be visible is a pseudo LUN (LUN Z) that has no 
capacity and disappears when you configure real LUNs on the storage 
system. 

• For each HBA or NIC connected to the storage system, enter 
cfgadm -c configure cn

where n is the HBA or NIC number 

• After executing cfgadm for each controller, enter

luxadm probe

• Verify that the output displays a node with the storage system’s WWN and 
that this node lists each path from the server to the storage system.

Sample output below shows a storage-system node with four paths from 
the server to the storage system:

Found Fibre Channel device(s):
Node WWN: 50060160ba600064 Device Type:Disk device

Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c3t500601603A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c3t500601613A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c4t500601603A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c4t500601613A600064d0s2

Solaris 
documentation

14 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with storage 
system

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status window for the storage 
system to register each HBA or NIC connection with the storage system:

• In the Connectivity Status window, select the connection for the WWN of 
the HBA, click Register to open the Register Initiator Record window.

• Select the following:
- Initiator Type of CLARiiON Open
- ArrayCommPath
- Unit Serial Number of Array
- Failover Mode of 

1 for active passive mode
4 for asymmetric active active (ALUA) mode

Note: Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 
series storage systems, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 03.26 
or later or CX series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later 
connected to Solaris servers that support ALUA for CLARiiON storage 
systems, as described in the Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager for CLARiiON 
Release Notes on Powerlink.

• In the Host Information box, select New Host and enter the server’s IP 
address.

• Click OK.

After a few seconds, the registration status of the HBA or NIC connection, 
should change from No to Yes.

Navisphere 
Manager help

Sun StorEdge 
Traffic Manager for 
CLARiiON Release 
Notes
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14 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with storage 
system (cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - After registering each HBA or NIC connection, open the storage 
system’s Connectivity Status window, and verify that each HBA  or NIC 
connection to the server has Yes in the Registered column.

❑ If an HBA or NIC connection has No in the Registered column or does not list 
the server’s name, the registration was unsuccessful, and you may have a 
cabling or switch zoning problem.

15 Storage system
Configure

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere 
Manager help 

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to create 
RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create storage groups, and assign 
LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning enabler 
installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

For any storage system

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so that Solaris 
recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Solaris 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use the format command to verify that Solaris recognizes the 
LUNs.

If Solaris does not recognize any LUNs, verify the server’s connection to the 
storage group.

16 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure Initiator 
CHAP security 
(optional)

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI 
Server Setup Guide

❑ Set the secret key on the initiator.

❑ Set the CHAP name on the initiator. 

By default, the initiator's CHAP name is set to the initiator node name.

❑ Enable CHAP authentication on the initiator.

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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17 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure mutual 
CHAP security 
(optional)

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI 
Server Setup Guide

❑ Enable bidirectional authentication parameters on the target.

❑ Set the authentication method to CHAP on the target. 

18 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure mutual 
CHAP security 
(optional)

❑ Set the target device secret key on the target. 

❑ Set the CHAP name on the target. 

By default, the target's CHAP name is set to the target name. 

19 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure CHAP 
security (optional)

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage system 
setup guide and 
Navisphere 
Manager help

20 Server
Make LUNs 
available to Solaris

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data by 

• Specifying Solaris mount point names for them

• Labeling and partitioning them

• Mounting file systems on them

• Mounting them to the mount points

Solaris host 
connectivity guide 
or Solaris 
documentation

Task Steps
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You are now ready to set up SnapView, if it is enabled on the storage 
system. AX series storage systems ship from the factory with 
SnapView snapshot functionality enabled.

21 Server
Test failover

This test applies to a server with more than one HBA or NIC connection to the 
storage system and each HBA or NIC has at least one path to each SP.

❑ On the server, list the LUNs available to the server by entering:

luxadm probe

Solaris 
documentation

❑ Leave the output displayed open.

❑ For each LUN displayed by luxadm probe:

• luxadm display device_name
where device_name is the name of the LUN as listed by luxadm probe.

The output lists the following for each HBA or NIC (controller) path to the 
LUN:

- Device address - world wide name of the SP port and the LUN number

- Host controller port WWN - world wide name of the HBA or NIC
connection

- Class - whether the path is the primary or secondary path to the LUN. 
A primary path is through the SP that is the default owner of the LUN; a
secondary path is through the other SP.

- State - Whether the path is ONLINE, STANDBY, or OFFLINE. 

Note: Active paths are ONLINE; passive paths are STANDBY; and, failed 
paths are OFFLINE. A path is working if it is ONLINE or STANDBY. 

• Record that state of each connection.

Solaris 
documentation

❑ Start writing data to each LUN. Solaris 
documentation

❑ Disconnect the cable from one of the HBAs or NICs.

❑ For each LUN, rerun luxadm display and verify that the state of the uncabled 
HBA path is OFFLINE and the state of one of the cabled HBA paths is 
ONLINE or STANDBY, which means that the writing of data from the server 
continues, but is now going through another HBA or NIC.

❑ For each LUN, rerun the luxadm display and verify that the state of one of 
the re-cabled HBA or NIC paths is back to its original state.

Task Steps
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document
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and new storage system

For CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage systems, complete the 
tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives. For AX series storage systems, complete all the 
tasks.

CX300i and CX500i storage systems are not supported for iSCSI 
configurations with a Solaris server running StorEdge Traffic Manager. 

Task Steps
Reference 
document

1 Server
Remove EMC 
software

❑ If PowerPath is installed, remove it. Powerpath 
installation and 
administration guide

❑ If the host agent or server utility is installed, remove it. Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

2 Server 
Update Solaris 
software

❑ Check the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website to 
determine the required OS and/or HBA driver packages or patches for the 
version of Solaris that your server is running.

Note: For Solaris 10, the HBAor NIC driver and Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager are integrated into the required OS patches. For Solaris 9, the Sun 
StorEdge Traffic Manager and HBA driver are in the Sun StorEdge SAN 
Foundation package Version 4.4.7 or later.

E-Lab 
Interoperability 
Navigator on 
Powerlink.

Solaris 
documentation.

❑ If the required OS patches and/or version of Sun StorEdge SAN Foundation 
package is not installed, obtain the supported package and/or patch from 
the site below and install it as described in the release notes for the package 
or patch.

For a package: http://www.sun.com/storage/san/.
For a patch http://sunsolve.sun.com

For iSCSI configurations

❑ Verify that you are running Solaris 10 update 3 or later, or Solaris 10 update 
2 with the SUNWiscsir and SUNWiscsiu packages installed.

These packages must be installed in the following location on the Solaris 
server:

• SUNWiscsir – Sun iSCSI Device Driver (root)

• SUNWiscsiu – Sun iSCSI Management Utilities (usr)

http://www.sun.com/storage/san/
http://sunsolve.sun.com
http://www.sun.com/storage/san
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3 Server with a CX4 
series, CX3 series, 
or CX series 
storage system
Install or update 
EMC software

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility if not already installed; if it is already installed and is not at 
the required revision, update it.

Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

4 Server 
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ Install any additional HBAs or NICs as described in the Sun installation 
guide for the HBA or NIC and operating system, which is available at the 
Sun website:

http://www.sun.com/

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page 426)

NIC documentation

5 Server
Enable Sun 
StorEdge Traffic 
Manager (MPxIO)

❑ Enable Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager, which is also referred to as MPxIO, 
and its auto-restore feature, which returns LUNs to their default SP after a 
failed path is repaired:

For Fibre Channel configurations

For Solaris 9 - In /kernel/drv/scsi_vhci.conf, if
mpxio-disable="yes" change it to mpxio-disable="no" and if 
auto-failback="disable" change it to auto-failback="enable"

For Solaris 10 - in /kernel/drv/fp.conf, if
mpxio-disable="yes" change it to mpxio-disable="no"
Auto-restore is enabled by default.

For iSCSI configurations
In the /kernel/drv/iscsi.conf file, either uncomment or add the following 
entry:
mpxio-disable="no"

Note: For Solaris 10 update 3 or greater, comment mpxio-disable="yes", if 
it appears in the iscsi.conf file. 

Solaris 
documentation

6 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

7 Storage system
Cable management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network from 
which you will manage the storage system.

Storage system 
setup guide

8 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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9 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows host 
(such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network as 
the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements 
and installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

10 AX series storage 
system

Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if required 
for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to 
Navisphere Manager 
(part of the upgrade 
kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain and 
any additional users.

11 Server with AX 
series storage 
system

Install EMC 
software

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility if not already installed; if it is already installed and is not at 
the required revision, update it.

Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

12 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have the Virtual Provisioning and/or SnapView software for the 
storage system, use Navisphere Manager to install their enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

13 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere setup 
page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup 
page help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if not 
already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

Task Steps
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14 Storage system
Cable to Fibre 
Channel switch or 
server

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre Channel 
switch or HBA ports.

Storage system 
setup guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the Fibre 
Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to 
each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the SP port is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb SP port is logged in to the switch 
port.

15 Storage system
Cable data ports to 
switch, network, or 
server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage system to the Fibre Channel switch or HBA ports.

Storage system 
setup guide or 
getting started guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the Fibre 
Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to 
each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 Gb 
SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch 
port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For storage-system iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the switch, router, or 
server’s NIC ports (direct connect).

Storage system 
setup guide or 
getting started guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system SPs 
are working by checking the state of the corresponding switch or router 
indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Router or switch 
documentation

Task Steps
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16 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone 

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify the 
Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

17 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

18 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure TCP/IP 
for each NIC 

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris Server 
documentation

❑ Create or edit the /etc/hostname.interface file and add the device name. 
For example, if you had a host named host24 with an iSCSI port bge0, you 
could assign a device name such as host24_bge0. In this instance, you 
would add the following line to the /etc/hostname.bge0 file:

host24_bge0

Note: Create a separate /etc/hostname.interface file for each interface.

❑ Edit the /etc/hosts file and add a line that associates the hostname with an 
IP address. For example, to associate 128.111.222.28 with host24_bge0, 
you would add the following line to the /etc/hosts file:

128.111.222.28 host24_bge0

❑ Edit the /etc/netmask file and add the mask address of the interface. For 
example, to associate the mask address 255.255.255.0 with all interfaces 
located on the subnet at IP address 128.111.222.xxx, you would add the 
following line to the /etc/netmask file:

128.111.222.0 255.255.255.0

❑ Reboot the system using either the reboot -- -r or init 6 command. 

Task Steps
Reference 
document
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19 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure access 
to the iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris server 
documentation

❑ Configure the target device to be discovered using SendTargets dynamic 
discovery. 

For example:
iscsiadm add discovery-address 10.14.108.181:3260

Note: If you do not want the host to see specific targets, use the static 
discovery method as described in the Solaris server documentation.

❑ Enable the SendTargets target discovery method.

For example:
iscsiadm modify discovery --sendtargets enable

❑ Create the iSCSI device links for the local system.

For example:
devfsadm -i iscsi

20 Server
Determine 
additional HBA or 
NIC WWNs

❑ Create the following shell script named wwnscript.sh to determine the 
world wide names (WWN) of the Fibre Channel HBAs or NICs connected to 
the storage system, and declare this script as an executable:

#!/bin/sh
for i in `cfgadm |grep fc-fabric|awk '{print $1}'`;do

dev="`cfgadm -lv $i|grep devices |awk '{print $NF}'`"
wwn="`luxadm -e dump_map $dev |grep 'Host Bus'|awk '{print $4}'`"
echo "$i: $wwn"

done
Note: | in the above script is the character for a pipe.

Solaris 
documentation

❑ Execute wwnscript.sh.

Sample output below shows two HBAs connected to the storage system:
c8: 210000e08b105e35
c9: 210000e08b305e35
where C8 and C9 are the HBA (controller) numbers and 
210000e08b105e35 and 210000e08b305e35 are the WWNs of the 
HBAs.

❑ For each HBA or NIC, record its controller number and WWN.

Task Steps
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21 Server
Verify LUN visibility

❑ Verify that the server can see storage-system LUNs as follows:

Note: The LUN that should be visible is a pseudo LUN (LUN Z) that has no 
capacity and disappears when you configure real LUNs on the storage 
system. 

• For each HBA or NIC connected to the storage system, enter: 
cfgadm -c configure cn

where n is the HBA or NIC number 

• After executing cfgadm for each controller, enter:

luxadm probe

• Verify that the output displays a node with the storage system’s WWN and 
that this node lists each path from the server to the storage system.

Sample output below shows a storage-system node with four paths from 
the server to the storage system:

Found Fibre Channel device(s):
Node WWN: 50060160ba600064 Device Type:Disk device

Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c3t500601603A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c3t500601613A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c4t500601603A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c4t500601613A600064d0s2

Solaris 
documentation

22 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with storage 
system

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status window for the storage 
system to register each HBA connection with the storage system:

• In the Connectivity Status window, select the connection for the WWN 
of the HBA, click Register to open the Register Initiator Record window.

• Select the following:
- Initiator Type of CLARiiON Open
- ArrayCommPath
- Unit Serial Number of Array
- Failover Mode of 

1 for active passive mode
4 for asymmetric active active (ALUA) mode

Note: Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for CX4 
series storage system, CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 
03.26 or later or CX series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later 
connected to Solaris servers that support ALUA for CLARiiON storage 
systems, as described in the Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager for CLARiiON 
Release Notes on Powerlink.

• In the Host Information box, select New Host and enter the server’s IP 
address.

• Click OK.

After a few seconds, the registration status of the HBA or NIC connection, 
should change from No to Yes.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager for 
CLARiiON Release 
Notes

Task Steps
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22 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with storage 
system (cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - After registering each HBA or NIC connection, open the 
storage system’s Connectivity Status window, and verify that each HBA or 
NIC connection to the server has Yes in the Registered column.

❑ If an HBA or NIC connection has No in the Registered column or does not 
list the server’s name, the registration was unsuccessful, and you may have 
a cabling or switch zoning problem.

Navisphere Manager 
help

23 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows host 
(such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network as 
the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST. 

NST requirements 
and installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

24 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected to a 
storage system.

❑ Download and install CLARalert onto the monitor station from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert 
requirements and 
installation 

25 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so that Solaris 
recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

❑ Checkpoint - Use the format command to verify that Solaris recognizes the 
LUNs.

If Solaris does not recognize any LUNs, verify the server’s connection to the 
storage group.

Solaris 
documentation
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26 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

27 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure Initiator 
CHAP security 
(optional)

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

❑ Set the secret key on the initiator.

❑ Set the CHAP name on the initiator. 

By default, the initiator's CHAP name is set to the initiator node name.

❑ Enable CHAP authentication on the initiator.

28 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure mutual 
CHAP security 
(optional)

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

❑ Enable bidirectional authentication parameters on the target.

❑ Set the authentication method to CHAP on the target. 

❑ Set the target device secret key on the target.

❑ Set the CHAP name on the target. 

By default, the target's CHAP name is set to the target name.

29 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure CHAP 
security (optional)

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage system 
setup guide and 
Navisphere Manager 
help

30 Server
Make LUNs 
available to Solaris

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data by 

• Specifying Solaris mount point names for them

• Labeling and partitioning them

• Mounting file systems on them

• Mounting them to the mount points

Solaris host 
connectivity guide or 
Solaris 
documentation

31 Server
Test failover

This test applies to a server with more than one HBA or NIC connection to the 
storage system and where each HBA or NIC has at least one path to each SP.

❑ On the server, list the LUNs available to the server by entering:

luxadm probe

Solaris 
documentation

❑ Leave the output displayed open.

Task Steps
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You are now ready to set up SnapView, if you installed the SnapView 
enabler on the storage system. AX series storage systems ship from 
the factory with SnapView snapshot functionality enabled.

31 Server
Test failover (cont.)

❑ For each LUN displayed by luxadm probe:

• luxadm display device_name

where device_name is the name of the LUN as listed by luxadm probe.

The output lists the following for each HBA or NIC (controller) path to the 
LUN:

- Device address - world wide name of the SP port and the LUN number

- Host controller port WWN - world wide name of the HBA  or NIC
connection

- Class - whether the path is the primary or secondary path to the LUN. 
A primary path is through the SP that is the default owner of the LUN; a
secondary path is through the other SP.

- State - Whether the path is ONLINE, STANDBY, or OFFLINE. 

Note: Active paths are ONLINE; passive paths are STANDBY; and, failed 
paths are OFFLINE. A path is working if it is ONLINE or STANDBY. 

• Record the state of each connection.

Solaris 
documentation

❑ Start writing data to each LUN.

❑ Disconnect the cable from one of the HBAs or NICs.

❑ For each LUN, rerun luxadm display and verify that the state of the 
uncabled HBA path is OFFLINE and the state of the cabled HBA path is 
ONLINE or STANDBY, which means that the writing of data from the server 
continues, but is now going through another HBA or NIC.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ For each LUN, rerun the luxadm display and verify that the state of one of 
the re-cabled HBA or NIC paths is back to its original state.
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and existing storage system

For CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage systems, complete the 
tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives. For AX series storage systems, complete all the 
tasks.

CX300i and CX500i storage systems are not supported for iSCSI 
configurations with a Solaris server running StorEdge Traffic Manager.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Remove EMC 
software

❑ If PowerPath is installed, remove it. PowerPath installation 
and administration 
guide

❑ If the host agent or server utility is installed, remove it. Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

2 Server 
Update Solaris 
software

❑ Check the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website to 
determine the required OS and/or HBA or NIC driver packages or 
patches for the version of Solaris that your server is running.

Note: For Solaris 10, the HBA or NIC driver and Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager are integrated into the required OS patches. For Solaris 9, the 
Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager and HBA driver are in the Sun StorEdge 
SAN Foundation package Version 4.4.7 or later.

E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on 
Powerlink.

Solaris documentation.

❑ If the required OS patches and/or version of Sun StorEdge SAN 
Foundation package is not installed, obtain the supported package and/or 
patch from the site below and install it as described in the release notes 
for the package or patch.

For a package: http://www.sun.com/storage/san/.
For a patch http://sunsolve.sun.com

For iSCSI configurations
❑ Verify that you are running Solaris 10 update 3 or later, or Solaris 10 

update 2 with the SUNWiscsir and SUNWiscsiu packages installed.

These packages must be installed in the following location on the Solaris 
server:

• SUNWiscsir – Sun iSCSI Device Driver (root)

• SUNWiscsiu – Sun iSCSI Management Utilities (usr)

Solaris documentation.

http://www.sun.com/storage/san/
http://sunsolve.sun.com
http://www.sun.com/storage/san
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3 Server with a CX3 
series or CX series 
storage system
Install or update 
EMC software

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility if it is not already installed; if it is already installed and is 
not at the required revision, update it.

Server Support 
Products for Solaris 
Installation Guide

4 Server 
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ Install any additional HBAs or NICs as described in the Sun installation 
guide for the HBA or NIC and operating system, which is available at the 
Sun website:

http://www.sun.com/

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 426)

NIC documentation

5 Server
Enable Sun 
StorEdge Traffic 
Manager (MPxIO)

❑ Enable Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager, which is also referred to as 
MPxIO, and its auto-restore feature, which returns LUNs to their default 
SP after a failed path is repaired:

For Fibre Channel configurations

For Solaris 9 - In /kernel/drv/scsi_vhci.conf, if
mpxio-disable="yes" change it to mpxio-disable="no" and if 
auto-failback="disable" change it to auto-failback="enable"

For Solaris 10 - in /kernel/drv/fp.conf, if
mpxio-disable="yes" change it to mpxio-disable="no"
Auto-restore is enabled by default.

For iSCSI configurations
In the /kernel/drv/iscsi.conf file, either uncomment or add the following 
entry:
mpxio-disable="no"

Note: For Solaris 10 update 3 or greater, comment 
mpxio-disable="yes", if it appears in the iscsi.conf file. 

Solaris documentation

6 Server
Connect to 
storage-system 
management LAN

❑ Cable the server to the LAN connected to the storage-system 
management port on each SP.

Storage system setup 
guide

7 AX series storage 
system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set up 
security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit) 

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain 
and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document

http://www.sun.com/
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8 Storage system
Cable data ports to 
switch, network, or 
server

For storage-system Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Connect the storage system to the Fibre Channel switch or HBA ports.

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a SAN, verify the storage-system connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port 
connected to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the SP is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For storage-system iSCSI data ports

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the switch, router, or 
server’s NIC ports (direct connect).

Storage system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that the network connections to the storage system 
SPs are working by checking the state of the corresponding switch or 
router indicators (using online manager or LEDs).

Router or switch 
documentation

9 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone 

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the Fibre Channel switch connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, 
configure the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

11 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure TCP/IP 
for each NIC 

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris Server 
documentation

❑ Create or edit the /etc/hostname.interface file and add the device name. 
For example, if you had a host named host24 with an iSCSI port bge0, 
you could assign a device name such as host24_bge0. In this instance, 
you would add the following line to the /etc/hostname.bge0 file:

host24_bge0

Note: Create a separate /etc/hostname.interface file for each interface.

❑ Edit the /etc/hosts file and add a line that associates the hostname with 
an IP address. For example, to associate 128.111.222.28 with 
host24_bge0, you would add the following line to the /etc/hosts file:

128.111.222.28 host24_bge0

❑ Edit the /etc/netmask file and add the mask address of the interface. For 
example, to associate the mask address 255.255.255.0 with all interfaces 
located on the subnet at IP address 128.111.222.xxx, you would add the 
following line to the /etc/netmask file:

128.111.222.0 255.255.255.0

❑ Reboot the system using either the reboot -- -r or init 6 command. 

Task Steps Reference document
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12 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure access to 
the iSCSI target 
devices

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

Solaris Server 
documentation

❑ Configure the target device to be discovered using SendTargets dynamic 
discovery. 

For example:
iscsiadm add discovery-address 10.14.108.181:3260

Note: If you do not want the host to see specific targets, use the static 
discovery method as described in the Solaris server documentation.

❑ Enable the SendTargets target discovery method.

For example:
iscsiadm modify discovery --sendtargets enable

❑ Create the iSCSI device links for the local system. 

For example:
devfsadm -i iscsi

13 Server
Determine HBA or 
NIC WWNs

❑ Create the following shell script named wwnscript.sh to determine the 
world wide names (WWN) of the Fibre Channel HBAs or NICs connected 
to the storage system, and declare this script as an executable:

#!/bin/sh
for i in `cfgadm |grep fc-fabric|awk '{print $1}'`;do

dev="`cfgadm -lv $i|grep devices |awk '{print $NF}'`"
wwn="`luxadm -e dump_map $dev |grep 'Host Bus'|awk '{print $4}'`"
echo "$i: $wwn"

done
Note: | in the above script is the character for a pipe.

Solaris documentation

❑ Execute wwnscript.sh.

Sample output below shows two HBAs connected to the storage system:
c8: 210000e08b105e35
c9: 210000e08b305e35
where C8 and C9 are the HBA (controller) numbers and 
210000e08b105e35 and 210000e08b305e35 are the WWNs of 
the HBAs.

❑ For each HBA or NIC, record its controller number and WWN.

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Server
Verify LUN visibility

❑ Verify that the server can see storage-system LUNs as follows:

Note: The LUN that should be visible is a pseudo LUN (LUN Z) that has 
no capacity and disappears when you configure real LUNs on the storage 
system. 

• For each HBA or NIC connected to the storage system, enter 
cfgadm -c configure cn

where n is the HBA or NIC number 

• After executing cfgadm for each controller, enter

luxadm probe

• Verify that the output displays a node with the storage system’s WWN 
and that this node lists each path from the server to the storage 
system.

Sample output below shows a storage-system node with four 
paths from the server to the storage system:

Found Fibre Channel device(s):
Node WWN: 50060160ba600064 Device Type:Disk device

Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c3t500601603A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c3t500601613A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c4t500601603A600064d0s2
Logical Path: /dev/rdsk/c4t500601613A600064d0s2

Solaris documentation

15 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with storage 
system

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status window for the storage 
system to register each HBA connection with the storage system:

• In the Connectivity Status window, select the connection for the 
WWN of the HBA, click Register to open the Register Initiator Record 
window.

• Select the following:
- Initiator Type of CLARiiON Open
- ArrayCommPath
- Unit Serial Number of Array
- Failover Mode of 

1 for active/passive mode
4 for asymmetric active active mode

Note: Asymmetric active active (ALUA) failover is available only for 
CX3 series storage systems with FLARE OE 03.26 or later or CX 
series storage systems with FLARE OE 02.26 or later connected to 
Solaris servers that support ALUA for CLARiiON storage systems, as 
described in the Sun StorEdge Traffic Manager for CLARiiON Release 
Notes on Powerlink.

• In the Host Information box, select New Host and enter the server’s IP 
address.

• Click OK.

After a few seconds, the registration status of the HBA or NIC connection, 
should change from No to Yes.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager for CLARiiON 
Release Notes

Task Steps Reference document
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15 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs with storage 
system (cont.)

❑ Checkpoint - After registering each HBA or NIC connection, open the 
storage system’s Connectivity Status window, and verify that each HBA 
or NIC connection to the server has Yes in the Registered column.

❑ If an HBA or NIC connection has No in the Registered column or does not 
list the server’s name, the registration was unsuccessful, and you may 
have a cabling or switch zoning problem.

Sun StorEdge Traffic 
Manager for CLARiiON 
Release Notes

16 Storage system
Configure

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager 
to connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create storage groups, 
and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot - - -r command so that Solaris 
recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

❑ Checkpoint - Use the format command to verify that Solaris recognizes 
the LUNs.

If Solaris does not recognize any LUNs, verify the server’s connection to 
the storage group.

Solaris documentation

17 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure Initiator 
CHAP security 
(optional)

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

❑ Set the secret key on the initiator.

❑ Set the CHAP name on the initiator.

By default, the initiator's CHAP name is set to the initiator node name.

❑ Enable CHAP authentication on the initiator.

18 iSCSI server in 
iSCSI configuration 
with the storage 
system
Configure mutual 
CHAP security 
(optional)

❑ Verify that you are logged in to Solaris as superuser. Solaris iSCSI Server 
Setup Guide

❑ Enable bidirectional authentication parameters on the target.

❑ Set the authentication method to CHAP on the target. 

❑ Set the target device secret key on the target. 

❑ Set the CHAP name on the target. 

By default, the target's CHAP name is set to the target name.

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure CHAP 
security (optional)

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure and enable CHAP on the 
storage-system iSCSI ports.

Storage system setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

20 Server
Make LUNs 
available to Solaris

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data by 

• Specifying Solaris mount point names for them

• Labeling and partitioning them

• Mounting file systems on them

• Mounting them to the mount points

Solaris host 
connectivity guide or 
Solaris documentation

21 Server
Test failover

This test applies to a server with more than one HBA or NIC connection to the 
storage system and where each HBA or NIC has at least one path to each SP.

❑ On the server, list the LUNs available to the server by entering:

luxadm probe

Solaris documentation

❑ Leave the output displayed open.

❑ For each LUN displayed by luxadm probe:

• luxadm display device_name

where device_name is the name of the LUN as listed by luxadm probe.

The output lists the following for each HBA or NIC (controller) path to 
the LUN:

- Device address - world wide name of the SP port and the LUN 
number

- Host controller port WWN - world wide name of the HBA or NIC
connection

- Class - whether the path is the primary or secondary path to the LUN.
A primary path is through the SP that is the default owner of the LUN; 

a
secondary path is through the other SP.

- State - Whether the path is ONLINE, STANDBY, or OFFLINE. 

Note: Active paths are ONLINE; passive paths are STANDBY; and, 
failed paths are OFFLINE. A path is working if it is ONLINE or 
STANDBY. 

• Record the state of each connection.

❑ Start writing data to each LUN.

❑ Disconnect the cable from one of the HBAs or NICs.

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up SnapView on the storage system, if 
SnapView is enabled on the storage system. AX series storage 
systems ship from the factory with SnapView snapshot functionality 
enabled.

21 Server
Test failover (cont.)

❑ For each LUN, rerun luxadm display and verify that the state of the 
uncabled HBA path is OFFLINE and the state of the cabled HBA path is 
ONLINE or STANDBY, which means that the writing of data from the 
server continues, but is now going through another HBA or NIC.

Solaris documentation

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ For each LUN, rerun the luxadm display and verify that the state of one 
of the re-cabled HBA or NIC paths is back to its original state.

Task Steps Reference document
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DMP configurations for Solaris
Read this section if you are installing a Solaris Veritas DMP 
configuration with a new server and a new storage system. A new 
server and a new storage system are defined as follows:

new server - A server running Solaris and not connected to any 
storage system.

new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage 
system that has factory default settings and has never been connected 
to a server. 

Topics relating to the checklist for Solaris DMP configurations are:

◆ Required host software revisions ................................................... 467
◆ Prerequisites ...................................................................................... 468
◆ Documentation.................................................................................. 469
◆ DMP Checklist — new Solaris server and new storage

system................................................................................................. 471

Required host 
software revisions

◆ Solaris operating system revision and patches listed in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ VxVM 3.2 update 2 or later

◆ Java Runtime Environment (JRE) on the host from which you will 
run Navisphere Manager to manage the storage system. For the 
correct JRE version, see the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on 
the Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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Prerequisites
◆ You have installed the storage systems.

◆ You have set up storage-system security (see Navisphere 
Manager Administrator’s guide and Navisphere Manager help).

◆ You have installed any Fibre Channel switches and connected the 
storage-system SPs to switch ports (see Fibre Channel switch 
documentation)

◆ You have installed Navisphere Manager.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs, RAID groups and/or thin 
pools, and storage groups.

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A and MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/cx3support
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Documentation
This checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with the HBA and HBA driver. 

This documentation is also available from the following websites:

For Sun HBAs and drivers:
http://www.sun.com/

For Emulex HBAs and drivers: 
http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm

For QLogic HBAs and drivers: 
http://support.qlogic.com/support/oem_emc.asp

◆ Documentation that ships with the following:
• Fibre Channel switches and Fibre Channel switch 

management software
• Sun Solaris® operating system
• Veritas Volume Manager

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products for Solaris Installation 
Guide (P/N 300-002-039)

◆ MC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 003-003-628)

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series and FC series storage systems

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm
http://www.qlogic.com/support/drivers_software.asp
http://www.sun.com
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◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)
or
EMC CLARiiON CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A01) and EMC 
CLARiiON CX300, CX500, and CX700 Storage Systems Initialization 
Guide (P/N 300-001-272)

◆ EMC 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and Cabling 
Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help (available in the Manager user 
interface and in the Technical Documentation and Advisories 
section on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for Sun Solaris (P/N 300-000-607)

http://powerlink.emc.com
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DMP Checklist — new Solaris server and new storage system
Tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist should be completed 
before the service provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server 
Install HBAs, 
drivers, cables

❑ Install the Fibre Channel HBAs, and, if needed, install the optical GBIC 
connector on the 1 Gb PCI HBA.

For Emulex or QLogic 
HBAs - HBA 
documentation (see URL 
on page 380)

For JNI HBAs - Solaris 
utilities administrator 
guide

❑ Install the HBA driver.

❑ Connect cables from the host HBA port to a Fibre Channel switch port.

❑ Connect cables from the Fibre Channel switch ports to the 
storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage system setup 
guide

2 Server 
Edit the HBA 
driver file

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the settings required for CLARiiON, 
except for the persistent bindings, which you will set after you have zoned 
the Fibre Channel switches.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

For Emulex or QLogic 
HBAs - HBA 
documentation (see URL 
on page 380)

For JNI HBAs - Solaris 
utilities administrator 
guide

3 Server 
Add LUNs to the 
sd.conf file

❑ If required for your HBA driver version, edit the /kernel/drv/sd.conf file to 
add LUNs

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot -- -r command.

HBA documentation
(see URL on page 469)

4 Server 
Install the host 
agent or server 
support products 

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI. Server Support Products 
for Solaris Installation 
Guide

❑ If not already done, connect the LAN to the server and perform any 
needed LAN configuration. 
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5 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage 
System and follow the steps in the wizard.

6 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST.

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

7 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station), on 
which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It must be on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports, and cannot be connected 
to a storage system.

❑ Download and install CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert requirements 
and installation 

8 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties, Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

9 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration.

❑ Set user options, create templates, and set up your monitoring 
configuration.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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10 Storage system
Set 
arraycommpath 
mode

❑ Use the following Navisphere Secure CLI command to set the default 
storage-system arraycommpath property with the following command:

naviseccli -h hostname arraycommpath 1

where hostname is the IP address or network name of the SP in the 
storage system.

Navisphere CLI reference

❑ Use the appropriate Secure Navisphere CLI command below to set the 
storage-system unitserialnumber property to the value required for the 
type of software running on the server.

For Solaris 9 or 10
naviseccli -h hostname unitserialnumber array
where hostname is the IP address or network name of an SP in the 
storage system

For Solaris 8 with any of the following packages
• Solstice DiskSuite
• Sun Cluster 3.X
• Veritas DBE/AC
• SFRAC 
• VRTSvcs with I/O fencing

naviseccli -h hostname unitserialnumber lun 
where hostname is the IP address or network name of an SP in the 
storage system

For Solaris 8 without any of the above packages or with VRTSvcs without 
I/O fencing

naviseccli -h hostname unitserialnumber array
where hostname is the IP address or network name of an SP in the 
storage system

11 Fibre Channel 
switches
Connect servers 
and SPs

❑ Verify that the servers and SPs are connected to the Fibre Channel 
switches

Documentation that ships 
with the Fibre Channel 
switches

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone switches

For a SAN

❑ Zone Fibre Channel switches.

This provides a path from the host initiator to the SP.

You will need to know the WWPN of the host initiators - available in the 
Fibre Channel switch’s name server table.

Documentation that ships 
with the Fibre Channel 
switches

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot -- -r command to load the drivers and 
perform a login of the host initiators and SPs to the fabric ports on the 
Fibre Channel switch.

❑ Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
that the HBAs and storage systems are logged in to the Fibre Channel 
switch as fabric ports, and to verify that each HBA sees only the targets 
(SPs) to which it is zoned.

13 Server 
Add persistent 
bindings

❑ Add persistent bindings to the HBA driver configuration file. Solaris utilities 
administrator guide

14 Storage system
Verify host 
initiators are 
registered

❑ Before you connect the server to a storage group, use the Connectivity 
Status dialog in Navisphere Manager to verify that the host initiators are 
registered. 

Navisphere Manager 
help

15 Storage system
Connect host 
initiators to 
storage groups

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect servers to storage groups Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot -- -r command so that Solaris 
recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server. 

❑ Checkpoint - Use the format command to verify that the operating 
system sees all the LUNs and label any new LUNs.

16 Server 
Install Volume 
Manager and 
DMP

❑ Use the installvm script, if applicable, or use the pkgadd command to 
install the Veritas Volume Manager packages on the server.

❑ Install any recommended Veritas updates.

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Server 
Install required 
Veritas packages

For Veritas VxVM 4.1 and later

❑ Download the CLR-APM and DGC-Clar Veritas packages to the server 
from the Symantec Veritas website (http://seer.support.veritas.com).

❑ Use the pkgadd command to install the CLR-APM and DGC-Clar 
packages on the server.

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

For Veritas VxVM 4.0 and earlier

❑ Download the CLR-ASL Veritas packages to the server from the 
Symantec Veritas website (http://seer.support.veritas.com).

❑ Use the pkgadd command to install the CLR-ASL package on the server.

Note: For VxVM 3.x, until rootdg is created (part of vxinstall command) 
on at least one disk, DMP displays an error message looking for the 
config daemon.

18 Storage system
Set the system 
type and failover 
mode

❑ Use the following Navisphere Secure CLI commands to set the default 
storage-system type and failover mode properties with the following 
commands:

naviseccli -h sp systemtype -config 3

naviseccli -h sp storagegroup -sethost -host solaris_host 
-failovermode n
where 

sp is the IP address or network name of the SP in the storage system.

solaris_host is the name of the Solaris server.
n is 1 for Veritas VxVM 4.1 or later or 2 for Veritas VxVM 4.0 or earlier.

Navisphere CLI reference

19 Server 
Reboot

❑ Reboot the server using the reboot -- -r command

• to make LUNs available to Solaris

• to make LUNs accessible via both SPs

Important: If you do not set the appropriate failover mode as described in step 
18, you will see only half of the expected paths to the SPs.

20 Server 
Configure 
Volume Manager

For Veritas VxVM 4.0 and later

If the vxinstall script was used, it took care of the configuration steps.

❑ If the pkgadd command was used, use the vxinstall command to 
configure the Volume Manager.

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

For Veritas VxVM 3.5 and earlier

❑ Run the vxinstall script to configure Volume Manager and place at least 
one LUN under VxVM control (rootdg).

Task Steps Reference document

http://seer.support.veritas.com
http://seer.support.veritas.com
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21 Server 
Verify DMP 
installation

For VxVM 3.5 or later

❑ Log into Veritas Enterprise Administrator (VEA).

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ Click the host name for the server.

❑ Click disks.

❑ Click a device that you know belongs to the CLARiiON storage system.

❑ Click the paths tab for that device.

❑ Verify that the device has primary and secondary paths to it.

❑ Verify the state of the device (enabled or disabled).

For a VxVM version less than 3.5 

❑ Log into Volume Manager Storage Administrator (VMSA)

❑ Double-click a disk icon.

❑ In the list of disks, double-click a disk you know belongs to the CLARiiON 
storage system.

❑ Click the disks tab to verify there is the expected number of primary and 
secondary paths.

❑ Verify that it displays the correct number of paths with

vxdisk list device

where device is the name of the disk you selected.

Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

22 Server in an FC 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Generate High Availability Report option to generate a report 
of the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

23 Server 
Verify DMP 
operation

❑ Start I/O to the Veritas Volume. Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ Identify the CLARiiON devices under the Volume with

vxprint -v

❑ Choose one of the CLARiiON devices and determine all its paths with

vxdisk list device

or

vxdmpadm getsubpaths
dmpnodename=device

where device is the name of the CLARiiON device

❑ Determine the controller through which I/O is going with

iostat -xn

❑ Determine the HBA and SP to which that controller corresponds. Veritas Volume Manager 
documentation

❑ Disconnect the path to that SP.

❑ Verify that the path to the chosen CLARiiON device is disabled with

vxdisk list device

or

vxdmpadm getsubpaths
dmpnodename=device

where device is the name of the CLARiiON device

❑ Verify that I/0 is still running with 

iostat -xn

❑ Reconnect the path that was disabled.

❑ Verify that the vxdisk or vxdmpadm commands report that the path has 
been restored.

Note: The restore may be delayed by the VxVM restore daemon interval 
setting. With the default setting of check disabled, interval=300 the 
restore may take 5 to 6 minutes to complete.

Task Steps Reference document
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CAUTION!
If you want to install any new software or upgrade any existing 
software on the storage system after DMP is installed and running, 
use the Navisphere Manager Software Installation Wizard and 
VXVM’s restore daemon default setting of check disabled, 
interval=300. If this wizard is not supported for your storage 
system or if the restore daemon setting is not at its default setting, 
use the procedure in the "Special NDU Procedure" section in the 
Veritas Volume Manager section for CLARiiON in the Host 
Connectivity Guide for Solaris.
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7Invisible Body Tag     

This chapter contains checklists of the tasks required to install a 
CLARiiON CX4 series, CX3 UltraScale™ series, CX series, or AX 
series storage system in a configuration with a Windows server and 
PowerPath, PowerPath iSCSI, native multipath failover (MPIO), or 
VERITAS DMP failover software. CX series refers to CX300, CX300, 
CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and CX700 storage systems. PowerPath iSCSI 
is only for existing AX iSCSI storage systems connected to Windows 
2003 servers. Only Windows Server 2008 provides native multipath 
failover (MPIO).

Important - For the latest instructions on installing your CLARiiON storage 
system, refer to the CLARiiON installation and maintenance support 
documentation website (www.emc.com/clariionsupport) and select the 
appropriate storage-system type, followed by the task you want to perform. 
This document is no longer be updated.

For an existing AX4-5 series storage system with a Windows boot 
disk in a configuration with a new Windows server, go to 
“PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI checklist — new Windows server 
and existing storage system with boot disk” on page 507.

The sections for the different configurations are:

◆ PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI configurations for Windows... 480
◆ Native multipath failover configurations for Windows 

Server 2008 ........................................................................................ 534
◆ DMP configurations for Windows ................................................ 575

Windows Installation
Checklists

http://www.emc.com/clariionsupport
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PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI configurations for Windows

PowerPath iSCSI is only for existing AX series iSCSI storage systems 
connected to a Windows Server 2003 server.

Read this section if you are installing a Windows Server 2008, 
Windows Server 2003, or Windows 2000 PowerPath configuration 
with a new or existing server and a new or existing storage system. 

CX4 series storage systems do not support Windows 2000 as an attached host.

A new and existing server and a new and existing storage system are 
defined as follows:

new server - A server running Windows Server 2008, Windows 
Server 2003, or Windows 2000 and not connected to any storage 
system.
existing server - A server running Windows Server 2008, Windows 
Server 2003, or Windows 2000 that is already connected to one or 
more storage systems.
new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage 
system that has the factory default settings and that has never been 
connected to a server. 
existing storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, CX series, or AX 
series storage system that is already connected to one or more servers 
and is in a Navisphere domain.

Note: For more information on the storage systems that can connect to a 
Solaris server, see “Supported storage systems” on page 481.

Topics in this section are:

◆ Supported storage systems............................................................. 481
◆ Required host software revisions .................................................. 482
◆ CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed PowerPath versions.... 482
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 483
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 484
◆ PowerPath checklist — new Windows server and new storage

system................................................................................................ 487
◆ PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI checklist — new Window

server and existing storage system without boot disk ............... 497
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◆ PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI checklist — new Windows 
server and existing storage system with boot disk
storage system.................................................................................. 507

◆ PowerPath checklist — existing Windows server and new 
storage system................................................................................... 517

◆ PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI checklist — existing Windows
server and existing storage system ................................................ 525

Supported storage 
systems

All CLARiiON storage systems connected to a Windows Server 2008 
server must be CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, 
CX700, AX4-5 series, AX series storage systems, or any other storage 
systems that can co-exist with these CLARiiON storage systems in a 
Windows Server 2008 PowerPath environment. All CLARiiON 
storage systems connected to a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 
2000 server must be CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, CX500, 
CX500i, CX700, AX4-5 series, or AX series storage systems, or any 
other storage systems that can co-exist with these CLARiiON storage 
systems in a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 PowerPath 
environment. If any other type of storage system is connected to the 
server, the server cannot run Windows PowerPath. (For information 
on storage systems that can co-exist with CLARiiON storage systems, 
refer to the EMC support matrix on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com). 

A single Windows server can be connected to AX4-5 series and/or 
AX series storage systems and CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, 
CX500, CX500i, and/or CX700 storage systems only if:

◆ The server is running the Navisphere Host Agent and/or the 
Navisphere Server Utility version 6.26.5 or later

◆ The AX4-5 series and AX series storage systems are running 
Navisphere Manager.

◆ The master of the domain with these storage systems is one of the 
following:

• An AX4-5 storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.23.050.5.5xx or later

• A CX4 series storage system

• A CX3 series storage system running FLARE OE version 
03.26.xxx.5.014 or later

• A CX series storage system running FLARE OE version 
02.24.xxx.5.018 or later

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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• A Navisphere off-array management station running the 
Navisphere UIs version 6.26.21.0.51 or later

Required host 
software revisions

◆ Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2003, or Windows 2000 
operating system revision and any service pack listed in the 
E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ For CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX series storage systems - 
PowerPath 5.1.2 or later for Windows Server 2008, PowerPath 4.6 
or later for a Windows Server 2003 server, and PowerPath 4.5 or 
later for Windows 2000 server. (Since PowerPath 4.6 is 
MPIO-based and Windows 2000 does not support MPIO, 
PowerPath 4.6 is not supported for Windows 2000.) The E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator is on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com). 

◆ For AX4-5 series storage systems - Windows Server 2008 
PowerPath version listed in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator 
for your storage system and server. The E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator is on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ For AX series storage systems - Windows Server 2008, Windows 
Server 2003 PowerPath, Windows Server 2003 PowerPath iSCSI, 
or Windows 2000 PowerPath version listed in the E-Lab 
Interoperability Navigator for your storage system and server. 
The E-Lab Interoperability Navigator is on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

CX4-120, CX3-10, or 
CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions

The PowerPath kit that ships with a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 
storage system does not include a license key because a key is not 
required when you install PowerPath on a server in any of the 
following situations:

◆ The server is attached only to the CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 
storage system

◆ The server is attached to the CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage 
system and/or to any of the following storage systems:

• Other CX4-120, CX3-10, and/or CX300 series storage systems

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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• CX300i storage systems

• AX4-5 series storage systems

• AX series storage systems

If any other type of storage system is or will be attached to the 
server, do not install the PowerPath version that shipped with the 
CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 system storage system on the server. 
Only a licensed full PowerPath version should be installed on the 
server. If a licensed full PowerPath version is not already installed on 
the server, you must purchase and install one.

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to the SP management ports in the 
storage system.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is:

• Running Navisphere 6.X CLI

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to SP management ports in the 
storage system.

◆ For an AX series storage system, you need the AX Navisphere 
Manager Upgrade kit if the storage system has not already been 
upgraded to Navisphere Manager.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups.

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

http://powerlink.emc.com
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• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

• For customized documentation on planning an AX series 
storage system configuration, go to the Install page of the 
AX150 support website (http://emc.com/ax150support) or 
AX100 support website (http://emc.com/ax100support), 
respectively, click Plan, and answer the questions about your 
configuration.

Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop.

◆ Documentation that ships with the HBA or NIC and HBA or NIC 
driver. 

The HBA documentation is also available from the following websites.

For Emulex HBAs and drivers: 
http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm

For QLogic HBAs and drivers: 
http://support.qlogic.com/support/oem_emc.asp

◆ Documentation that ships with the following:

• Fibre Channel switches and switch management software

• Microsoft Windows operating system

http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm
http://www.qlogic.com/support/drivers_software.asp
http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/ax4-5support
http://emc.com/ax100support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/ax100support
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◆ PowerPath documentation for your PowerPath version:

• Release notes

• Product guide

• Installation and administration guide

PowerPath documentation is available on http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products for Windows Installation 
Guide (P/N 300-002-038)

◆ EMC CLARiiON iSCSI Server Setup Guide for Windows (P/N 
300-003-805)

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 003-003-628) - for CX4 series, CX3 series, CX series, and AX 
series storage systems

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 069001038) - for FC series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series and FC series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

http://powerlink.emc.com
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◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CX300i 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-002-174)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500i 2-Gigabit iSCSI Disk Processor Enclosure 
(DPE2) Setup Guide (300-001-924)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and Cabling 
Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)

◆ Getting Started - AX100/AX100SC (P/N 300-001-552)
◆ Getting Started - AX100i/AX100SCi (P/N 300-001-900)
◆ Getting Started - AX150/AX150SC (P/N 300-002-952)
◆ Getting Started - AX150i/AX150SCi (P/N 300-002-954)
◆ AX100-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 

(P/N 300-002-735)
◆ AX150-Series - Upgrading a Storage System to Navisphere Manager 

(P/N 300-003-036)
◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX4 series, CX3 series, CX 

series, AX4-5 series, and AX series storage systems (available 
from the Manager user interface and in the Technical 
Documentation and Advisories section on the Powerlink website 
- http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ Navisphere Service Taskbar Requirements and Installation - available 
on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ CLARalert Requirements and Installation - available on the 
Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for Windows (P/N 300-000-603)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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PowerPath checklist — new Windows server and new storage 
system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs and driver

❑ Install HBAs or NICs. HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page 484)

❑ Install HBA or NIC driver.

2 Server
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

❑ Set the HBA or NIC driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page 484)

3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For NICs in a Windows Server 2008 server

❑ Select Start > Server Manager > View Network Connections and assign 
the network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) for each 
NIC.

Important: On the Networking tab be sure that IPV4 and not IPV6 is 
selected.

Microsoft documentation

❑ Select Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator 
and start the iSCSI Service.

For NICs in a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server

❑ Download and install both the Microsoft iSCSI Software Initiator and the 
Initiator Service.

❑ Use the appropriate Microsoft network tool (for example Start > Settings > 
Network Connections) to assign the network parameters (IP address, 
subnet mask, and gateway) for each NIC.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator and start the iSCSI Service.

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, download and install 
the Microsoft iSCSI Initiator Service.
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3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters 
(cont).

For iSCSI HBAs (cont.)

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

4 Server
Install PowerPath

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 482.

❑ Install PowerPath.

PowerPath 
documentation

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath.

PowerPath will not see any logical disks (LUNs) in the storage system at 
this point because the storage system has not been connected.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

PowerPath 
documentation

5 Server
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI.

Note: For Windows Server 2008 the host agent or server utility must be 
version 6.26.5 or later.

Server Support 
Products for Windows 
Installation Guide 

❑ For a CX300i storage system
Reboot server either after the host agent installation is complete or when 
the server utility dialog prompts you to reboot.

If you do not reboot before you run the Microsoft iSCSI Software Initiator to 
configure iSCSI NIC initiators, the initiators will not log in to the storage 
system.

6 Server
Install admsnap 
and/or admhost

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server Support 
Products for Windows 
Installation Guide

❑ If the server has LUNs that will participate in a SAN Copy session, install 
the admhost utility.

Task Steps Reference document
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7 Fibre Channel 
switches
Install

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Install Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, and 
switch documentation

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a switch port.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the switch port connected to the HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - LED is green, which indicates that the HBA is 
logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - One of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

8 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

9 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

10 Storage system
Initialize

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guides installation guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

11 Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of Service Manager 
enabler CDs, use the CLARiiON Software Updates Tools option on 
Powerlink to install the enablers.

Note: The Software Update Tools option has you use the Software 
Assistant wizard in the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) to install the 
enablers.

NST and Software 
Assistant help

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

13 Storage system
Cable data ports 
to Fibre Channel 
switch, network, 
or server

For a storage system with Fibre Channel data ports 

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre Channel 
switch or HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the storage-system 
connections to the Fibre Channel switches by checking the LED(s) for the 
switch port connected to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - LED is green, which indicates that the SP is 
logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

For a 2 Gb switch - One of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For a storage system with iSCSI data ports 

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network or NIC or 
iSCSI HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LEDs for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Switch documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

If you have an iSNS environment, go to step 16.

15 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports (no iSNS)

For NICs

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the server and configure the 
iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Go to step 18.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use the Microsoft 
iSCSI Software Initiator on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for 
each NIC port.

Go to step 18.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for 
each HBA port.

Go to step 18.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

16 Storage system 
in iSNS 
environment
Configure iSNS 
client

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure the iSNS environment on the 
storage system.

Manager help 

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Server in iSNS 
environment
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports for iSNS

For NICs

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, use Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the server to configure the 
iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use Microsoft iSCSI 
Software Initiator on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC 
port for iSNS.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for 
each HBA port for iSNS.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

18 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

19 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Server 
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility, then use the Disk 
Management tool to scan for disks.

If the LUNZ devices are not visible, scan for them once more.

Note: In Windows Server 2003, LUNZ devices may appear in the Logical 
Disk Manager as unknown and unreadable. Your real LUN 0 disk will 
replace these unknown and unreadable devices in the next step after you 
have connected the server to a storage group and rebooted the server.

Storage-system setup 
guide and Windows 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

21 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST. 

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

22 Windows host or 
Windows virtual 
machine 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host or Windows virtual machine (such as a Navisphere off-array 
management station), on which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It 
must be on the same network as the storage-system management ports, and 
cannot be connected to a storage system.

❑ Download and install CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert requirements 
and installation 

Task Steps Reference document
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23 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group

❑ Reboot the server so Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 recognizes 
the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Windows documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use one of the following ways to verify that PowerPath sees 
all the paths to the LUNs:
• PowerPath Administrator (Start > All Programs or Programs > EMC > 

PowerPath Administrator)

• PowerPath command
powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

PowerPath product 
guide

24 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

25 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

26 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure CHAP on the storage-system iSCSI 
ports, but do not enable it yet.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

Task Steps Reference document
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27 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

If you configured CHAP security for the storage system, you must configure it for 
the server’s iSCSI initiators.

For NIC Initiators

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to enable CHAP on the storage system.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the server and configure 
initiator CHAP on the NIC initiators.

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use Microsoft iSCSI 
Software Initiator to configure initiator CHAP on the NIC initiators.

For iSCSI HBA Initiators

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to enable CHAP on the storage system iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

28 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
Windows

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data by creating partitions on them. Host connectivity guide 
or Windows 
documentation

29 Windows Server 
2008 or Windows 
2003 server
Install optional 
CLARiiON VSS 
provider

❑ If you want applications to access SnapView functionality on the storage 
system using the VSS framework or other APIs, install the optional 
CLARiiON VSS provider on the server.

Note that Navisphere CLI must be installed on the server.

Note: As of version 6.26, the CLARiiON VSS Provider is no longer supported 
with the Admsnap Utility. The substitute for this technology is the EMC VSS 
Provider. The EMC VSS Provider requires that you install the CLARAPI 
application, which is available as part of the EMC Solutions Enabler kit. You can 
download both the EMC VSS Provider and the EMC Solutions Enabler kit from 
the Powerlink website. For more information, refer to the EMC Admsnap 
Release Notes, the EMC VSS Provider Release Notes, and the EMC Solutions 
Enabler Release Notes. If you are installing a version prior to 6.26, refer to 
revision A09 or earlier of the Server Support Products Guide for Windows 
Installation Guide.

Admsnap Release 
Notes
EMC VSS Provider 
Release Notes
EMC Solutions Enabler 
Release Notes

Server support products 
installation guide
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

30 Server
Test PowerPath 

This is for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system (none of which require 
a PowerPath license key) or for another CX4 series or another CX3 storage 
system with full PowerPath (not PowerPath SE) and a registered license key 
running on the server.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to the LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that the 
path failover was successful, and that PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI checklist — new Windows server 
and existing storage system without boot disk

This checklist is for an existing storage system that will not contain a 
Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2003, or Windows 2000 boot 
disk. If you want the existing storage system to contain a boot disk, 
use the procedure that starts on page 507.

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs and driver

❑ Install HBAs or NICs. HBA or NIC 
documentation for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page 484)

❑ Install HBA or NIC driver.

2 Server 
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

❑ Set the HBA or NIC driver parameters to the values required for 
CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA documentation 
(for HBAs, see URL on 
page 484)

3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For NICs in a Windows Server 2008 server

❑ Select Start > Server Manager > View Network Connections and assign 
the network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) for each 
NIC.

Important: On the Networking tab be sure that IPV4 and not IPV6 is 
selected.

Microsoft documentation
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3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters 
(cont.)

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator to 
start the iSCSI Service.

Microsoft documentation

For NICs in a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server

❑ Download and install both the Microsoft iSCSI Software Initiator and the 
Initiator Service.

❑ Use the appropriate Microsoft network tool (for example Start > Settings > 
Network Connections) to assign the network parameters (IP address, 
subnet mask, and gateway) for each NIC.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator and start the iSCSI Service.

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, download and install 
the Microsoft iSCSI Initiator Service.

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

4 Server 
Install PowerPath 
or PowerPath 
iSCSI

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 482.

❑ Install PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI.

PowerPath iSCSI is only for AX series iSCSI storage systems connected to 
a Windows Server 2003 server.

PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI 
release notes and 
PowerPath installation 
and administrator’s 
guide

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath or PowerPath 
iSCSI.

PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI will not see any logical disks (LUNs) in the 
storage system at this point because the storage system has not been 
connected.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Task Steps Reference document
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5 AX series 
storage system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, use Navisphere Manager 
to install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

❑ If you have an expansion pack for a dual-SP AX4-5 series system, use the 
Software Upgrade page on Powerlink to install the expansion pack enabler 
and any other enablers (SAN Copy, SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
MirrorView/S) that you have.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

6 Server with AX 
series storage 
system

Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI.

Note: For Windows Server 2008 the host agent or server utility must be 
version 6.26.5 or later.

Server Support 
Products for Windows 
Installation Guide 

7 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help

8 Server
Connect to 
storage-system 
management 
LAN

❑ Cable the server to the LAN connected to the storage-system 
management port on each SP.

Storage-system setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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9 Server 
Cable to Fibre 
Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports

For a storage system with Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Cable the HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the storage 
system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide 

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to the 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each HBA 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For a storage system with iSCSI data ports

❑ Cable the HBA or NIC ports to the network connected to the 
storage-system iSCSI data ports or directly to the storage-system iSCSI 
data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

If you have an iSNS environment, go to step 12.

Switch documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, 
configure the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

11 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system (no 
iSNS)
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For NICs

❑ For a WIndows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI initiator on the server and configure the 
iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Go to step 14.

Microsoft documentation 
or iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ For a WIndows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use Microsoft iSCSI 
Software Initiator on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC 
port.

Go to step 14.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA port.

Go to step 14.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Server in iSNS 
environment
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports for iSNS

For NICs

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the server and configure the 
iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Microsoft documentation 
of iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use the Microsoft 
iSCSI Software Initiator on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for 
each NIC port for iSNS.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA port 
for iSNS.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

13 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑  Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

14 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs

❑ On the server, restart the host agent or run the server utility. Host agent and CLI for 
Windows installation 
guide or storage-system 
setup guide

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

15 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system
Set properties for 
PowerPath

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled 

Failover mode to 1

Go to step 16.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ Connect a computer to the serial port on the storage system. Storage-system setup 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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16 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Use the Disk Management tool to scan for LUNZ devices.

Note: In Windows Server 2003, LUNZ devices may appear in the Logical 
Disk Manager as unknown and unreadable. Your real LUN 0 disk will 
replace these unknown and unreadable devices in the next step after you 
have connected the server to a storage group and rebooted the server.

Windows documentation

17 Storage system
Configure 

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage 
group, and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

❑ Reboot the server so Windows recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Windows documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use one of the following ways to verify that PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI sees all the paths to the LUNs:

• PowerPath Administrator (Start > All Programs or Programs > EMC > 
PowerPath Administrator)

• PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI command
powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI license 
key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are as defined in step 15.

PowerPath product 
guide

18 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a 
new NIC or iSCSI HBA initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you want a 
new initiator to use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not need 
to configure the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage 
system for each new NIC or iSCSI HBA that needs it configured.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

20 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

If you configured CHAP security on the storage system, you must configure it 
for any new NIC or iSCSI HBA initiators in the storage system.

For NIC Initiators

❑ If CHAP is not already enabled on the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to enable it.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ For a WIndows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI initiator on the server and configure 
initiator CHAP on the NIC initiators.

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use Microsoft iSCSI 
Software Initiator to configure initiator CHAP on the NIC initiators on the 
server.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ If CHAP is already enabled on the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to disable it.

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators on 
the server.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ If you disabled CHAP on the storage system, use Navisphere Manager to 
re-enable CHAP on the storage system.

iSCSI Server Setup 
Guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

21 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to 
Windows

❑ Prepare any new LUNs to receive data by creating partitions on them. Host connectivity guide 
or Windows 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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22 Windows Server 
2008 or Windows 
Server 2003 
server
Install optional 
CLARiiON VSS 
provider

❑ If you want applications to access SnapView functionality on the storage 
system using the VSS framework or other APIs, install the optional 
CLARiiON VSS provider on the server.

Note that Navisphere CLI must be installed on the server.

Note: As of version 6.26, the CLARiiON VSS Provider is no longer supported 
with the Admsnap Utility. The substitute for this technology is the EMC VSS 
Provider. The EMC VSS Provider requires that you install the CLARAPI 
application, which is available as part of the EMC Solutions Enabler kit. You can 
download both the EMC VSS Provider and the EMC Solutions Enabler kit from 
the Powerlink website. For more information, refer to the EMC Admsnap 
Release Notes, the EMC VSS Provider Release Notes, and the EMC Solutions 
Enabler Release Notes. If you are installing a version prior to 6.26, refer to 
revision A09 or earlier of the Server Support Products Guide for Windows 
Installation Guide.

Admsnap Release 
Notes
EMC VSS Provider 
Release Notes
EMC Solutions Enabler 
Release Notes

Server support products 
installation guide

23 Server 
Test PowerPath 
or PowerPath 
iSCSI

This test is either for a CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, CX300i, or AX series storage 
system (none of which require a PowerPath license key) or for another CX4 
series, another CX3 series, a CX500, or a CX700 storage system with full 
PowerPath (not PowerPath SE) and a registered license key running on the 
server.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

23 Server 
Test PowerPath 
or PowerPath 
iSCSI (cont.)

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore

PowerPath product 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI checklist — new Windows server 
and existing storage system with boot disk

This checklist is for an existing storage system that will contain a 
Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2003, or Windows 2000 boot 
disk. If you do not want the existing storage system to contain a boot 
disk, use the procedure that starts on page 497.

CAUTION!
The RAID group containing the boot LUN must consist of Fibre 
Channel disks (not ATA disks).

For a CX4 series or CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs

❑ Install HBAs.

Note: A CX300i or CX500i storage system cannot have a boot disk if it is 
connected to NICs in the server.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 484)

2 Server
Set HBA driver 
properties

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Navisphere Manager 
Administrator’s Guide 
and help
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3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For NICs in a Windows Server 2008 server

❑ Select Start > Server Manager > View Network Connections and 
assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) 
for each NIC.

Important: On the Networking tab be sure that IPV4 and not IPV6 is 
selected.

Microsoft documentation

❑ Select Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator 
and start the iSCSI Service.

For NICs in a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server

❑ Download and install both the Microsoft iSCSI Software Initiator and the 
Initiator Service.

❑ Use the appropriate Microsoft network tool (for example, Start > Settings 
> Network Connections) to assign the network parameters (IP address, 
subnet mask, and gateway) for each NIC.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator and start the iSCSI Service.

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, download and 
install the Microsoft iSCSI Initiator Service.

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer.

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

4 AX4-5 or AX 
series storage 
system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain 
and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the storage system, use Navisphere Manager 
to install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)
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5 Server
Connect to 
storage-system 
management LAN

❑ Cable the server to the LAN connected to the storage-system 
management port on each SP.

Storage-system setup 
guide

6 Server

Cable to Fibre 
Channel switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports

For a Fibre Channel SAN 

❑ Cable the HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the 
storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide 

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to 
the Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port 
connected to each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For a direct attach

❑ Cable the server to the storage system so only a maximum of one path 
exists from the server to each SP.

This means that for a multiple HBA port server, you cable just one HBA 
port to one SP. You will cable additional HBA ports to the SPs after you 
set up the boot disk.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

For an iSCSI network 

❑ Cable the server to the network connected to the storage-system iSCSI 
data ports so only a maximum of one path exists from the server to 
each SP.

This means that for a multiple NIC or iSCSI HBA port server, you cable 
just one NIC or SCSI HBA port to one SP. You will cable additional NIC or 
iSCSI HBA ports to the SPs after you set up the boot disk.

Task Steps Reference document
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7 Storage system
Configure 

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager 
to connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage 
group, and assign LUNs to the storage group. 

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

CAUTION The RAID group for the boot LUN must consist of Fibre 
Channel disks (not ATA disks).

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

❑ Reboot the server so Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 recognizes 
the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Windows documentation

8 Server
Create HBA driver 
diskette

❑ Create a diskette with the EMC HBA driver from the HBA vendor’s web 
site.

URL on page 484

9 Server
Set up HBA BIOS

❑ If required, either update the Emulex HBA firmware and/or BIOS or 
update the QLogic HBA firmware and/or NVRAM.

HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 484)

❑ Reboot the server.

❑ Set up HBA BIOS.

10 Fibre Channel 
Switches 
Zone 

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a single HBA path from the 
server to each SP.

Switch management 
documentation 

❑  Checkpoint - Use Fibre Channel switch management software to verify 
the switch connections to the storage system.

11 Storage system
Register HBAs

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to register 
each HBA with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

12 Server

Prepare for 
installing 
operating system

❑ Disconnect any SCSI hard disk connected to the server. HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 484)

❑ Configure the HBA boot BIOS.

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Server

Install Windows 
Server 2008, 
Windows Server 
2003, or 
Windows 2000

❑ Install Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2003, or Windows 2000 
and the HBA driver on the boot LUN in the storage system.

Note: During the installation procedure, you will partition the boot LUN.

Windows documentation 
and HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 484)

14 Server 
Set HBA driver 
properties

❑ Reinstall HBA driver. HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 484)

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

15 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system
Set properties for 
PowerPath 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties 
for the server’s HBA ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled 

Failover mode to 1

Navisphere Manager 
help

16 Server 
Install PowerPath 

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 482.

❑ Install PowerPath.

PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI 
release notes and 
PowerPath installation 
and administrator’s 
guide

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath or PowerPath 
iSCSI.

PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI will not see any logical disks (LUNs) in 
the storage system at this point because the storage system has not 
been connected.

❑ Install any PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI patches from the Software 
downloads page on the EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide an additional paths from the 
server to each SP.

Switch management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑  Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

❑ Checkpoint - Use one of the following ways to verify that PowerPath sees 
all the paths to the LUNs:

• PowerPath Administrator (Start > All Programs or Programs > EMC 
> PowerPath Administrator)

• PowerPath command
powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are as defined in step 15.

PowerPath product 
guide

18 Server (direct 
attach only)
Cable additional 
paths

❑ For a direct attach configuration, cable any additional HBA ports to SP 
ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - Use one of the following ways to verify that PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI sees all the paths to the LUNs:

• PowerPath Administrator (Start > All Programs or Programs > EMC 
> PowerPath Administrator)

• PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI command
powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI license 
key if you have one.

• Verify that the storage-system properties are as defined in step 15.

PowerPath product 
guide

19 Server
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install and start the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI.

Note: For Windows Server 2008 the host agent or server utility must be 
version 6.26.5 or later.

Server Support 
Products for Windows 
installation guide or host 
agent and CLI for 
Windows installation 
guide
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20 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system
Set properties for 
PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties 
for the server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 1

Navisphere Manager 
help

21 Server with a CX4 
series, CX3-10c, 
CX3-20c, CX3-40c, 
CX300i, or CX500i 
storage system
Configure server 
iSCSI HBA 
initiator ports

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer. Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the network parameters for each 
HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

22 Server in iSNS 
environment
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports for iSNS

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the initiator for each HBA port for 
iSNS.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

23 Server
Install admsnap 
and/or admhost

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server Support 
Products for Windows 
installation guide

❑ If the server has LUNs that will participate in a SAN Copy session, install 
the admhost utility.

24 Windows Server 
2003 server
Install optional 
CLARiiON VSS 
provider

❑ If you want applications to access SnapView functionality on the storage 
system using the VSS framework or other APIs, Install the optional 
CLARiiON VSS provider on the server.

Note that Navisphere CLI must be installed on the server.

Note: As of version 6.26, the CLARiiON VSS Provider is no longer supported 
with the Admsnap Utility. The substitute for this technology is the EMC VSS 
Provider. The EMC VSS Provider requires that you install the CLARAPI 
application, which is available as part of the EMC Solutions Enabler kit. You 
can download both the EMC VSS Provider and the EMC Solutions Enabler kit 
from the Powerlink website. For more information, refer to the EMC Admsnap 
Release Notes, the EMC VSS Provider Release Notes, and the EMC 
Solutions Enabler Release Notes. If you are installing a version prior to 6.26, 
refer to revision A09 or earlier of the Server Support Products Guide for 
Windows Installation Guide.

Admsnap Release 
Notes
EMC VSS Provider 
Release Notes
EMC Solutions Enabler 
Release Notes

Server support products 
installation guide
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25 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

26 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a 
new NIC or iSCSI HBA initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you want a 
new initiator to use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not 
need to configure the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage 
system for each new NIC or iSCSI HBA that needs it configured.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Manager help

27 Server in iSCSI 
configuration with 
storage system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

If you configured CHAP security on the storage system, you must configure it 
for any new iSCSI HBA initiators in the storage system.

❑ If CHAP is already enabled on the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to disable it.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the new HBA 
initiators on the server.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

❑ If you disabled CHAP on the storage system, use Navisphere Manager to 
re-enable CHAP on the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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28 Server 
Test PowerPath 

This test is either for a CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, CX300i, AX4-5 series, or AX 
series storage system (none of require a PowerPath license key) or for another 
CX4 series, another CX3 series, a CX500, or a CX700 storage system with full 
PowerPath (not PowerPath SE) and a registered license key running on the 
server.
Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HBA.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI is 
working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following 
PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI command:

powermt restore

29 Server 
Make new LUNs 
available to 
Windows

❑ Prepare any new LUN, other than the boot LUN, to receive data by 
creating partitions on them.

Host connectivity guide 
or Windows 
documentation
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.
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PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI checklist — existing Windows 
server and new storage system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBA or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs or NICs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs see URL on 
page 484)

2 Storage system
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:
• HBA or NIC driver
• host agent
• admsnap
• admhost

Note: For Windows Server 2008 the host agent or server utility must be 
version 6.26.5 or later.

HBA or NIC 
documentation (or HBAs 
see URL on page 484)

Server Support 
Products Installation 
Guide for Windows

3 Server 
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

❑ Make sure the HBA or NIC driver parameters are set to the values 
required for CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page 484)

For additional NICs in a Windows Server 2008 server

❑ Select Start > Server Manager > View Network Connections and 
assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) 
for each NIC.

Important: On the Networking tab be sure that IPV4 and not IPV6 is 
selected.

❑ Select Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator 
and start the iSCSI Service.

For additional NICs in a WIndows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server

❑ Use the appropriate Microsoft network tool (for example, Start > Settings 
> Network Connections) to assign the network parameters (IP address, 
subnet mask, and gateway) for each NIC.

Microsoft documentation
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3 Server 
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties 
(cont.)

For additional iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

4 Server 
Upgrade 
PowerPath

Before upgrading PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 482.

❑ Upgrade PowerPath.

PowerPath release 
notes and PowerPath 
installation and 
administrator’s guide

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath.

PowerPath will not see any logical disks (LUNs) in the storage system at 
this point because the storage system has not been connected.

❑ Install any PowerPath patches from the Software downloads page on the 
EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

5 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

6 Storage System
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will management the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

7 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

8 Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of Service 
Manager enabler CDs, use Navisphere Manager to install the enablers.

Navisphere Manager 
help

9 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series, or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto a supported Windows host from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Storage system 
with Fibre 
Channel data 
ports
Cable to data 
ports to Fibre 
Channel switch 
or server HBA 
ports

❑ Cable storage-system data ports either to the Fibre Channel switch 
connected to the server HBA ports or directly to the server HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or storage-system 
setup guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected 
to each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

11 Storage system 
with iSCSI data 
ports
Cable to data 
ports to network, 
or server HBA or 
NIC ports 

❑ Cable the storage-system iSCSI data ports either to the network 
connected to the server HBA or NIC ports or directly to the server HBA or 
NICs ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Switch documentation

12 iSCSI storage 
system 
Configure iSCSi 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

If you have an iSNS environment, go to step 14.

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system (no iSNS)
Configure any 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For NICs

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, use Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the server to configure the 
iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Go to step 16.

Microsoft documentation 
or iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use Microsoft iSCSI 
Software Initiator on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC 
port.

Go to step 16.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA.

Go to step 16.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogix SANsurfer 
documentation

14 Storage system 
in iSNS 
environment
Configure iSNS 
client

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure the iSNS environment on the 
storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

15 Server in iSNS 
environment
Configure any 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports for iSNS

For NICs

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the server and configure the 
iSCSI initiator for each NIC port for iSNS.

Microsoft documentation 
or iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or WIndows 2000 server, use Microsoft iSCSI 
Software Initiator on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC 
port for iSNS.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA port 
for iSNS.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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16 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, 
a CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

17 Fibre Channel 
switches
Zone additional 
paths

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Switch management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

18 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Restart the host agent, then use the Disk Management tool to scan for 
LUNZ devices.

If the LUNZ devices are not visible, scan for them once more.

Note: In Windows Server 2003, LUNZ devices may appear in the Logical 
Disk Manager as unknown and unreadable. Your real LUN 0 disk will 
replace these unknown and unreadable devices in the next step after you 
have connected the server to a storage group and rebooted the server.

Windows documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

19 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST. 

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group

❑ Reboot the server so Windows recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Windows documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use one of the following ways to verify that PowerPath sees 
all the paths to the LUNs:

• PowerPath Administrator (Start > All Programs or Programs > EMC > 
PowerPath Administrator)

• PowerPath command
powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath license key if you have one.

• Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system 
properties for the server’s existing HBA ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 1

PowerPath product 
guide

21 Storage system
Configure Event 
Monitor

❑ If you will monitor storage-system events, use Navisphere Manger to apply 
the desired event monitor templates to the storage system.

For a CX300 storage system, continue to step 24.

Navisphere Manager 
help

22 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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23 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure CHAP on the storage-system iSCSI 
ports, but do not enable it yet.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

24 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new iSCSI 
HBA or NIC 
initiators

For NIC initiators

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to enable CHAP on the storage system.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, use Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI initiator on the server to configure initiator 
CHAP on any new NIC initiators.

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use Microsoft iSCSI 
Software Initiator to configure initiator CHAP on any new NIC initiators.

For iSCSI HBA initiators

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide, SANsurfer 
documentation, and 
Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to enable CHAP on the storage system.

25 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
Windows

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data by creating partitions on them. Host connectivity guide 
or Windows 
documentation

26 Server
Test PowerPath 

This test is for a storage system connected to a server running PowerPath with 
a registered license key or for a CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 storage system 
connected to a server running PowerPath without a license key and with only to 
CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, AX4-5 series, and/or AX series storage systems 
(none of which require a license key) connected to it.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

26 Server
Test PowerPath 
(cont.)

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath 
command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA or NIC sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the 
powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to 
that HB or NIC.

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath is working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA or NIC.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following 
PowerPath command:

powermt restore

Task Steps Reference document
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PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI checklist — existing Windows 
server and existing storage system

This checklist assumes that the existing Windows server and existing 
storage system are already connected in a Fibre Channel SAN, iSCSI 
network, or direct attach configuration. 

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page 484)

2 Server with CX 
series storage 
system
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision (page 482), update it:
• HBA or NIC driver
• host agent 
• admsnap
• admhost

Note: For Windows Server 2008 the host agent or server utility must be 
version 6.26.5 or later.

HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page page 484)

Server Support 
Products for Windows 
Installation Guide 

3 Server 
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

❑ Make sure the HBA or NIC driver properties are set to the values required 
for CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page page 484)
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4 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For additional NICs in a Windows Server 2008 server

❑ Select Start > Server Manager > View Network Connections and 
assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) 
for each NIC.

Important: On the Networking tab be sure that IPV4 and not IPV6 is 
selected.

Microsoft documentation

❑ Select Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator 
and start the iSCSI Service., if not already started.

For additional NICs in a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server

❑ Use the appropriate Microsoft network tool (for example, Start > Settings 
> Network Connections) to assign the network parameters (IP address, 
subnet mask, and gateway) for each NIC.

For additional iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

5 AX series 
storage system
Upgrade to 
Navisphere 
Manager and set 
up security

If the AX series storage system has not been upgraded to Navisphere 
Manager

❑ Use Navisphere Express to upgrade the storage-system software if 
required for the upgrade to Navisphere Manager.

Upgrading Storage 
System to Navisphere 
Manager (part of the 
upgrade kit)

❑ Use Navisphere Express to install the Navisphere Manager enabler.

❑ If you have an expansion pack for a dual-SP AX4-5 series system, use the 
Software Update page on Powerlink to install the expansion pack enabler 
and any other enablers (SAN Copy, SnapView, MirrorView/A, 
MirrorView/S).

❑ If you have SAN Copy/E for the AX series storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to install the SAN Copy/E enabler.

Task Steps Reference document
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6 Server with AX 
series storage 
system

Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility and the Navisphere CLI.

Note: For Windows Server 2008 the host agent and server utility must be 
version 6.26.5 or later.

Server Support 
Products for Windows 
Installation Guide 

7 Storage system
Update software

❑ If currently installed storage-system software is not at the required 
minimum revision, update it.

CAUTION During the software update, hosts connected to the storage 
system will lose access to data if they do not have failover software or if all 
paths to an SP are down.

Navisphere Manager 
help

8 Server 
Install PowerPath 
or PowerPath 
iSCSI

Before installing PowerPath, refer to  “CX4-120, CX3-10, or CX300 unlicensed 
PowerPath versions” on page 482.

❑ Install PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI.

PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI 
release notes and 
PowerPath installation 
and administrator’s 
guide

❑ Reboot the server to complete the installation of PowerPath or PowerPath 
iSCSI.

Windows documentation

❑ Install any PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI patches from the Software 
downloads page on the EMC Powerlink website:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

❑ Checkpoint - Use one of the following ways to verify that PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI sees the paths to the LUNs:

• PowerPath Administrator (Start > All Programs or Programs > EMC > 
PowerPath Administrator)

• PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI command
powermt display dev=all class=clariion

If PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI does not see the LUNs

• Verify the server’s connection to the storage group.

• Verify that you registered your PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI license 
key if you have one.

PowerPath product 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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8 Server 
Install PowerPath 
or PowerPath 
iSCSI (cont.)

• Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system 
properties for the server’s existing HBA ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open
Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 1

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Checkpoint - Use Disk Management to verify each path to the storage 
system.

Windows documentation

9 Server 
Cable additional 
HBAs tor NICs to 
Fibre Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports

For storage system with Fibre Channel data ports

Cable any additional HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the 
storage system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide 

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the Fibre Channel switch 
port connected to each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

❑ For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch 
port.

Switch documentation

For a storage system with iSCSI ports

❑ Cable any additional HBA or NICs ports to the network connected to the 
storage-system iSCSI data ports or directly to the storage-system iSCSI 
data ports.

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Storage 
system with 
iSCSI data ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, 
configure the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

If your environment has iSNS, go to step 12.

11 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system (no iSNS)
Configure 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For NICs

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the server and configure the 
iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Go to step 14.

Microsoft documentation 
or iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use Microsoft iSCSI 
Software Initiator on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC 
port.

Go to step 14.

Microsoft documentation 
or iSCSI server setup 
guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA.

Go to step 14.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Server in iSNS 
environment
Configure 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports for iSNS

For NICs

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the server and configure the 
iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Go to step 14.

Microsoft documentation 
or iSCSI server setup 
guide

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use Microsoft iSCSI 
Software Initiator on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC 
port.

Go to step 14.

Microsoft documentation 
or iSCSI server setup 
guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA port 
for iSNS.

Go to step 14.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

13 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Switch management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

14 Server 
Register 
additional HBAs 
or NICs with 
storage system

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility, then use the Disk 
Management tool to scan for disks.

Windows documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

15 CX4 series, CX3 
series, or CX 
series storage 
system
Set properties for 
PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the 
Tools menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties 
for the server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 1

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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16 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server 
support CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

17 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security 
for new iSCSI 
HBA or NIC 
initiators

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a 
new NIC or HBA initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you want a new 
initiator to use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not need to 
configure the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure CHAP on the storage-system iSCSI 
ports for each new NIC or iSCSI HBA that needs it configured, but do not 
enable it yet.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

18 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

If you configured CHAP security for the storage system, you must configure it 
for the server’s iSCSI initiators.

For NIC Initiators

❑ If CHAP is not already enabled on the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to enable it.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ For a Windows Server 2008 server, select Start > All Programs > 
Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the server and configure the 
initiator CHAP on the new NIC initiators on the server.

❑ For a Windows Server 2003 or Windows 2000 server, use Microsoft iSCSI 
Software Initiator to configure initiator CHAP on the new NIC initiators on 
the server.

Task Steps Reference document
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18 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security
(cont.)

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ If CHAP is already enabled on the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to disable it.

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the new iSCSI HBA 
initiators on the server.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and QLogic 
SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ If you disabled CHAP on the storage system, use Navisphere Manager to 
re-enable CHAP on the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

19 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to 
additional HBAs 
or NICs

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to disconnect and then reconnect the server 
and its storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Restart the host agent, then use the Disk Management tool to scan for 
disks.

Windows documentation

20 Server 
Test PowerPath 
or PowerPath 
iSCSI 

This test is either for a storage system connected to a server running 
PowerPath with a registered license key or for a CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, 
CX300i, and/or AX series storage system connected to a server running 
PowerPath without a license key and with only to CX4-120, CX3-10, CX300, 
AX4-5 series, and/or AX series storage systems (none of which require a 
license key) connected to it.

Note: If you have a PowerPath license key that is not registered, the load 
balancing policy is restricted to basic failover.

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ View the LUNs available to the server using the following PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI command:

powermt display dev=all class=clariion 

PowerPath product 
guide

❑ Choose one available LUN to receive I/O for the test.

❑ View the paths to the chosen LUN using the following PowerPath or 
PowerPath iSCSI command:

powermt display dev=x every=2

where x is a pseudo device that represents the chosen LUN.

❑ Start I/O to the LUN.

❑ Identify the HBA sending I/O to LUN by viewing the output of the powermt 
display dev=x every=2 command, and disconnect the cable to that HBA.

Task Steps Reference document
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20 Server 
Test PowerPath 
or PowerPath 
iSCSI (cont.)

❑ View the output of the powermt display dev=x every=2 command, and 
verify that

• The state of the uncabled path(s) becomes “dead.”

• I/O continues through the remaining paths to the LUN, indicating that 
the path failover was successful, and PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI is 
working properly.

❑ Reconnect the cable that you disconnected from the HBA.

❑ If you did not follow the above steps exactly and caused any LUNs to 
trespass, restore the LUNs to their original SP with the following 
PowerPath or PowerPath iSCSI command:

powermt restore

PowerPath product 
guide

Task Steps Reference document
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Native multipath failover (MPIO) configurations for Windows 
Server 2008

Read this section if you are installing a Windows Server 2008 
multipath failover configuration with a new or existing server and a 
new or existing storage system. 
A new and existing server and a new and existing storage system are 
defined as follows:

new server - A server running Windows Server 2008 that is not 
connected to any storage system.

existing server - A server running Windows Server 2008 that is 
already connected to one or more storage systems.
new storage system - A CX4 series or CX3 series storage system that 
has the factory default settings and that has never been connected to a 
server. 
existing storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, 
CX500, CX500i, or CX700 storage system that is already connected to 
one or more servers and is in a Navisphere domain.

Note: For more information on the storage systems that can be connected to a 
Windows Server 2008 server, see “Supported storage systems” on page 535.

Topics in this section are:

◆ Supported storage systems............................................................. 481
◆ Required host software revisions .................................................. 482
◆ Prerequisites ..................................................................................... 483
◆ Documentation................................................................................. 484
◆ Native multipath failover (MPIO) checklist — new Windows 

server and new storage system...................................................... 539
◆ Native multipath failover (MPIO) checklist — new Windows 

server and existing storage system ............................................... 550
◆ Native multipath failover (MPIO) checklist — Existing Windows 

server and new storage system ...................................................... 559
◆ Native multipath failover (MPIO) checklist — existing Windows 

server and existing storage system ............................................... 568
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Supported storage 
systems

All CLARiiON storage systems connected to a Windows Server 2008 
must be CX4 series, CX3 series, CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, 
CX700, or any other storage systems that can co-exist with these 
CLARiiON storage systems in an Windows Server 2008 MPIO 
environment. If any other type of storage system is connected to the 
server, the server cannot run Windows native multipath failover 
(MPIO). For information on storage systems that can co-exist with 
CLARiiON storage systems, refer to the EMC support matrix on the 
Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

Required host 
software revisions

◆ Windows Server 2008 operating system revision and any service 
pack listed in the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator on the 
Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

Prerequisites ◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to the SP management ports in the 
storage system.

◆ For most configurations, you must also have a host that is:

• Running Navisphere 6.X CLI

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system server 
and that you will connect to SP management ports in the 
storage system.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups.

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://Powerlink.EMC.com
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Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 series 
storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the CX4 
support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 support 
website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer the questions 
about your configuration.

Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop.

◆ Documentation that ships with the HBA or NIC and HBA or NIC 
driver. 

The HBA documentation is also available from the following websites.

For Emulex HBAs and drivers: 
http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm

For QLogic HBAs and drivers: 
http://support.qlogic.com/support/oem_emc.asp

◆ Documentation that ships with the following:

• Fibre Channel switches and switch management software

• Microsoft Windows operating system

◆ EMC CLARiiON Server Support Products for Windows Installation 
Guide (P/N 300-002-038)

◆ EMC CLARiiON iSCSI Server Setup Guide for Windows (P/N 
300-003-805)

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 003-003-628) - for CX series and AX series storage systems

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 069001038) - for FC series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX4 Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-007-436) - for CX4 series storage 
systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures (CX3-Series Storage Systems) Field 
Installation Guide (P/N 300-003-630) - for CX3 series storage 
systems

http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm
http://www.qlogic.com/support/drivers_software.asp
http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/cx3support
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◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Field Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-001-799) - for CX series and FC series storage systems

◆ EMC Rails and Enclosures Installation Guide for 19-Inch NEMA 
Cabinets (P/N 014003082) - for SPS installation only

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-120 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-006)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-240 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-007)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-480 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-008)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 Setup Guide (P/N 300-007-009)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-10c Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-418)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-627)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-517)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-20f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-512)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40c Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-745)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-40f Setup Guide (P/N 300-004-207)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX3-80 Setup Guide (P/N 300-003-513)

◆ CX3-Series DC-Powered Enclosures for Telco Racks Installation and 
Operation Guide (P/N 300-003-724)

◆ EMC CX300 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-001-276, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CX300i 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) Setup Guide 
(P/N 300-002-174)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500 2-Gigabit Disk Processor Enclosure (DPE2) 
Setup Guide (P/N 300-001-275, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX500i 2-Gigabit iSCSI Disk Processor Enclosure 
(DPE2) Setup Guide (300-001-924)

◆ EMC CLARiiON CX700 Storage Processor Enclosure (SPE) Setup 
Guide (P/N 300-001-274, Rev. A02 or later)

◆ EMC 2-Gigabit Disk-Array Enclosure (DAE2) Setup and Cabling 
Guide (P/N 014003104)

◆ EMC CLARiiON 2-Gigabit Point-to-Point Disk-Array Enclosure 
(DAE2P) Setup and Cabling Guide (P/N 300-002-408)
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◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - available from the Manager 
user interface and in the Technical Documentation and 
Advisories section on the Powerlink website - 
http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for Windows (P/N 300-000-603)

http://powerlink.emc.com
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Native multipath failover (MPIO) checklist — new Windows server 
and new storage system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing, complete the tasks highlighted with 
grey in the checklist before the service provider arrives. For other 
storage-system configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs and driver

❑ Install HBAs or NICs. HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page 536)

❑ Install HBA or NIC driver.

2 Server
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

❑ Set the HBA or NIC driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page 536)

3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For NICs 

❑ Use Start > Server Manager > View Network Connections to assign the 
network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) for each NIC.

Important: On the Networking tab be sure that IPV4 and not IPV6 is 
selected.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator to 
start the iSCSI Service.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator to 
start the iSCSI Service.

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer. QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

4 Server
Install MPIO

❑ Navigate to the server features window:

Server Manager > Features > Add features

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Select the Multipath I/O feature.

If asked about rebooting the server, choose to reboot later.
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5 Server
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the Windows host agent or server utility version 6.26.7 or later. Server Support 
Products for Windows 
Installation Guide 

6 Server
Install admsnap 
and/or admhost

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server Support 
Products for Windows 
Installation Guide

❑ If the server has LUNs that will participate in a SAN Copy session, install 
the admhost utility.

7 Non-customer 
installable Fibre 
Channel switches
Install

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Install Fibre Channel switches, if not already installed.

Rails, cabinet, and 
switch documentation

❑ Connect a cable from each host HBA port to a switch port.

❑ Checkpoint - Verify the HBA connection to the switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the switch port connected to the HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - LED is green, which indicates that the HBA is 
logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb switch - One of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation

8 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

9 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will manage the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

10 Storage system
Initialize

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guides installation guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

Task Steps Reference document
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11 Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of Service Manager 
enabler CDs, install the enablers using the CLARiiON Software Updates 
Tools option on the CLARiiON Tools page for the CX4 series or CX3 series 
on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

Note: The Software Update Tools option has you use the Software 
Assistant wizard in the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) to install the 
enablers.

NST and Software 
Assistant help

12 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ If the NST is not available, download and install the NST onto the Windows 
server from the CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

13 Storage system
Cable data ports 
to Fibre Channel 
switch, network, 
or server

For a storage system with Fibre Channel data ports 

❑ Connect the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports to the Fibre Channel 
switch or HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide.

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the storage-system 
connections to the Fibre Channel switches by checking the LED(s) for the 
switch port connected to each SP port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb switch - LED is green, which indicates that the SP is 
logged in to the switch port.

Switch documentation

For a 2 Gb switch - One of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 switch, both LEDs are green, which indicates that a 2 Gb 
HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 switch, the left LED is blue and the right LED is off, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For a storage system with iSCSI data ports 

❑ Connect the storage-system iSCSI data ports to the network or NIC or 
iSCSI HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LEDs for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Switch documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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14 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

If you have an iSNS environment, go to step 16.

15 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports (no iSNS)

For NICs

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on 
the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Go to step 18.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for 
each HBA port.

Go to step 18.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

16 Storage system 
in iSNS 
environment
Configure iSNS 
client

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure the iSNS environment on the 
storage system.

Manager help 

17 Server in iSNS 
environment
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports for iSNS

For NICs

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on 
the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer on the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for 
each HBA port for iSNS.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

Task Steps Reference document
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18 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, a 
CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

19 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

20 Server 
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility, then use the Disk 
Management tool to scan for disks.

If the LUNZ devices are not visible, scan for them once more.

Storage-system setup 
guide and Windows 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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21 Storage system
Set properties for 
MPIO 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 4

Navisphere Manager 
help

Fibre Channel

❑ Add EMC CLARiiON devices to MPIO control with commands below.

IMPORTANT: The spacing in the command must be exact. Make sure that 
there are exactly:
• 5 spaces after DGC
• 10 spaces between RAID 5, RAID 3, RAID 1, RAID 0 and the "
• 9 spaces between RAID 10 and the "
• 11 spaces between VRAID and the "

%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 5          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 3          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 1          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 0          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 10         "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     VRAID           "

EMC inquiry data is added to the proper registry hives to inform MPIO to 
control EMC devices. Note that the VRAID command is for RAID 6 LUNs 
and thin LUNs.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

iSCSI

❑ Open the MPIO Administrative Tools UI and select the Discover 
Multi-Paths tab.

❑ Check the "Add support for iSCSI devices" checkbox and close the MPIO 
Administrative Tools UI.

Task Steps Reference document
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22 Windows host 
connected to the 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST. 

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

23 Windows host or 
Windows virtual 
machine 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host or Windows virtual machine (such as a Navisphere off-array 
management station), on which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It 
must be on the same network as the storage-system management ports, and 
cannot be connected to a storage system.

❑ Download and install CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert requirements 
and installation 

24 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group

❑ Reboot the server so Windows Server 2008 recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that MPIO has control of the LUNs as follows:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 
Drives.

Task Steps Reference document
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24 Storage system
Configure (cont.)

❑ For a disk device of each RAID type for which you created a LUN:

• Right-click the disk device and select Disk Properties.

• In the Disk Properties window, verify that an MPIO tab appears.

If no MPIO tab appears, the command that you entered in step 4 for 
the RAID type was not entered correctly. Most likely, it did not have 
the correct number of spaces in it. Re-enter the appropriate 
command below for the RAID type:

IMPORTANT: The spacing in the command must be exact. Make 
sure that there are exactly:

• 5 spaces after DGC
• 10 spaces between RAID 5, RAID 3, RAID 1, RAID 0 and the "
• 9 spaces between RAID 10 and the "
• 11 spaces between VRAID and the "

%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 5          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 3          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 1          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 0          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 10         "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     VRAID           "

25 Server
Set load balance 
policy for MPIO 
paths

To change the load balance policy for the paths to a disk device from the default 
policy of failover only:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk Drives.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ For each disk device whose load balancing policy you want to change:

❑ Right-click the disk device and select Disk Properties.

❑ In the disk device properties window, select the policy from the Load 
Balance Policy drop-down list, and click OK.

26 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 
your monitoring configuration.

27 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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28 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional CHAP 
security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure CHAP on the storage-system iSCSI 
ports, but do not enable it yet.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

29 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional CHAP 
security

If you configured CHAP security for the storage system, you must configure it for 
the server’s iSCSI initiators.

For NIC Initiators

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to enable CHAP on the storage system.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

For iSCSI HBA Initiators

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to enable CHAP on the storage system

30 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
Windows

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data by creating partitions on them. Host connectivity guide 
or Windows Server 2008 
documentation

31 Server
Install optional 
CLARiiON VSS 
provider

❑ If you want applications to access SnapView functionality on the storage 
system using the VSS framework or other APIs, Install the optional 
CLARiiON VSS provider on the server.

Note that Navisphere CLI must be installed on the server.

Note: As of version 6.26, the CLARiiON VSS Provider is no longer supported 
with the Admsnap Utility. The substitute for this technology is the EMC VSS 
Provider. The EMC VSS Provider requires that you install the CLARAPI 
application, which is available as part of the EMC Solutions Enabler kit. You can 
download both the EMC VSS Provider and the EMC Solutions Enabler kit from 
the Powerlink website. For more information, refer to the EMC Admsnap 
Release Notes, the EMC VSS Provider Release Notes, and the EMC Solutions 
Enabler Release Notes. If you are installing a version prior to 6.26, refer to 
revision A09 or earlier of the Server Support Products Guide for Windows 
Installation Guide.

Admsnap Release 
Notes
EMC VSS Provider 
Release Notes
EMC Solutions Enabler 
Release Notes

Server support products 
installation guide
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32 Server
Test MPIO 
failover

CAUTION: If you have multiple CLARiiON storage systems connected to the 
server, you will not be able to tell from MPIO which paths connect to which 
storage system.

❑ Find an SP in the storage system with Active/Optimized paths between it 
and the server:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 
Drives.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Right-click any DGC RAID disk device and select Disk Properties.

❑ In the Multi-Path Disk Device Properties windows, find a path with a 
TPG state of Active/Optimized and determine the storage-system SP 
for the path from the TPG ID:

TPG ID of 1 = SP A
TPG ID 2 = SP B

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to determine which LUNs are owned by the SP 
and record them.

After the test, you need to return these LUNs to this SP, which is their 
original SP owner.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Disconnect the cables from all the ports on this SP.

❑ View the properties windows for the disk device, and verify the following 
path information:

• The paths to the SP from which you disconnected the cables no longer 
appear in the paths list.

• The TPG state of the paths to the other SP is Active/Optimized, 
indicating that I/O continues through the remaining paths and that native 
failover is working properly.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Reconnect the cables that you disconnected from the SP. Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ For each LUN that was owned by the SP before you disconnected cables 
from the SP, use the Navisphere Manager LUN Properties dialog box to 
return the LUN to this SP (the LUN’s original SP owner).

❑ Verify the paths to the SP for which you tested failover:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 
Drives.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Right-click any DGC RAID disk device and select Disk Properties.

❑ In the Multi-Path Disk Device Properties windows, verify that all paths 
to the SP have a TPG state of Active/Optimized. 
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.
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Native multipath failover (MPIO) checklist — new Windows server 
and existing storage system

For a CX4 series or CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or a CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, or 
CX700 storage system, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in 
the checklist before the service provider arrives. For other 
storage-system configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs or 
NICs and driver

❑ Install HBAs or NICs. HBA or NIC 
documentation for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page 536)

❑ Install HBA or NIC driver.

2 Server 
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

❑ Set the HBA or NIC driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, such 
as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA documentation 
(for HBAs, see URL on 
page 536)

3 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For NICs 

❑ Use Start > Server Manager > View Network Connections to assign the 
network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) for each NIC.

Important: On the Networking tab be sure that IPV4 and not IPV6 is 
selected.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator to 
start the iSCSI Service.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator to 
start the iSCSI Service.

❑ Download and install QLogic SANsurfer. QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.
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4 Server 
Install MPIO

❑ Navigate to the server features window:

Server Manager > Features > Add features

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Select the Multipath I/O feature.

If asked about rebooting the server, choose to reboot later.

5 Server 
Install host agent 
or server utility

❑ Install the host agent or server utility version 6.26.5 or later. Server Support 
Products for Windows 
Installation Guide ❑ For a CX300i storage system

Reboot the server either after the host agent installation is complete or 
when the server utility dialog prompts you to reboot.

6 Server
Install admsnap 
and/or admhost

❑ If the server will be a SnapView production or secondary host, install the 
admsnap utility.

Server Support 
Products for Windows 
Installation Guide

❑ If the server has LUNs that will participate in a SAN Copy session, install 
the admhost utility.

7 Storage system
Update software

❑ If the storage system is not running FLARE 0E, version 03.026.xxx.5.000 or 
later, use the CLARiiON Software Updates Tools option on Powerlink to 
install the latest FLARE OE 03.26 version.

Note: The Software Update Tools option has you use the Software 
Assistant wizard in the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST to install FLARE 
OE.

NST and Software 
Assistant help

8 Server
Connect to 
storage-system 
management 
LAN

❑ Cable the server to the LAN connected to the storage-system management 
port on each SP.

Storage-system setup 
guide

9 Server 
Cable to Fibre 
Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports

For a storage system with Fibre Channel data ports

❑ Cable the HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the storage 
system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide 

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to the 
switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected to each HBA 
port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

Fibre Channel switch 
documentation
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9 Server 
Cable to Fibre 
Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports (cont.)

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For a storage system with iSCSI data ports

❑ Cable the HBA or NIC ports to the network connected to the 
storage-system iSCSI data ports or directly to the storage-system iSCSI 
data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

If you have an iSNS environment, go to step 12.

Switch documentation

10 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, configure 
the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

If you have an iSNS environment, go to step 12.

Task Steps Reference document
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11 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system (no 
iSNS)
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For NICs

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the 
server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Go to step 14.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation or iSCSI 
server setup guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA port.

Go to step 14.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

12 Server in iSNS 
environment
Configure server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports for iSNS

For NICs

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the 
server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation of iSCSI 
server setup guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA port for 
iSNS.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

13 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each HBA port 
(host initiator) to the appropriate SPs.

Fibre Channel switch 
management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑  Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

14 Server
Register HBAs or 
NICs

❑ On the server, restart the host agent or run the server utility. Host agent and CLI for 
Windows installation 
guide or storage-system 
setup guide

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each HBA or NIC is registered with the storage system.
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15 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Use the Disk Management tool to scan for LUNZ devices. Windows documentation

16 Storage system
Set properties for 
MPIO

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled 

Failover mode to 4

Navisphere Manager 
help 

Fibre Channel

❑ Add EMC CLARiiON devices to MPIO control with commands below.

IMPORTANT: The spacing in the command must be exact. Make sure that 
there are exactly:
• 5 spaces after DGC
• 10 spaces between RAID 5, RAID 3, RAID 1, RAID 0 and the "
• 9 spaces between RAID 10 and the "
• 11 spaces between VRAID and the "

%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 5          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 3          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 1          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 0          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 10         "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     VRAID           "

EMC inquiry data is added to the proper registry hives to inform MPIO to 
control EMC devices. Note that the VRAID command is for RAID 6 LUNs 
and thin LUNs.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

iSCSI

❑ Open the MPIO Administrative Tools UI and select the Discover 
Multi-Paths tab.

❑ Check the "Add support for iSCSI devices" checkbox and close the MPIO 
Administrative Tools UI.
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17 Storage system
Configure 

❑ If the server will use an existing storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
connect the server to the storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ If the server will use a new storage group, use Navisphere Manager to 
create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind LUNs, create the storage group, 
and assign LUNs to the storage group.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to the storage group.

❑ Reboot the server so Windows recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that MPIO has control of the LUNs as follows:
❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 

Drives.

❑ If you created a RAID group or thin pool with a new RAID type, then 
select a disk device for each new RAID type for which you created a 
RAID group or thin pool:
Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

• Right-click the disk device and select Disk Properties.

• In the Disk Properties window, verify that an MPIO tab appears.

If no MPIO tab appears, the command that you entered in step 4 for 
the RAID type was not entered correctly. Most likely, it did not have 
the correct number of spaces in it. Re-enter the appropriate 
command below for the new RAID type:

IMPORTANT: The spacing in the command must be exact. Make 
sure that there are exactly:

• 5 spaces after DGC
• 10 spaces between RAID 5, RAID 3, RAID 1, RAID 0 and the "
• 9 spaces between RAID10 and the "
• 11 spaces between VRAID and the "

%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 5          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 3          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 1          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 0          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 10         "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     VRAID           "

Windows Server 2008 
documentation
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18 Server
Set load balance 
policy for MPIO 
paths

To change the load balance policy for the paths to a disk device from the default 
policy of failover only:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk Drives.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ For each disk device whose load balancing policy you want to change:

❑ Right-click the disk device and select Disk Properties.

❑ In the disk device properties window, select the policy from the Load 
Balance Policy drop-down list, and click OK.

19 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

20 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a 
new NIC or iSCSI HBA initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you want a 
new initiator to use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not need 
to configure the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure initiator CHAP on the storage 
system for each new NIC or iSCSI HBA that needs it configured.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

21 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

If you configured CHAP security on the storage system, you must configure it for 
any new NIC or iSCSI HBA initiators in the storage system.

For NIC Initiators

❑ If CHAP is not already enabled on the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to enable it.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI initiator on the 
server to configure initiator CHAP on the NIC initiators.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ If CHAP is already enabled on the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to disable it.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators on 
the server.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ If you disabled CHAP on the storage system, use Navisphere Manager to 
re-enable CHAP on the storage system.

iSCSI Server Setup 
Guide and Navisphere 
Manager help
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22 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to 
Windows

❑ Prepare any new LUNs to receive data by creating partitions on them. Host connectivity guide 
or Windows 
documentation

23 Server 
Install optional 
CLARiiON VSS 
provider

❑ If you want applications to access SnapView functionality on the storage 
system using the VSS framework or other APIs, install the optional 
CLARiiON VSS provider on the server.

Note that Navisphere CLI must be installed on the server.

Note: As of version 6.26, the CLARiiON VSS Provider is no longer supported 
with the Admsnap Utility. The substitute for this technology is the EMC VSS 
Provider. The EMC VSS Provider requires that you install the CLARAPI 
application, which is available as part of the EMC Solutions Enabler kit. You can 
download both the EMC VSS Provider and the EMC Solutions Enabler kit from 
the Powerlink website. For more information, refer to the EMC Admsnap 
Release Notes, the EMC VSS Provider Release Notes, and the EMC Solutions 
Enabler Release Notes. If you are installing a version prior to 6.26, refer to 
revision A09 or earlier of the Server Support Products Guide for Windows 
Installation Guide.

Admsnap Release 
Notes
EMC VSS Provider 
Release Notes
EMC Solutions Enabler 
Release Notes

Server support products 
installation guide

24 Server
Test MPIO 
failover

CAUTION: If you have multiple CLARiiON storage systems connected to the 
server, you will not be able to tell from MPIO which paths connect to which 
storage system.

❑ Find an SP in the storage system with Active/Optimized paths between it 
and the server:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 
Drives.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Right-click any DGC RAID disk device and select Disk Properties.

❑ In the Multi-Path Disk Device Properties windows, find a path with a 
TPG state of Active/Optimized and determine the storage-system SP 
for the path from the TPG ID:

TPG ID of 1 = SP A
TPG ID 2 = SP B

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to determine which LUNs are owned by the SP 
and record them.

After the test, you need to return these LUNs to this SP, which is their 
original SP owner.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Disconnect the cables from all the ports on this SP.
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24 Server
Test MPIO 
failover (cont.)

❑ View the properties windows for the disk device, and verify the following 
path information:

• The paths to the SP from which you disconnected the cables no longer 
appear in the paths list.

• The TPG state of the paths to the other SP is Active/Optimized, 
indicating that I/O continues through the remaining paths and that native 
failover is working properly.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Reconnect the cables that you disconnected from the SP. Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ For each LUN that was owned by the SP before you disconnected cables 
from the SP, use the Navisphere Manager LUN Properties dialog box to 
return the LUN to this SP (the LUN’s original SP owner).

❑ Verify the paths to the SP for which you tested failover:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 
Drives.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Right-click any DGC RAID disk device and select Disk Properties.

❑ In the Multi-Path Disk Device Properties windows, verify that all paths 
to the SP have a TPG state of Active/Optimized. 
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Native multipath failover (MPIO) checklist — existing Windows 
server and new storage system

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or CX series storage systems, complete 
the tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist before the service 
provider arrives. For other storage-system configurations, complete 
all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBA or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs or NICs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs or NICs until you are told to 
do so later in this procedure.

HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs see URL on 
page 536)

2 Server 
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision, update it:
• HBA or NIC driver
• host agent
• admsnap
• admhost

Note: For Windows Server 2008 with MPIO the host agent or server utility 
must be version 6.26.7 or later.

HBA or NIC 
documentation (or HBAs 
see URL on page 536)

Server Support 
Products Installation 
Guide for Windows

3 Server 
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

For additional NICs

❑ Make sure the HBA or NIC driver parameters are set to the values 
required for CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page 536)

❑ Use Start > Server Manager > View Network Connections to assign the 
network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) for each 
NIC.

Important: On the Networking tab be sure that IPV4 and not IPV6 is 
selected.

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator to 
start the iSCSI Service.
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3 Server 
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties 
(cont.)

For additional iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

4 Server 
Install MPIO if not 
installed

❑ Navigate to the server features window:

Server Manager > Features > Add features

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Select the Multipath I/O feature.

If asked about rebooting the server, choose to reboot later.

5 Storage system
Install

❑ Install the storage system in the cabinet, if not already installed. Rails and cabinet 
documentation

6 Storage system
Cable 
management 
ports

❑ Cable the storage-system management port on each SP to the network 
from which you will management the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide

7 Storage system
Initialize 

❑ Install the storage system initialization utility on a host on the same subnet 
as the storage-system management ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Use the storage system initialization utility to initialize the storage system.

8  Storage system

Install software 
enablers

❑ If you have Virtual Provisioning, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, SnapView, 
MirrorView/A, MirrorView/S, and/or Navisphere Quality of Service 
Manager enabler CDs, install the enablers using the CLARiiON Software 
Updates Tools option on the CLARiiON Tools page for the CX4 series or 
CX3 series on the EMC Powerlink website (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

Note: The Software Update Tools option has you use the Software 
Assistant wizard in the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) to install the 
enablers.

NST and Software 
Assistant help

9 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

Task Steps Reference document
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10 Storage system 
with Fibre 
Channel data 
ports
Cable to data 
ports to Fibre 
Channel switch 
or server HBA 
ports

❑ Cable storage-system data ports either to the Fibre Channel switch 
connected to the server HBA ports or directly to the server HBA ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide or storage-system 
setup guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the switch port connected 
to each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, 
which indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

11 Storage system 
with iSCSI data 
ports
Cable to data 
ports to network, 
or server HBA or 
NIC ports 

❑ Cable the storage-system iSCSI data ports either to the network 
connected to the server HBA or NIC ports or directly to the server HBA or 
NICs ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking 
the LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Switch documentation

12 iSCSI storage 
system 
Configure iSCSi 
storage-system 
data ports

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system. Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click 
Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

If you have an iSNS environment, go to step 14.

Task Steps Reference document
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13 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system (no iSNS)
Configure any 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For NICs

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on 
the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Go to step 16.

Microsoft documentation 
or iSCSI server setup 
guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

Go to step 16.

QLogix SANsurfer 
documentation

14 Storage system 
in iSNS 
environment
Configure iSNS 
client

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure the iSNS environment on the 
storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

15 Server in iSNS 
environment
Configure any 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports for iSNS

For NICs

Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on the 
server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC port for iSNS.

Microsoft documentation 
or iSCSI server setup 
guide

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA port 
for iSNS.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

16 Storage system
Set up security

❑ To set up an optional security certificate for a CX4 series storage system, 
a CX3 series storage system running FLARE 0E 03.26 or later or a CX300 
storage system running FLARE OE 02.26 or later, use the Navisphere 
setup page. 

To access this page for a storage system, use the following url:

hostname/setup

where hostname is the IP address of an SP in the storage system. 

Navisphere setup page 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to define a global administrator and domain (if 
not already defined) and any additional users.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

Task Steps Reference document
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17 Non-customer 
installable Fibre 
Channel switches
Zone additional 
paths

For a Fibre Channel SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Switch management 
documentation 

❑ If SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, or MirrorView/S is installed, 
create any required zones.

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

18 Server
Make target SPs 
available

❑ Restart the host agent, then use the Disk Management tool to scan for 
LUNZ devices.

If the LUNZ devices are not visible, scan for them once more.

Windows documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box 
to verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

19 Storage system
Set properties for 
MPIO

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled 

Failover mode to 4

Navisphere Manager 
help 

Fibre Channel

❑ Add EMC CLARiiON devices to MPIO control with commands below.

IMPORTANT: The spacing in the command must be exact. Make sure that 
there are exactly:
• 5 spaces after DGC
• 10 spaces between RAID 5, RAID 3, RAID 1, RAID 0 and the "
• 9 spaces between RAID 10 and the "
• 11 spaces between VRAID and the "

%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 5          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 3          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 1          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 0          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 10         "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     VRAID           "

EMC inquiry data is added to the proper registry hives to inform MPIO to 
control EMC devices. Note that the VRAID command is for RAID 6 LUNs 
and thin LUNs.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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19 Storage system
Set properties for 
MPIO (cont.)

iSCSI

❑ Open the MPIO Administrative Tools UI and select the Discover 
Multi-Paths tab.

❑ Check the "Add support for iSCSI devices" checkbox and close the MPIO 
Administrative Tools UI.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

20 Windows host 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same 
network as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST. 

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

21 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the server to a storage group.

❑ Reboot the server so Windows recognizes the LUNs.

Now the LUNs in the storage group look like any other disks in the server.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Verify that MPIO has control of the LUNs as follows:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 
Drives.

Task Steps Reference document
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21 Storage system
Configure (cont.)

❑ For a disk device of each RAID type for which you created a LUN:

• Right-click the disk device and select Disk Properties.

• In the Disk Properties window, verify that an MPIO tab appears.

If no MPIO tab appears, the command that you entered in step 4 for 
the RAID type was not entered correctly. Most likely, it did not have 
the correct number of spaces in it. Re-enter the appropriate 
command below for the RAID type:

IMPORTANT: The spacing in the command must be exact. Make 
sure that there are exactly:

• 5 spaces after DGC
• 10 spaces between RAID 5, RAID 3, RAID 1, RAID 0 and the "
• 9 spaces between RAID10 and the "
• 11 spaces between VRAID and the "

%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 5          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 3          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 1          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 0          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 10         "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     VRAID           "

22 Storage system
Configure Event 
Monitor

❑ If you will monitor storage-system events, use Navisphere Manger to apply 
the desired event monitor templates to the storage system.

For a CX300 storage system, continue to step 24.

Navisphere Manager 
help

23 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

24 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure CHAP on the storage-system iSCSI 
ports, but do not enable it yet.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help
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25 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security 
for new iSCSI 
HBA or NIC 
initiators

For NIC initiators

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to enable CHAP on the storage system.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI initiator on 
the server to configure initiator CHAP on any new NIC initiators.

For iSCSI HBA initiators

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the HBA initiators.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide, SANsurfer 
documentation, and 
Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to enable CHAP on the storage system.

26 Server
Make LUNs 
available to 
Windows

❑ Prepare the LUNs to receive data by creating partitions on them. Host connectivity guide 
or Windows 
documentation

27 Server
Test MPIO 
failover

CAUTION: If you have multiple CLARiiON storage systems connected to the 
server, you will not be able to tell from MPIO which paths connect to which 
storage system.

❑ Find an SP in the storage system with Active/Optimized paths between it 
and the server:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 
Drives.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Right-click any DGC RAID disk device and select Disk Properties.

❑ In the Multi-Path Disk Device Properties windows, find a path with a 
TPG state of Active/Optimized and determine the storage-system SP 
for the path from the TPG ID:

TPG ID of 1 = SP A
TPG ID 2 = SP B

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to determine which LUNs are owned by the SP 
and record them.

After the test, you need to return these LUNs to this SP, which is their 
original SP owner.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Disconnect the cables from all the ports on this SP.

Task Steps Reference document
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27 Server
Test MPIO 
failover (cont.)

❑ View the properties windows for the disk device, and verify the following 
path information:

• The paths to the SP from which you disconnected the cables no longer 
appear in the paths list.

• The TPG state of the paths to the other SP is Active/Optimized, 
indicating that I/O continues through the remaining paths and that 
native failover is working properly.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Reconnect the cables that you disconnected from the SP. Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ For each LUN that was owned by the SP before you disconnected cables 
from the SP, use the Navisphere Manager LUN Properties dialog box to 
return the LUN to this SP (the LUN’s original SP owner).

❑ Verify the paths to the SP for which you tested failover:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 
Drives.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Right-click any DGC RAID disk device and select Disk Properties.

❑ In the Multi-Path Disk Device Properties windows, verify that all paths 
to the SP have a TPG state of Active/Optimized. 

Task Steps Reference document
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Native multipath failover (MPIO) checklist — existing Windows 
server and existing storage system

This checklist assumes that the existing Windows server and existing 
storage system are already connected in a Fibre Channel SAN, iSCSI 
network, or direct attach configuration. 

For a CX4 series and CX3 series storage-system configuration that a 
service provider is installing or for a CX series storage-system 
configuration, complete the tasks highlighted with grey in the 
checklist before the service provider arrives. For other storage-system 
configurations, complete all the tasks.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install additional 
HBAs or NICs

❑ If you need additional HBAs or NICs to provide more paths to the storage 
system, install these HBAs.

CAUTION Do not connect cables to the HBAs until you are told to do so 
later in this procedure.

HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page 536)

2 Server with CX 
series storage 
system
Update software

❑ If the following software is currently installed and not at the required 
minimum revision (page 536), update it:
• HBA or NIC driver
• host agent 
• admsnap
• admhost

Note: The host agent or server utility must be version 6.26.7 or later.

HBA or NIC 
documentation (for 
HBAs, see URL on 
page page 536)

Server Support 
Products for Windows 
Installation Guide 

3 Server 
Set HBA or NIC 
driver properties

❑ Make sure the HBA or NIC driver properties are set to the values required 
for CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA documentation 
(see URL on 
page page 536)
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4 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Assign NIC or 
HBA network 
parameters

For additional NICs

❑ Use Start > Server Manager > View Network Connections to assign the 
network parameters (IP address, subnet mask, and gateway) for each NIC.

Important: On the Networking tab be sure that IPV4 and not IPV6 is 
selected.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator to 
start the iSCSI Service., if not already started.

For additional iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use SANsurfer to assign the network parameters (IP address, subnet 
mask, and gateway) for each iSCSI HBA

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

5 Storage system
Update software

❑ If the storage system is not running FLARE 0E, version 03.026.xxx.5.000 
or later, use the CLARiiON Software Updates Tools option on Powerlink to 
install the latest FLARE OE 03.26 version.

Note: The Software Update Tools option has you use the Software 
Assistant wizard in the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST to install FLARE 
OE.

NST and Software 
Assistant help

6 Server
Install MPIO if 
not already 
installed

❑ Navigate to the server features window:

Server Manager > Features > Add features

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Select the Multipath I/O feature.

If asked about rebooting the server, choose to reboot later.

Task Steps Reference document
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7 Server 
Cable additional 
HBAs tor NICs to 
Fibre Channel 
switches, 
network, or 
storage-system 
data ports

For storage system with Fibre Channel data ports

Cable any additional HBA ports to the Fibre Channel switch connected to the 
storage system or to the storage-system Fibre Channel data ports.

Storage-system setup 
guide 

❑ Checkpoint - For a Fibre Channel SAN, verify the HBA connections to the 
Fibre Channel switch by checking the LED(s) for the Fibre Channel switch 
port connected to each HBA port.

For a 1 Gb or 4 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify the LED is green, which 
indicates that the HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

For a 2 Gb Fibre Channel switch - Verify one of the following:

• The left LED is green and the right LED is off, which indicates that a 1 
Gb SP port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxB2 Fibre Channel switch, both LEDs are green, which 
indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the switch port.

• For a DS-xxM2 Fibre Channel switch, the left LED is blue and the right 
LED is off, which indicates that a 2 Gb HBA port is logged in to the 
switch port.

For a storage system with iSCSI ports

❑ Cable any additional HBA or NICs ports to the network connected to the 
storage-system iSCSI data ports or directly to the storage-system iSCSI 
data ports.

❑ Checkpoint - For a network connection with the server, verify the 
storage-system connections to the network router or switch by checking the 
LED(s) for the router or switch port connected to each SP port.

Switch documentation

8 Storage system 
with iSCSI data 
ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports

If you are using storage-system iSCSI ports that were not used before, configure 
the network parameters for these ports using Navisphere Manager:

❑ Open Navisphere Manager for the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

❑ In the Enterprise Storage Window, right-click the storage system iSCSI 
data ports you want to configure, and select iSCSI > Port Management.

❑ For each iSCSI port you want to configure:

❑ In the Port Management window, select the port and click Properties.

❑ In the iSCSI Port window, enter the IP address, gateway, and subnet 
masks for the port, click Apply to save the settings and return to the 
Port Management window.
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8 Storage system 
with iSCSI data 
ports
Configure iSCSI 
storage-system 
data ports (cont.)

❑ When you have configured each iSCSI port, click OK to close the Port 
Management window.

If your environment has iSNS, go to step 11.

Navisphere Manager 
help 

9 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system (no iSNS)
Configure 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports

For additional NICs

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on 
the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Go to step 11.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation or iSCSI 
server setup guide

For additional SCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

QLogic SANsurfer 
documentation

10 Server in iSNS 
environment
Configure 
additional server 
iSCSI initiator 
ports for iSNS

For additional NICs

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on 
the server to configure the iSCSI initiator for each NIC port.

Go to step 12.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation or iSCSI 
server setup guide

For additional iSCSI HBAs

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure the iSCSI initiator for each HBA port for 
iSNS.

Go to step 12.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide

11 Fibre Channel 
switches 
Zone additional 
paths

For switches that are not hard-zoned switches:

For a SAN

❑ Zone the Fibre Channel switches to provide a path from each additional 
HBA port (host initiator) to the SPs.

Switch management 
documentation 

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify the switch 
connections to the storage system.

12 Server 
Register 
additional HBAs 
or NICs with 
storage system

❑ Restart the host agent or run the server utility, then use the Disk 
Management tool to scan for disks.

Windows documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use Navisphere Manager’s Connectivity Status dialog box to 
verify that each HBA is registered with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help
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13 Storage system
Set properties for 
MPIO 

❑ Use Navisphere Manager’s Failover Setup Wizard (selected from the Tools 
menu on the toolbar) to set the following storage-system properties for the 
server’s existing HBA or NIC ports (initiators): 

Initiator Type to CLARiiON Open

Array commpath to Enabled

Failover mode to 4

Navisphere Manager 
help

Fibre Channel

❑ Add EMC CLARiiON devices to MPIO control with commands below.

IMPORTANT: The spacing in the command must be exact. Make sure that 
there are exactly:
• 5 spaces after DGC
• 10 spaces between RAID 5, RAID 3, RAID 1, RAID 0 and the "
• 9 spaces between RAID 10 and the "
• 11 spaces between VRAID and the "

%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 5          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 3          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 1          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 0          "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     RAID 10         "
%systemroot%\system32\mpclaim.exe -n -i -d "DGC     VRAID           "

EMC inquiry data is added to the proper registry hives to inform MPIO to 
control EMC devices. Note that the VRAID command is for RAID 6 LUNs 
and thin LUNs.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

iSCSI

❑ Open the MPIO Administrative Tools UI and select the Discover 
Multi-Paths tab.

❑ Check the "Add support for iSCSI devices" checkbox and close the MPIO 
Administrative Tools UI.

14 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

Task Steps Reference document
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15 Storage system 
with iSCSI ports
Configure 
optional 
storage-system 
CHAP security 
for new iSCSI 
HBA or NIC 
initiators

If CHAP security is configured for the storage-system SP port connected to a 
new NIC or HBA initiator, the new initiator must use CHAP. If you want a new 
initiator to use the credentials already set for that SP port, you do not need to 
configure the storage-system CHAP for the new initiator.

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to configure CHAP on the storage-system iSCSI 
ports for each new NIC or iSCSI HBA that needs it configured, but do not 
enable it yet.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

16 Server in iSCSI 
configuration 
with storage 
system
Configure 
optional server 
CHAP security

If you configured CHAP security for the storage system, you must configure it for 
the server’s iSCSI initiators.

For NIC Initiators

❑ If CHAP is not already enabled on the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to enable it.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ Use Start > All Programs > Administrative Tools > iSCSI Initiator on 
the server to configure the initiator CHAP on the new NIC initiators on the 
server.

For iSCSI HBAs

❑ If CHAP is already enabled on the storage system, use Navisphere 
Manager to disable it.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

❑ Use QLogic SANsurfer to configure initiator CHAP on the new iSCSI HBA 
initiators on the server.

Note: The SANsurfer read/write buffer test is not supported for CLARiiON 
storage systems.

iSCSI server setup 
guide and QLogic 
SANsurfer 
documentation

❑ If you disabled CHAP on the storage system, use Navisphere Manager to 
re-enable CHAP on the storage system.

Storage-system setup 
guide or getting started 
guide and Navisphere 
Manager help

17 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to 
additional HBAs 
or NICs

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to disconnect and then reconnect the server and 
its storage group.

Navisphere Manager 
help

Task Steps Reference document
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18 Server
Test MPIO 
failover

CAUTION: If you have multiple CLARiiON storage systems connected to the 
server, you will not be able to tell from MPIO which paths connect to which 
storage system.

❑ Find an SP in the storage system with Active/Optimized paths between it 
and the server:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 
Drives.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Right-click any DGC RAID disk device and select Disk Properties.

❑ In the Multi-Path Disk Device Properties windows, find a path with a 
TPG state of Active/Optimized and determine the storage-system SP 
for the path from the TPG ID:

TPG ID of 1 = SP A
TPG ID 2 = SP B

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to determine which LUNs are owned by the SP 
and record them.

After the test, you need to return these LUNs to this SP, which is their 
original SP owner.

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Disconnect the cables from all the ports on this SP.

❑ View the properties windows for the disk device, and verify the following 
path information:

• The paths to the SP from which you disconnected the cables no longer 
appear in the paths list.

• The TPG state of the paths to the other SP is Active/Optimized, 
indicating that I/O continues through the remaining paths and that native 
failover is working properly.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Reconnect the cables that you disconnected from the SP. Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ For each LUN that was owned by the SP before you disconnected cables 
from the SP, use the Navisphere Manager LUN Properties dialog box to 
return the LUN to this SP (the LUN’s original SP owner).

❑ Verify the paths to the SP for which you tested failover:

❑ Select Computer Management > Device Management > Disk 
Drives.

Windows Server 2008 
documentation

❑ Right-click any DGC RAID disk device and select Disk Properties.

❑ In the Multi-Path Disk Device Properties windows, verify that all paths 
to the SP have a TPG state of Active/Optimized. 

Task Steps Reference document
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DMP configurations for Windows
Read this section if you are installing a Windows 2000 or Windows 
Server 2003 VERITAS DMP configuration with a new server and a 
new storage system. A new server and a new storage system are 
defined as follows:

new server - A server running Windows 2000 or Windows Server 
2003 and not connected to any storage system.

new storage system - A CX4 series, CX3 series, or CX300 storage 
system that has factory default settings and has never been connected 
to a server. 

Topics relating to the checklist for Windows DMP configurations are:

◆ Required host software revisions ................................................... 575
◆ Prerequisites ...................................................................................... 576
◆ Documentation.................................................................................. 577

Required host 
software revisions

This section lists the required software revisions for Windows 2000 
configurations:

◆ Windows 2000 or Windows Server 2003 operating system 
revision and any service pack listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ HBA driver revision listed in the E-Lab Interoperability 
Navigator on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ VxVM 3.1 for Windows 2000 with HotFix01 or later

Refer to the E-Lab Interoperability Navigator and the EMC PowerPath for 
Windows administrator’s guide on the Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com) for the specific revision required for your 
Windows 2000 version. 

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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Prerequisites ◆ All switches must be installed.

◆ Storage systems must be set up, initialized (if required), and 
connected to switches, and any optional storage-system software 
(SnapView, SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, MirrorView/A, 
MirrorView/S) you have must be installed.

◆ You have installed Navisphere Manager.

◆ If any storage systems have SnapView, the admsnap utility must 
be installed on the servers that will be the SnapView production 
and secondary hosts.

◆ If any storage systems have SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, the 
admhost utility must be installed on the servers that have access 
to LUNs participating in a SAN Copy session. 

◆ You must have a host that is:

• Running an operating system that can support the Navisphere 
Manager 6.X browser-based client. For an up-to-date list of 
such operating systems, refer to the Navisphere Manager 6.X 
release notes on http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

• On a network that is connected to the storage-system servers 
and that will be connected to the SPs in the storage systems.

◆ You must have planned your LUNs and RAID groups and/or 
thin pools, and storage groups.

Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage systems 
with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual Provisioning 
enabler installed.

Be sure to consider requirements for SAN Copy, SAN Copy/E, 
SnapView, MirrorView/A, and MirrorView/S if you have this 
software. The following documents will help you with this 
planning:

• For customized documentation on planning a CX4 and CX3 
series storage system configuration, go to the Plan page of the 
CX4 support website (http://emc.com/cx4support) or CX3 
support website (http://emc.com/cx3support), and answer 
the questions about your configuration.

• For documentation on planning a CX series storage system, 
refer to EMC CLARiiON CX300, CX300i, CX500, CX500i, and 
CX700 Storage Systems Configuration Planning Guide (P/N 
300-001-273). 

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://emc.com/cx4support
http://emc.com/cx3support
http://emc.com/cx3support
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Documentation Each checklist refers to some or all of the documents listed below. We 
recommend that you load these documents on your service laptop 
before starting the installation.

◆ Documentation that ships with the HBA and HBA driver. 

This documentation is also available from the following websites.

For Emulex HBAs and drivers: 
http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm

For QLogic HBAs and drivers: 
http://support.qlogic.com/support/oem_emc.asp

◆ Documentation that ships with the following:
• Switches and switch management software
• Microsoft Windows 2000 operating system

• VERITAS Volume Manager

◆ EMC CLARiiON Support Products for Windows Installation Guide 
(P/N 300-002-038)

◆ EMC Navisphere Command Line Interface (CLI) Reference 
(P/N 003-003-628)

◆ EMC Navisphere Manager help - for CX4 series, CX3 series, and 
CX series storage systems (available from the Manager user 
interface and in the Technical Documentation and Advisories 
section on the Powerlink website - http://Powerlink.EMC.com)

◆ EMC Host Connectivity Guide for Windows (P/N 300-000-603)

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://www.emulex.com/ts/docoem/framemc.htm
http://www.qlogic.com/support/drivers_software.asp
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DMP checklist — new Windows server and new storage system
Tasks highlighted with grey in the checklist should be completed 
before the service provider arrives.

Task Steps Reference document

1 Server
Install HBAs and 
driver

❑ Install HBAs. HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 577)

❑ Install HBA driver.

2 Server
Set HBA driver 
properties

❑ Set the HBA driver parameters to the values required for CLARiiON.

CAUTION Using improper settings can cause erratic failover behavior, 
such as greatly increased I/O delays.

Host connectivity guide 
and HBA documentation 
(see URL on page 577)

3 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Register 
storage-system 
with service 
provider

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Download and install the NST onto the Windows host from the CLARiiON 
Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website: (http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ Start the NST.

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Register Storage System 
and follow the steps in the wizard.

4 Windows host 
connected to CX4 
series or CX3 
series 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Verify 
storage-system 
health

This task uses the Navisphere Service Taskbar (NST) running on a Windows 
host (such as a Navisphere off-array management station) on the same network 
as the storage-system management ports.

❑ Start the NST. 

NST requirements and 
installation

❑ On the Hardware Maintenance tab, select the Verify Storage System 
wizard.

❑ If the wizard report lists any problems, resolve them.

5 Windows host or 
Windows virtual 
machine 
connected to 
storage-system 
management 
ports
Install CLARalert

The Windows host or Windows virtual machine (such as a Navisphere off-array 
management station), on which you install CLARalert, is the monitor station. It 
must be on the same network as the storage-system management ports, and 
cannot be connected to a storage system.

❑ Download and install CLARalert onto the monitor station from the 
CLARiiON Tools page on the EMC Powerlink website 
(http://Powerlink.EMC.com).

CLARalert requirements 
and installation 

http://powerlink.emc.com
http://powerlink.emc.com
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6 Storage system
Configure

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set general storage-system properties. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to create RAID groups and/or thin pools, bind 
LUNs, create storage groups, and assign LUNs to storage groups.

Note: Thin pools and thin LUNs are supported only for CX4 storage 
systems with FLARE OE 04.28.000.5.5xx or later and the Virtual 
Provisioning enabler installed.

7 Storage system
Set up Event 
Monitor

❑ Plan your monitoring configuration. Navisphere Manager 
help

 
❑ Use Navisphere Manager to set user options, create templates, and set up 

your monitoring configuration.

8 Storage system
Set properties

❑ Use the following Navisphere Secure CLI commands to set the default 
storage-system arraycommpath and failover mode properties:

naviseccli -h sp arraycommpath 1

naviseccli -h sp storagegroup -sethost -host windows_host 
-failovermode 1
where 

sp is the IP address or network name of the SP in the storage system.
windows_host is the name of the Windows server.

Navisphere CLI 
reference

9 Switch 
Zone switches 
for one path 
from server to 
storage system

For a SAN

❑ Zone switches so that only one path exists between a server and the 
storage system.

This provides a path from one host initiator (HBA port) to only one SP.

You will need to know the WWPN of a host initiator - available in the 
switch’s name server table.

Documentation that 
ships with the switches

❑ Reboot Windows. Windows documentation

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify that the HBA and 
storage system are logged in to the switch as fabric ports, and to verify that 
the HBA sees only the target (SP) to which it is zoned.

Documentation that 
ships with the switches

10 Storage system
Register one 
host initiator

❑ Use the Connectivity Status dialog in Navisphere Manager to register 
only one host initiator with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

11 Storage system
Connect host 
initiator to 
storage group

❑ Use Navisphere Manager to connect the host initiator to its storage group. Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use the Disk Management tool to scan for disks.

If the disks are not visible, scan for them once more.

Windows documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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12 Server 
Install Volume 
Manager 

Note: The native CLARiiON DSM in VERTAS Storage Foundation 5.0 supports 
failover, but not load balancing. For more information, refer to the Windows host 
connectivity guide.

❑ Install VERITAS Volume Manager for Windows 2000 on the server.

❑ Install any recommended VERITAS updates.

If the server is running VERITAS Volume Manager 3.1 with Service Pack 1, skip 
to step 13.

VERITAS Volume 
Manager documentation

Windows host 
connectivity guide.

13 Server 
Install required 
VERITAS 
packages

Server is running a version of Volume Manager prior to version 3.1 with 
Service Pack 1

❑ Download the required VERITAS packages for CLARiiON to the server 
from the Symantec VERITAS website (http://seer.support.veritas.com).

VERITAS Volume 
Manager documentation

❑ In the directory where you downloaded the driver, double-click the 
install.cmd file to install the driver.

❑ Reboot Windows.

14 Server 
Add storage 
system to DMP 
management

❑ Use VERITAS Enterprise Administrator to turn off Exclude in the array 
settings menu for a LUN’s path for the storage system.

VERITAS Volume 
Manager documentation

15 Fibre Channel 
Switches 
Zone switches 
additional paths 
from server to 
storage system

For a SAN

❑ Zone Fibre Channel switches so that all desired paths exists between a 
server and the storage system.

You will need to know the WWPN of the host initiators - available in the 
switch’s name server table.

Documentation that 
ships with the switches

❑ Checkpoint - Use switch management software to verify that the HBAs 
and storage system are logged in to the switch as fabric ports, and to verify 
that each HBA sees only the targets (SPs) to which it is zoned.

16 Storage system
Register 
additional host 
initiators

❑ Use the Connectivity Status dialog in Navisphere Manager to register the 
additional host initiators with the storage system.

Navisphere Manager 
help

17 Storage system ❑ Use Navisphere Manager to disconnect and then reconnect the server 
from its storage group. 

You can do this from the Host tab of the storage group Properties dialog. 

Navisphere Manager 
help

❑ Use the Disk Management tool to scan for disks.

If the disks are not visible, scan for them once more.

Windows documentation

Task Steps Reference document
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You are now ready to set up any optional software, such as SnapView, 
on the storage system.

18 Server 
Make LUNs 
available to both 
SPs

❑ Use the Disk Management tool to scan for disks. Windows documentation

19 Server
Verify 
high-availability 
configuration

❑ Start the Navisphere Server Utility on the server or from the server support 
CD, which shipped with the storage system.

Server support products 
installation guide

❑ Select the Verify Server High Availability option to generate a report of 
the server’s environment.

❑ Review the report to confirm that your server configuration is highly 
available, and if it is not, make it so before continuing.

20 Server 
Verify DMP 
installation

❑ Log into VERITAS Enterprise Administrator (VEA). VERITAS Volume 
Manager documentation

❑ Click the host name for the server.

❑ Click disks.

❑ Click a device that you know belongs to the CLARiiON storage system.

❑ Click the paths tab for that device. VERITAS Volume 
Manager documentation

❑ Verify that the device has primary and secondary paths to it.

❑ Verify the state of the device (enabled or disabled).

21 Windows Server 
2003 server
Install optional 
CLARiiON VSS 
provider

❑ If you want applications to access SnapView functionality on the storage 
system using the VSS framework or other APIs, Install the optional 
CLARiiON VSS provider on the server.

Note that Navisphere CLI must be installed on the server.

Note: As of version 6.26, the CLARiiON VSS Provider is no longer supported 
with the Admsnap Utility. The substitute for this technology is the EMC VSS 
Provider. The EMC VSS Provider requires that you install the CLARAPI 
application, which is available as part of the EMC Solutions Enabler kit. You can 
download both the EMC VSS Provider and the EMC Solutions Enabler kit from 
the Powerlink website. For more information, refer to the EMC Admsnap 
Release Notes, the EMC VSS Provider Release Notes, and the EMC Solutions 
Enabler Release Notes. If you are installing a version prior to 6.26, refer to 
revision A09 or earlier of the Server Support Products Guide for Windows 
Installation Guide.

Admsnap Release 
Notes
EMC VSS Provider 
Release Notes
EMC Solutions Enabler 
Release Notes

Server support products 
installation guide

Task Steps Reference document
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CAUTION!
If you want to install any new software or upgrade any existing 
software on a storage system after DMP is installed and running, 
use the Navisphere Manager Software Installation Wizard and the 
VxVM’s restore daemon default setting of check disabled, 
interval=300. If this wizard is not supported for your storage 
system or if the restore setting it not at its default setting, then set 
the VxVM restore daemon interval to less than the NDU delay 
value in either Navisphere Manager of Navisphere CLI by a margin 
of 60 seconds or greater. 

Using Windows DMP When you use Windows 2000 DMP for CLARiiON, you need to take 
into account the following behaviors for LUNs under DMP 
management:

◆ After Windows 2000 reboots, one SP owns all the LUNs. If you 
want the other SP to own any LUNs, you must manually transfer 
ownership of (trespass) those LUNs to the other SP using the 
Navisphere Manager or CLI.

◆ Windows DMP for CLARiiON does not support auto-restore for 
LUNs. If a failure occurs in a path to an SP, Windows DMP 
transfers ownership of LUNs to the other SP, but it does not 
transfer ownership back to the original SP when the path is 
repaired. The server does not lose access to the transferred LUNs. 
If you want the original SP to access any LUNs for load balancing, 
you must manually transfer ownership of those LUNs back to the 
SP using the Navisphere Manager or CLI.

◆ If I/O is occurring between a server and a LUN, you cannot use 
Navisphere to transfer ownership of the LUN from one SP to the 
other SP. 

◆ Adding more than 40 LUNs to a storage group may cause 
Windows 2000 to crash.

◆ The host agent does not register host information with the storage 
system correctly.
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